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Abstract 

Using the example of Peru, this thesis seeks to renegotiate the role of the visual within the 
tourist experience. Embracing recent developments in studies in tourism, research seeks to 
move away from tourism as a series of predetermined, linear, static stages through which 
we pass to be a tourist. Rather, it focuses upon the notion of becoming tourist thereby 
embracing difference through a multiplicity of fluid, dynamic and inherently complex 
performances, practices and processes. Visuals and visuality are fundamental to this process. 
They are no longer thought of as static, lifeless objects imprisoned by representation, but 
'light up' the process of becoming. They mobilise and are mobilised by a series of 
embodied, political, reflexive and ethical performances as tourists engage in imaginative 
and experiential encounters with place. They embrace a past, present and future as place 
and tourist gradually merge in a poetic fusion of sclf and other. In order to explore the 
practices and processes of production and consumption in becoming tourist, three main 
visual moments are identified: - anticipation, rewriting and remembrance and reliving. 
These moments move beyond notions of the hermeneutic cycle of travel and embrace 
becoming as a complex process that extends beyond the divisible boundaries of the 
before, during and after travel experiences. Visual moments are explored using three 
main visual devices: - tourist brochures, picture postcards and tourists' own photographs. 
Each device becomes positioned as a vehicle through which performative spaces of the 
tourist experience are tealised. They work together and permeate the entire process of 
becoming as tourists make sense of and build affinities with place. Having explored the 
multiplicity of tourist practice and process, research identifies five main themes that cut 
across the tourist experience. 11cse arc 'visuals and... ': becoming, the everyday, our senses, 
marketing place and finally, difference. 
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Preface 

The origins of this thesis he in dissertation research completed during my Nbsters degree 

entitled "The Photographic Irriage: Concepts, Practices and Processes of Image 

Construction in Tourist Brochures of Scotland" and a subsequent paper entitled 

"XIediating Landscapes: 'Me Processes and Practices of Image Construction in Tourist 

Brochures of Scotland". Using the example of the Scottish Tourist Board (now 

VisitScotland) and visuals presented in their brochures, this research disrrussed ideas of an 

uncomplicated process of image construction as simply taking a picture of a subject such as 

a castle and presenting it in a brochure. Brochure photographs are not simple 

representations, but are invitations to 'step into' destinations (see figure Pl). They are 

constructed via complex interactions between and differences among, several agents of 

marketMg, photography and design, their knowledges and expertise. 'Me chain of creative 

spaces of mediation involving the recognition, staging, re-packaging and transformation of 

tourist experiences in image construction was identified and the interplays between these 

spaces explored. 

xii 

Figure PI: Kilchum (, astle, Loch Awe, Visit Scotland, Scotland: Vacation Planner, 2000: 26 



From this research it became clear that mediating practices of image construction play a 

fundamental role in tourism as tourists are encouraged to become imaginatively embodied 

nithin the landscapes presented. However, questions arose regarding the ways in which the 

complexities of visuals permeate the entire tourist experience in both production an d 

consumption. Such practices are not confined solely to when tourists use images to 

anticipate place but extend throughout the entire tourist experience. Both producers and 

tourists become locked in a creative co-construction, exploration and accommodation of 

destinations as both imagined and experientially encountered. My thoughts therefore move 

beyond tourism as a series of static stages through which both producers and tourists must 

pass in order to achieve a single, desired endpoint. Rather, this thesis extends the scope of 

research to address the entire tourist experience and explores the multiplicity of interplays, 

practices, processes and performances of visuals through which both producers and 

tourists to make sense of and accommodate the other. 

Having identified key concepts to be explored, I required a case -study destination for 

research. An overview on academic papers in tourism by Pike (2002) identifies that the 

majority of existing research focuses upon established tourist regions of North America, 

UK and the rest of Europe and popular destinations in Asia. Consequently, the decision 

was taken that research would focus on an emerging long-haul destination. This would not 

only provide insights into tourist practice, but with regard to image production, would 

provide key insights into the practices and processes through which place images arc 

constructed as well as reinforced and disseminated to tourists. Tbc original destination was 

proposed as the Indonesian island of Bah. However, due to the terrorist acts of October 

2002 an alternative area of study had to be identified. By consulting the Office of National 

Statistics data on the travel patterns of UK tourists and conducting an analysis of brochure- 

page allowance per destination of seventy tour operator brochures A offering tours to 

xiii 



worldwide destinations, Tbailand, Malaysia, China, Kenya/South Africa and Peru were 

short-listed as potential case-studies. Unfortunately, Ihailand, Malaysia and China all 

suffered detrimental effects on their international tourism markets during the outbreak of 

SARS in November 2002, while an international travel ban due to terrorist threats was 

imposed on Kenya. While these events conspired to narrow my case-study destination to 

Peru, I had also secured a number of key contacts within the Peruvian National Tourist 

Board (PromPeru), in UK tour companies offering trips to Peru and in the Universidad 

Pcruana de Ciencias Applicadas (UPC) in Lima. 

Peru proudly boasts a rich cultural and archaeological heritage of the Inca, Chavin, Nasca 

and Moche eras. Its geography embraces a vast diversity of landscapes from the Amazon 

jungle, the Altiplano and Nasca desert to the Andes mountain range. Together with the 

flora, fauna and the tourist highlights of Machu Picchu, Lake Titicaca and the rich, 

colourful festivals, Peru is unique on the world stage. Nevertheless, Peru is recovering from 

internal unrest during the 1980's and 1990's directed by El Sendro Illuminoso (The Shining 

Path) a Maoist terrorist group (FAS, 2005). With over 30,000 nationals killed during this 

period (FAS, 2005), Peru continues to fight to revive its tourism market. PromPeru, the 

National Tourism Organisation was formed in 1996 with the aim to rebuild the image of 

Peru by promoting tourism, investments and cultural issues and from 2001, activities 

focused solely on tourism (Louisi, PromPcru). Nevertheless, the instability of secure 

funding and the lack of substantial budgets forces attention to concentrate on principal 

markets, especially North America. Tourist numbers have been steadily increasing since the 

early 1990's from 216,534 international visitors in 1992, to 1,052,991 in 2002. Of these 

58% (610,735) visited for holiday and recreation. North Americans accounted 25% (152, 

684) with UK tourists at 5% (30,536) (PromPeru, 2002). Although no figures were 

available for 2004 and only general figures were available for 2003, UK tourists increased 
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1% to 6% between 2002 and 2003 (PromPeru, 2003). With the LK second to North 

America, PromPeru seek to build upon the success of their "Pack your six senses, Come to 

Peru" advertising campaign that tar-geted the American market (see figure P2) and are 

currently initiating promotional activities for the UK. Nevertheless voids in communication 

and marketing remain as communicative avenues with UK tour operators remain in their 

infancy and PromPeru continues to rely upon operators marketing to maintain visitor 

numbers. 
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Figure P2: Pack Your Six Senses, Come to Peru, PromPeru Advertisement, National 
Geographic Traveffer Magazine, US edition, July/August, 2004: 47. 



Having outlined the progression of my acaden-dc interests and identified my research case- 

study, it is important to address my subjective positioning not only as researcher, but as 

traveller/tourist and keen amateur photographer. While Rose (1992) warns of the dangers 

of diving too deeply into pools of self reflection, it is vital to engage in self-reflection to 

gain an understanding of my subjective positioning and the inevitable impact this has upon 

my research. Firstly, my passion for travel and tourism stems from being exposed to the 

wonders of travel from a very young age. As a child I travelled extensively both nationally 

and internationally with both family and friends. My desire to travel continued into my 

undergraduate years where I incorporated my enthusiasm for travel into my research and 

engaged in an eight-week fieldwork period on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia exploring 

the transculturation of Scottish identity and the present-day expression of such identity in 

popular tourist sites. Such passion culminated after my Masters graduation in a 12-month 

trip around the world during which I travelled through countries such as India, Nepal, 

Thailand, Laos, Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia and New Zealand. Such for passion for 

travel established mutual appreciations between me and respondents, each of us, whether 

producer or consumer, sharing a wanderlust for travel to long haul destinations to experience 

other cultures and landscapes. Such common ground further intensified as I spent a 

prolonged period of time in Peru learning Spanish, conducting research and travelling 

round the 'tourist trail'. Such experiences built a vital platform of mutual understanding 

and appreciation between me and respondents within the specific context of Peru. This 

proved fundamental in accessing tourists embodied imaginative and experiential 

performances of place as we shared experiences and created understanding through 

intersubjectivc connection. Without this subjective positioning, the intricacies of the 

motivations, desires and embodied, affectual experiences of travel would have been lost. 
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Secondly, with regard to visuals, I have been a keen amateur photographer for several years 

and have been a member of photographic societies and attended several photography 

workshops. My interest in photography is directly influenced by my passion for travel. 

Photography becomes my means of expression and during my time in Peru, it became a 

fundamental medium through which I accommodated and made sense of what I was 

encountering. Indeed, the intensity of my photographic performances are often highlighted 

as the exception rather than the 'norm' as fellow travellers and tour guides commented on 

the high-frequency of my photographic practices. My knowledge of photography therefore 

provided a firm grounding for understanding the deeper, nuanced technical aspects of 

brochure and postcard photography. Once producers realised I was not baffled by 

technical jargon, they were able to express themselves using professional, technical 

terminology and moved to discuss more detailed, intricate elements of productive. While 

my subjective positioning also formed common ground with tourists and created mutual 

appreciation and understanding of the role of photography in tourists practice, it became 

clear my approach to photography was different to others. Such reahsation emphasised the 

multiplicity of practices amongst tourists and increased my awareness of the need to listen, 

understand and embrace the experiences of others as described rather than as interpreted via 

my own experiences. 
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Becoming Tourist: Renegotiating the Visual in the Tourist Experience 

1.1 Tourist Studies: Changing Focus and Direction 

Since its emergence, tourist studies has relied upon key theorists such as MacCannell (1976), 

Grabum (1977) and Cohen (1988), all of whom focused upon 'authenticity' as fundamental 

in the process of 'being' tourist. MacCannell positioned tourists on a 'quest for authenticity' 

and 'staged authenticity', Graburn conceptualised tourists as pilgrims embarking on 'sacred 

journeys' for the authentic 'other', while Cohen proposed tourists seek the 'authentic' to 

alienate the modem world. Tourist practices revolved around dichotomies of self/other, 

authentic/inauthentic, home/abroad, work/play that mobilised an escape from the 

containment and dissatisfaction of monotonous, mundane practices of everyday life. Such 

drive for authenticity was criticised by Boorstin (1964), Greenwood (1977) and Smith (1978) 

as fuelling contrived inauthenticity of commodified 'stages' as tourism became a metaphor 

of colonialism, exoticising the 'other' and destroying indigenous cultures. Nevertheless, 

such thoughts continued to underpin theoretical understandings until John Urry, in his 

seminal work on Me Tomist Gaýe " (1990), introduced the postmodern tourist, gazing and 

engaging with place through vision and visual practice that initiated a move beyond 

dichotomous understandings. 

It is only recently that dramatic shifts in theoretical understandings of tourism and what it 

is to be a tourist have emerged. As Franklin & Crang (2001) realisc: "nsearcbers bave become 

dependent on a relatively small con of 'Ibeorists' wbose work bas tended to become Petlified in standardiýzed 

explanations, accepted analyses andfoyndational ideas"(: 6). Moving beyond such limitations, they 

propose that tourists no longer exist in spatiaRy and temporaUy fixed locations bound by 

notions of seeking the 'authentic' other and entering 'bubbles'. They arc no longer required 
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to leave their everyday being behind and move body, self and being to another location 

whilst adopting a different form of being and situtatedness that is appropriate to their new, 

alien and somewhat exotic location. Rather, tourism becomes imbued in a web of complex 

processes and practices that result in a series of spaces through which tourists are able to 

encounter and become enmeshed within places, cultures and people (Rojek & Urry, 1997; 

Crang, 1997a, 1999; Coleman & Crang, 2001; Crouch, 2000a/b; Edensor, 1998,2000,2001 

and Franklin, 2003). Tourism is a fluid and mobile process of becoming, rather than being 

(Coleman & Crang, 2002) as tourists move through a series of 'spaces' and continually 

negotiateand reconfigure their self as they accommodate places and cultures. The tourist 

experience becomes a series of wholly muldscnsual encounters that access the lay and 

popular knowledges of the tourist experience (Crouch, 2000a/b; Crang, 1999). It is no 

longer a series of identifiable experiences within almost concrete boundaries, one endpoint 

experience to which all tourists aim, but embraces a plenitude of potential subjective 

encounters. However, although such understandings provide the theoretical framework 

from which my research emanates, I am struck by the apparent dismissal of the visual in 

the tourist experience as attention turns to the body and multisensual embodied 

performances. Consequently, this thesis aims to readdress the discarded visual and 

renegotiate its position in the spaces of becoming tourist by exploring the ways in which 

vision, the visual and resulting visualities can be repositioned as a multiplicity of embodied, 

performativc processes and practices that infiltrate, permeate and enliven the transient 

spaces of tourists' becoming. 

1.2 Embodying The Visual and Visualities of Tourism 

Photography and the visual have been fundamental to research on tourism since early 

studies into the spectacular, ocularcentric practices of The Grand Tour (L6fgrcn, 1999). 
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Such practices positioned tourists as disengaged, detached beings who experienced places, 

cultures and people through overarching gazes and practices of observation; a visualisation 

of the travel experience (Adler, 1989; Craik, 1997; Urry, 2000). Intense ocularcentrism 

pervaded tourist practice; latter day tourists observing and recording encounters through 

painting, sketching or writing, while the invention of photography mobilised the 

photographic capturing of place in the nineteenth century and concretised the hegemonic: 

role of vision in the tourist experience. Tourists were elevated as all-seeing authorities as 

they colonised the other through visual practice. Neither engaged, nor embodied, tourist 

practice talked of vistas, views, sites and sightsecing as a means of absorbing the 

surrounding tourist landscape. Vision secured the role as the key sense as encounters with 

the other were captured and recorded, controlled and categoriscd through visual practice. 

Such primacy of vision continued to permeate understandings of tourist practice as Urry 

exemplified the 'gaze' as the desire to view and experience new, extraordinary places (1990). 

Vision retained its central role as tourist spaces became understood as intangible and 

tourism was reinforced as the practice of 'Ja#ng", absorbing and realising place through 

visual engagement. Drawing upon Boorstin (1964), Baudrillard (1994), Culler (1981) and 

Turner & Ash (1975), Urry proposed tourists as sernioticians engaged in a closed, self- 

perpetuating system of illusions that exist in a specifically circumscribed world. Gazes are 

never left to chance, but arc guided through productive mechanisms as objects of the gaze 

are clearly marked out for tourists to see and engage with. Objects are rendered 

extraordinary and worthy of attention through signposting, signification and meaning 

interpretation that are fixed both temporally and spatially. Through visuals, tourists are able 

to intimately engage with objects. Tourists gaze, particularly through photographs, upon 

idealised representations of a reality. Such is the illusion of contemporary tourism, 

depthlessness and spectacle enable tourists to play with timeframes and create alternative 
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realities far removed from the original 'reality' of the object in a complex web of social 

organisation of place through production and consumption (see also Ritzer & Liska, 1997 

and Meltzer, 2002). 

Nevertheless, despite Urry's moves beyond the singular tourist experience to embrace 

tourism as a game with no single authentic experience, but rather multiple texts as tourists 

revel in one of numerous possible outcomes (see also: Dann, 1996; May, 1996; Selwyn, 

1996), his elevation of vision as the hegemonic sense that overwhelms the body echoes 

ocularcentrism that has long dominated the way in which the tourist experience is 

understood. Tourism is not, and has never been, an entirely visual experience. Vision 

cannot stand alone as a separate, isolated sensory engagement but is infused with the 

entirety of our senses and embrace the entire sensual, subjective and reflexive positioning 

of tourists. just as we see, if we are able, we hear, taste, touch and smell. Our bodies are 

infused in their entirety in the act of seeing and being seen as subjectivity moves beyond 

the social and cultural positioning of the tourist and embraces the body as fundamental in 

generating understanding, perception and performance of place. Indeed, Vcijola & Jokinen 

(1994) and Game (199 1) go so far as to cmphasisc the tourist boiýy over the tourist gaze and 

sensualities of touch, taste, sounds and smell over the visual as "beiq in" refuses the gaze, 

and experiencing place becomes based in the premise of jumping in with both feet rather 

than just two eyes. However, to deny the visual is as damaging as artificial elevation. We are 

neither embodied (through touch, taste, sound and smell), nor disembodied (through sight), 

but are embodied in our entirety as all senses converge and facilitate the total embodied 

immersion into place. Vision should no longer be attended to as a single sense, devoid of 

inter-sensory relations, but as Crouch & Ubbren (2003) suggest, should be embraced as a 

series of embodied practices as tourists encounter the world muldscnsually and 

multidimensionally. Visuals both access and capture embodied sensualities of place and 
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provide a pathway to deeper engagement and involvement in place sensory capacities that 

substantiate visual connection as vision is essentially embodied Uokinen & Veijola, 2003). 

The visual and subsequent visualities are therefore renegotiated to embrace the 

multisensuousness of the self and all senses within key visual moments of the tourist 

experience. They embrace a rounded consciousness of place as embodied spaces of 

tourism work with, rather than against visuals and visualities in tourism. 

Consequently, with Crouch (2000a/b, 2002), Crang (1997a, 1999), Cloke & Perkins (1998), 

Craik (1997), Edensor (1998,2000,2001), Franklin & Crang (2001), Franklin (2003) and 

Veijola & jokinen (1994,2003), 1 refute the privileging of vision and support the rccentring 

of experiential, reflexive elements of human practice in the tourist experience. Knowledge 

emerges through 'doing' (Crang, 1997a, 1999; Crouch, 2000a) and subjective 

understandings and accommodations of place are formed as tourists embrace the 

muldsensuality of their subjectivity that 'ýomes to know the world in art at east as embodied 
.PI 

svbject" (Crouch, 2000a: 3). Tourism emerges not through exposure to visuals per se, but is 

enlivened by the exposure to such visuals and the embodied visualities that emerge from 

such encounters. Through a plethora of embodied visualities tourists become active 

participants in touristic process and practice; reliant on their entire bodies and the plurality 

of sensual interplays and lay, or popular knowledges that are accessed and exposed. We 

need to engage in a poesis of the visual as a means through which touristic practices and 

processes, experiences and encounters are creatively enlivened through a series of 

subjective transformations and the openings of new possibilities (Crouch, 2000a). Tourist 

experience moves beyond the visual, just as 'action' and 'experience' go beyond physical 

passivity into kinaesthcdc sense and flow (Ibrift, 1999). 
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1.3 Visuals, Visualities and the Everydayness of Tourist Practice 

In addition to spaces of embodied visualities, the tourist experience extends into and 

permeates everyday practice. Whilst Urry (1990) first implied such interrelation when he 

suggested that we are all tourists most of the time whether we like it or not, it was Franklin 

& Crang (2001) and later Franklin (2003) who caUed for the de-exoticising of tourism and a 

move away from tourism as a event dislocated in time and space from our everyday lives 

that requires the engagement with 'occurrences' of travel. In challenging traditional 

dichotomic understandings of tourism, the ordinary merges with the extraordinary as 

tourism emerges as a series of everyday embodied visualitics through which tourists are 

able to perform and enact place. The extraordinary is designed into tourism but is 

accommodated into the everyday. Indeed, the everyday should not be taken to imply the 

subversion and transference of the self from the ordinary to the extraordinary, but serves 

to highlight the multiplicity of visuahties within everyday practice. Tourism is 

simultaneously routine and regular, unexpected and different as new knowledges, 

occasional remembrances and experiences are encountered and re-cncountcred within the 

everyday spaces of visuals. It is a fluid, active combination of the repetitive, habitual and 

polydimcnsional. nature of non-habitual transcendence as tourists encounter moments of 

transgression through which new possibilities emerge and fuel the constant process of 

becoming, learning and absorbing, rather than numbly being (Edcnsor, 2001). It is the 

mobilisation of visualitics as inherently entwined with everyday practice that drives 

rcflcxivc engagement with the other, unknown entities of life and facilitates tourists' 

knowledge and understanding. 

Through a complex fusion of the habitual and non-habitual we are able to be in a place. 

Tourists are able to explore, engage with and enact the other through everyday visualities 
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and through the mobilisation of everyday practices of vision and visualities, tourism can be 

repositioned as the practice of self in everyday life (Chaney, 1993; Crang, 1997a, 1999; 

Coleman & Crang, 2002; Edensor, 2001; Franklin, 2003). Adopting everyday, known 

practices and generating shared spaces (Franklin, 2003) tourists use everyday practices to 

explore and make sense of place as it emerges as a series of new knowledges to be 

absorbed into the self. Indeed, the practice of taking and engaging with photographs as a 

social performance is not restricted to the holiday alone but extends beyond the tourist 

experience and become naturally immersed in social encounters such as birthdays, 

weddings and more general events and encounters. Tourist practices are therefore 

inherently imbued in our everyday practice and process as photography enables tourists to 

record not only that which is which is special and unusual, but also that with which they 

feel affinity and connection. It reflects that which is different, non-habitual and that which 

is routine and habitual as tourists continually explore, absorb and accommodate newness 

through everyday photographic practice as they make sense of the other. Indeed, "as a 

consequence, mueb of our evegdy lives an Vnt doing wbat touristr do, alongside tourists, and in wbat we 

migbt calla touristic manner" (Franklin, 2003: 5). 

However, the everyday social practices of photographing extend beyond the act of taking 

pictures and embrace the visualides of reading and enacting place through imaginative 

practice as we constantly engage with photographs and visuals through advertising and 

media that move be yond the traditional 'tourist' experience. Spaces of tangibility and 

intangibility fuse as through visuals, place become fluid and mobile and transcend temporal 

and spatial boundaries to become immersed in our daily lives. As tourist practices become 

infused with the everyday, tourists continuously tour and traverse the other as visuals 

loosen places from their physical moorings and tourists continually encounter difference in 

their everyday lives. It is in the transitional spaces of such visualides and the processes and 
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practices that enable the material objectivity of place and destinations to transcend their 

physical boundaries that intrigue lies (Franklin & Crang, 2001). Indeed, it is the subsequent 

visualities that emerge as a result of engagement with visuals as they enable place to tour 

(Rojek, 1997; Rojek & Urry, 1997; Lury, 1997) as it is not only anticipated, but remembered 

and relived beyond the confines of the in-situ encounter. Places, like tourists, are no long 

stable, fixed or pure-state entities but are fluid and mobile as the performance of visualities 

creates a world in which otherness is all around; no longer rooted to physical confines. 

Both constantly tour; each infiltrating the habitual spaces of the other as distances are 

cancelled through time/space convergence (Franklin, 2003). The proliferation of visual 

devices speeds up place dissemination and increases opportunities for touristic engagement 

with place (Rojek & Urry, 1997; Bell & Lyall, 2002). Imaginative interpretation, therefore, 

moves beyond the traditional boundaries of anticipation as tourists engage in momentary, 

yet ever-lasting, engagements with place as part of everyday practice. 

Through visualides, tourists become imaginative voyagers and practitioners, accumulating 

sights and respositioning themselves alongside and within place using visual devices that 

merge immatcrial and material practices (Crang, 1997a). Objects become agents in their 

own right and display characteristics of agency as they catalyse memories or anticipations 

(Urry, 2000) and mobilise visualitics that extend beyond the physicality of the visual and 

stimulate relationships with distant places and memorable experiences as both predicted 

and experienced (Franklin & Crang, 2001). Sensual encounters with place stir emotions and 

trigger physiological reactions through desire and excitement as place is brought within 

reach and tourists make them their own. Tourists open the imaged space and access a 

plurality of imaginative understanding through muld-scnsual and imaginary sensitivity. 

They become active agents in the imagination of spaces as they themselves facilitate the 

production of space and occupy spaces that enable them to 'ýnate Their ownplqy" and 
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facilitate the creation of proxinifty and familiarity, comfort and understanding through the 

transformation of the self-as-removed to self-as-connected (Crouch, 2000a). 

1.4 Touristic Petformativity and Stages of Performance 

Bound within tourism as a series of practices and active 'doings' and enmeshed within the 

imaginative, embodied spaces of production and consumption is the experience of tourism 

as a series of performances. Such performative practices express the ghostly presences of 

MacCannell's staged authenticity as Edensor (1998,1999,2000), Chaney (2002) and Cloke 

& Perkins (1998) highlight the stage-managed nature of performative encounters in the 

tourist experience. Such staging infers a dramaturgical narrative as tourists arc 

simultaneously guided and regulated to reinforce and encode hegemonic meanings and 

understandings of place. Visuals become stages of performance; scripted and 

choreographed as dominant discourses subliminally mediate and guide tourists as to what 

they should be thinking, feeling and sensing and how this should be best practiced in order 

to achieve the optimal tourist experience. Spaces of power emerge as producers mobilise 

stages through practices of inclusion and exclusion (Mordue, 2001) that organise, 

materialisc and aestheticise place. A complex fusion of producer and tourist emerges as 

ideological imaginings and dominant discourses seek to negotiate suggestions of 

performance alongside tourists' demands, ideals and imaginings of place encounters. 

Consequently, space become active and lived, created and constructed as looking, and 

performance becomes based in practice rather than representation; taking part in rather 

than reflecting upon the world (Crang, 1997a). Visualities create 'enworldment' through 

proprioception as visuals offer multiple fragments in an endless chain of sights of the other. 

Visuals frame place in space and time, allowing experiences to be arated, encountered, 

preserved and re-enlivened through the interplay of production and consumption 
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discourses. Practice and performance, whether imaginary or experiential, are therefore 

never left solely to tourists (Crang, 1997a) but are infiltrated by complex power relations as 

place narratives are disseminated through mediated discourse that privilege key discourses 

at the expense of alternative understandings. 

Acting upon stages, tourism therefore becomes analogous to 'ýerfoimed ait" (Adler, 1989, cit. 

Edensor, 2000: 324) as tourists are prepared and subsequently perform place through 

choreographed spaces. Visuals, through visualitics, allow tourists to conjure up 

imaginations in their minds, sensing and seeing objects through imaginative interpretation 

even when the object itself is not seen (Crawshaw & Urry, 1997; Urry, 2000). Projected 

tourist practices are enframed and places arc socio-spatialised; outlining the practices that 

will arise as place to be encountered. Performances, both imagined and experiential, enable 

tourists to banish ambivalence and ambiguity as they predict and subsequently encounter 

place through practices that are consistent, predictable and appropHate for the touristic 

setting. They are educated as to the established habits, practices and performative 

techniques that ensure the (re)production of what should be seen and done in the shared 

context of tourist spaces; a series of unwritten rules and practices tourists learn and 

subsequently engage with at destinations. Such 'Visdpline rituaIr" (Edensor, 2000) conform 

to predictable etiquette of that which must be shown in brochures, sites that must be seen, 

photographs that must be taken, or postcards that must be bought generate routine and 

compulsions of performance. 

Consequently, tourists are positioned as "cast members" (Crang, 1997b) performing a series 

of 'directed', obligatory or compulsory encounters as established by producers or fellow 

tourists. Promoting conformity and identity, stages of performance sponsor routine and 

habit within the tourist experience as tourists imaginatively and experientially encounter, 
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enliven and accommodate place through performances of routine practice (Butler, 1998). 

Nevertheless, whilst an element of ordered mobility emerges as tourists are guided through 

the imaginative and experiential spaces of the other, they are invariably driven by their 

subjective, personalised need to become comfortable, familiar and in control of their 

experience. Indeed, although different kinds of stages and suggestions of performance exist, 

they are only ever partial constructions of performance and are never located solely as acts 

separate from, and unique to the self-as-tourist. Tbcy are never My staged and tamed, nor 

do they defer responsibility of construction solely to tourist as consumer. Regulatory agents 

are never monopolistic and overpowering (Crouch, 2000a/b) but are open to the subjective 

positionality of tourists as individuals. The empowerment of the individual and the 

reflexive awareness that ensues generates vast diversity in touristic performativity (Edensor, 

2001; Franklin & Crang, 2001). 

Touristic performativity is enlivened through subjective positionality within place and space 

through physical, intellectual and cognitive activity and gazing (Perkins & Thorns, 200 1). 

Performance therefore becomes a series of encounters that encapsulate all sensual aspects 

of becoming. What emerges is a balance between becoming as embodied, subjective and 

reflexive and the staging of performance as a series of prescribed, habitual processes and 

practices through which tourists must pass and never deviate. A skeletal framework of 

predetermined performances fuses with the fleshy, expressive explorations of individual 

tourists' self-reflexive practices of becoming. As Goffman (1971) notes there are inevitable 

differences in performance since spaces of interpretation and subjective interpretation as 

stages of performance can never contain the entire spectrum of potentialities awaiting 

tourist encounter or actualities as encountered. Tourism becomes an arena for negotiation 

and play as previously hidden behaviours, senses and thoughts are brought into being as 

image and experience are powerfully entwined (Neumann, 2002). Reflexivity creates 
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inherently fluid, interactive and reactive performances that create spaces of difference, co- 

presence and plurality of meaning and enactment; a plethora of possible performances and 

a vast spectrum of competing discourse and practice called into practice according to 

subjective demands. 

Touristic performance is the transformation and transmutation of tourist practice that, 

creates an ontology of doing and enacting rather than a fixed being (Franklin & Crang, 

2001) where visualities emerge in a fluidity of becoming. A spectrum of performances 

emerges as tourists engage in and enact a multiplicity of positionings and encounters. 

Stages and their performances do not exist in totality but ceaselessly converge, moulding 

and changing according to tourists' requirements as individuals engage with place in a 

manner that, whilst absorbing preferred pathways of becoming, thrive upon subjective, 

affectual connections that satiate personal creative, expressive moments in becoming. 

Perforrnanccs extend beyond the guiding structures established by producers as tourists 

engage in in-between spaces as they simultaneously travel and dwell in the visual gAiry, 

1997). They become the delicate, poetic fusion of both that which can be predicted and 

contained and that which remains concealed within the unknown. Indeed, through visuals 

the impossibility of achieving full knowledge and understandings of place are realised as 

space remains ever-present for that yet-to-happen. Touristic performance arises as 

engagement with visuals triggers visualities that engage in both the representative and non- 

representative, imagined and experiential; a fluid, malleable, violent, yet at times 

harmonious fusion of the representable and unreprescntablc. Representation and non- 

representation should no longer be thought of as binary opposites in the tourist experience 

but fold together, as representative and reflexive encounters fuse with that which is 

unrehearsed and unfolding, as tourists continually engage with the unknown and become 

witnesses to the immanent. Indeed, touristic performances are mobiliscd through and are 
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reflective of tourism as a culminative process of becoming; forever entwined within the 

constant repositioning of self. They are both predicted and unpredictable; a fusion of self 

and the other, banal and mundane, stimulating and exotic. 

1.5 Becoming Tourist 

The tourist experience is therefore a process of becoming rather than being. Tourism 

should no longer be thought of as a series of discrete performances isolated from everyday 

life in which tourists engage in the search for the ever-elusivc, authentic other. There is no 

linear progression; no end-point to which one must aspire. There are no boundaries 

between tourist and non-tourist as we are all, to varying degrees, tourists all of the time. We 

are constantly touring; encountering, absorbing and accornmodating the other. Such 

theoretical positioning is influenced by Deleuzean understanding of becoming as ever fluid 

and mobile as being is becoming (Marks, 1998). There is no beginning and no end, but a 

series of in-between, middle points and stages for tourists to move in and around, amongst 

and within. Touristic life starts in the middle and is constituted through a series of flows 

and fluxes, It is constantly shifting and moving; dynarnic and cvcr-changing as tourists 

continually adopt, rather than in-dtate, characteristics of the other they engage with. 

Becoming tourist is not merely going to Blackpool, donning a 'kiss-me-quick' hat and 

imitating a stereotype. Rather, becoming tourist refers to ever-changing mindsets, 

imaginings, behaviours and actions. Becoming is neither an act, nor are performances a 

series of empty gestures. It is the absorption of the other and the repositioning of self 

through continual change and transformation. Tourism can therefore be identified as a 

process through which all touristic experiences resonate around trajectories of becoming as 

tourists embark upon a never-ending pathway through which they become tourist. 
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Becoming is the continual knowledge accumulation through performative practices and 

processes; the shaping and reshaping, accommodation and absorption, construction and 

creation of new positionalities and situatedness of the self in and alongside the other. 

Tourists engage in the never-ending process of learning and gaining insight into the 

innumerable behaviours, habits and practices of self and other that facilitate their 

understanding and accommodation of the other. Knowledge accumulation becomes a 

process of continual layering as new knowledges emerge either challenging, or being 

challenged by existing understandings and interpretations. Consequently, no absolute truths 

exist that must be achieved, but rather a series of dynamic, interchangeable spaces within 

which tourists engage with places, people and cultures in creative, dynamic and inherently 

subjective performances as tourists bad affinities with the other. As it infiltrates everyday 

practice, becoming extends beyond the immediacy of encounter and spans the lifetime of 

the tourist as they continually learn, engage with, enact and resituate themselves in and 

between, places. Consequently, tourists engage in mobile synthesis as through visualities, 

imaginings, encounters and remembrances of the other continually morph and evolve as 

they are rewritten to accommodate new understandings and reflections. Both tourist and 

place are in a constant state of transition as both self and other emerge in new, previously 

unimagined ways. 

Becoming tourist is therefore partially guided and generalised through staged performances, 

practices and understandings. However, within such generality exists the fluidity and 

dynamism of the subjective self as tourists transcend basic place narratives of popular and 

marketed visuals and embrace more detailed, insightful understandings. Tourists do not 

simply repeat and reproduce that wb&h is known to exist in a hermeneutic cycle of being 

tourist (Albers & James, 1988; Urry, 1990), but accommodate other into their self through 

reflexive engagement. 'Me other is understood in terms of existing subjective knowledges 
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and practice. Consequently, becoming is not simply a binary of self and other, either and or, 

but a fusion of both as reflexivity and self-reflection provide a forum for a multiplicity of 

subjectivities and subsequent understandings, encounters and experiences (Coleman & 

Crang, 2002). Through the subjectivity of performative practices and processes tourism 

becomes a complex negotiation of dominant discursive meditation and a series of personal 

experiences and transformations that result in the continual repositioning of the self in new, 

previously unexperienced ways. Consequently, as tourists engage in a series of poetic, yet 

deeply subjective and political encounters with place, while basic discourse and stereotypes 

provide a foundation for initial undcrstanding, a wealth of subsequent visuahtics emerges as 

places are produced and consumed through a multiplicity of potential visualitics of 

becoming (Coleman & Crang, 2002). Indeed, the polydimensional nature of becoming 

emerges as a complex series of struggles through which innumerable positionalities arc 

created, contested and confirmed. 

Becoming is therefore the continual morphing and evolution of the self as tourists merge 

with and accommodate the other through imaginative and experiential exploration and 

encounter. However, performances, practices and processes of becoming do not result 

solely from engagement with visual devices as representations. Becoming is not purely 

representative with tourists as passive agents. Rather, representations and materialities 

emerge and enliven place alongside and in conjunction with mobilites, corporcalities and 

affectual connection as tourists form intimacies with other (Wylie, 2003). Becoming is no 

longer remote from representation, but moves in and around it from representation to 

spaces of non-representation. Indeed, just as visuals and subsequent visualities are no 

longer restricted to the bindings of representation, neither are they consumed by the 

affectual, embodied practices of the non-representational encounter. Rather, as tourists 

engage in a series of fluid and dynamic performadvc processes and practices a poetic fusion 
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of representation and non-representation emerges as they fuse to ignite the multisensuality 

of becoming and make reflexive, corporeal investment and commitments that fuse self and 

other. Each flits around the other as tourists move from spaces of representation to non- 

representation in an ever fluid and dynamic becoming. Through embodied visualities, 

visuals display porosity and offer a deep, multi-dimensional way of being and 

understandings place. Tourists engage in negotiations between and within their self and 

surroundings and continually rewrite place according to their temporally and spatially 

located subjective self as they accommodate place and experience by creating new points of 

view Ookinen & Veijola, 2003). Indeed, it is through subjectivity as a fusion of 

representation and non-representation of embodied performances and practices that 

distinctive subjectivides and landscapes are produced (Wylie, 2003). 

1.6 Becoming Tourist: A Visual Framework for the Tourist Experience 

Visuals and visualities remain fundamental to, and continually emerge throughout, the 

process of becoming tourist. In order to understand the changing theoretical placement of 

the visual in the tourist experience I look at the practices and processes through which 

tourists engage and reengage with photographs throughout the process of becoming tourist. 

In order to address these issues in a logical manner, it is vital that a framework of visuality 

within the tourist experience be established. Whilst figure 1.1 is by no means a refined 

model, it serves to illustrate the complex interplay of visualides that arise through what I 

have termed key visual 'moments' and 'devices'. These moments and devices provide a 

pathway to understanding the complexities of becoming that emerge as tourists engage in 

the performativc processes and practices and make sense of place. Through bccorriing, 

tourists continually reposition themselves within and alongside the other; renegotiating and 
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refiguring place, self and other as they go beyond detached, disembodied observations and 

engage in the 'Wminali_0 of experimentation tbmugb se#*and space" (Crouch, 2000b: 270). 

Figure 1.1: Becoming Tourist: Visual 'Devicesland'Moments' 

1.6.1 The Visual Devices in Becoming Tourist 

Wbdle tourists face a continual proliferation of images and signs through photographs in 

the likes of brochures, guidebooks, from family and friends, postcards, pamphlets, from 

television, video and advertising through to tourists own photographs, pamphlets, leaflets, 

guidebooks, reference books of destinations, magazines and paintings, I have chosen to 

focus on three 'classic' visual devices through which to address the renegotiation of the 

visual in the tourist experience. These devices are: tourist brochures, postcards and tourists' 

own snapshots and offer tourists pathways into, around, and through destinations as they 
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encounter, accommodate, enact and remember place. Each device is a vehicle through 

which pcrformadve spaces of the tourist experience are activated. In essence, visuals 

become stages upon and through which performances of place and space are created, 

choreographed and enacted. However, interest lies not in the visuals per se, but in the ways 

in which such devices are embedded in the performative moments of becoming. 

Consequently, although visual devices are delineated for the purpose of research, they 

should not be thought of as contained entities, or mutually exclusive devices that operate 

within isolated 'moments' separate from each other. Rather, each device permeates the 

entire process of becoming and influences performances throughout all 'moments' of 

encounter. Such devices are not isolated from one another, but are used in conjunction as 

they cross-over and merge at varying intensities throughout the 'moments' of becoming. 

Tourist Brochures 

The first visual device is the tourist brochure. Despite the existence of. the internet, 

guidebooks and many other travel literatures, brochures continue to hold a ubiquitous 

status throughout the tourism industry as a key promotional tool displaying a wealth of 

visuals portraying destinations. Nevertheless, the analysis of tourist brochures and their role 

in the tourist experience has received little attention. Research highlights brochures as key 

tools to inform, persuade, remind and elicit further inquiry about destinations (see Dann, 

1993; Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; MacKay & Fescnmaier, 1997; Morgan & Pritchard, 1998). 

Indeed, brochures often offer many tourists their initial in-depth, direct, visual engagement 

with destinations as they look to the pages for information and a Tavour' of what they may 

experience. Inherently visual in nature, the photographic images presented upon the pages 

of a brochure fuel decisions and generate reassurance and security in tourists' choice of 

destination. Put simply, brochures focus on the economic function of selling destinations 
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through non-verbal communication. Photography is vital to this process as images are 

presented in brochures with the key function of selling destinations by immersing tourists 

in a language of visuals (Dann, 1996). Vision becomes integral to the performative practices 

associated with brochures as tourists arc offered invisible elements as a pre-taste of the 

destination (Fakeye & Crompton, 1991). The photographs presented become the holiday 

the tourist is buying as they make the intangible, tangible. As such, holidays are purchased 

using symbolic elements of destinations; words, pictures and images, through which 

tourists seek pre-established signs of place that offer a pre-deterniined way of seeing a 

destination (Scarles, 2004). As DiUey (1986) notes, brochures seH images and images sell 

destinations, bringing consumers closer to the advertised destination than ever before. 

Attention focuses on the production, re-production and re-enforccments of images (Hall, 

1998) as importance moves from production to promotion through images, advertising and 

consumption (see Crick, 1989; Season, 1989 cit. Morgan & Pritchard, 1998). 

Behind such visuals he a multiplicity of processes and practices enacted by producers that 

arc adopted in order to create stages of performance that mediate the ways in which 

tourists imaginatively consume destinations. Tourists arc guided (both liminally and 

subliminally) by mediated place discourses that arc imbued in visuals through the 

performativc practices of brochure producers as they embark upon their own performativc 

interplays with place and imaginatively immerse themselves in a destination. Collective 

ideological interpretations provide the foundations upon which individuals' imaginative, 

embodied performances of place arc triggered as tourists are seduced, persuaded and lured 

by messages of 'it could be you'. However, whilst existing research continues to outlinc the 

purpose of brochure visuals and their effect on destination selection, the practices and 

processes through which tourists are able to make sense of and engage with the visuals 

presented to them appear to have gone unnoticed. Although existing research understands 
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tourists' ability to situate themselves in a destination imaginatively, it is necessary to 

readdrcss the performadvc processes and practices through which they achieve subjective 

positioning and the inevitable nuances of performative engagement between individuals as 

they embark on this immersion process. AdditionaRy, the brochure image extends beyond 

the hermeneutic confines of pre-travel anticipation and permeates all stages of becoming. 

By addressing the visualities of brochure production and consumption, numerous 

ccrossing-over' points can be identified as visuals are mobilised in conjunction with other 

visual devices and are performed and enacted through complex, interconnected visualities 

within which both producers and consumers are perpetually entwined. 

Picture Postcards 

The second visual device is the picture postcard. Akin to brochures, postcards had received 

limited attention until recent, renewed vigour in attention to visual culture and tourism 

reincorporated postcards into research. Early research into postcards engaged in content or 

representational analysis (see Albers & James, 1983 and Marsh, 1985), while more recent 

research has been characterised by a move to explore the visualities of postcard imagery 

and the means through which such visuals facilitate place image (Albers & James, 1984; 

Edwards, 1996; Mamiya, 1992; Markwick, 2001; Moors, 2000,2003; Waitt & Head, 2002). 

Indeed, as Moors (2003) comments, 'Wlbou 
, gb otber media of tisual communication bave rapidly, 

gainedprvminence-picture postcards continue to be produced" (. 157). Throughout the history of 

holidaying, the postcard has become an icon of the holiday experience and despite the 

emergence of the internet, email and increasing opportunities for direct dissen-dnadon of 

tourists own snapshots via digital technology, postcards continue to be circulated and 

collected. They offer a means through which tourists can engage with, and embark on 

understanding places they have never been as they participate in second-hand knowledge 
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imparted by family or friends, or alternatively engage in the act of selecting and sending 

postcards themselves to share experiences of place. 

Parallels exist between brochure images and postcards in that although postcard producers 

do not face the economic pressures to sell destinations, the processes and practices of 

production continue to facilitate the appropriation, circulation and disseniination of place 

myths. Postcards constitute symbolic structures of place; reifying culturally produced 

images and containing less desirable place discourses in favour of those more familiar and 

desirable. Postcards, like brochure images, exert a coercive political power as they maintain 

and construct social constructions of place (Edwards, 1996; Waitt & Head, 2002; Moors, 

2000,2003). Postcards are not insignificant ephemera, but are endowed with symbolic 

meaning and are expressions of a thoroughly social practice of place promotion (Waitt & 

Head, 2002). 'Mey are embedded in ideological discourses that resonate specific historical 

contexts; cultural articulations of sights that mobilise, capture and confirm key icons of 

place: Ibe towist postcard irpresents a powerful medium for organi#ng and presenting ideas about 

vacationprSfermces, tastes and attractions" (L6fgren, 1999: 81). Selectively constructed, postcards 

enframe destinations and immortalise icons in response to consumer demands and 

expectations of place (Markwick, 2001); creating symbols of the tourist experience that 

sustain particular motivations and symbolisc desired experiences (Albers & James, 1983). 

Postcards facilitate tourists' imaginative consumption of place using 'itnages-already-seen' 

through the eyes of a third party. As such, postcards become powerful tour guides; leading 

passive sightseers on fedshiscd, voyeuristic voyages as they collect and re-coUcct sights of 

their gaze, reading the landscape for signifiers derived from pre-cxisting travel discoursc. 

Alongside other tourism visuals, they produce ideals, identities, and role models for tourists, 

defining their situations, setting their agendas and establishing the boundaries of the tourist 

gaze. By favouring desirable, aesthedciscd place narratives over those that are deemed less 
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desirable, postcards politicise place (Moors, 2000). However, while such interpretation 

outlines the political nature of postcards and hints at the productive powers that lie within 

their construction, I seek to further unpack the performative practices and processes that 

are employed throughout postcard production in order to understand their effect on the 

process of being and becoming tourist. 

Whilst postcard production exhibits similarities to brochures, differences arise in the 

performative processes and practices of tourist consumption as they offer reflective 

highlights of the tourist experience, or that which has actually been seen or experienced, 

and mobilises and extends experiences to other viewers. 11cy are souvenirs, relics or 

markers of place, serving as both personal mementos and a means of extending 

experiences home (Edwards, 1996; Waitt & Head, 2002; Markwick, 2001), satisfying the 

desire to share and reflect upon holiday experiences and providing the opportunity for 

tourists to validate their experiences to friends and family via the creativity of a third-party. 

Postcards therefore offer spaces for second-hand production as tourists themselves create 

stages upon which family and friends can engage with place through imaginative 

consumption. By producing and recreating spaces of experience, tourists engage with 

postcard visuals and enter into a performative process of discovery and selection as they 

stage-manage performances of receivers through third-party visuals. As such, postcards arc 

used to capture elements of tourists' own holidays as they convey and engage in 

pcrformative transference of experience to friends and family back home. Additionally, by 

buying postcards to keep, tourists engage in a process of selecting images as an aid for 

projecting visual spaces for future memories. Where environmental conditions or technical 

limitations of tourists own cameras do not permit the taking of photographs, tourists buy 

postcards as a replacement for the snapshot that subsequently facilitates reengagement with 

place through remembrance, reflection and imaginative reincarnation of place. However, 
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postcards are not limited only to the performance of selecting and sending/keeping, but 

through the act of receiving, tourists are directly influenced by what they see and imagine in 

the process of anticipating travel. The result is a complex myriad of performances of 

production and consumption that facilitate the process of becoming tourist as tourists 

actively construct spaces of performance for self and others; capturing moments, 

atmospheres, moods, personal affinities and embodied visualities with place and accessing 

spaces of self and other through third-party performative spaces. Indeed, as with brochure 

images, postcards become more than physical entities, but are imbued with performative 

practices and processes that encapsulate and facilitate moments in the process of becoming 

tourist and it is these practices that this thesis will address. 

Holiday 'Snapshots' 

11c final visual device to be addressed is the holiday 'snapshot'. It is during this moment 

that spaces of production and consumption merge to their maximum potential as 

boundaries are permeated and the processes and practices of production and consumption 

become unified. Ibrough the holiday snapshot tourists become both producers and 

consumers of visuals. As Chalfen (1979) and Sontag (1979) note, it is rare for tourists to 

travel without their cameras. They arc like identity badges, as holidays are experienced 

through the viewfinder and tourists capture sites/sights caricatured with a camera in tow 

(Adler, 1989). However, rather than merely entering the final phase of travel before closing 

the hermencutic circle, this thesis will address the role of active, expressive photographic 

performative practices and processes and position the snapshot as a central device through 

which individuals further engage in the process of becoming tourist. Whilst little academic 

research exists with regard to brochures and postcards, the role of the photograph and 

practices and processes of taking pictures in the tourist experience has received greater 
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interest in the last few years. Research, in particular that of Crang (1997a, 1999) and 

Edcnsor (1998,1999,2001), emphasises the performative practices of taking pictures, the 

active process of 'doing' photography rather than passively recording moments or 

encounters. Tourists engage in a series of performative photographic practices through 

which they interact and engage with place and it is this approach to the performative 

practice of taking photographs that I would like to explore. 

Whilst tourists engage in their own production of visuals, no longer bound by the 

selectivity of commercial photography and seemingly free to create their own imaginative 

geographies of place through images, the influence of the other visual devices retains a 

subliminal mediating role. Images as produced and presented by third-party producers 

continue to influence the practices and processes through which tourists encounter and 

capture place and space. The imaginative consumption of commercial visuals, such as 

brochures and postcards, continues through the tourist experience and becomes 

established as stages of performance; guiding practices and processes and raising the 

question of tourists ever being the 'true' and 'absolute' producers of the visual 

anthropologies of their tourist experience. Indeed, like a game, signs of place are hunted 

out and recorded in order to fulfil pre-travel expectations and perform destinations in 

accordance with pre-established signs of place (Urry, 1990). 1hcy arc guided, both in seeing 

other photographs in brochures and postcards, but also physically by tour guides, to 

particular sites and encouraged to photographically capture and devour place; retaining 

frozen moments of their experiences (Crang, 1997a; Bell & Lyall, 2002). Converging at key 

sites, photographic practices arc commonly performed in 'clusters' as tourists conform to 

the 'rules' of what should be photographed and in what ways photographing should arise. 

As destinations are imaginatively consumed and reproduced through photographic 

practices, tourists enter into performative spaces within which unwritten rules and 
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guidelines of when to photograph, how to photograph and what to do for a photograph 

are adhered to, as they are influenced by, and seek to capture images that reflect imaginings 

constructed through reading brochures and postcard visuals. 

Images offer 'proof that an experience has actually occurred as they capture pre- 

established expectations (Chalfen, 1979; Sontag, 1979; Smith, 1978). However, the 

performative spaces of photography encompass more than merely establishing proof of 

experience. Whilst tourists enter the active process of 'personally peopling places' and 

photographically capturing 'moments', the performance of photographing embraces deeper 

subjective, reflexive interpretations and understandings of place. Cloke & Perkins 

(forthcoming) highlight this '5vagic moment" that captures the essence of a destination. The 

'essence' becomes the embodied attachment tourists feel with a place; how they react to, 

embrace and accommodate the other within their self, body, senses and being. 

Photography becomes a device through which the process of becoming tourist is made 

easier as tourists are able to capture experiences and make sense of that which they 

encounter. Crang (1997a) refers to the corporeal aesthetic of photographic practices as the 

performative practice of photography makes real what tourists arc actually experiencing. 

11c act of taking a picture as performance therefore becomes a process of engaging with 

the landscape and making it more compliant with tourists' needs (MacDonald, 2002). 

Spaces are envisioned as tourists capture dislocated spaces and embed them through 

performative picturing practices and processes to make them related and knowable. 

Bourdieu (1990) views this as the naturalising process of photography. The world becomes 

tendered 'seeable' (touchable and knowable) though the appropriation of sights (Crang, 

1997a). 
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Through the holiday snapshot, tourists perform a ritualised process of. self-education, self- 

recording, self-presentation and surveillance in the process of creating future memories. 

Photography seizes and freezes a moment and place for a future audience of self and other 

in different temporal and spatial location to that in which the photograph practices are 

themselves employed (Crang, 1997a). Pictures are taken to please not only the tourist as 

self, but the intended audiences who will see the final images. Thus, those indulging in 

photographic practices perform with their audience in mind and create stages upon which 

future reflective performances are enacted by both self and other. Whether intended for 

public viewing, keepsakes, or family albums, touristic events become framed from the 

future perfect. Through the act of self-preservation, photographs offer starting-points from 

which the tourist-photographer can weave further memory and ideology-fuelled stories of 

place (Hirsch, 1981; Rose, 2003a) as they relive and re-enliven that which has occurred. As 

such, tourists become analogous to brochure and postcard producers as they create a highly 

selective, desirable, sanitised photographic narrative of their experience of 'being' tourist to 

be shared with friends and family and to serve as a trigger to memories for themselves. 

These performativc practices of photographing are fundamental in my research. However, 

in addition to analysing the performative practices of photographing 'in-situ, I seek to 

draw upon and expand existing research to understand the tourist 'snapshoeas permeating 

the entire process of becoming tourist; emerging through a complex web of pcrformadve 

spaces as tourists encounter, enact and remember place. The snapshot influences 

anticipatory place interpretations; as tourists look at photographs taken on previous, 

'similar' holidays, or look at friends' photographs from the destination in question and 

occupies spaces of remembrance and sharing when tourists return home and engage in the 

extended remembrance practices in their process of becon-dng tourist. 
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1.6.2 Visual 'Momcnts' in Bccoming Toutist 

As tourists engage with these three main visual devices in a continual and complex series of 

performative engagements, innumerable practices and processes are adopted as sense is 

made of experience and encounter with place through visuals. However, in order to 

contextualise and explore these performances, it is necessary to outline three visual 

moments within which tourists performative practices with visual devices arc embedded. 

Tourism visuals are consumed as part of everyday practice as destinations, through visual 

devices, become a series of ideological mappings that do not merely facilitate the process of 

becoming tourist, but 'light up' the tourist experience, triggering not only the imagination 

of place ideas, but the imagination of images. Active imaginings are not temporally 

confmcd, but occur in and around all stages of the tourist's experience. Consequently, 

although I propose three 'moments' within which a multiplicity of practices arc enacted 

with regard to the performance of visuality in the tourist experience, these spaces should 

not be taken to assume a linear process through which tourists pass, engaging with singular, 

bounded moments in the staged process of becoming. Rather, they are essentially 

delineated, interdependent and interconnected as they create a multidimensional approach 

to understanding the tourist experience. Indeed, anticipation is encountered not only in the 

space before 'take off' but permeates the remaining moments of re-writing and 

remembrance, just as re-wtiting and remembrance exist not only in the 'in-situ', or 'back 

home' spaces of tourism but infiltrate throughout the ever fluid spaces of the tourist 

experience. Distinct spaces of becoming can no longer be said to exist within a tourism 

that is inherently fluid and mobile, as they merge and fold into the other creating an 

amalgam of becoming and performance that is ever-mobile as tourists continually engage, 

re-engage, situate and re-situate themselves in places and cultures in 'moments' with the aid 

of visual devices. 
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The Moment of Anticipation 

Ile first visual moment is that of anticipation. As previously discussed, imagination plays a 

key role in the process of becoming tourist. Indeed, much of the existing research looking 

into the anticipatory place practices within the tourist experience focus upon the role of 

anticipation as occurring within the pre-travel imaginative construction of space. As such, 

anticipation becomes analogous to day-drean-ýing, or n-And travelling (Utry, 2000; Ufgren, 

1999). Anticipation as a visual moment is thus taken to be the space within which tourists 

are able to create imaginings, understandings and pre-emptions of place; the foundations 

upon which tourists begin to travel. Through anticipatory performances tourists are able to 

engage in imaginative pleasure-seeking as they interact imaginatively with and encounter 

place though visual devices before physically encountering the object of their anticipation. 

As Franklin & Crang (2001) note: 

'ýs winter draws in, miNons of us be 
, gin wonderin& drraming andpossib. 91,, planning. Most of us wid lalk 

wilbfriends orfamily, will bear of tbeirpast experiences, chat about our hopes and soforlb. IVe read novels, 
guidebook-r, watch programmes ... all of which produce for us a phantom landsca pe which guides our 
undersfan&q of/he one we eventually see 16). 

Visuals therefore provide a framework for understanding and prc-empting future 

performances and behaviours, encounters and reactions that may emerge later in the 

process of becoming tourist. Indeed, what is of interest in this thesis are the ways in which 

the key visual devices outlined in the previous section are employed within tl-ýs anticipatory 

process and the effects of such engagement with the visual and the multiple imaginative 

performances of place that result from the interlocking of visuals within the space of 

anticipation. 

Indeed, by delving into the performative spaces of the visual as they emerge within the 

moments of anticipation, this thesis wiU address concerns of the imagination of place as 

mediated and facilitated by image producers, as: 
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. 
fferrnt experiences ... such ,g and antidpation of new or 'Yourism necessarily involves daydreamin 

daydreams are not autonomous., tbg involve workilg over advertising and other me&agenerated sets of 
signs, maly of which relate ve! y clear plexprveesses ofsodal emulation " (Urry, 2000: 14). to com 

Rather than working solely as an individual, tourists are exposed to an amalgam of 

individual and collective perspectives of place, building upon socially and culturally 

orgarýsed performances to successfully accommodate the spaces of the other as 

possibilities are constructed through advertising and the media, and the conscious 

competition between different social groups (Selwyn, 1996). Anticipation, as noted by 

Franklin & Crang (2001), becomes analogous to preparation as tourists accommodate and 

embrace the other within the spaces of the self and the everyday in terms of both the 

positive and negative characteristics of place that may emerge. Multiple possibilities are 

projected (Langkeek, 2001) and tourists, in their own minds, collate a number of possible 

outcomes and potential encounters as they grab snippets of information from visual 

devices and fill in the gaps, bringing visuals to life as they are absorbed and comprehended. 

It is the influence of visual devices within this puformative anticipatory engagement with 

place that is of interest. 

However, in focusing on pleasures, there is a tendency to overlook the construction of 

spaces of uncertainty and the ways in which such rcalisations are accommodated into 

spaces of anticipation. just as visual devices project desirable elements of potential 

encounters with place, imaginative performance extends beyond the reach of pure 

hedonistic plcasure-sceking as tourists engage with alternative visual devices such as holiday 

snapshots of friends and family, that enable them to accruc additional, alternative 

knowledge of a destination. Such knowledge needs not lend itself to desirable imaginings 

but can facilitate the accommodation of less desirable elements of a destination into 

anticipatory practices, offering pathways through which tourists are able to face their fears, 

unccrtaintics and concerns over what a place may be like. As such, anticipation becomes a 
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fact-finding process through which tourists are able to seek reassurance and support. It is 

in this sense that anticipation can be likened to a process of 'testing the water' as tourists 

engage in a process of information collection and knowledge building and sharing in order 

to establish a firm foundation, encompassing both material fact and ideological 

interpretations of what they perceive a place to be like. 

However, fundamental to my stance on anticipation in the process of becoming tourist is 

the inherent mobility and fluidity of imaginative practice as the roots of anticipation. Rather 

than remaining confined to the pre-travel imaginary, anticipation is mobile and fluid and 

extends beyond the reaches of the temporally and spatially located sphere of ptc-travel, 

instead moving to accommodate the notion of anticipation as a fluid, mobile moment in 

the tourist experience that travels with the tourist throughout their entire holiday 

experience and process of becoming tourist. Places arc never encountered in their entirety 

upon tourists' arrival in a destination. Rather, they are continually encountered and revealed 

even after arrival as both tourists and places, through visual devices, are continually 

encountered and accommodated into the tourist imaginary. Anticipations of place are in 

constant flux as new knowledges arc acquired through 'in-situ' travel performances and arc 

added to the imaginative mix of what places yet-to-bc-scen may be like. Tourists constantly 

anticipate and play over imaginings in their minds, engaging and re-cngaging; with visual 

devices, both old and new. It is in this interplay and the consequential performances of 

place during of place that intrigue in the anticipatory moment of becoming fies. 

The Moment of Rewriting 

Ile second visual moment in the process of becoming tourist is that of re-writing. While 

the tourist experience continues to be inherently immersed in the imaginative construction 
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of place, the process of rewriting a destination refers to the performative practices through 

w1dch tourists are able to engage with a destination, whether in their minds or in the 

physical spaces of the destination itself, and make it their own. Existing research appears to 

concentrate solely on the performativc practices of photography and tourist engagement in 

picture taking and fails to expand findings to include the many other visual devices 

employed throughout the tourist experience. Indeed, the moment of rewriting needs to be 

revisited to include spaces of becoming tourist that extend beyond the 'in-situ' taking of 

pictures. Nevertheless, existing research provides a strong framework within which the 

notion of rc-writing can be understood and applied to the process of becoming tourist and 

the ways in which tourists are able to engage with, tame, understand, participate in and 

personalisc place through visual devices as they recreate spaces to accommodate elements 

of their self into spaces of the other and vice versa. 

Whilst the moment of rewriting appears to imply the importance of the tourist as 

controlling the spaces within which they enter, in order to fully appreciate it in its entirety, 

the continued role of third-party intervention and dissemination of dominant discourses of 

place and the positioning of key iconic signs within the tourist experience must be 

recognised (see Crang, 1997a; Crawshaw & Urry, 1997; Edensor, 1998). Key icons are 

those sites that occupy the initial draw of tourists and encourage their fascination and 

desire to visit a place. It is only natural that tourists will want to visit and photograph, or 

buy postcards of these important sites. However, third-party influence arises as tour guides 

suggest suitable photographic angles and provide opportunities for tourists to capture a 

breathtaking sight or capturing one of many ")Tpefifiveyl, trworkedglobal soundbites and images of 

famousfaces andplaces That sbape The way tboseplaces am e4erienced" (Edensor, 1998: 131). This 

guiding is replicated within the production and selection of postcards that are available to 

tourists as postcard producers disseminate selected photographs they feel portray the site 
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or object in question in its best light. Such intervention also raises questions of tourists 

feeling obliged to take particular images as they are pointed out to them, or alternatively, as 

other tourists themselves influence and encourage them to take photographs by imparting 

importance and worth on the object being photographed. 

Nevertheless, despite such guidance, tourists are able to mobilise the self and move beyond 

the infinitely present framework of signification. Through subjective interpretation, third- 

party visuals as stages of performance provide opportunities for tourists to reinterpret 

existing place discourses and mould experiences and encounters of place presented within, 

or constructed through, visual devices to suit their individual demands and encounters. As 

space unfolds for interaction with place through visuals and visualities, the process of 

rewriting produces a combination of self and other; personal and don-dnant discourses of 

place. Tourists engage in an active 'getting to you know' process of exploring a destination 

through visual devices, learning and applying existing personal knowlcdges and 

anticipations upon which performances of place through visual devices arc enacted. They 

roam through places, spending time exploring, building knowlcdges and subsequently 

recreating their initial understandings of place. As Edensor (1998) notes, photographic 

exploration allows tourists to generate less clichid views as they deviate from the linear 

visual narratives produced and disseminated throughout spaces of anticipation and rewrite 

places as through the performances of visual devices. Such re-writing becomes inevitably 

bound (whether liminally or subliminally) to selective interpretations of place as tourists 

construct and utilise visuals and mould them to fit their subjective interpretations of place. 

Opposing ideas of visual devices and photographic practices as detached and superficial in 

nature, rewriting becomes infused in a combination of senses. In order to rewrite, tourists 

must engage with a place. Visual devices are employed to capture moments of connection, 
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understanding and affinity with place. The act of being situated in a particular place and 

engaging in particular activities creates the need to capture the emotions, moods, 

atmospheres that were encountered. Chaney (2002) refers to such reflexive engagement as 

Vances"; moments of connection that, whilst fleeting and sporadic, are privatised and 

reflexive as tourists are able to actively and continuously reinterpret and reintegrate 

themselves within place. Tourists are thus able to engage in a deeper imaginative 

interpretation of place and engage in the process of making the landscapes they encounter 

their own through an amalgamation of guided, mediated thinking and the rcalisation of 

actually being in place and the resulting embodied realisations that arise and serve to alter 

place perceptions and subjective positioning in place. However, rewriting does not only 

emerge through the reinterpretation of the known dominant discourse of place, but also 

arises as tourists encounter new and unanticipated elements of place within which they 

must becomes situated. These encounters with the new contribute to an ever-changing, 

fluid understanding of place as tourists engage in unexpected and unfamiliar moments of 

fascination and intrigue that enrich existing understandings. Rewriting becomes fluid and 

mobile as interpretations of place are constantly changing and visual devices are called 

upon as a tool through which such changes and alterations in place interpretation can be 

captured and understood. As such, tourists create depth and meaning within encounters as 

they situate and resituate both their self and other in space and place and engage in a 

process of moulding the dominant narratives and new experiences of place into spaces 

within which they feel comfortable. 

In the process of rewriting, tourists move progressively from previously unimaginable, or 

partially imaginable sensual encounters to actualiscd experiences; from engagement and 

encounter to a full immersion of all the senses into the visual rewriting of place. Visuals are 

merely the tools through which corporeal encounters are frozen for remembrance; the 
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means through which tourists are able to directly and indirectly capture their sensescapes 

(Rodaway, 1994). They are then able to access and refresh them once the moment has 

passed. Nevertheless, whilst subjective interpretation is fundamentally bound within the 

embodied act of being situated temporally and spatially within a particular environment and 

subject to particular characteristics and elements of that environment, as Franklin & Crang 

(200 1) note, 'Me expedence is less a momeni Avedfor itself and morr that we aspirr to bave been tberr or 

bave done that" (- 16). Re-writings of place become founded upon anticipations and tourists 

look to accommodate place according to their imaginative interpretations as they merge 

embodied encounters of the 'real' thing. The 'real thing' becomes an amalgam of material 

fact and ideological, subjective imaginings. There is no one way to encounter place, but a 

series of guiding principles through which tourists create their own 'realities' of encounter. 

Rewriting therefore becomes an active process of 'doing' as tourists adopt a series of 

performative techniques to understand and respond to place and the continual encounter 

with new spaces of becoming. In rewriting tourists become producers as they engage in a 

process through which places are commemorated and preserved for future memories and 

create stages upon which subjective readings and experiences are captured for future 

reference, remembrance and for sharing experiences with others. 

The Moment of Remembrance and Reliving 

The final visual moment in the process of becoming tourist is that of remembrance and 

reliving. Remembrance in the tourist experience traditionally focuses on the use of 

photographic practices to secure memories that will trigger recollections of place once 

tourists have returned from their 'in-situ' experience of a destination and reflect back upon 

the experiences and encounters of their holiday. However, remembrance and reliving 

extend beyond developing of photographs and showing them to family and friends. The 
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continual presentation, reading and enactment of place through visuals results in tourists 

engaging in performances of memorialisation, remembrance and reflection throughout the 

entire process of becoming. Remembrance and reliving becomes a complex, fluid process; 

a moment that arises in various guises as tourists engage with visual devices and make them 

their own, exposing the multiplicity of meanings, memories and narratives within 

encounters with place, people and cultures Pcrui, 2003). 

Using visual devices, tourists draw upon existing remembrances of past holidays and 

touristic encounters that not only provide them with a means of reflecting upon an 

experience of a destination in the past, but enables them to use existing memories of 

travelling to make sense of and understand forthcoming experiences or, as Franklin & 

Crang (2001) note, make sense of experiences that they may never actual engage with 

except in their minds. Remembrances are performed whilst searching through brochures, 

or looking through friends' or families' snapshots. They emerge as an agglomeration of 

ideological imaginings as constructed through personal encounters and memories of others 

shared by friends and family, whether experiential or imaginatively constructed through 

visuals and alternative media such as television, internet or newspapers. Remembrances, 

whether imaginative or associational experiences, therefore enable tourists to envision place 

and potential experiences. Ibcy emerge as hybrids of self and other, individual and 

collective and generate platforms upon which anticipations arc generated and future 

destination choices and interpretations of place arc understood. 

Practices of remembrance and reliving continue throughout the 'in-situ'holiday experience 

as tourists buy postcards and select images that reflect place according to experiences as 

immediately remembered. Ihcy use visuals to create memories and memorialise 

experiential encounters that sustain particular ways of seeing place in accordance with the 
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amalgamation of dominant discourses of place and the personal engagement with place as 

encountered by tourists. Visuals become vital in the remembrance of place and experience, 

so much so that Haldrup & Larson (2003) suggest that 'ý7opiaurrx, no memog almost" (: 14). 

Although such views are perhaps a bit extreme, visuals become prompts and locations for 

memories and stories (Crang, 1999). Once the moment of the immediate memory has 

disappeared, visual devices are used to facilitate elongated remembrances and reliving of 

the tourist experience. In engaging, creating and purchasing visual devices, visuals become 

'5wemorial sites" or theatres of memory (Crang & Travlou, 2001), as tourists create and 

establish realities as platforms for reengagement and reinterpretation with places and 

experiences (Crang, 1997a). Such acts arc not merely ambivalent practices performed for 

their own sake, but ate imbued with meaning and memory. Visual devices capture not only 

the memory as lived, but the culmination of projected anticipatory moments as created 

through imaginative interpretation and subsequently rcmouldcd to incorporate new 

experiences as encountered. Remembrance therefore transcends the moment of the 'now' 

and the 'just practised' and engages with projected potential memories of the past as 

anticipated by tourists. Such practices are never therefore unmcdiatcd, as Haldrup, & 

Larsen (2003) suggest, but are enmeshed within a complex web of subjective positioning, 

third-party influences in producers and collective ways of seeing and interpreting place. 

Nevertheless, subjective interpretation and understandings arc fundamental to memory 

creation. Through visuals, in particular their own photographs, tourists actively engage in a 

process of positioning and containing the self uitbin the spaces of the photograph; 

capturing the way a site was seen or an atmosphere was felt. Engaging with the visual, 

whether through producing or consuming, therefore becomes an inherently subjective 

performance that works through personal geographies of emotions, proximity and 

nostalgia. It encourages the creation of 'imaginative' scenes through the corporeal 

extension of the subject photographed and the creation of moments of reflective intimacy 
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(Haldrup & Larsen, 2003). Immediate memories of a place as encountered, therefore, 

generate a need to preserve moments, and accumulate memories for future engagement 

with place (Dcrui, 2003; Sandlc, 2003). 

Visuals become the catalyst for memories upon returning home (Leslie, 2000, cit. Franklin 

& Crang, 2001) as: 

'ýfterwards we wilipull out The sUdes orpidurrs of the trip, swap anecdotes, &splay somveniry. Much of Ae 

,g about tourism, much of its meaning and significance then residesfar outside a wee or a evegJay tbinkin k 

.y 
"(Franklin & Crang, 2001: 16). fortnight awa 

Visuals become analogous to fractured pasts (Nora, 1989) as tourists continue to 

memorialise and create spaces of reencounter on their return home. Memories are 

continually shaped and created as visuals resurrect and force the endurance of the 

experiential encounters. As visuals arc contextualised and given purpose in albums, frames, 

or as postcards on walls, a series of narratives emerge through which performances of 

memories are guided, informed and directed. Remembrances are woven through ideology- 

fuelled stories of place (Hirsch, 1981,1997; Rose, 2003a) as tourists resist, revise and re- 

author experiential encounters by selecting and presenting encounters in ways that afford 

reflection on the predictable, desirable and appealing elements of place. Indeed, the 

tangibility of the visual permits tourists considerable power over the ways in which 

memories are constructed (Markwell, 1997). Memories emerge through practices of 

blindness and forgetting and the creation of spaces of invisibility as a wealth of encounters 

are drawn together to create memoryscapes that mcmorialisc 'truths' of experience and 

offer key moments through which remembrances of place are reconstructed. Tbcy provide 

closure as encounters are compartmentalised and contained into chronological reflections; 

yielding the intensity of encounter to the realms of everyday practice. Consequently, 

remembrance becomes an ever fluid site of loss as tourists engage with visuals that bring 
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experiences, as experienced, or yet to be experienced, within reach, selecting memories for 

activation and preservation at the expense of others. 

As original encounters fall farther into the depths of memory, remembrances mutate, 

morph and fade and visuals perform greater roles in maintaining personal engagement with 

places and proffer spaces within which the self can temporarily reside. Visuals create 

memoryscapes and become infused in the collective appreciation of place over time. They 

detach from their original referents and become immersed in the popularisation of 

memories. I'lle personal gives way to the impersonal (Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming) as 

memories become reduced to that-which-can-be-seen rather than that-as-accurately- 

remembered. Tourists are unable to secure the permanence of the original narrative and 

context as memories fade and they become further distanced, not only from the moment 

within which the original memory was conceived, but from the images themselves as they 

arc collatcd and stored out of sight. Memories become popularised with the effect that they 

are never truly tourists' own but are formed through a series of relational encounters as 

visuals arc sporadically encountered (Hirsch, 1997; Cloke & Pawson, forthcon-dng). 

Memories emerge through struggle, contestation and at times annihilation (Gillis, 1994) as 

they becoming evermore ghostly and fluid. 'Me past entwines with the cver-unfolding 

present; evolving and mutating to accommodate ever-changing circumstances as the 

present does not exist as a moment in time, but is a continual unrepresentable becoming 

that erases itself (Bergson, 1991; Boundas, 1996). Consequently, memories are never static, 

ever-present or unchanging but morph and mutate, fading and resurrected to suit current 

situations (Gillis, 1994). 

Nevertheless, despite such contextualisation and currency, visuals 'light up' reflective 

imaginings of place. They remain as traces of the holiday; hauntings that immortalise and 
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mummify moments of embodied encounters (Flaubert, 1964, cit. Crang & Travlou, 2001). 

As tourists transcend temporal and spatial boundaries and reengage with place though 

reflective imagining, space remains open for retrospective memories and reflection 

(Langkcek, 2001). Such stretching of spatial and temporal locations of the photographed 

subject and tourist enables remembrance through the integration of the together and the 

apart (Rose, 2003a). This 'ýbock ofrrferrnziafi_*" (Rose, 2003a) triggers moments of embodied 

remembrance as visuals go beyond words and embrace moments of corporeal reflection, 

silence and intense self-reflection as tourists are able to reimmerse themselves within space 

and place as they imaginatively remember it to be. Indeed, it is the subjective repositioning 

of the self within visuals through memory that generates the '5wqic" or '5wexoo-lratel" 

(Haldrup & Larson, 2003) of the image, as tourists engage with unseen stories and 

imaginative interplay. Nevertheless, such spaces are accessible only where first-hand 

experience of the subject exists as visuals become "beacons of perronal, floating meaning'ml 

metnog"(Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming- 16). Even then, the tangibility of the image denies 

the permanence of memory as each new encounter brings different memories through new, 

enhanced, shadowy, ghostly senses, instincts and prophetic utterances. Memories permeate 

each other, fusing and moulding into a collective encounter that merges stories of self and 

other in a blend of fact, as seen, and imaginative fiction. 

1.7 Mapping the Thcsis 

Having established a theoretical framework of visual devices and moments, the remainder 

of the thesis moves to explore the complexities of visualitics of becon-Ling tourist. Chapter 

two provides deeper theoretical insights into photography and the visualities of becoming 

tourist. Drawing upon theorists such as Barthcs, Phelan and Berger, it explores notions of 

photographic production and consumption and identifies five key conceptual moments of 
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photographs as: political artefacts, embodied visualities, the imagination of space, reflexive 

performances and ethical prompts. Moving to introduce empirical findings, chapter fbire 

offers a critical insight into the methodological practices through which research was 

conducted. Thereafter, the remainder of the chapters open up the empirical spaces of 

research. Cba in pterfourmoves to establish a performance of anticipation and in do g so 

identifies the key visualities that emerge through performances of the representation of 

space and spaces of representation, mobilising political spaces and imagining practice. 

Cba plerfive addresses the performance of rewriting and the ways in which places become re- 

presented through visual inclusions and exclusions that serve to encapsulate practice. 

Cba pier jix explores the final performance of remembrance and reliving as creating 

memories and remembrances, positioning and re-cncountering memories, reliving 

experiential moments and the morphing and fading of memory. Finally, chapter seven 

concludes. 
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Conceptualising Photography 

This chapter initially outlines the main technological developments of photography since 

its emergence in the rrdd-nineteenth century and secondly presents the key conceptual 

moments of photography, thus offering a foundation to understanding the use of 

photography in current tourist experiences, processes and practices, whilst outlining the 

conceptual theoretical framework through which my research shall be discussed. This 

framework identifies four inherent elements of photography and five conceptual moments 

I believe are vital in producing and consuming photography. In order to illustrate these 

points I provide an autobiographical account using my own photographs of travel 

experiences. Nevertheless, adopting an autobiographical stance raises issues as I become 

positioned as 'tourist-photographer-rescatcher'. 

As Thrift & Pile (1995) warn, subjective positionality is pervaded with difference, manyncss 

and qualitative multiplicity creating potential for bias and subjective interpretation. 

Subsequently, my subjectivity is temporally and spatially partial. However, whilst bias 

cannot be ignored, it is not wholly negative as in understanding my positionality and 

subjectivity I can express personal insights and experiences of photography. I believe my 

photographs offer 'wayfinding' (Iluift & Pile, 1995), or starting points, that facilitat c 

understanding of my theoretical and experiential position of the visual spaces of tourism as 

I present my ideas using my own touristic photographic practices. Such understanding is a 

prerequisite before attempts to understand those of others involved in my research. 

Subjectivity becomes constructive rather than destructive, promoting creativity and 

stimulating (rc)thinking of being and opinion as I open my personal experiences to the 

thoughts and opinions of others. I am both mediator and mediated as I expose myself to 

(re)encounters with my photographs and readers opinion, and offer readers encounters 
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with myself and my photogmphs. Subjectivity becomes real, imaginary and symbolic (Thrift 

& Pile, 1995), but also vulnerable, fluid and open to the interpretation of 'others and 

although my photographs remain immobile in physical being, I am continually fluid and 

influenced. I still 'travel' and constantly (re)fuel my photogr-aphed subjects with my new 

travel experiences that are in tum (re)fueUed by others in the act of r-eading. I am invariably 

"lbaý "MZ*% aravvr* i? &Tmdng, fiding, buing and &ing" (: 3), continually (re) pr-esenting 

my self as tourist- photographer- researcher by embr-acing my perceived subjective practices 

of 'others' as I construct my positionality. However, whilst engulfed in an ever-changing, 

fluid world, I r-emain ever situated to 'a moment', a position of being in the world as it 

happens. I am tied to my photographs, they are tied to me. 'Mat is undeniable. 

2.1 Technological Timeline of Photography 
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Figure 2.1: Tree in Winter, c. 1844, William Henry Fox Talbot 1800-1877, 'Me 
National Trust, Fox Talbot Museurn, Lacock Abbey Collection. 
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The concept of photography was born in 1841 by William Henry Fox Talbot and invited a 

new way of looking and 'seeing' the world. Through photogenic drawing, Fox-Talbot 

secured a way of permanently capturing an image onto paper and created photographic 

negatives that allowed the production of multiple prints from one negative. Spurred by the 

invention of the daguerreotype by LJM Daguerre, Talbot invented the 'Calotype' that 

enabled the transformation of a latent image on paper into an actual image after the paper 

had been removed. Negatives were exposed for seconds, not hours, were developed in 

darkrooms and printed on light-sensitive paper to display a rich, soft focused brown, 

purple or red toned image (see figure 2.1). Alongside subsequent developments, Talbots 

contribution of the ncgative/positivc process opened the possibility of industrialisation and 

unlimited photographic reproductions (Haworth-Booth, 1991) and in the 1850/60's 

photographic prints were opened to the mass market and photography became established 

as a con=crcial entity. 

The first Kodak camera was introduced in 1888, sold for $25 and was loaded with a roll of 

100 exposures, which'was returned to the factory for developing and by the turn of the 

twentieth century, the development of small, inconspicuous handhcld cameras, quick dry 

plates and film accepting images in a second or less, intensified photography's evolution 

and sparked the 'Kodak Revolution' (Turner, 1987). With this, the cheap, accessible family 

camera was born and anyone able to point a camera and press its button could practice 

photography. The popularity of photography was linked with the emergence of the family 

'Golden era, where everyone sought the perfect household of family union (Turner, 1987). 

The camera continued its silent immersion into society throughout the twentieth century as 

photographs were taken of the 'perfect family' at home, on holiday, at weddings, on picnics 

or social outings with the new car on sunny days at the coast (see figure 2.2). People 

engaged in socialising the 'self' through photographic practices, creating images of 
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fulfilment, happiness and relaxation as photographs present what pbotq raphers want the 

world to see as individuals are embraced into familiar photographic narratives for everyone 

to see. 

We are 'Ymagejunkies "and live in an 'Yma! ge world" (Sontag, 1979), a melange of domesticity, 

consumerism and leisure as photography facilitates the creation of everyday life in its very 

nature of representing it (Slater, 1995). However, whilst unwritten rules of photographic 

perform. ing remain, photographic technology was revolutionised as new technological 

developments expand the potential for taking, manipulating, presenting and consuming 

images. With the emergence of the semi-automatic camera film became faster, flash-units 

cheaper, and the Polaroid, where photographs are immediately dispensed from the camera 

and the image appears, like magic, in few seconds entered the market. The electronic age 

brought fully automatic cameras, where microchips control apertures, exposures, focusing 

and flash lighting. All 'photographers' had to do was 'point and shoot'. 

Figure 2.2: Family Picnic, circa. 1970, Authors Family Photograph 
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Digital technology has experienced exponential growth since the mid-1990s into the 

twenty-first century. We are amid a digital revolution and cameras are decreasing in size 

and increasing in technological capacity. We have matchbox-sized cameras and cameras on 

our mobile phones which appear instantaneously futuristic, yet strangely pass6, as these are 

already being replaced by video-phonesl Photographic vocabulary is changing and we talk 

of pixels, scanning, jpegs, memory sticks, megabytes and PhotoShop. The 

negative/positive photographic process is threatened by the electronic memory and LCDs 

(liquid crystal displays) of digital cameras that enable immediate viewing and selection, 

deletion and retaking of photographs. Photographs are downloaded from cameras to 

computers, stored on hard-drives, and/or printed onto photographic paper. Digital 

technology is repositioning photography as 'home cntcrtainmcneas we create montages, 

birthday cards and Christmas cards on our home computers, subsequently, facilitating the 

pfivatisation of leisun as the need for external expertise diminishes and becomes contained 

within our homes (Slater, 1995). Nevertheless, despite such technological advancements, 

there are key conceptual moments of photography that have persisted or evolved 

throughout the life of photography. 

2.2 Photography's Inherent Mimesis 

Since its emergence, photography has been steeped in realism and positivism. Positivism, 

proposed by Auguste Comte in the 1820s, determined scientific status of statements of the 

world grounded in direct, repeatable experiences, bound in unitary scientific method and 

constructed through formal laws integrated into a single system of knowledge and truth 

Gohnston, 1994). Photography was imbued with realism and was positioned as 'Art 

Science', a perfect marriage between art and science. The camera appeared as a 'pencil of 

nature' (Fox Talbot, 1844) offering 'ýi mecbanical means of allo*g natmir to copy berse#'uiIb total 
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accurag and infrinjic exactitude" (Ryan, 1997: 15). Photography provided a 'magic show' 

constructed through highly Musionary practices affording marveRously exact 

representations that were self-effacing in the reduplication of things, moving toward the 

perfect replication of reality (Slater, 1995; Maricn, 1997). 

The mechanical nature of photography led Chamboredon (1990) to conclude 

photographers lacked the creative ability to provoke and inspire as photographic plates 

functioned to record, not interpret. Photographers became servants of apparatus, 

mechanically recording, as opposed to ctraling landscapes, and following a mechanised 

temporal sequence that encourages fragmentation, whilst adhering to laws of perspective to 

produce perfect recordings. Discourses of photographic truth based in rationality, 

autonomy and universality of thought reinforced photography as perpetuating perfection 

through the production of consistent and verifiable representations of an empirical world 

(Cosgrove, 1984). Photographs appeared impartial and free from subjective interpretation, 

an '17d offrulb "that arrested scenes free from 'ýaihful caticatwing" of verbal language (Iagg, 

1987). 

Such thinking complimented colonial thought and photography brought an Impelial scope" 

to nineteenth century vision. Cameras were fundamental within British Geographical 

Sciences, opening opportunides to appropriate and permanently secure the realities of the 

other. Explorers and travellers encountered new fronticts and produced photographic 

recordings recounting the tales, knowledge and power of imperialist journeys. Photography 

became a mechanism of power as subjects were captured, environments controlled and 

experiences contained. Cameras became predators, instruments for knowing (Sontag, 1979), 

with 'ýenelrafing ge(s)" (Samuel Borne, cit. Ryan, 1997: 47) that were relentless in their 

search for evidence and truth. Photographs transformed subjects into enddes of knowledge 
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that fitted into classification fields. Figure 2.3 exemplifies classification practices presenting 

a black woman as a 'subject' of scientific measurement and interrogation. The metal 

structure grasps her head, forcing her posture straight. She is controlled. She is unknown, 

but is being tamed, Photography drew the world nearer and increased familiarity of the 

other. Cameras were instruments of "tisual colonialisation" (Ryan, 1997: 72), perpetuating 

imagined geographies of empire as individuals symbolically explored, possessed and 

domesticated other though engaged spectatorial gazes. 

Figure 2.3: Burko. Profile View of the Same Woman [Woman of the Ta Keda 
tribe, age about 40 years], Maurice Vidal Portman. cit. Ryan, 1997: 152 
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Figure 2.4: Woman of the Karen Long NeckTnbe, NortherriThailand, Authors o,, hm 
coflection 

Photography elevated the role of the seer and inferred a privileged, objective vision as the 

gaze focused on the single viewpoint of the camera as central to knowledge production 

through truth and evidence (Foucault, 1977), as spectators believed cameras never he and 

seeing is believing. Pictures were fact and the world was reduced to appearances with little 

difference perceived to exist between reality and images. Reality was reduced observations 

from perceptual experiences of materiality through a factual, practical and knowing vision 

(Slater, 1995). Indeed, photogmphs maintain their evidential characteristics in public and 
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private sectors as 'Me camera recordinaiminates.. A photo! graphpassesforinconirvvertible proof .. a 

given thing ha in 
, 
ppened" (Sontag, 1979: 5). It not only sees th gs well, but sees everything and 

so brings everything into the field of representation. Indeed, in engaging with the Karen 

Long Neck Tribe of Northern Thailand, I documented through photography, 

subconsciously adopting a colonialist stance as I produced photographic evidence of the 

other in an apparently detached, impersonal relationship captured by my camera (see figure 

2.4). As with the woman of figure 2.3, the woman 'subject' stands rigid, her body straight, 

arms by her side, her chin up and eyes staring straight ahead. Perhaps all that is missing is 

the measurement device, although the plastic chair to her side provides approximate 

indications of size and scale. 

Belief in the realist nature of photography continues to the present day and photographs 

have been referred to as 'quotes' (Sontag, 1979), mimetic objects projecting an innocent 

relationship to visible reality. Alternatively, they are viewed as transcriptions of reality 

(Berger & Mohr, 1982), pieces of reality, miniature realities that anyone can acquire. They 

arc 'traces' or 'dcathmasks' (Bcrger, 1978), preservations of the past thatfix appearances 

(Berger, 1980), or 'mirrors reflecdvc or reality' (Adler, 1989; Hamilton, 1997). Photographs 

remind us of a reality and present us with alternative realities to those presently experienced, 

offering photographic referents, or signs that are necessarily real. 

Serniology, in particular work by Roland Barthes, exemplifies this. Serniology emerged in 

the mid twentieth century and became fundamental to understanding and interpreting 

images. Put simply, it embraces a structuralist, linguistic approach and seeks to understand 

how signs arc produced and/or given meanings through a series of systems of signification. 

Barthes early studies (1967) proposed images were not a reality but perfect analogues of a 

reality offering messages without a code. Photographs were saturated by a first-order 
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denoted message that totally exhausts its mode of existence, leaving no reserve for second- 

order interpretation as the signified and signifier joined to produce the sign. Photographs 

were purely denotative and presented spectators with truths existing within their frame, 

concealing nothing but their own superficiality (Burgin, 1982). 

Opt... 

Figure 2.5: Me at Uluru, AUSLrafia, Authors own collection 

Signs, undeniably, bear resemblance to the subject to which they refer (Hawkes, 1979) and 

I agree with Barthes (1981) and aforementioned authors that the photognaphic subject hz 

hwn dxm as photography mimics resurrection and mechanically repeat what could never be 

repeated existentially. However, as Barthes realised in later work, images are merely 

resemblances or copies of the subject that is real. As iconic signs, images are utter-ances, or 

senr, denotative of a physical object. Denotation enables object recognition and facilitates 

understanding of the photogmphed subject. However, to argue image as purely denotative 

implies restricted understanding of deeper, non-liriguistic interpretations of the visual as 
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other factors need consideration as photogr-aphy is not as pure as realism implies. While 

figure 2.5 provides evidence that I was at LAuru, it shows more than me sitting in front of a 

rock Rather than being a snapshot of a moment in time, or a transcription of reality, it 

embraces a past, present and future and is the result of a culmination of moments, insights 

and practices that have created the need for its being. Photographs are not flat, objective 

recordings, they stimulate deeper reactions that remain unturned in realism. It is not merely 

an affair with the surface (Bryson, 1983), rather as 'affair' implies, photogr-aphy is fuelled by 

a seduction deeper than superficial appearances. 

2.3 Photography, Ideology and Imagination 

P d or er 
serniological SIGNIFIER I SIGNIFIED 
chain e- SIGN 

2-d order 
serniologlCal 
chain 

FORM 
(Sigr4ier) 

CON(ITT 
(Signified) 

MYM (Signification or sign) 

Figure 2.6: 'Me Nature of Myth, Barthes, 1973: 115 

To further the insights above I must 

confirm my stance on ideology and 

inuginatiOn. InitiaBy, I am drawn to 

Baillic" latcl- post- structur-alist 

illtcljwctationý wlicre he progressively 

Ie sign of all obvious meaning cnipticd th 
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of first-order readings and introduced the obtuse meaning, connotation and deeper second- 

order levels of signification: 'myths'(see figure 2.6). He proposed 'photograpmc messages' 

are transmitted via a complex current of messages and meanings understood using 

interpretative codes. Mjtb is a point of departure and arrival for meaning as they penetrate 

images and open the surface of image to access counter-narratives that compliment basic 

meanings. By embodying myth photographs expose latent, unconscious meanings and 

become immersed in ideological interpretation (Walker & Chaplin, 1997). No longer is the 

rose in figure 2.7 merely a red flower. Rather, myth embraces imaginitigs of love, warmth 

and romance, generating understandings accommodated in wider social ideologies as the 

image is read in accordance with past experience, present circumstance and projected 

future ideals. 

My understanding of ideology and imagination in photography is further influenced by 

Althusscr (1969). He opposes ideas of ', False consdousness" that propagate Marxist thinking 

and presents ideology as formed through a series of interrelations between institutions. 

These relations are embedded in complex systems of representations, images, myths, ideas 

or concepts that are endowed with a historical existence and role within society. Althusser 

presents two main theses. Firstly, ideology represents the imaginary relationship of 

individuals to their real conditions, suggesting interpretations are largely illusionary, 

although allusions to reality are made. Secondly, ideology has a material existence, implying 

individuals are not free, but are subjects constituted within representation. 

Rejecting ideological representations as solely fantastical (see. Eagleton, 1991; Hall, 1997; 

McCrone, 1992), 1 believe ideological interpretation of photographs generates an interplay 

of fantasy and reality, filled out by theories, images, representations and discourses. 

Ideologies originate in 'trigger' moments. Whether from TV, talking with friends, seeing 
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photographs, reading papers, or childhood memories, trigger moments are embellished 

with everyday experiences and practices that embrace desires, dreams, ideals and perceived 

realities. Such experiences are never purely fictive, but combine experienced realities and 

fantastical interpretation. Individuals place belief and confidence in ideas that hold meaning 

to them and to which partial truth is essential, as representations require a degree of reality 

through which to establish a foundation upon which potential truths rather than imposed 

realities are experienced. Ideology transpires from the 'ýbberr of the lived" (Althusser, 1969: 

318), the unity of real and imaginary where experience of reality is as fundamental to 

constructing ideologies as imagination. Individuals are never truly nonsensical, but act 

through moderate rationality, founding ideas and preconceptions of experienced or known 

truths based in everyday practices and photographs and the practice of photography 

present abundant opportunities for ideological signification and immersion into an 

amalgam of material fact and fantastical, desirable fiction. 

I do not suggest individuals read or construct photographs according to purely individual 

interpretation or desire, as shared ideas and common languages are vital to communication 

and understanding meanings and messages. In the ideological interpretation of images 

understandings are never merely your own thoughts and interpretations. Rather, they 

emerge from constructed practices and ideas inherent in both everyday life practices and ad 

hoc life experiences of both the tourist as self and other, that is friends, relatives, 

documentary or dramatised characters portrayed onscreen, in theatre or image(d). Image 

construction or interpretation as imaginative process therefore becomes a process of 

mediation of self and other through both experiences of everyday life and fantastical. 

interpretations of place as absorbed and accommodated in the space of the individual via 

first-hand experience and acquired knowledges. Revolving around collective, shared culture 

interests and concerns (Mulvey, 1986) photographic intention is achieved as images 
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metaphorically 'speak', drawing on both individual and collective ideologies and mental 

representations of the photographed subject. Consequently, ideological imaginings are 

inherently partial in nature and based in half knowledges and desire-fuelled perceptions. 

Such partiality opens instability and uncertainty in ideological imaginings. Until now, it 

appears ideological imaginings fuel introspection however imaginings are permeable, fluid 

and dynamic and never fully complete. Individuals engage in continual learning and 

knowledge accumulation, and subsequently in a constant state of flux, acquiring new 

knowledges and experiences. Potential therefore arises for undesirability in ideological 

imaginings as uncertainty and instability arise through spaces of discrepancy and the 

unknown. Indeed, ideological and imaginative engagement is inherently bound to, and 

influenced by, the situatedness of the individual; their current environment, emotions, 

senses and feelings which are themselves in a state of constant flux, and thus directly affect 

the dynamics of image construction and interpretation. Partiality also arises through the 

subjective positioning of the photographed subject and the isolated, discontinuous 

exposure to the subject via the single photographic viewpoint. Such fragmentation 

stimulates ideological imaginings as the 'reality' of the subject becomes manageable and 

opaque (Sontag, 1979) and creates spaces of discursive mystery as photographed subjects 

are partially released from temporal and spatial restrictions and arc ideologically 

manipulated to fit our imaginings. 

Such ideas of positionality reflect Rose's (2003a) concept of the spaces of domesticity 

where by photographed subjects are brought into and accommodated within the lives of 

individuals. Such ideas of imaginative possession prompt thoughts of accommodating 

photographed subjects as imaginative colonialism. Adapting Ryan's (1997) concept of 

cameras as instruments of "tisualcolonialisation" I believe as we become involved in looking, 
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or seeing (potential) images and accommodate them within our domestic spaces, we engage 

in a process of imaginative colonialisation. The importance of our 'self is driven through a 

narcissism of looking that merges the viewing and viewed subject through idealisation as 

curiosity becomes the active narrative function of vision, merging fascination with likeness 

and recognition (Mulvey, 1986). It acts as a drite, a relentless probing to see what lies 

behind the mystery of the photograph that is fuelled as we open possibilities of 

understanding images as signs, rhetoric and narrative. Ideas of exploration, discovery and 

capture become fundamental in the process of producing and consuming ideology as we 

engage in producing and consuming performative texts that embrace and accommodate 

numerous subjectivities and subjective interpretations. 

Ideological imaginings are inherent throughout photographic production and consumption 

as visual engagement derives not only from realism but also from a relation between self- 

contained worlds and existing mental representations both outside and inside the 

photograph (Ryan, 1997). Photography (re)presents and (re)constructs realities through 

processes of selection and choreography that fuel the dynamic triangulation between 

producer, photographed subject and spectator, as each brings their own being, ideas, 

emotions and subjectivities to the act of photographing, being photographed and 

consuming photographs. 

2.4 Sclcctive Production: The Undcrworld of the Photograph 

Within the dynamic triangulation of photography, photographers are not merely 'recorders 

of reality' (Cosgrove, 1984) and photographs are never completely innocent as realism 

portrays. Positioning photography as mechanical positions photographic practice as robotic 

and devoid emotion or instinct. Photography does not imprison artistic selection and 
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interpretation, but opens opportunities for creation of both photographs and social 

memories (Boutdieu, 1990). Despite offering (re)presentations of what exists, deeper 

processes and practices arise before, during and after the act of photographing. 

Photography is highly intuitive; a process of conscious selection and subconscious 

'knowing'; an act deeply embedded in the subjectivity of photographer and photographed 

subject. It is born through emotion and sensual intimacy of photographers fuelled by 

personal appreciation, attachment and subjective interpretation of space that occurs 

independently of the camera. Photography is the ability to see (Hare, 2004: personal 

communication). Photographers see what others are blind to and capture enigmatic 

moments of emotions and senses that give life to subject and spectators alike. 71he camera 

is merely the medium through which haptic moments are captured and shared. 

Nevertheless, seeing, like imagining, is in a constant state of flux, constantly changing as 

photographers continually react, embrace and replace their position and understanding, 

thus changing what is photographically appealing, in accordance with surroundings, time, 

mood, emotion, even a missed breakfastl 

Photography is not a disembodied mechanical process. Rather, photographers select 

subjects and express schemes of perception, thought and appreciation in their work 

(Bourdieu, 1990). Photographs are evaluations inherently influenced by photographers' 

artistic intervention, style and impressions of taste and conscious (Sontag, 1979; Krauss, 

1982). Whether blatant or subtle, they are harnessed into tasks (Sekula, 1982) and adopt 

tendentious rhetoric suggestive of intentionality or bias as every image presents the 

moment a photographer deems a subject worthy of recording. Photographers are fuelled by 

a desire for the 'right looV. Ihey impose standards and use skills of selection, both 

conscious and subconscious, to determine if the final image achieves the desired outcome 

and conveys appropriate discourse. just as many people can use a pen, pencil or brush to 
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mark a canvas, they can press the shutter button on a camera. However, as with art, 

successful photography requires artistic impression: compositional unity, framing, lighting, 

and a 'Jood ge" (Rose, 2001: 33) as photographers select what, when and how to 

photograph a subject. Photography is an act of selectivity, discontinuity, fragmentation, 

creative invention and composition, albeit with a more mechanical brushl 

Subsequently, photography becomes immersed in selective discursive transformation that 

adopts discourse as constructions of knowledge that shape understanding of, and position 

in, the world (Foucault, 1977). Discourses are instantaneously controlled, selected and 

redistributed, establishing rules and conditions of objects and how they are seen. However, 

Foucauldian discourse becomes a jiill to trulb, constructed through power and knowledge, 

rejecting anything it cannot assimilate and depending upon assumptions and claims of 

knowledge as truth. Individuals become 'dodle bodies, interpreting images according to 

expert knowledge, rules and regulations and engaging in discursive formations through 

obligation, becoming de-individualised and imprisoned within discursive demands. Whilst 

discursive interpretation is fundamental in photographic construction and consumption, 

verbatim adoption of Foucauldian interpretation would be naive. 

Discursive transformation through photography is more subtle and less coercive. 

Following Edensot's (2000,2001) dramaturgical creation of text, producers of 

photographic texts, whether photographers or those commissioning or selecting 

photographs, become discursive 'directors' of photographs. Photography is deeply 

embedded in conscious selection as images are constructed to convey desired narratives 

and appeal to spectators. Through subliminal facilitation and guidance, 'directors' position 

photography as an ideological process of 'myth-making' as spectators are encouraged to 

engage in imaginary relations to material objects (Althusser, 1969; Barthes, 1973) albeit 
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according to the desired interpretative experience of 'directors'. Spectators' understanding 

of photographs is never fuUy independent. Rather, producers enter a process of persuasion 

using discursive mediation that embodies a combination of narratives outlined by 

producers, thus proffering to spectators a framework for understanding image content 

(Barnes & Duncan, 1992). They create 'spaces of constructed visibilities' (Said, 1994) and 

present disconnected photographic performances conjoined through discourse, mediation 

and speculation. Following Heideggerian interpretation, photography enframes subjects 

and renders parts of the world 'occurent', shaping knowledge as discursive interpretations 

enable subjects to be ordered, ready for use. Photographers enframe subjects, not merely 

presenting what is 'out there', but what is out there in accordance with producer demands; 

the way they saw it, or want it to be seen. 

Tourist brochure and postcard images of orangutans exemplify this point (see Figures 2.8 

to 2.10). Such images must hold appeal and convey a sense of the exotic other that entices 

potential tourists to a destination. Photographs embody notions of 'wanting to be there', of 

a desirable alternative reality that awaits exploration, whilst making the most of the 'cute 

factor' and tugging on the heartstrings of potential visitors, creating emotional attachment. 

The orang-utans are conveyed as being free from the caged life of a zoo, living their life in 

the wilds of the rainforest. Messages of seclusion, tranquillity and peacefulness of the 

jungle are conveyed, whilst the close-up photographic techniques imply an intimate, 'up- 

close and personal' encounter with the 'old men of the forest' as achievable. Images present 

idealised ways of seeing photographic subjects as they are seen at their best in accordance 

with desired outcomes. 
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Figure 2.8: Postcard of Otangutan at the Bukit Lawang Reserve at Bohorok, North Sumatra, 
Indonesia, Imt)act Postcards, Periplus Editions 

Figure 2.9: Orangutan, Sovereign, Worldwide Beaches Figure 2.10: Orangutan, Ile Adventure Company, 
&Experiences Jan 2003- April 2004: 221 2003-04: 66 
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Subsequently, discursive transformations imbue spectatorial interpretation and acts of 

photographic production. Indeed, whilst in the Bohorok Orangutan Sanctuary in Sumatra, 

Indonesia, I too wanted to experience the magical interaction with orang-utans I had 

absorbed from brochure photographs, BBC Wildlife on One and friends photographs. My 

ideological imaginings were of solitude, remoteness, a private interaction between myself 

and orang-utans: a truly magical experience. Through conscious selection and a desire to be 

close to the orang-utans, I used close-up techniques to capture and frame the orang-utan in 

the centre of my photograph surrounded only by dense jungle, suggesting the intimate 

encounter of my imaginings. I capture my discursive and ideological imaginings; the only 

tell-tale sign of other human interaction being the bunch of bananas in the orangutan's 

hand (see figure 2.11). 

These photographs highlight the practices and processes of selectivity inherent in 

producing images. In Indonesia, I immersed myself in ý discursive interpretation and 

ideological interaction with the environment, mainly photographing according to my 

idealised preconceptions. Photographic (re)presentadon of subjects focused as much on 

discursive mediation, satisfying desired outcomes and subsequent discursive interpretations 

as the material reality of the subject photographed. At times photographs became more 

important that reality itself as appropriate discourses are conveyed. Discursive 

transformation therefore enables producers to nainimise alternative (undesirable) 

interpretation as cameras subjectify and objectify realities that reinforce ruling, or desired, 

collective and individual ideologies (Sontag, 1979). 
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Figure 2.11: Orangutan in Bohorok Orangutan Sanctuary, Sumatra, Indonesia, 
Authors own coUection 

Photographs are inherently politically situated within prescribed narratives, themselves 

enforced through conscious selection of subjects so photographs expose the interests they 

serve (Ateljevic & Doorne, 2002). Strong political linkages construct ideologies and 

practices that structure relations and enmesh spectators in webs of significance and fuel 

ideological interpretation. just as I immersed myself in my intimate encounter with the 

orang-utan, many others were doing the same thing, each capturing their own moment in 

the bustling tourist attraction. Figure 2.12 shows an orung-utan with a pink plastic cup, 
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unwittingly performing for the hoards of spectators, each eager to have a closer view, 

instantaneously destroying my imagmed intimate encounter with one of nature's most 

endangered animals. However, through selective interpretation and remembrance, I can 

choose to i nore this photograph and continue my immersion in my idealised moment as 19 

captured on film. Indeed, it is left to my discretion who sees the second picture; do people 

need to know others were there? 

Figure 2.12: Orang-utan and tourists in Bohorok Orang-utan Sanctuary, Sumatra, Indonesia, Authors own 
coflection 

Photographers control what spectators zýý see in photographs as they present images 

already viewed, thus photography becomes a process of constructing choreogr-aphed 

viewings of visual legibility and emotional impact that subliminally and partially control 

spectators as responses are predicted and mediated. However, photographers become 

anonymous voices (Soia, 1999) leaving spaces of anonymity as photogruphs are presented 

in discursive context and positioned according to reception and audience (Chaney, 1992). 
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Once production is complete, photographs are left to speak for themselves via subliminal 

guidance of discursive context. Photographers become anonymous entities and 

photographs take centre stage ready to be consumed. 

2.5 Selective Consumption: Imaginative Encounters with the Underworld 

Once production is complete, photographs are exposed to selective consumption. 

Photographs are inherently spectatot-orientated (Berger, 1972), addressing single spectators 

and providing a single viewpoint of the world. Whilst Walker and Chaplin (1997) view this 

as a shift from photographers as authors to spectators as readers of photographic text, I 

believe 'spectator-orientation' reinforces the importance of spectators, their selective 

consumption of photographs and their position in the dynamic triangulation of 

photography. 'Me importance of producers does not diminish. Rather, through the 

partiality of production spectators can enter the discursive spaces of photographs whilst 

embracing the opportunity to interpret images according to personal understanding and 

ideological imaginings. Indeed, despite facilitation through discursive transformation, there 

is never one way to read a photograph as we gaze according to subjective positions in the 

world, thus opening photographs to multiple interpretations. 

Tourists also enter into relationships with photographed subjects. At this point, I feel it 

necessary to highlight my unease and discomfort in using the term 'spectator'. Realist 

perspectives elevate spectators and infer privileged vision through objective representations, 

suggesting an authoritarian, one way exchange process that hides spectators from view as 

they drain the photograph and its subject of information watching to their hearts content 

without being observed (Walker & Chaplin, 1997). Whilst spectators have 'intruding eyes' 

that display voyeurism and steal glimpses of another reality, I believe 
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spectator/photographed subject relations are more complex than one-way processes of 

taking, or receiving knowledge and information and giving nothing in return. Although 

images arc made to be seen, rarely acknowledging the presence of spectators, the active 

engagement of spectators with photographs should not be ignored as they absorb 

themselves in imaginings of what photographed subjects see, hear, smell, taste or touch, 

thus displaying simultaneous participation and alienation (Mulvey, 1986). Whilst 

photographs reassure subject existence, the effect of seeing is also dependant upon the 

spectator as they compliment the physical referent with social and personal experience 

through photographs' discursive spaces. 

Spectator/subject relations enable spectators to accommodate the photograph and engage 

with photographs as objects to be performed (Rose, 2003a). Whether fleeting glances, or 

thoughtful contemplation, photographic engagement stimulates a "Holence of pbolqgrapby" 

(Barthes, 1981: 91) as images command attention and force spectators look and see. 

Interaction creates short- or long-term accommodation of the image into the life of the 

spectator as they decide whether to embrace or reject the subject. Rather than utilising the 

myth-fuelled terminology of spectators that implies photographs are surveyed through 

disengagement and objective awareness, perhaps lacking purpose, commitment to, or 

desire to look at the subject, Ryan (1997) adopts the term observer. Whilst somewhat more 

accommodating than spectator, observer retains an implication of distance from the 

photographed subject as to observe is to look with reason, or purpose as one seeks 

fulfilment or satisfaction through a selfish act of looking that lacks the ability to see. 

However, I remain uneasy with this term as the process of reading and interpreting 

photographs is more complex and involves the dual accommodation of the other into the 

subjectivity of the spectator/observer and the subjectivity of spectator/observer into the 
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photographed subject. Spectator, or observer, subjectivity is rcplaccd/shared, ensuring they 

are no longer dislocated onlookers who give nothing in return. They become shareholders 

in photographic performance, no longer spectators or observers, but beholders. Drawing 

upon Dewsburys' (2003) concept of witnessing, the act of seeing photographs results in a 

moment of comfort where emotions, senses, real and imaginary, known and unknown 

collide and combine, creating a moment that is fleeting but endures through affect. Whilst 

bathed in the representation and validation of the existence of photographed subjects, 

spectators beat witness to photographic content through complex interaction and co- 

joining of desires, dreams, ideological imaginings; and reality as they construct a sense of 

belonging within the photographic context. Spectators witness a selective consumption of a 

selective production that compliments their fluctuating subjective being. Photographic 

'seeing', like subjectivity, is partial and incomplete and inevitably faces a multiplicity of 

interpretation through invention, (re)invendon, positioning, (re)postioning, presenting and 

(re)presendng as spectators make sense and understand their self and other through 

photographic seeing. 

Whilst ffill legibility of photographs is impossible, spaces of legibility and illegibility 

(Barthes, 1981) open deeply personal spaces of subjective image interpretation, creating 

active spaces of images. Spectators become partial authors of the text guided by discursive 

transformation whilst embracing spaces of reflexivity as they accommodate photographed 

subjects into their emotions and everyday practices. Partiality creates flexibility, anows for 

detours of the imagination (Mulvey, 1986) and enables narration through subjectivity as 

spaces of illegibility generate life and vitality in photographic encounters. Performances 

release ideological improvisation and ideological imaginings facilitate the accommodation 

of the photograph into the 'self' establishing imagined situatedness in the photographic 

encounter. As shareholders, tourists commit part of their 'self to the image and engage in 
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greater active involvement in the incorporation of images into their lives. Such engagement 

originates in photographs as a mechanism for familiarisation. Photographic seeing 

facilitates learning about your 'self' as tourists understand photographed subjects and relate 

to, accept, or reject what they see. Ideological imaginings; become spatially metaphorical, 

acting as vehicles for familiarising the unfamiliar. Space is poetically endowed through 

emotional and rational sense (Bachelard, 1994) as tourists focus on ideas, forms, images 

and imaginings in their search for clarification, familiarisation and security. 

Spaces of legibility and illegibility, engagement and accommodation create a convergence of 

mediated producer discourse and idealised discourses of spectators, resulting in a double 

consumption of selective realities as spectators selectively consume an already selective 

consumption of reality. Layered selectivity generates fluidity of interpretation and 

understanding as photographed subjects are released from their original spatial and 

temporal moorings and encounter continually changing interpretations and understandings 

according to production or consumption discourse demands. However, discrepancy and 

contestation may arise between producer discursive aims and tourists ideological 

interpretations of photographs, thus positioning photographs as neither objective nor 

transparent, but produced and consumed within sites of struggle (Mellinger, 1994). 

2.6 The Conceptual Moments of Photography 

Until now discussion has focused on the key elements inherent in understanding 

photographic production and consumption. However, from these elements five conceptual 

moments of photographs arise that embrace issues of politics, space, agency, experience, 

embodiment and ethics. Whilst delineated for this chapter, these moments operate within 

permeable boundaries and are found at varying temporal and spatial intensities as they 
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emerge through photogr-aphic practices that are not mutually exclusive. The conceptual 

moments are photographs as: pofitical artefacts, reflective experiences, the imagination of 

space, embodied visualities and ethical prompts. 

2.6.1 Photographs as Political Artefacts 

t 

4 

Figure 2.13: Taj Mahal, India, Hayes &Jarvis, Worldwide, 2003-2004: 188 

Photographs are objects; things to which other things are done. Discursive transformation 

imbues photographs with dominant ideological interpretations, an interpretative framework 

that facilitates partial understanding. Frameworks tame spectator interpretation as 

photographs becomes places of theatre staging encounters whose enactment depends upon 

tourists acceptance of the photographic nan-ative. In presenting or accommodating the 

photographed subject, value is placed on the materialisation of subjects and allows 
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spectators to access spaces of supplementary, discursive interpretation and critical 

engagement with materiality. Using the example of the Taj Mahal as presented in a tourist 

brochure (see figure 2.13), discursive frameworks encourage narratives of exotic splendour, 

love and romance, a place of solitude and reflection where visitors marvel at one of the 

scven wondcrs of the world. 

As political attefacts, photographs exhibit an essential ephemerality and transience in being. 

Photographic decontextualisation and fragmentation increases mobility and ephemerality of 

the material world with tourists bound by no firm attachments to either objects of 

ideologies (Buchli, 2002). Through photography, the Taj Mahal engages in the space of my 

thesis, just as it can be placed within the space of tourist brochures. Not only is it 'here' in 

tl-ýs textual space but, I, as writer, and you, as reader, ate transported 'there' to the Tai 

Mahal in India. Photographs and their subjects travel great distances through time/space 

convergence and generate a multiplicity of meanings. Through ideological imaginings 

neither I., nor you, hold the same discursive interpretation of the Taj Mahal as 

photographed. My reading is influenced by my experience of the material reality of the Taj 

Mahal which is subsequently reflected in my own photographs. 

At first, I attempt to fulfil the ideological isnaginings of romance as I sit with my partner, 

our arms around each other, my hand on his knee (see figure 2.14), subconsciously 

emulating the famous photograph of Diana, Princess of Wales, and following the footsteps 

of the majority of visitors. Whilst I felt this photograph was 'compulsory', my other 

photographs capture, for me, the other or true reality of my Taj experience' as they 

highlight a new discourse that embraces the swarming bustle and fever that invaded my 

ideological imaginings of romance. Being at the Taj became a performance in itself, an act 

of searching to 'be' in the place. I was constantly partially hidden by others, searching 
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through a sea of 'otherness' to find the object that demanded my attention, until it became 

clear the 'otherness' was fundamental to my experience. Whilst the final images evade the 

collective ideological discourse of the Taj Nialial, they mobilise an alternative discourse that 

captures my experience (see figures 2.15 & 2.16). In capturing that moment, I created an 

enduring, material moment from that which was otherwise immobile and immaterial, the 

moments became essentially fluid and ephemeral as they travelled round India with me, 

then home and now into the space of my thesis and the space of the readers interacting 

with therri. 

Figure 2.14: Sitting at the Taj Mahal, Authors own collection 
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Figure 2.15: Seeing the Tai Mahal, Authors own coflection 

LIA rL1. 
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Figures 2.16: Posing for the camera at the Taj Mahal, Authors own collection 

f4 
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Fluidity and transformation enables producers and tourists to shape new inclusions and 

exclusions, as photographs are transformed in terms of physicality and durability and are 

given purpose in accordance with use through circulation and exchange. The significance 

of objects lies in the meanings attached to them (Rose, 2003a) as they are constituted, 

materialised and endowed with political meaning through cultural interpretation. 

Photographs become analogous to multiple 'ýpace odyssys" (Lash & Urry, 1994: 15), 

progressively emptied of meaning, flattened out and made arbitrary. Photographs 

constitute desired subjectivity, mobilising multiple interpretations to fulfil ideologically 

desired outcomes as time/space compression releases them from temporal lodgings. 

Tourists position themselves in relation to apparently readily achievable realities as the 

consumable world is put within reach and opened through imaginative consumption 

(Buchh, 2002). The photographer was there to take the photograph just as I was at the Taj 

Mahal and through photographs others construct immaterial being in place through the 

materiality of photographs and ideological imaginings. Accommodating photographs 

similar to figure 13,1 located myself at the Taj Mahal through imaginative interpretation. 

This subsequently framed my initial performance of the monument on my arrival. 

Photographs encourage tourists to position themselves as 'other. They are inexhaustible 

invitations to deduction, speculation and fantasy and hide more than they disclose. As 

objects they are invisible, and are not what tourists see (Barthes, 1981). Photographs are 

signs through which meanings are interpreted and mentally performed as tourists visualise 

that which does not exist, or is never dirraly, seen. Photographs adopt an air of mystery and 

fluidity and become enigmatic and permeable, a space to be traversed. They provide 

settings that merge materiality of everyday experiences with ideological imaginings. Tourists 

enact photographed subjects, bringing meaning and subjective understanding to 

photographs rather than being inherent elements of photographic structure, thus opening 
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instability in photographic interpretation. Instability facilitates the fluidity of photographic 

material being as photographs are constantly re-evaluated within symbolic systems. 

Photographs are pawns in communication, central to the imaginative and discursive 

mediation of producer intention and tourist reception. 

2.6.2 Photographs as Reflexive Performances 

The intifibility of photographs also highlight photography as reflexive performance. 

Through forgetting and concealment photographs offer ways of 'hiding, as they conceal 

rather than reveal the reality of being in the world, creating "blind image? ' tourists never see 

(Phelan, 1997). Blindness arises through presences and absences within photographs. 

Presences divert tourists' attention so that absences and less desirable elements are diffused. 

As with secondary selective consumptions, secondary presences and absences are generated 

as tourists select what (not) to see from that already selected. Pleasures of looking embrace 

a sense of forgetting the world as it has come to be perceived (Mulvey, 1986), as tourists 

arc encouraged to reminisce on the pre-subjective moment of image recognition. 

Photography becomes like memory, as through our memories of people, places and events 

we are able to preserve certain events from oblivion, whilst excluding less important or 

desirable encounters. 

In photographing a memorial during a trek in Annapurna, I preserved a moment (see figure 

2.17) and captured memories of vulnerability, wonder, awe, grandeur of the mountains, 

feelings of elation and happy tiredness, the crisp air and warm sun. However, absent is the 

coldness after the sunset, the pain in my feet, my shortness of breath, or the poverty of the 

families living off the mountains. I do not capture the death of those the memorial was 

raised for. 1hat is not my memory. I capture the memories of my trek; a humbling place, a 
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place of wonder. These memones are ultimately my own, not shared with others as theirs 

are not shared with me. The point of sharing anses in the material being of the photograph 

and its subjects. It is from this convergence that memories diverge and embrace the space 

of reflexive perfon-nance. 
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Figure 2.17: Memorial, Annapurna Sanctuary Trek, Nepal, Authors own collection 
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Interpreting photographs is to lend them a past and future, insert them into a narrative and 

embed photographic messages within a historical reading of text (Barthes, 1977). Images, 

Barthes suggests, provide a suggestion of "bating been lbere". generating a spatial immediacy 

and temporal anteriority as the "beir-now" combines with the Werr-tben". The power of 

photography comes through the co-joining of such presence into the notion of something 

'Mat has been" 'I'lie noeme of the image is simple; on one hand the photographed subject is 

not here, but on the other it has been present. The memorial merges the past of those 

succumbed to the mountains, with my presence and the future of those still to walk. It also 

merges my trekking experiences, with my present thesis writing and my projected 

memories of future travel. 

Photographs gain ephemerality through memory, as memory becomes the narrative 

photographs employ as they actively promote nostalgia, touching subjects with pathos and 

digni4ing them as '5womento wori" (Sontag, 1979: 15). Memory, like ideological imaginings, 

does not conform to linear conception of time. Rather, a 'radiar method concerned with 

desire, contradiction and self-reflexivity within everyday practice is employed (Berger, 

1978). Unlike linear constructions that suggest images merely repeat what is said in words, 

radial interpretations suggests, Re memory, photographic context works radially with: 

Iin enormous number of associations ... lea&ng to the same event", and 'Yf we want to put a photo r; b g ap 
back into the context of e. %perienee, social experience, sodal memog, we have to rrrpea the laws of memog. 
We have to situate the ... photograph so That it acquires something of the surprishtg conclusiveness of that 
which itmas and is"(. 46). 

Photography focuses on creating context through memory and the construction of 

narrated time, for the time of the act of photographing the subject can never be altered, 

thus opening narrated time to the influences of memories it attempts to stimulate. 

However, Berger (1980) also argues images hold an eternal sense of expectadon where 

memory ceases to be necessary or desirable. That is, tourists need not rely upon their own 
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memories as images are memories in themselves. Photographs are therefore absolute truth 

as subjects become spectacles holding an eternal sense of expectation. Despite ideas of the 

creation of photographic memory, like Sontag (1979) 1 believe such interpretations indicate 

a misconstrued interpretation of photography as a replacement for memory. Whilst 

photographs potentially facilitate the creation of memory, they are unable in themselves to 

stand for, or encompass overall memory. Photographs are not memories, but rather trigger 

actual memories, and desired memories that have yet to be achieved, as memory is far more 

complex than that held within photographic text and narrative. just as my photograph of 

Nepal triggers memories of my trekking experience, images I see of Kenyan safaris, or 

gorillas in Uganda trigger projected memories of a desired future I long to experience. 

Nevertheless, Berger recognises memory and photography are never completely 

interchangeable. Rather, a likeness he ascribes between the two, and one that interests me, 

is photography as an ideological component; a form of ideological remembering as it offers 

a set of appearances prised from their context and meaning. Ile dislocation of the event, 

time and space of photography creates a violent fission as the subject is prised form its 

original context, destroys meanings and leaves a set of appearances available to put 

meaning upon (Berger, 1980). Whilst private photographs retain continuity between the 

self and subject, public photographs present memories of a stranger. Whether public or 

private, photographs offer memories of a past that has been and to interpret such 

memories, tourists are required to draw upon their personal ideological imaginings as 

memory is never completely in the past, but embodies future ideals and perceived 

perfections of past experience. Tourists therefore construct and understand photographic 

narratives through memory, as producers 17m only, argents oftbis memog" (Berger, 1978: 45). 

Tourists become reflexive subjects as they imagine a series of encounters as semi-attached, 

socialised subjects. Through a series of enclavic reflexive spaces, tourists perform diverse 
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photographic meanings and accommodate meditated discourses and knowledges. Memory 

illuminates the teflexive subjectivity of photographic reading and writing as a performance 

of a series of staged events that utilise established practices, habits and performative 

techniques, therefore photographic performance relies not solely upon the visual, but the 

bodies of tourists as produced and appropriated in their settings. 

Besides presenting visualities according to selected memories of producers, photographs 

present 'focal points' (Krauss, 1982); the initial focus and context within which memories 

are produced and enacted. Rather than becoming redundant within the boundaries of 

interpretation, tourists' memories are activated as they engage in a reflexive relationship 

through visual prompts that merge symbols with material practice. Relying upon images as 

the sole source of memory denies misinterpretation of photographed subjects according to 

producer desire and the opening of opportunity for ideological imaginings. Tourists act, 

enact, re-enact, absorb and re-absorb image content through reflexive performance, 

constructing imagined possession of photographed subjects and creating security by 

making photographed subjects familiar through ideological interpretation. Tourists 

selectively familiarise themselves with photographs, reading according to sublin-dnal 

discursive transformations and reflexive performance. However, through recognition, 

misrecognition arises as photographic partiality creates spaces of discrepancy and 

unfamiliarity. False familiarity and memories need not imply negative consequence. 

Misrecognition arises in context relative to original constructive discourses, potentially 

resulting in more desirable readings of the subject. 
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2.6.3 Photographs as The Imagination of Space 
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As highlighted, ideological iniaginings open the discursive spaces of photography. Tourists 

explore not only the physicality of the photograph, but also the space of the photographed 

subject that extends beyond physical being. Crang's (1997a) work on practice and 
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enworldment proposes photographic production and consumption become a series of 

practices rather than mere representation. Photographs provide a means tograsp the world. 

Landscapes appear as established realities that are enworlded and present a route through 

which subjective worlds are created, apprehended and enftamed. Tourists frame 

photographed subjects in time and space as photographs offer a stage upon which ideas of 

subjectivides and social practice arise. 

Enworldment arises as tourists are encouraged to 'step into the image' through reflexive 

performance and become spatially located within the photograph. Tourists become 

imaginative voyagers, taming space through ideological exploration. Photographs become 

vehicles for seeing, enabling tourists to accommodate photographed subjects and bring 

them to life through active imaginings. Tourists occupy photographic space through 

creative performance, creating experiences and making space partially legible according to 

ideological interpretation. Subjects are contained and controlled, fuelling the imagination of 

space as symbols merge with material practice. Tourists become subjective performers 

consumed by the vortex of the visual as imagined and abstract spaces merge in a swirling 

connection of the real and imaginary, self and other (see figures 2.18 & 2.19). This 

movement (re)posidons the 'self in relation to the photographed subject as tourists enter 

the space of the photograph. Once photographic space is traversed, tourists can no longer 

see only the physical being of the image and its subject. Iley are consumed by the image, 

as it is consumed by them, as imaginative practices (re)locate the 'self' that can never be 

relinquished as spaces of real and imaginary become forever entwined. Looking at the Blue 

Pools in New Zealand, I no longer only see the physical being of the photograph, but am 

consumed by the subject and immersed in the invisible spaces of the photograph as my self 

and other combine. 
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Figure 2.19: Stepping into the Image through the Vortex of the Visual 

Stepping into the image through the vortex of the visual and the imagination of space is 

inherently facilitated by ideology. Ideological iMaginings facilitate understanding and 

production of space and create a definite politics of space as discourse constructs an 

avenue of mediation between mental and social by evoking the body. An ideological 

(de)centring and (re)centring of knowledge facilitates tourists accommodation of 
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photographed subjects. Indeed, photographs never fully capture subjects, but can forth 

practice to create text and frame narratives. I. Ae all photographic processes and practices, 

the imagination of space is inherently partial and lacks comprehensive knowledge or 

reasoning and whilst impressions of bounded places are given, photographs remain 

fundamentally unstable (deCerteau, 1997, cit Crang, 2000). An accumulation of ideological 

imaginings fill gaps in the photographic narrative as tourists engage with and accommodate 

the unknown. Photographs become islands as they offer fragments of knowledge in a sea 

of uncertainty. As I step into the blue pools, I feel the vibrancy of the blue. I long to touch 

the water and feel its coolness. Imaginings of ethereality, peacefulness and tranquillity, 

tropicality and otherworldliness wash over me. My memories of New Zealand are triggered; 

the warmth, laughter, togetherness and excitement. As the rocks enclose the water, they 

enclose around my being creating a space of seclusion, relaxation as I am released from the 

confines of my physical being and explore the space of the photograph with my body and 

mind and become comfortable within my extended being through the photograph. 

Whilst not all tourists read photographs with the same intensity, the imagination of space 

opens a realm of practice that focuses on the relationship between self and other 

(deCertcau, cit. Crang, 2000). Tourists are imbued with an impulse to see and understand. 

Objects are created as uncertainties are transformed into readable spaces as tourists engage 

in a ritual processing of the space as practices mobilise and transform existing imaginings. 

Using imaginings, tourists control and organise the space of the photograph and collate 

knowledge of its subject and context. Photographic space is mediated through practice and 

imagination whereby practice is the embodied notion of the observer that creates an active, 

embodied engagement with the world through photographs (Crang, 1997a). Photographs 

become lived spaces created as tourists overlay physical space with imagined spaces that 

focus on non-verbal signs and symbols. Practices facilitate the dissolution of 
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imagined/ abstract and physically represented/real spaces creating illusions of transparency 

and opacity (Lefebvre, 1991). 'Me imagination of space becomes relative to tourist 

subjectivity and relies upon human practices that create relational views of space. 

Photographic space becomes a social product, a space actively constructed around 

subjectivity rather than that physicafly presented. Subjectivity offers a tool for engagement 

and inter-action, thought and interpretation, production and control, domination and power. 

'Me imagination of space becomes a product of production, consumption, control, 

domination and power through knowledge dissemination and accumulation. 

2.6.4 Photographs as Embodied Visualities 

Figure 2.20: Street Parade, Chang Mai Flower FestiVal, ThAand, Authors own collection 

In addition to the imagination of space, tourists experience situatedness and embodied 

visuahties in entering the 'dreanispaces' of photographs. Photographs become tourists' eyes 
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and ears as they provide a view from which to look and communicate narrative text 

through connotation. Ultimately tourists never understand anything from the physical 

being of a photograph. They offer springboards to deeper understanding as 'Ybe ultimate 

wisdom of the pbotographic image is to say., tberr is the suiface. Now Mink, or ratberfiel, intuit - wbat is 

bgond it" (Sontag, 1979: 23). Photograph borders are arbitrary and tourists enter the 

discursive spaces of the photograph and embrace the 'ýPedal sensations" of photographs 

O<rauss, 1982: 199) as they feel, touch or taste what is presented to them by imaginatively 

embodying and perforn-dng that which does not physically exist. The result is a state of 

embodied visuality. 

Whilst embodied visualties are inherent in all photographic encounters, the intensity of 

interaction and use of practices facilitating photographic accommodation varies through 

time and space. Whilst one photograph may be read intently, another may be almost 

ignored. The interaction tourists have with photographs can therefore be twofold. Firstly, 

tourists can be transported optically, their bodies remaining physically immobile, whilst 

pleasure and desire arise from the experience of the simulacrum (11. 'rauss, 1982). Barthes 

(1981) concept of studium and punctum exemplifies this. Ile studiurn presents 

photographers intentions, mobilises half-desires and creates general enthusiasm, whilst the 

puncturn brings poignancy and the power of expansion to photographic reading by 

capturing tourists attention and heightening intrigue. The puncturn is an addition; tourists 

addition to photographs as they travel into blind fields and bring photographs to life 

through senses and past experiences: being, body and soul together. In figure 2.20,1 am 

drawn to the white straps of the drummer in the blue shirt, they are my punctum. As I am 

lured, I am not sure where they lead, but I immediately engage with their being. I hear the 

drums and feel the rhythm. I am animated as the punctum leads me into the photograph. It 

stirs my emotions and generates a sense of difference and adventure. Ille 'ýbotqgrapb tracbes 
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me; it animates we and I animate it" (Barthes, 19 81: 20). The omtjide (my body) merges with the 

injide (perceptions, memories and ideological imaginings) of the photograph (Walker 

Chaplin, 1997). 

Whilst tourists remain outside the photograph, they experience it using their whole body as 

they look away or close their eyes and allow the photograph to touch them through 

withdrawal. There is an immediacy of the punctum, whether subconscious or subliminal, 

that triggers attraction between tourist and photographed subject, captures tourists' 

attention and draws them into the body of the image. Whilst Barthes proposes redundancy 

of the image, for me the embodied interaction between photograph and tourist continues 

to influence tourists thought and enactment of the photographed subject after the image is 

hidden from view. Redundancy is never absolute. VA-ýIst photographs arc starting points, 

they are also reminders and reference points to which tourists can return to reignite 

imaginings. The drearnspaces of photographs are constructed through semi-disassociation 

using memories, continual- and re-engagement with the photograph. This immediacy and 

recurring engagement leads me to the second approach to tourist positionality. 

Whilst the studium, and punctum. generate sensual animation, not everyone engages with 

photographs in the same way. Mental transportation may not suffice as tourists seek a 

wholly embodied photographic engagement as they see the photograph from milbin. 

Tourists ate sucked into the body of the image through the "vanisbingpoint" (Phelan, 1997: 

23), the 'Me bole in the tiewers'boýv" that accesses what the photograph and corporeal vision 

cannot show, or see. The vanishing point mobilises the 'as if and animates illusionary 

indicatives to construct depth and invent physical interiority of photographs. Through 

ideological imaginings and memory tourists' break traditional photographic limits and see 

beyond the limit of the gaze. Photographs penetrate tourists' own eye and create a 'space' 
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where gaze and image meet. The vanishing point demands continual regard and acts as a 

vacuum for the senses and imagination. The interior of the photograph opens and tourists 

are invited 'ýo go tbroi(gb the boýv, topenetrate its interiority" (: 35) and sense what the subject 

mayfiel like. My vanishing point is the blackness of the drummer's hair as I am drawn into 

his being. I am no longer outside the photograph, searching with intruding eyes. I am 

inside, I can see the drummers dancing in time to the beat, I smell sweat in the air, feel the 

vibrations and sounds of the music, feel bodies moving to the rhythm, hear laughter and 

singing, clapping and lively chatter. And yet it is not enough. The excitement, the feelings 

and emotion cannot be confined to words. They are no longer enough. I cannot express my 

feelings. As my fingers type they feel dislocated from my 'self that is immersed in the 

photographic carnival. My photographic being becomes aurally illiterate but sensually alive 

as I consume and am consumed. I join the party. 

Although vision initialises mobilisation, as photographs are objects that are first seen, this 

does not prioritise vision as the key sensual capacity. Photographic engagement is a muld- 

sensual performative becoming. Through vision tourists instantaneously engage with the 

haptic spaces surrounding them. Vision is not only out eyes, but our minds, bodies, 

genders, personalities, histories and beings (Walker & Chaplin, 1997). It is only one layet of 

our bodies that can be contained, shaped, or controlled (Crary, 1999) and embraces a series 

of mixed modalities enabling tourists to intensify engagement with photographs as 

perceptual and sensory experience depends less upon external stimulus than sensory 

composition and functioning. Tourists move outside, underneath or within their skin to 

experience photographed subjects. Barthes (1975) emphasises the flirtatioms nature of 

photographs as they draw upon desire, emphasise sites of loss and encourage enactment of 

desire in spaces of exhibition. Brio, the ultimate pleasure, arises as tourists transcend the 

'prattle', break through the surface and allow the senses take over as words fail to satisfy 
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desires. Tourists completely embody the photographed subject and experience pleasure as 

their body pursues its own ideas. The unconscious and subliminal rises, leaving tourists 

needing to see, hear or feel more than the photograph offers. The photograph becomes a 

completely sensory experience and embodied visuality as in the stillness of photography; 

emotions exceed expression in languages and erupt into gesture (Mulvey, 1986). 

Photographs embody ways of being that offer tourists insight into the intentions behind 

why particular subjects are made visible. They extend beyond the physical passivity of 

seeing to Unaesthetic sense and flow, as they capture spaces, emotions and 'being' 

otherwise elusive and unrecordable. Photographs offer direct encounters and pathways into 

the experiences presented and capture something that is not directly seen but encapsulated 

through expressive extension of content and context as photography (re)presents "notjmst a 

, pb )uical setting, but an oiientation, afeeling, a tendenýy " (Radley & Taylor, 2003: 24). They launch 

moments that capture the unspeakable, the unwritable, the unseeable, the unpicturable and 

the unrepresentable (Elkins, 1998) and display an inherent indescribability, an inability to 

convey the effect of photographic content through descriptive means. Photographs express 

a corporeal uniqueness that cannot be denied or avoided. They re-enact the sensuousness 

of subjective experience, conjoining technology and senses to create a stimulation of the 

senses and bodily experiential capacity that extends into photographs and their creator 

technology. Insights are reducible not through discourse, but through bodily engagement 

that is re-vivified in the act of photography (Harrison, 2000). 

2.6.6 Photography as Ethical Prompts 

I experience continual unease in positioning ethics wid-ýn the dynamic triangulation of 

photography and understanding the multiplicity of (re)interpretadon and reaction to 
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photographing, being photographed and consuming photographs. Ethical awareness and 

subsequent (re)location of the photographed subject within the ethical framework and 

standpoints of photographer and tourist are inherent in such reactions. Following I'lifift 

&Pile (1995) and Thrift (2004), prompting encompasses the inherent instability, uncertainty 

and reactive ethical responses to photographs. No absolute ethical truth exists as there are 

'differents', manyness, a multiverse rather than a universe as ethics are not built upon a 

vacuuming up of difference. Ethics are not clear-cut binaries of right/wrong, or good/bad 

as outlined in the identity politics of moralistic geographies. We should embrace and 

accommodate difference and otherness through tolerance and understanding as not all 

ethical stances achieve the same outcomes, or comply with the same opinion or belief 

Whilst authoritarian ethical frameworks are undesirable, space exists for guiding principles 

of ethical stances. Attention should not focus solely on the irnmediate present and 

performing ethics of the moment as the plurality of ethics does not justify dismissing 

guidance and embracing creativity as this holds the potential of instability and 

unpredictability and opens the way for a chaos of ethical opinion. We need a series of 

anchor points rather than fixed, repressive codes to ensure obedience whilst at the same 

time embracing performance and generating sensitivity to the sense of other and for other 

(Cloke, 2002). Ethical response should embrace an emotional, connected and committed 

sense of the other through 'knowing' and sharing to ensure responsiveness to the 

complexity and changing nature of human plurality. 

In thinking about photographs as ethical prompts, it is necessary to focus on guiding 

ethical principles that underpin the general photographic production and consumption, but 

also the ethics of the immediacy of the interaction between photographer, photographed 

subject and tourist. The power of photography refers not only, to its capacity to stimulate 

the conceptual moments discussed previously, but also its ability to spark a vast spectrum 
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of unpredictable, reactionary ethical considerations that converge general ethical viewpoints 

with unstable, unpredictable ethical responses during the immediacy of initial interaction 

with photographs. Such interaction can lead to the creation of a confusion of ethics and 

ethical confusion for photographer, subject and tourist as in the production and 

consumption of photographs, we react in a moment that creates a fluidity of ethics of the 

self. 

In the act of photography photographers engage in staging, presenting, exposing, searching 

and constructing subjects to fit with the desired discursive narrative. Such selective 

interpretation creates a fluid interplay of narratives that enable the shaping and (re)shaping 

of imaginative geographies of the photographed subject. Producers engage in a process of 

being in a situation or place and focusing on securing the predetermined discursive 

interpretation that focus on the perceived collective experience of the environment and 

what it means, or what the producer wants it to mean, to be in that place or situation. They 

therefore engage in a process of facilitating the farniliarisation or (re)familiarisation of the 

subject within the space of the photograph and the space of the tourist as they select, locate 

and (re)locate the subject in accordance with their emotion, mood, sensibilities or 

alternatively, their photographic brief Such selectivity creates an ethics of skill and 

professionalism that questions what counts as expertise and who has the right to say what 

is, or is not success ful/appealing/desitable. The inherent selectivity of photography results 

in photographers allowing only particular subjects to be viewed by, or presented to tourists. 

Indeed, I have used only those photographs that support my arguments in this chapter. 

Consequently, these images arc presented to, and consumed by you, the reader in a manner 

that supports the views I convey. 
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The act of photographing is undeniably selfish. I take pictures as a means through which I 

can not only record my travels as I experience them and see them, but through my writing I 

am able to use them to exemplify opinion and explain theoretical understanding. 

Photographs serve a purpose. By engaging in this performance I actively fix appearances, 

manipulate situations, or wait until the desired opportunity comes into being as I do not 

photograph subjects or situations that I wish to avoid or forget. To photograph is to secure 

and I secure what I feel comfortable with, or learn from according to my ethical 

positioning and the potential ethical positions/reactions of those I predict will see my 

photographs. However, I believe there also exists a confusion of ethics and an edlics of 

confusion and indecision that is inherent in the act of taking photographs and at times I 

fmd myself battling with the ethical dilemma whether to engage in the act of 

photographing or refrain and be satisfied with a memory. 

Such considerations are highlighted during my visit to the Karen Long Neck Tribc, 

Northern 1hailand. I was uncertain about visiting the village, believing it to be a 'tourist 

attraction' requiring me to enter into an exploitative relationship with the Karen families as 

I walked around a 'human z9o'. Nevertheless, we entered the village (through the pay 

barrier) and tentatively walked around and entered not only a village, but an ethical tug-o- 

war of emotions and reactions within which photography played a key role. just as I 

attempted to diffuse my ethical dilemma and establish a comfortable position as tourist- 

photographer, I realised photographed 'subjects' also engage with and contribute to such 

confusion. Not only did I conform, become self-conscious and ethically unsure, but the 

Karen women conformed to being in their situation. Iley entered a process of becon-dng 

actors, adopting behaviours and postures that portrayed a compromised performance of 

place and being. They struck well-rehearsed poses and looked straight at the camera 

without fear or embarrassment. Whilst this reassured me photographing was not 
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uncommon, it opened spaces of ethical confusion. We performed photography and our 

conversation ended. Photography became an inevitable conclusion that resulted in stark 

changes in my perceived relations between myself as photographer and the I-Caren women 

as photographed subjects. These changes confounded my original concerns and left me 

'ethically' unsettled, as though I had deceived my 'subjects' by luting them into 

conversation to ease my own negative feelings of then taking their picture. 

The child in figure 2.21 engaged in a performance of being photographed, slowly learning 

to adopt the stance displayed in figure 2.4. This is not the comfortable, relaxed relationship 

evident in the earlier family photos of this chapter. She appears self-conscious and 

uncertain. Her gaze is saddened, non-engaging, distant and distracted as though seeking 

assurance and security. She performs to demand, stopping as she walks down the street to 

satisfy tourists' photographic intrigue. She engages in a form of photographic prostitution 

as pleasing tourists may result in a sale of the textiles her mother has to offer (in the 

background). Are they are exploited and is it ethically wrong to contribute to the circle of 

performances that imprison these 'subjected' people? I am lost in a confusion of ethics. Do 

I photograph? I photographed. It feels wrong. Yet we were encouraged, by the women, to 

photograph. This confusion of ethics makes me uneasy in photographing, but nonetheless 

intrigued and curious enough to engage in such practices of visual colonialisation. I 

immerse myself in the never-ending game of photographic ethical performance and capture. 

Perhaps my unease and uncomfortable feelings of guilt are reflected in my decision to 

display the photograph of the girl as a fall-page image. Am I subconsciously appeasing my 

guilt and frustration, trying to give her the power and confidence she appears to lack (or I 

have taken from her)? Such ethical confusion is also compounded by an ethics of consent. 

Is it right to photograph even with consent, or can consent be unethical even if given? 'Me 

child agreed to be photographed but was her consent willing? 
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Figure 2.2 1: Child of the Karen Long Neck Tribe, Northern 'Mailand, Authors own coHection 
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Although the ethics prompted within the act of photographing are complex, confusing and 

seemingly unending and I have addressed only a minuscule section of a vast ethical 

spectrum, it is imperative to discuss ethical prompting arising in photographic 

consumption. As identified in the act of photographing, a confusion of ethics or an ethics 

of confusion occurs in the moment of initial interaction with images as tourists engage in 

the ethical dilernma of to look or not to look. Barthes' principle of the 'violence of 

photography', discussed earlier can be reapplied as a 'violence of ethics' in the 

photographic production and consumption that results in the confusion of ethics as 

discursive transformations stimulate reaction and prompt ethical positioning 

against/alongsidc the photographed subject. Discomfort arises as we confront a spectrum 

of potential reactions that stimulate ethical unease through the prompting of memory. For 

me, my ethical confusion makes it difficult to look and see the child in figure 2.21 as I 

continually become immersed in my own confusion of ethics as both tourist-photographer 

and tourist. Etl-dcal confusion is blatant with subjects such as this, a partially conscious, or 

subconscious ethical confusion when looking at photographed subjects regardless of their 

style of presentation; adverts, family snaps, documentary images, etc. Every interaction 

stimulates an ethical reaction that commands attention and forces tourists to engage in the 

act of seeing or looking within a comfortable range of ethical consideration. Such 

positioning is not always immediate and comfortable, but as implied by the term elbical 

prom pt, photographs invariably leave spaces of ethical consideration and through the 

pluralistic nature of ethics these spaces shall differ in strength and reaction between 

individuals through a spectrum of extremes between contentment and angst. Where some 

experience extreme discomfort and unease, others may experience familiarity and comfort 

as they position themselves forcing invisibility or visibility upon the photographed subject. 
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Tourists also create moments of intense visibility through which they engage with 

photographed subjects in a relationship imbued with the power relations of spectatorship 

(Hall, 1991, cit. Kinsman, 1995: 304) that creates distance between the tourist, the 

photographed subject and the photographer. Such relations mobilise an ethics of selectivity 

of second-hand-seeing in that the act of looking creates what Ingrid Pollard (cit. Kinsman, 

1995) described as the intense visibility of the subject. Tourists incorporate the coercive 

discursive transformations embodied within the photograph whilst at the same time 

bringing their own ethical positioning to the equation. Consequently, through ideological 

imaginings; and discursive transformations, tourists absorb photographic content through a 

process of forgetting and remembering, emphasising and restricting elements to satisfy 

ideological aims whilst establishing a platform upon which tourists find a comfortable 

ethical stance from which to look and see. Such ethical manipulation becomes a selfish act 

of interpretation, even manipulation, of the photographed subject to fit with tourist ideals, 

thus distorting the original subjective narrative of the photographed subject through 

transference of power from the subject and photographer to the tourist. 

2.7 Conclusions 

Since its emergence, photography established itself as fundamental to our daily lives and 

how we live and act in the world. Photography is imbued within aH our lives irrelevant of 

whether we are professionals, amateurs, or tourist-photographers. This chapter his 

introduced the ways we engage in the practices and processes of producing and consuming 

photographs and how such relations emerge through a dynamic triangulation between 

photographer, photographed subject and tourist. I have highlighted four key elements 

inherent in aU aspects of photography. Firstly I outlined photography's inherent mimesis. 

Whilst photographic theory has evolved from realist perceptions of photography as an 
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objective, mechanical art of truth (ragg, 1987) that facilitated the search for scientific truth 

and knowledge, the inherent mimesis of photography remains as the existence of a 

photographed subject cannot be denied. However, utilising post-structuralist serniological 

approaches to image interpretation, it becomes clear that photography is far more complex 

than realism portrays and photographs are more than merely denotations of photographed 

subjects. They embrace past, present and future and offer a culmination of moments and 

practices. 

Photographic practices and processes open a Pandora's Box of ideology and imagination. 

Fuelled by mythical interpretation photographs expose latent meanings and messages 

enabling the transmission and reception of multiple meanings and messages. They become 

what tourists think, idealised, imagine and believe the photographed subject to be as 

fantasy and reality converge as tourists subjectivity merges with that of photographer and 

photographed in an amalgam of past, present and future. Ideological imaginings are never 

ffilly fantastical, nor purely the isolated thoughts of individuals. They provide a unity of real 

and imaginary as individuals are never truly nonsensical, nor are they isolated in the sphere 

of the lived. Photographs become inherently unstable and uncertain. 'Me only stable entity 

being the subject as presented in the physical space of the rectangular photographic paper. 

Using ideological imaginings, tourists strive to accommodate photographed subjects within 

their 'self and their subjective being in the world as they engage in a visual colonialisation 

of photographed subjects and spaces of the self and other as we are fuelled by curiosity and 

the need to understand. 

However, ideological imaginings continue to be influenced by the selective production of 

photographed subjects by producers. Driven by discursive transformation, producers of 

photographs, engage in the continuous selection and appraisal of subjects to be 
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photographed and engage with the third element of photography; selective production and 

the underworld of the image. The camera becomes secondary in this process as 

photographic seeing takes hold and enables photographers to express schemes of 

perception, thought and appreciation as they harness photographed subjects into tasks. 

Using the photograph as a communicative medium, photographers subliminally transmit 

meanings and messages to tourists, using expert knowledge to facilitate and guide tourists' 

interpretation of the photographic text. Producers enter a process of selecting, enframing 

and ordering subjects in order for appropriate discourses to be realised. 

The fourth element, selective consumption, turns attention to tourists and the merging of 

producer and touristic interpretation as they enter the discursive spaces of photographs and 

embrace the opportunity to interpret images according to ideological imaginings of the 

photographed subject. Whilst displaying intruding eyes, tourists enter a two-way 

relationship with photographed subjects, becoming absorbed in and projecting subjectivity 

upon photographed subjects as they accommodate the photograph into their being. 

Whether momentary or prolonged, tourists face the violence of photography and must take 

time to accommodate the photographed subject. In consuming images, tourists are no 

longer spectators or observers, but engage with self and other and become shareholders in 

photographic performance. Tourists witness the photographed subject and engage in 

selective seeing of an already selective sight as they become partial authors of the 

photograph by embracing spaces of reflexivity and poetically endowing photographs 

through emotional and rational sense. 

Within these four elements, I have identified five key conceptual moments that operate 

through permeable boundaries and varying temporal and spatial intensities within the 

dynamic triangulation of photography. Firstly, photographs are objects to which things are 
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done. 17hey are theatres that stage encounters between producers, subjects and tourists that 

are inherently transient, ephemeral and fluid in being. Not only do our imaginings influence 

the way photographs are produced and consumed, but photographed subjects and their 

final appearances also influence our ideological imaginings, as illustrated by my experience 

of the Taj Mahal. Producers are able to shape new inclusions and exclusions of 

photographic space, whilst touristic understandings open photographed subjects to a 

multiplicity of interpretations and understandings as photographs are slowly emptied of 

meanings and removed from their original context and animated through the invisibility of 

their status as object. 

Secondly, through invisibility, photographs open spaces of reflexive performance. Iley 

offer opportunity for 'hiding' undesirable interpretation through concealment and 

forgetting and creating blind images as they fuel a pleasure of looking (Mulvey, 1986) by 

activating desirable memories. Photographic memory merges memories of producers with 

the ideological imaginings of tourist memories and through memory, photographs become 

ephemeral, stimulating radial interpretation of photographed subjects. Photographs 

themselves are not memories, nor do they replace memories. Rather they trigger actual 

memories and projected future memories. Subsequently, photographs arc removed from 

their original context and are opened to interpretation as new relationships are forged 

between photographed subjects and tourists via photographers and their memories 

infiltrated through selective production. 

Thirdly, photographs become the imagination of space as tourists step into the image and 

engage with photographed subjects in a way that extends beyond physical being. Through 

reflexive performance, tourists become imaginative voyagers, taming space through 

ideological exploration as they become spatially located within the photograph. Tourists 
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engage in creative performance as photographed subjects are contained and controUed in 

accordance with tourist desires as they are consumed in the vortex of the visual and 

traverse the moment where the worlds interior to, and exterior of the photograph merge 

and become forever entwined as tourists consume the photograph as it consumes them, 

each engaging in a process of (de)centring and (re)centring subject and tourist. 'Self 

entwines with the other as photographs are transformed into readable spaces and lived 

spaces as physical space is overlaid with spaces of ideological imaginings resulting in both 

subject and tourist as social products constructed around subjectivity and discourse 

mediation. 

Fourthly, photographs become spaces of embodied visualities as tourists enter into the 

dreamspaces of the photograph as tourists delve deeper, beyond the surface of the image. 

Photographic borders become arbitrary and tourists enter the discursive spaces of the 

image (Krauss, 1982). The intensity of such experience varies between tourists. Barthes' 

concept of studium, and puntcurn (1981) offers a way to understanding the mobilisation of 

tourists through optical transportation, whilst their bodies remain immobile. Tourists are 

animated and use their whole body to experience the photographed subject. Images arc 

never redundant, but provide starting points and offer continual refreshment and re- 

engagement with tourists' imaginative consumption. However, whilst some bodies remain 

immobile, others become transient and tourists engage with photographs in a wholly 

embodied way as they are sucked through a vanishing point (Phelan, 1997). Words are no 

longer enough as ideological imaginings break traditional photographic boundaries and 

create a vacuum for the senses and imagination. Tourists engage with the haptic spaces of 

the photograph, moving outside and within their skin as they flirt with the photograph and 

it flirts with them and allows senses to take over and satisfy that which words fail to reach. 
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They embrace expression and emotion and access the unpicturable, un(re)presentable and 

unseeable. 

Finally, photographs are ethical prompts that create a violence of ethics and an imniediate 

ethics of the photographic encounter that can result in a confusion of ethics and ethical 

confusion for photographer, photographed subject and tourists. Photographers experience 

ethics of selection, presentation and exposure as they facilitate the (re)familiarisation of 

subjects. An ethics of skill and professionalism results that questions where expertise lies as 

photographers infer importance upon 'successful' images that convey appropriate discourse 

and fulfil desired outcomes (according to the producers). Photographing becomes 

inherently selfish as appearances are fixed, manipulated and choreographed, consciously or 

subconsciously, to minimise negative interpretation and maximise the transference of 

desired discourse. Ethical confusion arises as photographers battle with dilemmas of 

whether to engage in, or refrain from photographing. Photographed subjects too, engage in 

ethical performances becoming actors in the performance of photographing. In the 

example of the Long Neck tribe, the women conformed to being in their situation, striking 

poses and playing to perceived producer demands. In consuming through both production 

and the act of selective consumption by tourists, a violence of ethics occurs as all parties 

are forced to confront their ethical positioning within the dynamic triangulation as they 

accommodate photographed subjects and choose what to see (or not see), photograph (or 

not photograph). This creates intense moments of visibility and invisibility and generates 

distance between photographers/consumers and photographed subjects as each find, or 

relinquish, comfort in an ethical tug of war. 

Whilst such findings can be applied to general photographic practices, by inserting my own 

touristic photographs into the space of the chapter, I hope to have (re)famiharised readers 
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with the visual spaces of tourism upon which this PhD focuses. Nowhere is the power of 

photographs more evident than in the tourist experience: advertising, marketing, collecting 

experiences and memories. As implied by the photographs selected for display in this 

chapter, the remainder of my research will examine the use of brochures, postcards and 

tourists own photographs as photographic moments in the tourist experience and I will 

draw upon my interpretations of photographic theory as outlined above, positioning tour 

operators, photographers, brochure/postcard producers, designers and even tourists 

themselves as producers within the dynamic triangulation of photography. Tourists will, as 

one would expect, be positioned as tourists, whilst people, spaces, places, objects of tourist 

interest (themselves included) will inevitably become the photographed subjects. 
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3 Methodological Practice 

3.1 A Methodological Framework 

MelhodologicalPradice 

In order to explore the complexities of the processes and practices of production and 

consumption that emerge throughout tourists' becoming, it was vital to establish a sound 

and comprehensive methodological framework through which research would be 

conducted. As identified in the initial theoretical chapter, the aim of research was to 

explore not only the representational qualities of visuals and visualities, but also the 

multiplicity of tacit knowledges and non-representational intricacies of becoming that 

enlivened and 'light up' the tourist experience. The nature of my research as accessing 

nuanced intricacies of tourist practice therefore demanded a qualitative approach to 

methodological practice, and as the visual and emergent visualities are at the core of my 

research, the key tangible objects of visual devices would be fundamental to any strategy 

employed. Consequently, the key methods of interviewing, interviewing with visuals though 

photo-elicitation and participant observation were adopted. Although these methods 

occupy a traditional role in qualitative research, it was vital that I was able to transcend the 

limitations and boundaries of traditional approaches and establish a framework within 

which the fusion of representational and non-representational performances, practices and 

processes of tourist becoming could be explored. 

Nevertheless, in order to research complex intricacies a logical pathway through which to 

conduct research is essential. Having reflected upon the main use of each visual device 

(brochures, postcards and tourists own photographs) and the main spaces of emergence 

each occupies in the process of becon-dng tourist, a logical framework of practice was 

constructed. Consequently, although theoretical interpretation highlights the complex 
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interplays between and amongst the key visual moments and devices of the tourist 

experience, for empirical purposes each moment and device was delineated into key stages 

of travel. As figure 3.1 illustrates, brochures were located in the pre-travel, postcards in 

mid-travel, and finally, tourists own holiday photographs in the post-travel stage of 

experience. The framework of staging therefore opened up spaces within which each visual 

device and the performative practices and processes associated with each could be 

researched. However, it is vital to remember that neither moments nor devices are distinct 

or isolated from each other. Rather, just as each device crosses-over and infiltrates more 

than one moment of becon-dng, each moment infiltrates and influences the next in a series 

of complex intricacies and interplays of visualities throughout the process of becoming 

tourist. 

Once the key stages of research were established, the dimensions of production and 

consumption were added to the methodological mix. Firstly, spaces ofpmduction would 

address the practices and processes enmeshed within the productive performances of 

constructing visuals that tourists encounter during their experience of place. In order to 

ensure a thorough analysis of each device a comprehensive selection of producers were 

incorporated into the research framework. Respondents included: ten UK tour operators 

offering trips to Peru, two tour operator brochure designers and one brochure 

photographer, three PromPeru personnel involved in the marketing of Peru to the UK 

market, seven postcard producers, and finally, tourists themselves. Complimenting these 

productive practices, s 
. 
paces of consum th urn . 

plion focused solely upon tourists as e key cons ers 

of visuals. In total, sixteen tourists were recruited at each stage of research of which six 

were recruited on a longitudinal basis, whilst the remainder were accessed on an ad-hoc or 
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semi-longitudinall basis. Such variation in respondent contribution ensured the nuanced, 

lay knowledges of the tourist experience were accessed and recorded, whilst the wealth of 

individual experiences was addressed by including the maximum possible number of 

respondents. Additionally, to ensure a comprehensive range of tourist responses, no age or 

gender limitations were imposed upon respondent participation. However, akin to visual 

devices, although spaces of production and consumption are delineated for practical 

research purposes, they do not operate wid-iin exclusive parameters. Rather, producers and 

consumers each influence the performances, practices and processes of the other. During 

the initial stages of touristic encounter, practitioners of production and consumption 

emerge at opposite poles as production practices are influenced only subtly by consumer 

expectation and consumption practices (see figure 3.1). Such distandation between 

produccrs and consumcrs slowly convcrges throughout the tourist expcricnce until tourists 

become both producers and consumers of visuals through the act of photography. 

PRE-TRAVEL 
(Brochures) 

MID-TRAVEL 
(Postcards) 

POST-TRAVEL 
(Tourists photographs) 

n Ur rs (10) * Postcard * Tourists (16) 

CA 0 
Producers/ 

6 * Photographers (1) tographers (7) 
1 

9 Brochure Designers 
(2) 

Tourists (16) Tourists (16) To 16) To1 16) 
0 "a 

0 

L 

Figure 3.1: Stages of Methodological Practice (numbers in parenthesis indicate no. of respondents) 

1 Semi-longitudinal respondents were interviewed at pre-travel and post-travcl stages of research. 
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3.2 Interviews 

Metbodological Praaice 

Interviewing was employed as the principle research method throughout all three stages of 

I the fieldwork. Traditionally, interviewing has been categorised into three main approaches: 

structured, serni-structured/open-ended and unstructured (see Fielding, 1993; Fontana & 

Frey, 2000; Mason, 2002; Silverman, 1993). Firstly, structured interviewing advocates a 

positivist, linear engagement, enforcing a process of objective, controlled information- 

gathering with no opportunity for flexibility as respondents are asked identical questions, 

creating a situation akin to a verbal questionnaire. Secondly, semi-structured interviews are 

slightly more flexible and provide space for interviewers to adapt questions to suit 

respondents. Nevertheless, semi-structured interviews follow much the same framework as 

structured interview techniques. Consequently, interviewer and respondent enter a 

controlled environment based upon a 'quesdon/answer' framework through which 

information is retrieved in accordance with research demands. Communication becomes 

restricted within a closed one-way information-gathcring process as interviewers extract 

information from respondents in an organised, prescribed and contained interaction. 

Consequently, it is the final feminist epistemological approach of unstructured interviewing, 

advocated by Oakley (1981) and Graham (1983), which emphasiscs conversation over 

interrogation, that forms the foundation of my approach to interviewing. 

Interviewing should not be regarded as a process of gathering a series of truths and the 

construction of questions for interview and their posing in interview should not encourage 

pre-detern-dned or desirable truths. Rather, as Cloke, et al (2003) suggest, there are no 

absolute truths and interviews should not be thought of as a vessel of truth through which 

such ends can be realised. While the need to engage in interviewing is inherently and 

undeniably imbued with reason and purpose, as interviewers require information and 
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insights into the particular issues at hand, such relations should not automatically assume a 

relationship of power and control with interviewers positioned as 'information grabbers'. 

Indeed, to contain and control responses within predetermined categories denies the 

purpose of the interview as a tool for exploring, understanding and gaining insights into 

that which is presently unknown. Rather, the process of interviewing should focus on the 

co-construction and realisation of a multiplicity of truths as both interviewer and 

respondent are conjoined in the practices and processes of sharing and building new 

knowledges. Interviews should mobilise and embrace difference whilst proffering space to 

encounter collective experience. Indeed, it seems absurd to imprison respondents within a 

sequence of pre-established questions that confines and restricts the flow of conversations 

and suffocates the intricacies and nuanced experiences that are vital in enlivening research 

findings. 

Interviews were therefore conducted around a few key issues that enabled a flowing 

conversation rather than mechanically trudging through an interview question checklist 

(Cloke etal, 2003). Interviews became unobtrusive and respondents were encouraged to 

share knowledges through reflexive engagement; giving them time to think and respond 

fully. Indeed, success arose as I not only talked, but listened and responded to respondents 

and followed new pathways that merged the expected and unexpected as respondents 

explored and shared their experiences. As Cloke et al (2003) and Mason (2002), amongst 

others, note, flexibility within interviews becomes vital, and as a result, I engaged with 

respondents in a mutual process of improvisation. I encouraged and embraced the 

unexpected as this gave voice to those who have intimate knowledge of becoming tourist. 

By moving beyond predetermined accounts and allowing respondents time to explore their 

own positions and reflections upon the issues at hand, space for new, unpredictable 

knowledges emerged, the value of which was far greater than that originally predicted. 
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Consequently, interviews as co-constructive relationships, became fluid, dynamic and 

mutually responsive performances within which the unpredictabile and the unexpected 

fused with more apparent pathways of discussion and interest. The animated, enriched 

spirit of research was triggered as conversations explored, ignited and captured the creative 

pluralities of tourists' encounters, experiences and becoming. 

3.2.1 Interview Contexts: Emerging Through Difference 

Interviews, as co-constructed conversations, arc inherently contextual in nature and arc 

dependent upon the characteristics of respondents and the settings within which interviews 

are conducted. Each interview demands different contexts in order to fulfil requirements 

and explore areas of interest and it is to this issue that attention now turns. 

Interviews with Tour Operators 

Tour operators are fundamental to the spaces of production within the pre-travcl spaces of 

the tourist experience. In order to ensure the comprehensive coverage of the image of Peru 

presented to tourists and the identification of the practices and processes of image 

construction, the operators selected for research ranged from large, high-strcct 

organisations to small, independent office based specialists. Using the Latin American 

Travel Association's Est of recommended tour operators, a database of 45 key operators 

were targeted as potential research participants. 'Me ten positive responses included 

marketing directors, brochure managers and company directors; each responsible for 

overseeing the construction and completion of the final brochure. Using brochures, tour 

operators provide a framework upon which tourists' imaginary and actual experiences of 

place arc built, and they therefore hold a key position within touristic becoming as they 
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guide and inform potential tourists through preferred readings of place. Consequently, the 

context of co-construction focused intently on establishing the key practices and processes 

of brochure construction as each respondent held expert knowledge of the entire 

production process. The intricacies of image selection, the role of images in portraying key 

meanings and messages of a destination, the imaginative transportation of consumers into 

destinations, the socio-spatialising of place, and the generation of political narrative 

through practices of selective inclusion and exclusion were all explored. 

Interviews with Brochures Designers and Photographers 

Having conducted interviews with tour operators, two companies were identified as case- 

studies through which deeper insights into the production practices and processes of 

photography and design in brochure image construction could be further explored. 

Allocation of casc-study designers was largely dependent upon the willingness of those 

involved in initial tour operator interviews to open access to these new spaces deeper 

within the organisation. However, while case-studies required examples of designers who 

worked both in-house and were out-sourced, access depended upon the location of 

designers (some were in Australial) and their availability. Nevertheless, while some tour 

operators were able to discuss the basic principles of design and their role within the design 

process, accessing brochure designers redirected the context of co-construction to focus 

directly upon key elements of design that were beyond the scope of the marketing practices 

of brochure construction. Consequently, in addition to alternative perspectives on the role 

of brochures and the importance of visuals in place marketing, the intricacies of design 

practice and process such as the role of design briefs, conveying discourse through colour, 

image size and position, and creating balance and readability, were explored. 
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As regards photography, due to the abundance of photography in brochures and highly 

restrictive budgets, operators mainly outsourced photographs from staff, personal 

collections, official PromPeru image collections and existing tourist clients in order to 

minimdse costs. Indeed, only one operator employed a staff photographer, and wbilst this 

photographer did not work for the case-study operators, an interview was conducted to 

ensure a balance was achieved between both informal (staff and tourists) and formal 

(professional photographer) photographic practices employed in brochure image 

construction. Consequently, while tour operator respondents were able to discuss the 

intricacies of photographic practice in terms of a marketing perspective, as they discussed 

the political motivations of image selection, content inclusions and exclusions, and 

technicalities such as composition, lighting and focus, each was quick to reinforce their 

position as an amateur photographer. Conducting an interview with a professional 

photographer therefore opened up the opportunity to explore such technicalities in greater 

depth with more assured and detailed knowledge and confidence. 

Interviews with PromPeru Personnel 

Interviews with PromPeru, the National Tourist Board of Peru, were conducted in order to 

establish insights into the international image of Peru constructed and disseminated by the 

Peruvian National Government. Interviews with the marketing manager, UK 

communications manager and market research manager for Promperu were secured 

through contacts at UPC. Consequently, the context of interviews established the 

foundations upon which conversations explored the key images and messages to be 

conveyed to potential tourists, the practices and processes of emerging destination 

marketing campaigns and the communicative avenues through which resultant images are 

communicated to tour operators, and reflected in, their brochures. 
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Interviews with Postcard Producers 

Methodological Practice 

Interviews with postcard producers established the platform for exploring mid-travel 

production practices. After numerous unsuccessful internet searches, I realised respondents 

would be best accessed during my time in Peru. Indeed, by searching through postcard 

stands, I discovered contact details for seven respondents, aU of whom agreed to be 

interviewed. Akin to interviews with tour operators, brochure designers and photographers, 

the context of interviews with postcard producers provided scope for exploring the 

practices and processes of postcard production as once again I was in a position to access 

and explore respondents' key expert knowledges. Consequently, the multiple functions of 

postcards were discussed. This included: their role in marketing place, reinforcing existing 

place perceptions and opening new political discourse and providing empty stages upon 

which tourists can inscribe their experiences, encounters and emotional connections with 

place. In addressing such issues, a wealth of information specific to postcard production 

was collected and the intricate complexities of productive practices were realised. 

Interviews with Tourists 

Due to client confidentiality it was impossible to request client details from tour operators 

directly. However, several operators agreed to distribute a flyer advertising my research and 

requesting 'wifling participants' with holiday confirmation documentation. Flyers were 

supplemented by attending tour operator slideshow presentations and travel exhibitions. 

While a variety of opportunities for tourist participation arose, the context of co- 

construction of interviews emerged through the pre-, mid- and post-travel phases of 

research. Indeed, whether ad-hoc or longitudinal, pre-travel discussions focused upon 
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anticipatory practices and processes within the tourist experience. Tourists were 

encouraged to engage with and explore their practices of destination selection, such as: 

their reasons for travelling to Peru, their hopes and expectations, their fears and 

uncertainties, the role of brochures in their selection and imaginative consumption of place, 

the importance of visuals in their negotiation and understandings of Peru, and the ways in 

which and the extent to which they were able to sensually engage with place through partial 

knowledges and to situate themselves within Peru as a result of the imaginative discourses 

ignited by, and enhanced by, the visuals they encountered through brochures. 

Secondly, while mid-travel interviews with longitudinal respondents afforded in-depth 

conversation, as arrangements had been made to meet at the airport before flying back to 

the UK from Lima, 2, the remainder generally adopted an informal, ad-hoc approach. 

Indeed, accessing the remainder of respondents became a daunting and unpredictable task 

of 'hunting down' willing participants. As tourists moved around in tour groups, it was 

logistically impossible to access tourists as they travelled around Peru. Consequently, my 

efforts concentrated on several tourist hubs in Lima3. However, the unpredictability of 

tourist attendance and apparent non-cxistence of UK tourists made 'hunting' time- 

consuming with little reward. I became demoralised, at times felt something of a stalker as I 

wandered around looking for tourists then sidled up beside them to identify their 

accents/language as a means of ascertaining their nationality. Consequently, I broadened 

my efforts and visited Cusco, the gateway to Machu Picchu and within two days more than 

half of the required interviews were completed, as I talked with people in the main square 

as they perused postcards offered by young street sellers. Fuelled by my success in Cusco, 

on my return to Lima I concentrated my efforts in two key sites where I established 

2 In two cases such arrangements proved impossible and interviews were conducted on return to the UK 
3 The main areas where tourists were initially sourced were Ile Indian Market (Miraflores), Ibc Gold 
Museum (Monterrico), Larco Mar (INfiraflores), Avenida del Correo & the Government Palace aima city 
centre) 
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acquaintances with stall holders and gained valuable knowledge regarding peak tourist 

times. Such sense of belonging fuelled my confidence to approach tourists and engage in 

conversation as I no longer felt alien in my surroundings. Although initial interviews were 

short and deteriorated into 'question/answer' scenarios, by inviting participants for 

refreshments at on-site cafes, I was able to prolong conversations for at least the length of 

time it took to finish our drinks. Consequently, contexts were created for discussion 

around the key issues of: why postcards remain a key visual in the tourist experience, their 

role in capturing experiences and encounters that not only confirm anticipatory imaginings 

but that also mobilise new pol. itical discourses and realise new encounters with Peru, and 

the ways in which postcards create and capture memories and fulfil the need to share 

experiential encounters with friends and family, or to keep as a 'photograph' that was 

unobtainable through tourists' own photography. 

Finally, post-travel interviews explored tourists' own photographic practices. Respondent 

participation for this phase of research was secured mainly through longitudinal and semi- 

longitudinal participation, with two additional respondents secured during a tour operator 

sfideshow evening. Having journeyed through the anticipatory and experiential practices 

and processes of the tourist experience through brochures and postcards, the final stage 

was to incorporate tourists own photographic practices into my findings. The shift in 

context encouraged respondents to focus on the role of their own photographic 

endeavours in their experience as conversations explored the reason and need to engage in 

photography. This included: the compulsion or obligations to photograph, photography as 

a means of exploring, encountering and capturing their realisations of self in previously 

imagined landscapes. Tourists were encouraged to reflect upon the ways in which 

photographs extend experiences beyond the moment of immediate encounter as they 

construct spaces of re-encounter by organising photographs in albums or sticking 
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postcards to noticeboards or fridges. Such reflection led conversation to unearth practices 

within which these spaces are sporadically reignited as tourists re-create memories, 

emotions and somatic knowledges, engaging reflexively with that which is embedded 

within the tacit spaces of photographs. 

3.2.2 Standing Back: Uncertainties of Co-construction 

While interviewing was the primary tool for accessing nuanced and previously hidden 

insights into the practices and processes of production and consumption in the tourist 

experience, a number of uncertainties of contextualisation emerged as a result of the 

interviews that took place. Discussion now moves to discuss the key uncertainties of 

balancing subjectivities, translation and making voices heard that preoccupied the 

methodological framework. 

Balancing Subjectivities: Power Relations and Intersubjectivity 

Firstly, uncertainty arose in balancing subjcctivides and working through perceived power 

relations. Although such issues are more acute when respondents are vulnerable, or 

members of a societal elite, the intricate complexities of such relations infiltrate every 

interview and display deeper complexities than debates over 'insider'/'outsider' allow 

(Herod, 1999; O'Connor, 2004). While the need for interviews instils reason and creates 

.p 
se (But 'ýseudo-conversadon(s)" (Oakely, 1981), or "conversation(s) uitb apur o" gess, 1988), the 

flexibility of co-construction introduced shared responsibility as both researcher and 

respondents introduce new ideas and initiate new direction in conversation. It is the very 

essence of interpersonal interaction between researcher and respondent that enlivens and 

facilitates the sharing of detailed understandings and produces situated understandings 
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through intersubjective episodes. Indeed, it is vital to treat people as people rather than 

objects (Cloke et al, 2003) and work with respondents to access accurate accounts (Fontana 

& Frey, 2000). As there is "no ird 
. 
prvd_o milbout infima! y " (Oakley, 19 81: 3 1), such interaction 

stimulates openness, emotional engagement and personality exchange and facilitates 

creative exchange. I therefore shared stories, spoke of travel experiences and put my self 

into the interview, fostering trust and confidence through mutual interest and facilitating 

respondents' willingness to share information. Such negotiation should not be interpreted 

as instigating researcher bias as I was careful not to put words in respondents' mouths, but 

rather quelled uncertainties and facilitated collaborative, intersubjective encounters through 

friendly relationships (Cotterhill, 1992, cit. Bennet, 2002) that furthered my learning and 

understanding of respondents' experiences. 

However, establishing fluid co-construction is not without complexity. I could not expect 

respondents to freely divulge information regardless of who I was, what I looked like, or 

how I behaved, as perceived power relations are enmeshed in age, gender, appearance and 

ethnicity. While I was unable to change my status as a white, female, twenty-something, 

academic researcher, I exerted control over my casting (Fontana & Frey, 2000) as I made 

subtle changes to my appearance according to interview circumstance (dressing smarter for 

officc-based interviews and more casually for home interviews); always ensuring I 

maintained a smart appearance. By dressing smartly and being courteous I negotiated my 

status between relaxed acquaintance and purposeful researcher, establishing a balance of 

pleasantness and direction that permeated the remainder of the interview (Oakley, 1981). 

Interviews were conducted mainly in the 'home' spaces of tourists and the work spaces of 

producers. Despite concerns that office-based interviews may generate boardroom like 

discussions, or that 'home-based' interviews may be interrupted by other domestic events, 
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as respondents were familiar in their surroundings, a more relaxed, comfortable 

atmosphere emerged; initial uncertainty regarding my research and their role within it was 

partially eased through the familiarity of settings. I further quelled uncertainties by offering 

a brief outline of my research and some key areas conversation may explore before 

initiating conversation through simple questions. For producers such questions focused on 

company history and respondents' roles within the organisation or, for tourists, their 

reasons for selecting Peru, how they were enjoying their holiday so far, or how they 

enjoyed their holiday, depending upon the stage of research4. Only once an air of 

reassurance and relaxation was established did I guide conversations into more tacit areas 

of interest. Indeed, only two respondents displayed continual unease. One was distracted 

by his boss in the adjoining room; continually glancing through the glass doors and 

offering politically correct responses. Only once his superior left did tension case and 

conversation begin to flow. The other appeared preoccupied and frustrated at what he felt 

were straight-forward questions. Nevertheless, such frustration served to highlight the 

importance of tacit knowledge in the brochure production process. 

Subtleties of power relations emerged with greater reverence in the cross-cultural setting of 

producer interviews conducted in Peru. Respondents emphasised my status as international 

PhD researcher, and fuelled by my position at UPC, inferred an importance, skill and 

expertise in the areas of tourism, marketing and publicity. I was initially regarded as a 

marketing consultant and conversations immediately targeted the information I could 

divulge: 

4 As some producers were unsure of the purpose and reason for my research some requested further 
information before meeting. Interview briefs were sent and despite initial concerns over the effect of the 
brief as producing pre-emptive and prepared responses from respondents, most apologised for not reading 
it, or alternatively had glanced only cursorily over its contents. Consquently no predetermined agendas 
were brought into the space of the interview and the brief served to reassure respondents as to the 
integrity and legitimacy of my research. 
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'for example, you an also goin g ... to make some adverfiring g to he45 me wilb tbis. We are tgij 
in ... the under , ground .. that is one of The tbings we air tging to do for this 

'part 
of The year and for 

next year" (NeiL PP) 

While I was generally able to steer conversation away from such requests, on one occasion 

misinterpretation lessened respondent's willingness to participate. As I was unable to 

answer the questions he was asking me, he became distracted, offering short answers and 

engaging in conversations with colleagues. Similar requests arose with postcard producers 

as they asked my opinion of competitors' products. Although I was cautious to refrain 

from entering a mutual rebuking or praising, providing space for respondents to express 

their opinions led to nuanced insights as respondents reflected upon the success or 

perceived failure of their competitors. 

Such confusion of my status was also experienced when interviewing tourists. While cross- 

cultural misinterpretation no longer applied and tourists showed a gcneral willingness and 

enthusiasm to rcflect upon their experiences, several became self-conscious during the 

initial stages of post-travel interviews as attention turned to their own photographs. While 

respondents generally found pleasure in sharing photographs with someone who held 

genuine interest, others made excuses and apologised for the quality of their photographs 

before they opened the albums or packets. At times, such uncertainty arose through initial 

email correspondence: 

"... Are you sure you want to see my phottgraphs? I am an expert at taking Pictures of 
y own tbumb and bave been causiý mypbolos sbowing mS widesoread milfb and derision at 

That The waters oflake Titicaca bave quite a severeslope... " (Peter) 

Later, during the interview, Peter brought out his photographs. However, his unease and 

uncertainty continued: 

Interviewer: "... So are these your snaps then 
Peter A rrjou surejou want to see these 
Interviewer. Yeah 
Peter Now straigbf awqy... ps 
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Immediately we came across sloping horizons of Lake Titicaca and a photograph with his 

thumb (see figure 3.2 & 3.3). However, despite Peters' suggestions that thumbs or sloping 

horizons dominated his photogr-aphs and his reluctance to 'bore' me with his photographs, 

only a handful of his 206 images contained these 'faults'. 

Figure 3.2: Sloping HonZOns of Lake TitiCaca, Respondent's Photograph 
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Additionally, some respondents in protecting oqustifying their final photographs inferred I 

may criticafly analyse or judge their photographs, thus momentarily confusing me as 

researcher- photographer. As Abby commented: 

A hb)c " .. yab, )m don't like bbat do )cce Intervievver no, no... I am not Judging 
A h6c )wb, I hvmt mdly 
Interviewer 

... I am by no means a good photographer, you are... A bby oh no, no, w iý's not thi4 I jiat d, -b* it's 4w to sbow 7ý mvn 
ul"e I baw baN )m know.. " (see figure 3.4) 

Such perceptions were momentarily detrimental to respondents' willingness to disclose 

inforniation surrounding their photographic practice and it was vital I reassured 
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respondents I was not a professional photographer and it was not the quality of 

photographs that was important, but the practices through which they came into being. 

Figure 3.4: Outside the hotel in Lirna, Respondent's Photograph 

Working With Translators 

Secondly, the limited use of English in Peru triggered concerns over cross-cultural 

communication. Despite undertaking night classes in the UK, the discursive demands of 

my research vocabulary deemed basic conversational Spanish insufficient for thorough 

empirical exploration. Classes were complimented by a five-week, ESRC funded, intensive 

language course at UPC Classes were supplemented by attending lectures and by securing 

accommodation with a Peruvian fan-@y, thus furthering my immersion into the Peruvian 

culture and language5. Nevertheless, as my Spanish remained insufficiently advanced to 

accommodate the complexities of interviewing in a cross-cultural context, I required the 

51 was subsequently able to return and stay with the same family during the three month period of my 
summer in-situ fieldwork 
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services of a translator for contacting respondents and conducting interviews where 

respondents spoke little English. Whilst I initially anticipated a UPC student would provide 

such services this failed to materialise. Fortunately, contacts of my mentor at UPC offered 

to fill this gap (one making initial contact, the other translating during interviews). 

Nevertheless, having no experience of working with translators and the majority of 

interviews requiring translator assistance, several concerns arose: what if the translators 

misunderstood my research and questions? And, in interviews: how would 

intcrviewer/respondent intersubjective relations be affected as a third party was introduced? 

Although I outlined the aims and objectives of my research to Anita who would be making 

contact on my behalf, in order to minimise (mis)interprctation I stood alongside as calls 

were made, providing information as required. However, our relationship was highly 

productive, our perceptions of the importance of contacting respondents diffcred with the 

consequence that I often spent long periods of time waiting as she took other calls, 

attended other visitors, or completed other aspects of her work. Indeed, at times I felt 

somewhat of a hindrance and felt trapped in a relationship of reliance. Nevertheless, her 

services were invaluable and while such power relations impinged on the timeliness of 

arrangements, they were not detrimental to the success completion of interviews. However, 

with regard to using translators in interviews, innumerable issues over power relations and 

cross-cultural (mis)interpretadons arose. 

Prior to the first interview as I discussed procedure with the translator and he reassured me 

his role was solely to translate the questions I asked and respondents answered, my 

confidence and enthusiasm was replaced by uncertainties and doubt. Power relations were 

in motion and I realised the naivety of my understanding of translators as ghost-like, 

impartial communicators facilitating cross-cultural communication; building a bridge 
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between two realities. As an older male with high social standing, my translator invariably 

brought subjectivides, opinions and understandings into the interview: 

'ýranslafions, arv never .. transparent, never simple enco&ngs and deco&ngs fivm one 
laquage to anotber .. for any cross-cultural intervention, ther? are a-complex set of issues 
around cultural &fference, &fferrnce mitbin cultural groups and culturalist assumptions that 
need to he anfidpated and built into the rrsearrb methodolo ,V (Kan-Aer & Goldthread, 2003: 146). 

My fundamental reliance on my translators' intellectual skills and professional attributes 

(Esposito, 2001) became very clear, very quickly. Such negotiations required a high level of 

trust and confidence in (mis)interpretation. Wliilst direct translations may not exist, 

misinterpretation arose as he occasionally misunderstood the focus of my questions. 

Alternatively, where respondents misunderstood questions, he re-translated questions 

rather than seeking guidance on alternative phrasing, indirectly assun-dng the role of 

interviewer. Fortunately I was able to follow conversations and where misunderstandings 

arose I rectified understanding by rephrasing questions either directly in Spanish, or 

indirectly via the translator. Nevertheless, misunderstandings of me by translator and 

respondent and of the respondent by me and the translator persisted. Indeed, in all bar one 

interview, both translator and respondents were Peruvian, thus minimising cultural 

difference, in interpretation and understanding. Nevertheless, subtleties of language were at 

times perhaps lost as taken-for-granted cultural knowledgcs were perhaps excluded from 

translation (Herod, 1999). 1 therefore felt removed from respondents' words, expressions 

and feelings and attempted to include myself by introducing myself and my research to 

respondents in Spanish, thus reassuring respondents that I was not an exploitative 

researcher, but that I was absorbing the language and culture and ensuring accurate 

transference of knowledge through translator services. Nevertheless, being a white, British, 

female international researcher, I was outside the age and gender connections that bound 

translator and respondents. Such 'bonding' was reinforced by the translator's confidence 

and assumed authority. Nevertheless, rather than merely interjecting to raise questions or 
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seek clarification, I directed questions, in English, to respondents. By focusing attention on 

respondents - nodding, smiling, looking on politely, using body language and facial 

expression to encourage fuller responses -I retained my immersion in the interview. 

Additionally, I would occasionally respond in Spanish and interject with 'si', or 'claro' 

rather than 'yes' or 'I understand', encouraging a more relaxed, familiar atmosphere in 

which we all felt comfortable. However, the translator's personal understanding and 

interest in my research directly affected proceedings as he commented that he found it 

interesting, but after a while didn't understand the relevance of questions and got tired and 

boredl Consequently, my enthusiasm was diluted and normally fluid conversation became 

disjointed and arduous and where silences usually stimulate reflection, in triangulated 

conversation, they often became destructive as we waited for each other to speak. 

While the data from these interviews contributed greatly towards final analysis, the 

researcher/translator relationship was not producing optimal results and I felt discomfort 

at the power relations at play and found an alternative translator for the remaining 

interviews. Not only were they fluent in English, but were the same age and gender as 

myself and having spent time together in a social setting, we had built a confident and 

secure relationship within which to work. Nevertheless, a key difference between 

translators was the second being secured through ficelance employment contract. 

Consequently, in establishing a formal, working relationship (and having gained some 

experience in working with translators), I felt able to brief her upon best practice in 

interviews and talk her through my style of interviewing so she was aware of particular 

characteristics as they arose. Additionally, where misunderstandings arose, she would seek 

advice to ensure the correct meanings and intentions were communicated to respondents. 

Equality in gender, age and social standing also mobilised fundamental difference in 

intersubjective negotiations. New equalities resulted in respondents focusing on both me 
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and the translator and when answering a complex idea, they would direct responses to me. 

In eradicating issues of differences in age and gender between myself and the translator, my 

status as international researcher came to the fore and facilitated relationships of mutual 

exchange between me and respondents; the translator's presence becoming more akin to 

the ghostliness I initially expected. Ultimately, through out personal and working 

relationships, me and the translator choreographed constructive, dynamic interview spaces 

where everyone felt comfortable. 

Making Voices Heard and Bridging Discursive Difference 

Issues of effective communication also arose. Mirroring concerns of power relations, 

despite interviews being mainly one-to-one, on occasion two respondents were present or, 

in some mid-travel interviews, several members of tour groups at times interjected in 

conversations. Danger therefore arose as respondents talked over each other, or 

alternatively one respondent dominated which caused another to withdraw. Where such 

problems arose and one respondent talked over, or suggested answers for, the other(s), I 

consciously created space within which both respondents' opinions, thoughts and 

experiences were registered; listening to the dominant respondent before turning attention 

to the other(s). I therefore encouraged subjective reflection whilst remaining sensitive to 

the importance of collective experiences between travel companions. 

However, issues of discourse and effective communication also emerged. As Delph- 

janiurek (2001) suggests, taken-fot-granted language behaviours reconstitute relations and 

potentials emerge to create divisions between the academic discourse I brought to 

interviews and that of respondents. As conversation explored the tacit spaces of becon-dng 

discursive discrepancies soon became apparent. While misunderstandings were resolved by 
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rephrasing questions and mediating academic jargon into comprehensible wording, it 

emphasised the importance of language and baffling respondents with academic jargon 

served only to break down creative discussions. During initial interviews, such frustration 

and uncertainty was also reflected in my eagerness for the poetic responses I envisioned as 

tourists shared their sensually rich imaginings, or producers shared the mediated discourse 

they convey. However, such expectation, combined with respondents' inability to engage in 

such poetic discourse, resulted in my leaving few spaces of silence within which 

respondents could engage in self-reflection. Mile such keenness and concern led me to 

suggest possible scenarios, it became clear that not all respondents read and consume 

visuals in the same way and it was this multiplicity of practice that fuelled and enlivened 

findings. Nevertheless, as I imparted my anticipations and imaginings, or understandings of 

particular discourses of Peru, respondents appeared to relax and engage in animated 

reflection as they recounted their imaginings or experiences of Peru. 

Nevertheless, difficulties continued as respondents struggled to convey affectual 

connections and non-representational aspects of experience. As conversations moved 

beyond the factual practice and process of holiday selection and reasons for travel into lay 

knowledges and experiences, respondents generally became uncertain and their responses 

became short and uncomfortable. Indeed, lack of vocabulary and the ultimate failure of 

words in capturing the intensity of emotions, imaginings, sensations and affectual 

connection often created silences, intense rambling or moments of intense frustration as 

respondents were unable to articulate their feelings. Verbal communication therefore 

became a tool through which the intensity of affectual connection coul. d be partially 

imparted, but ultimately never realised as it never fully accommodates the individual within 

its boundaries. Indeed, while representation becomes an opportunity, a medium through 
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wl-&h expression, intention and the realisation of becoming can be achieved, it falls short 

as: 

Ipe find ourselves alwajs alreaily within patterns and rrgimer of tmtb as the veg rrsourres which 

, gress or &sqgree. We come to ourselves alreaeý entwined in the unfoOng hirtoriaýv allow us to a 

, gimes that our intentions ... our dexims, actions and wordr will never have been of manj such ir 
quite our own" (Harrison, fordicoming: 19). 

Indeed, one respondent raised her hands in exasperation and exclaimed that she had run 

out of adjectives to convey the intensity of the emotions that she felt at a particular point in 

time. It is the intensity of frustrations, the vexation and ultimate hopelessness of 

representation that emphasises the importance of the moments of non-representation as 

conjoined, fused to and extending beyond moments of representation; where doing and 

becoming and the role of somatic knowledges (Chrift & Dewsbury, 2000) enriches findings. 

3.3 Interviewing with Visuals 

I Whilst interviewing opened creative, stimulating spaces for conservation and initiated 

discussion around the embodied performances of tourism, it was vital to transcend the 

limitations of verbal discourse and open spaces that encouraged creativity and reflection. 

Indeed, the very essence of my research as renegotiating the role of the visual in the tourist 

experience demanded the presence of the three key visual devices within the space of each 

interview. Each interview, pre-, mid- and post-travel, was therefore conducted around 

brochures, postcards and tourists' own photographs respectively. W ithin the space of 

interviews, attention therefore sought to move beyond traditional visual methodologies of 

content, discourse and serniological analyses and was not driven by the need to analyse and 

understand the content of each visual per se, nor was I searching for definitional meanings 

and interpretations of that which is presented. Rather, visuals became tools for 

complementing, reinforcing and sharing the visualides of practices and processes of their 

production and consumption. As Driver (2003) suggests, the visual becomes a 1i subject of 
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inquig in its own ri , ght that necessatily, and absolutely involves Ibinking about The relationsbip between the 

visual and otber senses" (- 228). 1 therefore sought to transcend the physical presence of the 

visual and access the intricate performances through which knowledge and encounters are 

enlivened as the importance of visuals lies in the reason for their being (Crang, 2003; Rose, 

2003a/b; Ryan, 2003). Visuals are a series of performances that are opened through spaces 

of attention and witnessing as they are employed to produce and share knowledge. There is 

more to photography that merely looking, receiving and finding meaning in a logical 

manner. Rather, as Rose (2001) suggests, a multiplicity of ways of responding to visuals 

exists as the hidden spaces of the image open and the representational merges in poetic 

fusion with the non-representational. 'Me photograph therefore becomes the referent 

(Barthes, 1981). Their introduction into the space of the interview is not therefore to posit 

meaning as meaning is not the reason or rationale for the image, but to explore the actions 

and practices that create the need for their being. Such practice and process creates 

potentialities and possibilities rather than absolute end results and it is the multiplicity of 

possibilities that underpin the need for the construction of the visual that is explored. 

The presence of visuals within the space of the interview provided opportunities to gain 

insights into the physical practices and processes of production and consumption as 

respondents brought 'used' devices into conversations. While obtaining and introducing 

brochures into interviews posed no problems and tour operators, designers, photographers, 

PromPeru personnel and tourists each brought brochures or marketing literature that had 

been annotated, highlighted or dog-eared, critical decisions were made during mid- and 

post-travel interviews, concerns arose during mid- and post-travel interviews. While all 

interviews with postcard producers explored entire postcard collections, obtaining 

duplicates of such collections in their entirety was only possible where numbers were 

relatively small number (approximately 100 to 200 cards). Nevertheless, where others 
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boasted literally thousands of images, duplicates were secured as I noted the postcards used 

to illustrate discussion and obtained copies once the interview was complete, thus ensuring 

a focused collection of material for analysis. While longitudinal respondents purchased 

duplicates of postcards they bought throughout their journey, the ad-hoc nature of 

postcard purchases in Peru. 6 at times deemed this impossible. Consequently, I either took 

photographs of each postcard using my camera-phone and purchased the relevant cards at 

a later date, or respondents provided colour photocopies of postcards on their return. 

Nevertheless, as ad-hoc mýid-travel interviews were initially conducted without postcards or 

with the few postcards respondents had purchased at the time, it was vital to create a 

sample of postcards for respondents to illustrate their experience. However, to minimise 

personal preference and bias, figures on 'best-sellers' and advice regarding consumer 

preference provided from producers formed the basis of the sample of 200 postcards 

presented in 2 photograph albums. Postcards were coded into the key areas of. Machu 

Picchu, Cusco, Lake Titicaca, Arequipa, Nasca, Paracas, Lima, Iquitos and faces of Peru 

(see figures 3.5 & 3.6). Not only were tourists able to identify exact or similar postcards 

they had purchased, but space opened to explore practices of rejection. 

6 Outside of Lima postcards are most commonly sold on the streets out of small cardboard boxes and often 
only one of each design is available. 
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Figure 3.5: Selection of Postcards in Machu Picchu Section of Postcard Sample, (clockwise from top left) 
Fenno Publications, Tierre Firme, jean Pichon, Fenno Publications, GIJF Representaciones. 
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Figure 3.6: Example of Postcard Sampling and Presentation, Oeft to right) Tierre Firme, GHF 
Representaciones 

As regards to post-tr-avel interviews, owing to the vast quantity of photographs tourists take 

on holiday, concerns arose over the number of photographs involved, the effects this 

would have on the length and detail of the interview and the means of obtaining duplicates 

of photographs discussed. Despite initial considerations of asking respondents to select a 

number of photographs for discussion, it became clear that the focus of discussion would 

not be on the discursiVe analysis of the content of each photograph per se but in the tacit 

knowledges and nan-atives accounts of photographic practices. Consequently, numbers 

ranged from seventy to six hundred, A at various stages of presentation. Some remained in 

the processing packets, where they would stay or were awaiting further orgaru*SatiOn, others 

were partially sorted into bundles according to place or day, whilst others had reached their 

final stage of presentation either in albums (both material and online) or in photo-boxes. 

Rather than imposing false, regimented order, such variability served to fuel creative 
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discussion and generated valuable insights into the multiplicity of tourists' photographic 

practices and the nuanced, individual nature of these experiences. Indeed, rather than 

searching for the finished product, the 'work-in-progress' albums offered a direct insight 

into the practices and processes of image selection and final presentation as respondents 

were, at times, able to continue their process of selection within the space of the interview. 

Visuals became illustrative aids where words were no longer enough and visualisation 

through verbal guidance failed to establish sufficient understanding. On one occasion 

during an interview with a brochure designer, after finding difficulty describing key design 

practices, he moved to his computer and brought up a design in progress. Talking through 

the visuals on the screen and the design within which they were situated, he was able to 

directly illustrate the practices and processes he employed. Witnessing such practice 

enriched the interview experience and provided practical insights into otherwise alien 

processes that remained slightly cloudy and misunderstood through verbal explanation. 

Such realisation and understanding stimulated creative dialogue as spaces emerged where 

connections were made between the differing subjectivides of researched and researcher 

and collective spaces emerged through which understanding was achieved. 

In addition to being prompts for responses, as conversation moved to discuss intangble, 

embodied practices of production and consumption, visuals also served to rc-direct 

respondents' attention away from my presence to the images presented. Devices provided 

security and comfort as respondents reached out, touched and held them. Focusing their 

attention on visuals, respondents experienced moments of reflection (fleeting or extended) 

where they could clarify their thoughts before sharing their experience. By talldng through 

devices, respondents were able to verbalise their experiences and knowledges, eliciting 

longer, more comprehensive responses as they communicated personal narratives and 
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conveyed what is important to them in accordance with the issues being discussed (Kamler 

& Threadgold, 2003; Pink, 2002). Additionally, elicitation sharpened respondents' 

memories and recollections as visuals built bridges between the conscious and unconscious 

as respondents retrieved knowledges (Flarper, 2002) and used visuals to articulate visualities 

(Rose, 2001) as they helped make the intangible tangible. Therefore, as respondents talked, 

I encouraged them to describe the feelings and emotions of Peru they meant to Convey, or 

felt when looking through brochures, the ways in which particular postcards captured 

experiences, their reasons and experiences of photographing, or the practices of 

transcending the immediacy of the moment and reflecting upon that which may be, or has 

been. Indeed, with regard to tourists' anticipatory imaginings, respondents were able to use 

visuals as prompts as they talked through the ways in which they were able to reflect upon 

the reasons behind their anticipations of Peru: 

Interviewer: "... when you are sitting, say by yourself or with N and you (are) looking 
at the pictures, how do you imagine, how do you relate to them, do you 
situate yourself in that? 

Donna. Yeah 
Interviewer: how do you do that? 
Donna. its hard that isn't it, em, I suppose in a way it relates back to 

when xe have been to places as ... Interviewer: Right, so you can really imagine, form past experiences and also 
perhaps what you imagine Peru to be like already 

Donna. Yeah 
Interviewer: and I suppose you can almost like imagine the sounds and 
Donna: Yeahjeah_yeah, I imqgine it isgoiq to be bustling, noiy... " 

Consequently, visuals accessed previously subliminal areas of anticipation and imaginings 

of sensual encounters through photographs and the influence of factors such as design in 

these experiences. Indeed, as discussed in the previous section, it is not only words that fail, 

but the representational nature of photographs succumbs to the ultimate hopelessness and 

tourists are invariably left lacking. Nevertheless, through the presence of visuals, the 

particularities of such failings can be identified and the importance of the non- 

representational practices and encounters with visuals is realised as respondents were lost 
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for words and were no longer able to communicate their feelings and connections to place. 

Sarah illustrates such limitation as she found it difficult to convey her embodied imaginings 

Interviewcr: "... so it gives it a bit more life? 

Sarah yeah, _veah Interviewer: so you can, I don't know, think about what you were seeing, what you 
were saying, what you could smell, what you could hear? 

Sarah. - _yeah. .. 05auses andslops talking) " 

While this ultimate failing would perhaps imply an endpoint and fatality in researching the 

spaces of non-representation, through participant observation, I was able to establish a 

relative connection and understanding through which communication continued. 

3.4 Participant Observation and Participating in Tourists' Becoming 

Where representations failed, techniques of participant observation proved fundamental in 

accessing the nuanced intricacies of the practices and processes of becoming tourist. 

However, rather than embracing traditional perspectives of such methodological practice, 

participation was introduced through experiential encounter as I embarked upon my own 

personal becoming. Where traditional approaches advocate the observation of respondents 

over an extended period through long-term, situated and embodied practices of watching, 

talking and doing (Cloke et al, 2003), my research did not demand extended, detailed 

immersion to facilitate an understanding of grounded ways of life and worldviews that 

gradually become apparent via observations of respondents. Observation was no longer 

method per se; a study of what people say they do and what they are then seen to do and 

say by observing and recording a series of selected, concrete events (Angrosino & Mays 

Perez, 2000). Nevertheless, such moves does not serve to negate the importance of 

respondents and the vital role they place as knowledgeable, situated agents who hold a 

wealth of rich accounts and insights into how the world is seen and lived (Cloke et al, 2003). 
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Rather, I sought to compliment tourists' becoming with my own personal, auto- 

ethnographic immersion into the practices and processes of becoming tourist in Peru 

during a two week tour of Peru. 

A route was constructed using the main itineraries in tour brochures. I therefore followed 

the 'tourist trail', engaging in similar activities that respondents may have encountered. I ate 

traditional Peruvian cuisine and listened to the Andean musicians alongside other tourists 

in restaurants. I walked the Inca Trail with other tourists. I purchased postcards and felt the 

compulsion and obligation to photograph that captured by the awe-inspiring landscapes of 

Machu Picchu and on my return home, I continued my personal practices of rewriting and 

reconstructing as I selected pictures for my photograph album and created my own spaces 

of reencounter. Practices of observation by doing therefore established a first-hand 

appreciation of Peru through which I would be able to stimulate deeper connection, 

affiliation and understanding with respondents (Angrosino & Mays Perez, 2000) as we both 

became tourist. The focus of observation therefore lay not in following respondents as they 

practised anticipation, rewritings or remembrances, but in immersing my self within such 

practice in order to gain a deeper understanding and appreciation of some of the potential 

practices respondents may encounter and accommodate through their imagined, 

experiential and reflexive encounters with Peru. Through observation, conversations 

became a rich negotiation, sharing and mutual understanding of experience as my 

positionality moved from researcher to researcher-as-fellow-tourist. Observations were no 

longer realities extracted from the field, but became intersubjective truths negotiated out of 

an unfolding interactive process (Parr, 2001; Hoggart et al, 2001, cit. Cloke et al, 2003) as 

both researcher and respondent held 'insiders' points of view. Through participation and 

negotiation, I was able to gain deeper appreciation for the multiplicity of attitudes, habits, 

sentiments, emotions, skills, senses and preferences of becoming. 
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Practices of observation that displayed more traditional characteristics arose as I observed 

body language and the gestural clues that lend meanings to words and responses 

(Angrosino & XIays Perez, 2000). By observing respondents' reactions to images, watching 

as they engaged in moments of self- reflection, I was able to gain deeper insights into their 

thoughts and connections to Peru as their bodily responses communicated which words 

did not. indeed, on one occasion a respondent came close to tears as she recalled her 

encounter with a group of children in a school (see figure 3.7): 

Sarab. - "... dx5e gu)5 aye lat@f)ýg Ituxe they a7e gwiig hzdwz, finit, pmcds, he i's su#T 
rre a sag dxy stood dxm and dry dd a &ý d)ey got d*g, dx-y 6bd anodxr ar, 
d)eygctd*, g, dxw's anodxrp=mI bawuith tbekii narndoun dxsmif and 
I am d-6* ff*9 ch jaus do I haw o7mgb 

Interviewer. Yeah 
Sarah. - Bta so rmny k iii dw zw Ww dy* to, I mn zAn w got ? i& aa im the wtavy 

and zw um gzwg d)an swav ue bad to show than how to wwap tba4 anyý 
(gets wry tqqset arid stops talk 4... " 

Figure 3.7: Local Children, Respondents Photograph 
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Fighting back the tears she tried to continue talking, but it soon became too difficult to 

convey her experience through words. However, having experienced similar scenarios 

while travelling around Peru, I was sympathetic to the intensity of her remembrances. We 

sat together in silence for a moment, sharing a feeling and humble appreciation that arises 

through experience. Words were no longer appropriate and silence prevailed as her tears 

and sadness filled the space of the interview. Her emotions conveyed her experience, one 

we had both encountered individually during our own journeys, yet recounted together 

through mutual appreciation. Had I not experienced such encounters, the intensity of the 

connection between self and other as pictured would have been lost. Participant 

observation therefore embraced an experiential approach to understanding. In becoming 

tourist, I gained an insider perspective rather than piecing together abstracted accounts 

with no real understanding. I was therefore able to reach beyond that which could be 

rationalised into words and moved into the "realms of sensate life" that cannot be 

quantified or represented and I explored tourist practice as a rounded sensory experience 

(Smith, 2001, cit. Cloke et al, 2003). 

Mutual appreciation through personal becoming was further supported in ways similar to 

traditional practices of participant observation, as the longitudinal nature of my research 

required that I meet some respondents on two or three occasions. Consequently, distinct 

changes in researcher/respondent relationships arose. I had become a part of their once-in- 

a-lifetime, magical holiday experiences and they talked with me as they perhaps would a 

friend, eager to share their holiday experiences. During mid-travel interviews, I became a 

'face-from-home'; someone familiar in otherwise unfamiliar surroundings. We found 

connection as 'tourists-who-had-travelled-to-Peru'; experiences had been shared and 

respondents invested in me and committed my presence to their holiday experience. Such 

confidence and comfort was even more apparent on respondents' return home as I had 
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become a part of their holiday experience, someone with whom they could share their new 

encounters and experiences of place, with whom they were able to express concerns 

and/or disappointments, and share experiences. Indeed, many respondents commented on 

the 'travel connection' or 'understanding' between us. Such connection was particularly 

apparent when respondents talked of sharing their photographs with friends and family on 

their return home and their frustration at the discrepancies in appreciation of the intensity 

of experience: 

'Wenjou an showin t ,g otberpeoplejou would look at the bes bitfirst and then itsjust a hit boring after 
that. -it wouldn't befor you or me because we have been there it means sometbin 't) 

,g 
'Nar in 

The connection is further exemplified by Angela as she talked about her time in the Nasca 

desert (see figure 3.8): 

Interviewer: " ... and yet the emotions and feelings and messages 
Aqela. it's quite inar&ble isn't it 
Interviewer: you can convey just through, which in itself is just an empty photograph 
Aqela. yeah 
Interviewer: because it is ... it is very very small 
AýSela. ý and this is when it becomes veg, veg personaL I mean its 

&fferentfor_vou becausejou have been there but if someone else wasftckin g through 
these thg would see a bit of sand, a bit of rock and a Uttle but. Yeah, and it doesn 
mean anytbin ,g at all 

Interviewer: yeah because, that then kind of makes me feel, well I have got something 
to tell you 

An gela. exactly, it tells a slog... 

Consequently, barriers of discomfort and unease were broken and respondents held a 

greater understanding of my research and my desire to access the tacit knowledges of their 

experience. Indeed, ponderous silences became comfortable as respondents, having already 

experienced at least pre-travel interviews, stopped to think and took time to articulate 

answers rather than engaging in unfocused digression, offering one-word responses or 

remaining silent. Conversations flowed more naturally around the topics at hand as 

respondents appeared to savour the opportunity to remuusce over holiday experiences and 

achievements. 
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Figure 3.8: The Nasca Desert, Respondent's Photograph 

3.5 From Critical Pathways to Interpretative Strategy and Fteedoms of Research 

A number of critical pathway decisions have therefore emerged throughout the 

construction and implementation of the methodological framework. Some decisions were 

concretised from the inception of empirical research. Indeed, during data collection 

attention was directed away from truditional methods of content, discourse, or serniologiCal 

analysis, limits were imposed on respondent numbers and a mixture of longitudinal, serni- 

longitudinal and ad-hoc tourist respondents was targeted to ensure a balance between in- 

depth and ad-hoc experiences of becoming tourist. However, the continually unfolding, 

fluid and dynamic processes and practices of research required research fr-ameworks to be 

flexible and responsive to circumstances as they arose. While some decisions were out of 

my control and dependent upon respondents' willingness to participate or, in the case of 

tourists, the willingness of tour operators to disseminate invitations others, such as 
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sampling methods for the inclusion of visuals into interviews resulted from conscious 

decision-making practices. Consequently, decisions were taken with the intention to 

establish a creative framework within which I could work with respondents to explore the 

practices and processes involved in the production and consumption of the visual in 

becoming tourist, and thereby access the intricate, nuanced fuses of representational and 

non-representational behaviours, habits and performances that permeate such becoming. 

However, such conscious decision-making did not stop once the list interview was 

completed, but permeated into the interpretative strategy that followed. Indeed, the wealth 

of data generated through the interviews conducted required condensing and analysing 

with the inevitable result that a mere fraction of the data collected finds its way into the 

final thesis. However, interpretation is not simply imposing initial research questions upon 

the wealth of rich empirical data. Rather, as research progresses, new doors open and 

previously unimaginable pathways trigger fresh understandings and appreciations of the 

issues at hand. Consequently, a fusion of theoretical prediction and empirical practice 

fashions an active and creative framework of interpretation that is never fully predictable, 

but is flexible and dynamic and creates freedoms of research through which visuals and 

their resultant visualides can be explored. Interpretation and analysis was therefore 

conducted using an amalgam of content, discourse and semiological analyses as visual and 

verbal texts were fused together and integrated into the textual body of the thesis in order 

to explore and illustrate the complex visualities of becoming. 

A loose content analysis was conducted on the key images that emerged through practices 

of production during pre- and mid-travel stages of research. Such analysis was 'loose' as the 

finding would not emerge as distinct outcomes, nor was a quantitative framework derived 

through which formal analysis took place. As Rose (2001) realises, such analysis serves not 
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to explore cultural meanings or that which is invisible within the image, nor does it 

discriminate between occurrences and instead it relies upon a statistical correlation to 

identify interconnections. Nevertheless, despite such failings, by comparing and contrasting 

images presented in brochures and then postcards, I was able to ground respondents' 

narratives and ideas that emerged through interviews and the visuals around which 

conversations were conducted. Indeed, not only were key icons reaffirmed, but findings 

and emergent knowledges facilitated my understanding of the innumerable nuanced 

differences of image presentation employed by producers as I analysed technical aspects 

such as angles, lighting, composition and the particular inclusions and exclusions of the 

images presented. Consequently, such analysis laid the grounds upon which deeper 

exploration of the differences in the creative intricacies of practices and processes of 

production, audiencing and consumption arose. 

Content analysis was complimented with serniological interpretation. As Rose (2001) 

suggests, such method takes images seriously and acknowledges the vital role they play in 

methodological practice. It is fuelled by the need to understand the ways in which images 

are used to both make things mean and instil meaning into images as it focuses on the 

production of ideology, ideological complexes and dominant codes and constructs social 

difference though signs. Through serniology an analysis of the ways in which images are 

used to framc and capture behaviouts, experiences and encounters was conducted as key 

issues emerged through which respondents talked around and through images they 

encountered during each phase of research. Indeed, despite criticisms of traditionally 

structuralist approaches that make claims to definitive interpretations and acknowledge 

particular interpretations over others, such methods of analysis open pathways for 

researching the multiplicity of meanings and the practices and processes through which 

meanings were dissen-dnated and consumed. In doing so, not only are meanings and 
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experiences shared, but spaces open for reflexivity (Rose, 2001). There is no 'we', but 

rather a series of possibilities and potentialities. Therefore, while I had established my own 

personal serniological understandings of visual devices employed in the tourist experience 

and was able to infer my own meanings upon such devices, it was through standing back 

and negotiating such subjective interpretations with those of respondents that new 

knowledges and understandings emerged. Indeed, in drawing upon examples, serniological 

analysis facilitated the exploration of practices and processes behind the production and 

consumption of visuals identified in interviews and created space to explore the spaces of 

polysemy and contestation of such practice. 

Nevertheless, to ensure an accurate understanding and dissemination of the practices and 

processes of becoming tourist it was also vital to access the key discourses. As Rose (2001) 

suggests, a variety of forms arose through which such discourse could be articulated as 

respondents expressed themselves through verbal or visual and, at times, physiological 

communication. Indeed, through the intertextuality of discursive expression, respondents 

were able to convey the complexities and intricacies of the representational and non- 

representational practices of becoming. Through discourse, voices were heard and 

experiences were conveyed as new knowledges were constructed and particular 

understandings are made visible (Rose, 2001). Consequently, discourses emerged as a series 

of interconnected meanings and encounters as respondents emphasised key practices and 

processes over those deemed of lesser importance. However, by engaging in participant 

observation, I was able to draw upon personal experience to gain a richer appreciation and 

understanding of the discourses respondents conveyed as they recounted their practices 

and processes of becoming tourist. The complex interplays that exist between visual and 

verbal texts was fundamental to understanding as they create discursive understanding and 

ground such understandings in empirical findings (Rose, 2001). Consequently, as analysis 
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aimed to convey the multiple discourses of tourist becoming, it was vital to illustrate 

findings through the complex interplays between visuals and corresponding verbal 

accounts, as each worked with the other to demonstrate the practice or process being 

addressed. 

As methods of analysis fused together, a rich intertextuality of findings emerged. Verbal 

texts merged with visual texts, and my own thoughts morphed and merged with those of 

respondents. Consequently, an active, dynamic framework emerged through which I was 

able to explore, understand and challenge existing knowledges as new, previously 

unimagined practices and processes of becoming tourist came into being. 
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4 Anticipating (Re-writing, Rememberiq and Reliting) Place 

Research now moves to fuse theoretical understandings with the rich wealth of empirical 

findings as I work through the key moments of becoming tourist. The first of these is 

anticipation. While all visual devices emerge at varying intensities throughout the entire 

process of becoming, within this moment, it is brochures that dominate practices and 

processes of production and consumption. This chapter therefore aims to expand on the 

initial theoretical insights into anticipation and brochures outlined in chapter one as I draw 

upon empirical findings to explore the practices and processes of this moment in greater 

depth and renegotiate anticipatory practice. 

4.1 Towards a Performance of Anticipation 

Traditional approaches, such as Urry (2000) and Selwyn (1996), emphasise the highly visual 

nature of anticipation; prioritising the visual in understanding place as tourists receive, 

decode and interpret images as created and disseminated in visuals by producers. As 

producers mobilise key iconic elements of place, tourists absorb mediated ways of seeing 

place and create imaginings that are recalled as they engage in ad-hoc anticipatory 

imaginings akin to mental mapping. Tourists imagine, day-dream or '5wind travel" (LUgren, 

1999) via that which can be seen. However, the irony of such apparent fluidity and creative 

freedom as tourists move beyond their existing being into touristic worlds built upon 

imagination arises as tourists become prisoners of their own senses; locked within the 

visual, confined to what is seen. Anticipation becomes restricted to highly skewed place 

petceptions as created and mobilised byprodycers. 
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Using brochures as a methodological tool, I seek to move beyond such interpretation and 

definitive understandings of anticipation or brochures per se. Rather, I seek to understand 

the power of visuals within the tourist experience as producing stages of anticipation as 

intrigue lies not in visual mobility, but the transitional spaces of visualities; the processes 

and practices that enable the material objectivity of place and destinations to transcend 

their physical boundaries (Franklin & Crang, 2001). Spaces emerge that permeate the 

confines of visual devices as bounded entities and activate non-visual opportunities of 

performance as anticipation embraces not only the visual, but the political, embodied, 

ethical, reflexive and imaginative encounters with place as tourists come to know, 

understand and prepare both mentally and physically through visual devices. Anticipatory 

performances are neither uniform nor predictable, but diverse and subjective. Such 

interpretation does not reject traditional contributions entirely, but repositions them to 

embrace not only the visual, but the non-visual performances of anticipation as a series of 

creative, fluid processes and practices that mobilise places and individuals in complex 

relations of guiding, projecting and repositioning. 

4.1.1 Staging Anticipatory Performances: Spaces of Directed Touristic Seeing 

Daydreams, as performances of anticipation, 'involve working over adverrhing and otber media- 

, generated sets of signs, many of wbich relate veg clearly, to com plexprocess of social emulation" (Urry, 

2000: 14). Tourists enter a complex set of power relations as they are offered a 

predetermined set of signs of place through which subjective interpretations are guided 

(Crang, 1997a). The importance of non-verbal communication in anticipation cannot be 

underestimated as decisions to travel are based on the symbolic elements of the destination 

conveyed; the production, reproduction and reinforcement of images of place (Hall, 1998; 

Oakes, 1993 cit. Ringer, 1998). Emphasis shifts from products to image, advertising and 
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consumption (Crick, 1989; Season, 1989, cit. Morgan & Pritchard, 1998), as producers 

mediate and facilitate tourists' imaginative engagements with destinations. Production 

practice mobilises directed gazing (Urry, 1990) as anticipations become embroiled in the 

political process of encoding and reinforcing dominant ideologies of place (Ate1jevic & 

Doorne, 2002). Such direction embraces a series of complex non-visual performances as 

producers 'stage' places as objects upon which tourists perform destinations. 'Staging' 

(Edensor, 1998,2000) mobilises place via a series of performative processes and practices 

that discursively transform photographic narratives and imbue visuals with preferred 

readings of place. Producers become 'directors', shaping inclusions and exclusions and 

stimulating circulation and exchange of key place icons. Generating 'induced imagery' 

(Gunn, 1972; Dann, 1993; Gartner, 1993; MacKay & Fesenmaier, 1997; Fakeye & 

Crompton, 1991), platforms are created from which tourists view destinations according to 

preferred ways of seeing (Baker, 1992; Cosgrove, 1984; Muir, 1999). Despite being bound 

in the reality of place, preferential viewings are fuelled by ideological interpretation as 

visuals rouse suggestive, desirable manifestations and latent meanings through the language 

of tourism (Morgan & Pritchard, 1998; Lanfant, 1995; Dann, 1996; Selwyn, 1996; Gold & 

Gold 1994). Images are never objective or transparent. 

Visuals become partially locked within collective considerations that minimise possibilities 

of articulating alternative narratives Weethan, 1996; Morgan & Pritchard, 1998) as 

producers creatively order elements of place (Fakeye & Crompton, 1991) to ensure 

destinations are seen in their best light. Through practices of photography and design, 

visuals arc dc- and re-contcxtualised as key narratives are transferred into the discursive 

spaces of visuals. As practices of selection concentrate on a key set of appearances that join 

to provide a structured whole that makes sense to tourists (Albers & James, 1988), visuals 

become shorthand to commonly held perceptions, reinforcing tourists' existing imaginings 
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and suggesting insights to key performances, habits and practices through which tourists 

may best anticipate place. Such direction facilitates a subliminal 'casting' (Crang, 1997b) and 

mobilises tourists construction of preconceptions and expectations. As Dann (1996) 

suggests, images provide frameworks that persuasively infer that which is beautiful, should 

be experienced and with whom tourists should interact. Using visuals, producers therefore 

discursively mobilise, socio-spatialise and systernatise place as they take tourists by the hand 

and guide them through previously unchartered territory. 

Urry (1990) refers to such guidance as pre-programming tourist expectation. Indeed, many 

criticise brochures as grounded in imagination and myth (Selwyn, 1996; Saarien, 1998), 

encompassing trite illusion (Sontag, 1979), biased and reductional (Britton, 1979), 

manipulated and manufactured (Relph, 1976) and offering fantasies that appear to be real 

(Albers & James, 1983). However, that brochure production relies on such "blissformula of 

Eden images" Pann, 1993: 895) is inevitable and it is naive to suggest tourists are blind to 

such practice. Rather, both parties enter a political game through which destinations are 

presented, encountered and absorbed into a mesh of fact, reality and fantasy. Indeed, while 

producers are instrumental in changing tourist attitudes and perceptions (Bojanic, 1991; 

Morgan & Pritchard, 1998), they also realise the importance of consumer perception, 

changing the use and presentation of brochures to reinforce or change destination image. 

Visuals become weapons of endless place reinvention as producers manage destinations 

and construct positive images to present in brochures (Ashworth & Voogd, 1994). 

Nevertheless, political performance does not fiterally, construct places in tourists' imagination. 

Rather, a delicate balance emerges between convincing, guiding and stimulating 

engagement with place through suggestion and persuasion as political performances are not 

unique to producers, but open a multiplicity of tourist interpretations (Langkeek, 2001). 
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While producers control what is initially seen in the physical referent of visuals, they 

ultimately have no control over what is seen once discourses are mobilised. Tourists take 

over and commence their own anticipatory performances albeit subliminally mediated by 

pre-established frameworks. They move beyond spaces of collective exchange and mobilise 

subjective interpretations, no longer docile, passive recipients imprisoned in productive 

direction, but actively mediating place as they engage in second-level selections that negotiate 

place discourse. Anticipation becomes a complex set of power relations as producers and 

tourists mobilise preferred place narratives and space opens for subjective play. Discursive 

interpretations are never set in stone, but are ever-changing as both producers and tourists 

optimise the invisibility of the visual, seeing what they want to, or what others want them 

to see. 

However, moving beyond traditional approaches that outline anticipation as providing the 

introductory grab and offering snippets of visual information, anticipation moves into 

spaces of non-visual performance as tourists fill in-between spaces that remain unanswered 

by visuals as confined entities on brochure pages. Images become invitations to dream as 

tourists imaginatively enter destinations as they anticipate experiences presented (Buck, 

1977; Grabum, 1977; Smith, 1978; Sontag, 1979; Albers & James, 1988); capturing tourists' 

imagination, persuading, reminding and eliciting further enquiry (Adam, 1984; Dann, 

1993Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; MacKay & Fesenmaier, 1997). Consequently, despite 

warnings of directed rnind-sets restricting imaginative engagement (Morgan & Pritchard, 

1998), anticipation becomes akin to preparation (Franklin & Crang, 2001), as tourists 

merge collective and subjective experiences to accommodate other into the self and pre- 

empt habits and behaviours that may arise during experiential encounter. Consequently, 

tourists construct phantom landscapes that guide understandings of the landscapes that may 

eventually be seen (see also Travelou, 2002). 
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Such engagement necessitates the subjective repositioning of self alongside the other as 

tourists attempt to makes sense of and contain potential new encounters. As temporal and 

spatial boundaries of place and present subjective positionings are transcended, place and 

tourist meet in a dynamic, fluid and mobile fusion. By 'enworlding' place (Crang, 1997a), 

tourists move beyond the momentary experience of visuals and create enduring moments 

through holistic entities of producers (Reimer, 1998) with that which was previously 

immaterial and transient. Visual interaction extends into non-visual performance as tourists 

enter the discursive spaces of vis uals, making sense of what they see as they reach out and 

gra. ýb the world. Through staged encounters subjective worlds are created, apprehended and 

enfrarned as tourists engage in creative performance through which experiences are created 

and envisage places as extraordinary tourist worlds (Flummon, 1988). Visuals become the 

destination in the tourists mind. Tourists situate themselves in place; moving beyond the 

surface of the visual and engaging in inner worlds of personality Nayo & Jarvis, 1981). 

Spaces of imagination ignite and facilitate deeper connection with destinations as existing 

knowledges are decentred and re-centred as new anticipatory knowledges emerge. 

Subsequent non-visual engagement, whether complete absorption or cursory glances, 

trigger deeper connection as tourist and place converge through performative encounters. 

Through subjective repositioning, tourists recognise differences/similarides between their 

present and projected selves as enacted and performed in the present. Sensual urgency 

stimulates deep narrative structures as dreams, passions and ideologies enable tourists to 

live, act out and takepartin the landscapes presented to them. By combining the individual 

with collective, tourists make sense of and rationalise the visuals presented to them as they 

create "Iands4es oftbe mind" Nuir, 1999). They embrace alternative possibilities of the self 

and social relations with the other (Crouch, 2000a; L6fgren, 1999), generating proximity 

and familiarity in their preparation for travel. Indeed, embodied imaginative performances 
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are integral to understanding anticipatory practice as 'Yandsca pes (air) composed not on. 1y of wbat 

lies before our ges, but; vhat lies nithin our heads" (Meining, 1979: 34) and bodies. 

4.1.2 On Looking Back as weff as Forwatd 

Despite the inherent focus on looking forward, making sense of and accommodating 

potential experiences, the paradox of anticipation arises as to look forward it is necessary to 

look back. As Franklin & Crang (2001) note, the significance of the visual as an object of 

anticipation is bound less within their formal qualities than in their relationship with distant 

places and memorable experiences. Anticipation is never the starting point of the tourist 

experience as it is bound to past experiences and reflexive remembrances and embraces 

existing thoughts, dreams and imaginirýgs carried with the tourist that cross over into other 

holidays that have been, and will be. Non-visual performances of remembrance, nostalgia 

and reflexivity aRow tourists to access the past and make sense of the present and future 

using similar experiences and encounters. 

Knowledge emerges as individual and popular memories combine through reminiscence 

and the reawakening of dreams (Rojek & Urry, 1997), and places are tamed through 

reflexive association with past travel experiences, friends/family or as encountered through 

TV, film, or guidebooks. Visuals rely upon past meanings of self and other that build up 

over time through collective and individual memories, feelings and experiences common to 

particular places OCulcher, 1993; Rose, 1995). Interpretations are anchored in human life 

and tell stories of place characteristics that enable tourists to position themselves in a 

destination. Anticipation becomes self mediated as tourists reflect upon previous 

anticipatory performances, as they learn from previous performances and renegotiate their 

anticipations of their current destination via knowledges and discrepancies between 
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previous anticipatory engagements and actual experiences. Consequently, images become 

vehicles for time travel (Hummon, 1988) as tourists fall into a timeless vacuum where past, 

present and future collapse to give a future perfect (Dann, 1989,1993). They are offered 

reflections on experiences already occurred, freed to play the scene in their minds and 

experience the moment as if it were their own as they project their new 'self' beyond the 

physical boundaries of visuals (Dann, 1988). Anticipations become acts of doing as tourists 

poetically endow places through embodied performances. The present self is negotiated 

with that of the future as tourists spring-board into deeper understanding and affiliation 

with destination. Embodied perfon-nances of the present combine with those imaginatively 

encountered in the intangible spaces that lie beyond the physical presence of self and visual, 

and tourists move into new spaces that accommodate the other as they engage in a muld- 

sensual performative becoming through the haptic spaces that surround them. Anticipation 

moves into spaces of orientation and feeling as tourists capture the unspeakable and 

unseeable. They proffer themselves to place, just as it is proffered to them. 

Anticipations, therefore, rely upon the recollection of key moments and desirable 

interpretations with place, thus positioning tourists as producers as they create preferred 

contexts for understanding place. Such performances question existing notions of 

anticipation as based entirely in pleasurable, fantastical revelations whereby 'ýIaces arr cbosen 

. 
pon because tberr is anfidpation, esbecially, tbrvugb da ydiramiq andjanfa: y, of intense to be gaýZed u 

pleasurrs, eitber on a differmce scale or involting differmt sensesfmm those customaril, cou y en nterrd (Urry 

2000: 3). Anticipation is therefore secured in imaginative pleasure seeking or 'Yma 
, ginafive 

bedonism" (Campbell, 1987) as visuals plant positive place images in tourists minds by 

idealising place through imaginative engagement (Cohen, 1993). Such romanticised 

aspirations (Milnc etal, 1998), imagined fantasies and pleasures (Cowie, 1997), enchantment 

of paradise (Hummon, 1988) and distortion of reality is vital to achieving a positive 
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interpretation of place (Gold & Gold, 1994; Barke & Harrop, 1994). However, while 

pleasure and pleasure-seeking are fundamental to anticipation, such emphasis fuels 

uncertainty and opens space for doubt and mistrust. Indeed, is anticipation purely 

pleasurable? As Edwards (1996) notes, immediacy need not equal intimacy and reassurance. 

Rather, performances of doubt and uncertainty further mobilise non-visual performances 

as tourists seek to confront issues that emerge as discrepancies between visuals as preferred 

. readings and perceived or second-hand knowledge acquired through alternative sources. 

Such discrepancy exposes fears concerns, worry, discomfort and uncertainty regarding 

particular elements of a destination. Removing the blinkers of pleasure-seeking and 

acknowledging spaces of invisibility that redirect attention towards desirable place 

characteristics illuminates the unknown as the tangibility of destinations intensifies and the 

certainty of tourists' material engagement with place is realised. 

4.1.3 The Fluidity of Anticipation: Mobilising Place, People and Performance 

Anticipation is inherently fluid in nature. Visuals release place from its physical moorings, 

positions tourists as virtual travellers (Franklin, 2003) and locates producers as directors as 

they construct iterations of experience to be encountered. The materiality of the visual 

gives way to immaterial mobility as places, producers and tourists merge and perform 

through visuals, each joining in a complex touting (Rojck & Urry, 1997). Anticipation 

becomes analogous to journeying and encountering as each come together in a complex 

convergence of power relations and innumerable active performances that facilitate the 

process of building intimate relations with a destination. Tourists move beyond the 

moment of selecting a holiday as they move in and between imaginative anticipation and 

connect with place. journeys and encounters are only ever sporadic and momentary as 

tourists engage with anticipatory performances at varying frequency and intensity 
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throughout the course of committing to a destination. As destination choices are made, 

performances may be more prolific, while in-between booking and departure may witness a 

decline in engagement as tourists reflect only sporadically until the ultimate days before 

travel. Nevertheless, the dynamic nature of anticipation emerges as tourists flit between and 

within spaces of self and other, slowlymerging each with the other and accommodating the 

new tangible space of the other as everyday practice. Anticipation becomes a constant state 

of flux through staging, exploring and creating perceptions of place. Contrary to existing 

perception, anticipations permeate all stages of becoming as tourists do not stop 

anticipating once they step on a plane. Rather, anticipatory performances continue until the 

moment of physical encounter with each element of the in-situ experience as tourists move 

in and around spaces throughout their experience of becoming. 

This chapter therefore seeks to ground theoretical understandings with empirical insights. 

Theory does not provide a linear framework through which empiricism flows. Rather, it is 

used to illustrate, reflect and explain. It morphs and moulds to incorporate empirical 

insights that illustrate anticipation as a complex series of power relations that lie hidden 

beneath the surface of the physical visual device. Both producers and consumers engage in 

a series of performances that extend beyond the visual, each influencing the other and 

creating a m6lange of active engagements with place. Performances of anticipation are 

divided into three main areas: representing space and spaces of representation, mobilising 

political spaces and imagining practice and it is to these attention now turns. 

4.2 Representing Space and Spaces of Representation 

Lefebvre (1991), Crang & Thrift (2000) and Merryfield (2000) provide the initial pathways 

to thinking through the production and consumption of place in anticipatory visuals. 
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Influenced by Lefebvre's triad of space as representations of space and spaces of 

. representation and spatial practice, within anticipation; a triad of place emerges as a series 

of inputs: perceived, conceived and practiced. Place becomes actively pmduced, lived and 

present organic, fluid and alive as it pulsates, flows and collides with other knowledges and 

experiences. Place is not 'ýomehowjust wailingpassively, to be discovered and mapped, but is something 

created in a whole series offorms and at a whole series of scales ýy social individuals" (Halfacree, 

forthcoming: 2). 

4.2.1 Producing and Staging Place 

While the tangibility of place is intrinsic to its being, in anticipatory practice it is the 

mobilisation of place through pathways to dreams and imaginative understandings that 

comes to the fore. Place is inherently dynamic, never completely comprehensible. Producers 

mobilise representations through formal conceptions and dominant narratives as they 

provide narrative pathways for tourists' imaginative engagement with the other. Place 

becomes a series of imagined, discursive representations to be encountered. However, while 

such conceptions of place are perceived and appropriated, imaginative understandings are 

never born from scratch but are bound to existing frameworks as previously and multiply 

abstracted and understood. Representations are never solely visual, but become lived, active 

encounters produced through process and practice, interactions and transfers that secrete 

particular views of place. Place becomes part of the casting process as producers adhere to 

scripts and emphasise key characteristics over others. It becomes colonised and conformed, 

enframed and enworlded as a series of relative permanences that facilitate tourists' 

connection with Peru as key icons capture tourists' attention; triggering desires and intrigue 

through notions of difference and otherness. Creating a paradox of familiarity alongside 

difference, places are constructed through basic tourist understandings as producers utilise 
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representations to 'hoW (Brian, T02; Goss, 1993) tourists by presenting already well- 

known places that reassure tourists of the validity of their existing knowledges. The 

pen-nanence of key icons as bound to place facilitates the accommodation of place by 

producers and tourists through spaces of representation. Generality and permanence in 

representation facilitates the pr-actising of self in place; positioning and suggesting potential 

positions for the self. Within Peru, such knowledge invariably revolves around the 

ubiquitous site of Machu Picchu (figure 4.1): 

"Mad)u Pwd)u donitdy... that i's UýY ", ý6t Pe* ugrl tO ga - dxm am cerwin d)* in 6it uodd 6o's 
goý to nu& out to pe* Its like dx Grand canyor4 or A)m Ro&... tfpeq* aye 9U*T to Pem d)ey 
are 9OU79 to mm.. to US it Machu Piabu" a ufia, T08) 

Figure 4.1: Machu Picchu, Sovereign: Worldwide Beaches and Experiences, Jan 2003-April 2004:. 22 

Nevertheless, while the importance of Nlachu Picchu can never be understated, the 

touristic space of Peru encompasses several secondary icons. For example, colour becomes 
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the "btaz umd" M Peru (firn, Designer); the bright, colourful dress of the warm, friendly 

people at local markets or playing panpipes (see figures 4.2 & 4.3): 

"a Pentu; %n &4 uith a colowfid (dras) bmwe tbxe colum, people do assodaw d"e cdam uith Pmi 
Yai k now bfxy haw ad sw the pipe pkr)m and... dx olamxlpmvýa" (Carol, T03) 

Figure 4.2: Local Girls, 
Steppes Latin America 
Brochure, 2003: 8 

Figure 4.3: Panpipes, 
Sovereign: Worldwide 
Beaches and Experiences, 
Jan-Dec 2004: 103 

The Peruvian jungle and the animals and environmental characteristics immediately 

associated with the ideological enactment of 'jungle' mobilise further characteristics of 

space (figures 4.4 to 4.7). However, the most famous animal icons of Peru is the Hama 

(figures 4.8 and 4.9) and other, perhaps lesser known but equally iconic elements of Peru 

are Lake Titicaca, Condors at the Coka Canyon, Inca Ruins and the Nasca Lines (figures 

4.10 to 4.13). Together these elements provide the framework upon which tourist 

imaginary emerges. 
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(clockwise from top left) Figure 4.4: Scarlet Macaws, Guerba, South America Trekking Adventures, 
2003/2004: 14,4.5: jungle Frog, Llama Travel, Peru, 2004: 9,4.6: Parrot, Guerba/Gap Adventures, South & 
Central Amenca, 2003/2004: 13,4.7: Jungle Lodges, Llama Travel, Peru, 2004: 9. 
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(clockwise from top left) Figure 4.8: Llamas, Sovereign, Worldwide Beaches and Experiences, Jan-Dec 2004: 
105,4.9: Llamas, Guerba, South America Trekl6ng & Adventures, 2003/2004: 62,4.10: Lake Titicaca, 
Guerba, South American Trekking & Adventure, 2003/2004: 10,4.11: Condors at Colca Canyon, Llama 
Travel, Peru, 2004: 8,4.12: Inca Stones, Sovereign, Worldwide Beaches and Experiences, Jan-Dec 2004: 104, 
4.13: Nasca Lines, Llama Travel, Peru, 2004: 10. 
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Generality emerges over specificity as icons are choreographed to allow the destination to 

sell itself- 

Y, f places ... Peru is a fantastic 'its about ... enlidng, giviq the sense and allowiq the natural bea; q o 
example. So we allow it to sell itsey'(Brian, T02) 

Nevertheless, while generality stimulates immediate connections to destinations, specificity 

illuminates ioseor 'hidden' elements of place that bring new knowlcdgcs of Peru. Existing 

knowledges ate fundamental in initiating anticipatory practice as imagined and expected as 

producers focus on promoting the country (Kate, T01) while introducing secondary 

insights that identify tour operators' image within icons provides a twist to the story: 

WacbuPirchu, Ibepeople, the colourful markets... then... this is afun way to do it, come with us... the 
destination itseff to some extent speaksjor itself but there is then howjou want to see it" (Ewan, TO 5) 

New knowledges establish secondary, deeper relationships between tourists and place as 

space emerges for mobihsing affinities with Peru and tourists immerse their self with other 

as visuals focus on 'furthering The dream rather tbanjulfilling the dream at this stage" (Kate, TOI). 

Providing 'stages', operators mobilise elements beyond the known and ignite longing and 

desire to experience a destination first-hand: 

Vs all about tgiq to rorrsent .. sometbiq that makes people think, something unusual which I cant see 
g to capturr that essence" ýLeonard, T07) here, its wo rib travelling to go visit. It ýý .. tgin 

Nevertheless, despite creating specificity in place and place for specificity, the dominance 

of icons in discursive narratives generates considerable frustration amongst some operator 

respondents: 

"one of the problems ... ir ... the ky hi ghts are a must .. you have to have Machu Picchu... by the time ghli 
jou've had those and yourpeople shotsjou haven'tgot a lot ofroomfor much elre"(Ewan, TOS) 

4.2.2 Tourists: Becoming Through Representations of Place 

Such abstraction and generation of contextualised spaces of engagement arc rcfIccted in 

tourists' place perceptions as key icons underpin understandings of place: 
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, ge that evegone who has watched any TV about Pe or seen any I mean Macbm Picchu, vismal ima ru 
pictures of that shot with the mist and the mountains bebindprety much is the image I want to see "... 'T[f 
jou stuck a picture of Lima it could be anywhere ... but if you stuck apidure ofMacbu Picchu it ý The Inca 
trail isn't it" aim) 

However, while Machu Picchu dominates tourists' perceptions, as predicted by producers, 

other key icons remain prevalent in tourists' minds: 

I bavejustgot an imqge in m y bead of lost dtier andjungles " (Martin) 

y is it? " (Angela) or, 'its a llama and its Peru, mmm, its not a mqior xuýprise reall 

Alternatively, social and cultural imaginings of Peru emerge: 

or, 
ght cokurs " (Martin) I have a(n) ... image ... of this colburful market and the clotb and the bri 

I suspect it will beprettypoor .. onceJou get out o? f the big cities and the touristspots then thefadlities an 
probab. 1y, going to be not quite what we have at home " (Peter) 

Through the adoption and presentation of icons, localities become "vismalised as islands of 

absolute space in a sea of relative space" (Smith, 1984, cit Halfacree, forthcoming: 5). Icons 

become the destination; the key characteristics through which enduring relationships arc born. 

Nevertheless, the notion of icons as absolmle space requires attention. Representations, while 

directly facilitating processes of imaginative accommodation of the self within the other 

and initiating engagement with previously unknown elements of destinations, 

representations are never absolute. Rather, while offering mimetic insights into the 

materiality of place, they provide only a 'y7avour" (Rhys) and disclose partial understandings 

to tourists. Representations provide reassurance and stability for individuals as they start 

getting to know a destination on a more intimate level. Nevertheless, representations 

remain vague and ambiguous and are open to uncertainty through elements of the 

unknown. Comparisons are made with personal and/or second-hand past experiences and 

other representational spaces as tourists imaginatively understand place. While such 

interpretations rely upon collective interpretations to achieve basic understandings, tourists' 
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individual social knowledges, experiences and interests and their unique practices of 

interpretation further influence understandings and create connections with place. Self and 

other merge in an intricate mesh of becoming as existing knowledges are continually 

revisited and reinscribed as new knowledges are produced, absorbed and accommodated. 

Spaces of specificity and connection arise through multiple renegotiations of the iconic 

materiality of space, producer staging and individual ideological imaginings, as place is 

reproduced through moments of anticipatory practice. 

Such mobilisation and production of space via tourists living, acting and working with 

space emerges through a multiplicity of engagements with place over time. Many 

respondents pin-pointed particular moments of deciding to travel to Peru, and conveyed a 

sense of having always wanted to go: 

I bad an image in m is y mind q7f an oldflatmatefmm wben I was a student of a big blown uppboto on b 
wall ofMacbu Picebu of bim and kisfriend then and it was sucb a beautiful ima e hat Iju tbou one gt st gbI 
day I amgoing toget There" (C a thy) 

Such engagement and connection with Peru also combines with personal interests in 

archaeology, architecture and history: 

'I bave always liked bistog andpadicularly, ancient bistog ro I bave alwqzys bad a tbing That I bave 
always wantedtogo toMexico andPeru eversince Iwas quite Attle..., give me a ruin on boAdqy andIam 
ba 

. 
ppy " (Martin), 

with wildlife and the outdoors: 

'ýbe attraction ofgoing somewhere Ae Peru is I quite Ak e the mountains and lak es and Ibiqs " (P et er) 

Nevertheless, the majority of respondents lacked specific knowledge; each unclear of the 

specific emotions, sights, sounds and encounters that potentially lay ahead of them. Having 

been captivated by ambition or particular interests and affinity, the idea of difference 

permeated tourists imaginary and exoticised place: 

I think it will be quite exdfiýg and I think it vill be &fferent, I think it will be veg &fferrnt from 
anythiq I have done before" (Peter) 
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Tberefore, as Mormont (1990, cit. Halfacree, forthcoming) realises, place moves from 

being materially immanent on the ground to being imaginative. The embodied traces of 

place are superseded by the embodied imaginative engagement with place by tourists and 

producers combined. Place is created through disparities of intrigue; dependent upon the 

interests and motivations of each individual tourist. Place becomes produced through a 

complex interpretative repertoire that is ' 
. 
fundamentall y and imducibly, contextual and .. hi 

, ghl, y 

franiient. A ghostly, ephemeraA. 0 " (Halfacree, forthcoming: 11). Places are simultaneously both 

process and in process (Crang & Thrift, 2000); they ceaselessly become. 

4.2.3 Spaces of Representation 

Bound within social practices and representations of space, the final element of in the triad 

of place is spaces of representations, the brochures within which visuals are presented. As 

Halfacree (forthcoming) notes such spaces contribute to the creation of the social 

imaginary of place as produced by tour operators and consumed by tourists. Dominant, or 

'hoe representations are enlivened through spaces of representation; reappropriated and 

controlled by tour operators 'as principle producers of place. However, despite offering 

representations through which tourists initially identify place and find reassurance, it is vital 

producers engage in practices that increase their understanding of tourists' practices of 

consuming visuals in spaces of representation as they build personal relationships and 

affinities with place. Producers therefore aim to understand each potential space of 

representation, the purpose, role and effect of each device as encountered by tourists 

within anticipatory practice. Consequently, issues of tangibility, accessibility, socialisation 

and sharing permeate decisions to produce one device over another. 
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While television programmes and documentaries, magazines (e. g. Wanderlust), newspapers 

(in particular the Sunday Telegraph travel section), and the internet initially provide the first 

port of call, drawing attention to both Peru and tour operators, brochures continually 

corranand a central role in tourists' anticipatory performances. Indeed, as websites occupy 

greater importance in anticipatory performance, many respondents predict their 

continuance as sources for requesting brochures and providing additional information once 

the decision to travel has been made and excitement and intrigue is triggered. Therefore, 

while initially thought of as online brochures (Scarles, 2004), as opportunities for creativity 

and more detailed information arises, confusion emerges as brochures move towards 

guidebook stat. us (Carol, T03) or with increasing computer literacy, some producers 

anticipate a gradual decline of brochures (Brian, T02). Nevertheless, it is predicted such 

developments will be slow and a general reluctance exists to move away from brochures. 

Rather, brochures and websites supplement and compliment one other; each encouraging 

tourists to contact operators and move closer to the destination. 

1he materiality of visuals, the physical structure and being of brochures, facilitate tourists' 

anticipatory performances: generating excitement, creating tangible relations and furthering 

socialisation of space through communicative engagements. Indeed, anticipatory 

excitement increases with the tangibility of brochures and their arrival into the life of 

tounsts: 

, grej Tý av ivinter evening and tbir brocbure comes throughjour door .. its veg exiting..... people make that 
comment all the time " (Brian, T02) 

Sparking excitement through physical connectivity, brochures are durable and unlike the 

transient nature of websites, permeate tourists' decision-making process: 

'Wen you air plamnin a holiday_vom fike to pbysically have ( ticks up a brvebure in her hand and touches 
it) ph y want to go thromgb. . ,; u ysical. 1, ou mi ýbt be doing it on a trainjourng, in bed at mi gbt" Gulia, 
T08) 
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Such tangibility stimulates a multiplicity of anticipatory performances as tourists 

imaginatively engage with place. A shift in connectivity arises that intensifies desires and 

connections to place. Tourists ffick through and dip in and out of brochures and their 

visuals, initiating 'getting to know you' performances between self and other before 

decisions are finally made: 

5ou have a lot of time to anfidpate it andget vdted .. I am sure peo g ro n . 
ple leave the brvebure lyin aud 

and keepflicking throi(gh it and thengo 'oh I amgoiq to be there soon... its part of the anfidpation" 
(Leonard, T07) 

Such anticipatory Performances of flicking, perusing and recngagemcnt are ad-hoc and 

permeate the entire anticipatory experience making destinations easily accessible and ever- 

present. Performances ate perceived to create spaces of leisurely engagement as 

opportunities emerge for comfortable, relaxed encounters with place. Rather than imposing 

a fast, fleeting engagement with place and rushed and forced decision-making, brochures 

provide enduring spaces of seduction that encourage tourists to take time to get to know 

destinations on more immediate and intimate levels, moving through representations and 

creating personal connections to the other while 'ý; akftg) time to tbink about it, lime to comparr, 

lay them (brochurrs) all out, compair itineraries, comparr prices " (Kate, TO 1). 

Such insights arise not only through research, but via reflexive engagement with operators 

own anticipatory performances: 

'I like to have a brochure at home ... you canflck through it at breakfast, or maybe rrad it on the bog or 
sometbing.... you can throw it around the house for a while ... ifyou air just browsiq ... jou want to 
he ... seduced" (Ewan, T05). 

Such tangibility and accessibility stimulates perceptions of trust and security regarding 

destinations and tour operators: 

"when ýeople) go to destinations that thg don't necessatilyfeel comfortable ... thg want to have somethin g 
more soAd that 1bg can touch ... its is a secutity blanket" (Lucy, T04), 
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while the materiality and presence of brochures provides spaces for relaxed encounters 

optitnises sociability and sharing during anticipatory performance, further stimulating 

excitement and firing tourists' imagination: 

g rv 'Part of the fun ... is cboodig the holiday. Its notjust a case of information, its alFo sittin a und and 
sajiq lobjeab that looks interestin& that looks nice ... what about that one here, or no... 1 definite_4 don't 

_v want to do that!... you can have three orfourpeople sitting amund the hroebum much easier than oucan 

, gether" (Leonard, T07) around the wehsite '7tr the sodal as pect beilg able to look to 

4.2.4 Practicing Place: Tourists' Anticipatory Performances in Spaces of 

Representation 

Brochures stimulate dynamic relations between tourists and destinations as they explore 

and initiate connections between self and other. Embarking upon a variety of different 

performances of anticipation, tourists remould their individual imaginings according to 

dominant discourses as they enliven, re-colonise, tame and understand their self in relation 

to the other. However, despite such difference and as tour operators predicted, the 

materiality of brochures remains fundamental to such practice as tourists generally coUcct a 

selection of brochures through which they bad a greater understanding and connection to 

Peru: 

I went thrvqb the internet and I went tbroqb the Sundaj papers, throu gh the travel (section) 
and .. ordervd eveg brveburr that bad Peru on it"... I got a busepile ... it was ... almost up to my desk" 
(Gillian) 

Indeed, whether browsing two, three or more brochures, their tangibility and role in 

providing direct, easy to access information is fundamental to tourists' anticipatory 

performances. 'Me immediacy and excitement that results from holding a brochure in your 

hands; bringing the destination closer and providing a physical connection with tourists is 

fundamental in most tourists decision-making. Generally, after collecting brochures from 

travel agents, or receiving them in the post, tourists engage in an urgent, immediate initial 

reading of place whether at home, while travelling, or sitting in cafes or at work: 
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'Sarab. I read The wbole Ming... 
Interviewer: did you go straight to the Peru part first? 
Sarab. Yeab jeab and then I started looking at it and tbinking ob jeab, ob gee, ob 

yeah ... tbatý`s a lovelypicturr ... that would make me stop and look and read about, a 
little bit around about that". 

During such moments brochures images come to the fore. As tourists flick through, 

images grab their attention and draw them into particular spaces of the brochure reassuring 

and providing a flavour and idea of what tourists can expect while triggering dreams and 

imaginative performances of place: 

Ivben you first stad looking at brochures ... all of that practical gumph, I find a bit boring ... the 
photo graphs sell itfor me " (GiRian) 

Nevertheless, having secured the reassurance through key icons and partially 

accommodated the images within their self, second-level engagement with destinations 

emerges as images lower in importance. While attention had previously focused only on the 

short captions that, where they exist, provide anchorage and relay into deeper meaning of 

images (Barthes, 1982), tourists attention falls to the more detailed written texts of 

itineraries as they engage in fact-finding missions: 

y Tyou ivant to go. Ifyou 'T, guenryou start to read the text whenyou am mom serious about aduall ded n 
arejustflickin ,g 

idý thmugb a brvcburryou look at tbepictums" (Martin) 

Consequently, -andcipatory performances become a diverse fusion of hybrid texts as written 

merges with visual and tourists explore the predetermined checklist of key imagined 

inclusions they construct via anticipatory imaginings. Such fusion provides the framework 

for decision-making: 

Ive had a fist ofplaces that we wanted to go to just fmm hearing people talk about it .. we knew one 
thing ... we wanted to do vasjý7y over the nasca Unes " (Angela) 

Spaces of encounter with brochures therefore move to demand greater engagement as 

tourists embark on numerous different practices of comparing and evaluating different 

trips according to times, dates and prices until they wIdttle down an initially vast selection 

to a select few that fulfil their demands: 
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ple of times, I will have had a Couple of hoursfive 'Tftcked through and then ... after looking througgh a cou 
one day andrat down with a cup of tea andgone through ... like ten &fferrntpqges of ones" (Maggic) 

Some adopt a 'dog-eating' approach where 'ýberr were ... abouffour options that I bad tied over the 

corners of thepages" (Maggie), while others highlight or 'star' options where "one star should be 

in the firstpile and then whether thg get scrapped or whether thy get .. upgraded to a two star 

(interviewer)" (Gillian). While at times individuals organise trips for fellow travellers, or 

people travel alone, the social practises of engaging with place through the materiality of 

brochures with travel companions intensified excitement as individuals exchanged ideas 

and imaginings, stimulating animated engagements between travel companions and 

building personal and collective connections with place: 

'ýpe sat bere, with all of the broebures all across thefloor .. you say 'oh kok ibis one does this and this and 
tbis'and 'this one does this and this... then we started tbeprveess of elimination " (Paula). 

Ile tangibility of brochures continues to underpin practices of anticipation and although 

two respondents preferred the internet as the key device of anticipation: 

T`s ... easier because you get all the information you want .. and I can do otber stuff at the same 
times ... look at the Permian tourist board or loneý planet" (Martin) 

or, 

'ý5eed and ease ... within. .. an hour (we) hadSot a do. Zen different holidajs ... its eag tofiller out lbat_vou 
don't want, whereas ifjougot tbmugb a brochurejou havegot to ... Cross off the dates on that page.. . 
(Rhys) 

, the majority of respondents prioritise the tangibility of brochures and reflected on the 

ephemerality and transience of the internet as impeding connection between self and other. 

While material in being, the speed and subsequently fleeting, momentary encounters with 

place on the web created an impermanence and instability that impeded between both self 

and visual device and subsequently, self and other: 

: ýou can bave tbree orfour (bmchurrs) open at the same time andjust compare wbicb with The internet if 
veg &fwult becauseyou open, close, open, close, o pen, close" 0 im). 
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Indeed, the failings of the immateriality of the internet are emphasised as Rhys comments 

on the need to print out and create tangible outputs after his internet searches in order to 

continue his decision-making practices: 

, gs out jou can look at them Ake that (holds uto sbeets of A4 
.Pw 

"... when you print thin 
side hy xide) 

Nevertheless, while brochures provide the platform for exploratory engagements and elicit 

closer connections with Peru, the majority of respondents expressed the need to go beyond 

the limits of the 'hot' representations. Textual hybridity further increases as tourists 

incorporated a variety of additional texts into their search process in their search for 

ccooler' elements of place: 

'Mis isjust a start ... itsjust basic stuff that ý wby I have got that book ... so I can read morr in-deptb 
(Abby). 

Despite potentially "bombardin 
, g" tourists with information, anticipatory practices turn to the 

internet and guidebooks as secondary textual sources of information, further educating and 

facilitating tourists' control and understanding of place: 

Ne next thiq I do is..., get a book on Peru ... and work between the two ... the botels That an mentioned, 
see if tbg are mentioned in there ... I do ... my bomework asmuch aspossible "(Donna) 

or, 

I Xd go to the website ... there is more in-depth description of The tour .. lots of other practical 
information ... like health advice and wbatjou should take and what sort of clothes to wear" (Peter) 

The hybridity of textual interplays further intensifies as tourists talk with family and friends. 

Such engagements provide vital reassurances as tourists receive support via personal 

insights from unbiased sources. Spaces are renegotiated through embodied remembrances 

of others and tourists are able to further situate themselves in Peru: 

'Wking to people wbo-people ivho hadjust done the Inca trail or .. been to Cusco, maybe lake 
Titicaca ... tbg bad =4 enjqyed it and tby kad all manaTed the Inca trail, that'sfine, so I was a bit 
more reassured" (Maggie) 
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Although not actively sough out, tertiary sources of knowledge such as television 

programmes, documentaries, newspaper articles, reference books and travel exbibitions 

provided ad-hoc snippets of knowledge: 

_y 
out, (but) ... ifl saw one on TV y have cauTht bits of prqgrams, but I havent gone and soqbt an ma 

now, I would deliberately sit down and wateb it" (Maggie) 

Nevertheless, such hybridity once again refocuses on the brochure once final bookings are 

complete. Emphasising the importance of tangibility once again, practices of imaginative 

reengagement arise during spaces of relaxation and moments of tranquillity within busy 

work and life schedules as tourists re-injected excitement into anticipatory performances: 

Ig up g4iferent ... imqge(s) ... I baven't looked at Them probably, look at Them ... morr and morr,. pickiý 

, gain " (Cathy) recently, because I bave been too bug ... as we get closer .. I will start to look througb them a 

Such practices of reencounter heighten excitement and expectancy as once again tourists 

are seduced by what they see as they hold and feel the brochure in their hands. They create 

personal worlds of connection through ideological imaginings: 

Ne good Ibing about the bmeburv is wejust bave them next to the coffee table and itsjustfive minutes 
youjust skim throu gn and again" space andjoujustpick up and awful because I do it a ai 

aim) 
or, 

I like the whole thin 
,g about travel hmchures ... its that .. notion of .. dreaming and being at home and 

beiq there and.... you can take in the bath" (GiBian) 

Furthermore, excitement extends into moments of sociability and sharing representations 

and potential experiences with others: 

"its veg impodant to me.... jorpeople who I show this bmeburr to ... who have never really been ... traveNn g 
or anything, tbg know what I amSoing to see... my Nan ... she's like I= isn't this wonderful ... (Abby) 

4.3 Mobilising Discursive Spaces 

The processes and practices of creating and constructing of place are inhcrcndy imbued as 

sites of struggle. Consequently, performances of anticipation emerge as a series of 

discursively and ethically mobilised spaces of engagement. Bound within such struggles of 
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production are five key discursive encounters: selling, positioning, negotiation and knowing, 

sourcing and finally, responsibility and (mis)representation, each imbued with ethical 

consideration and dilemma. 

4.3.1 Discoutses of Selfing 

Brochures are devices for selling holidays: 

I always drum into evegbody 'remember why you are here, you are not here to produce a beautý`ul 
brochure ... you are here tosellboýýjs" (Carol, T03) 

Fundamental to selling is fuelling imagination and triggering ideological associations with 

destinations. Producing successful brochures employs complex combinations of 

negotiations and considerations as products are packaged and presented. Producers 

become 'directors', guiding and facilitating tourists' understanding as elements of place arc 

choreographed to create achievable, realistic pathways into destinations that promise to 

fulfil tourists' dreams and expectations. Brochure visuals capture attention and instil 

intrigue: 'ýi bit of exdtement, potential exdtement ... (its all about hinting), absolutely" (Phil, 

T06). 

Brochures become producers' 'ýhowcase" Gane, T08), initiating curiosities, capturing the 

'feel' of place and drawing tourists into the body of brochures as they create affinities and 

relations with place and are convinced something is worth travelling to see and can only be 

seen by travelling on a particular trip. Selling focuses on minimising uncertainties and 

setting tourists minds attest as their attention is redirected to the safe, secure confines of 

brochures that protect tourists and gently welcomes them to destinations. Nevertheless, as 

tourists are enveloped in brochure 'ýtog-telling" Gohn, T09, Bob, T02), the discourses of 
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selling are underpinned by numerous practices and processes that lurk beneath the glossy 

pages. 

4.3.2 Discoutses of Positioning 

Attaining competitive advantage and positioning product and advertising to achieve 

optimal sales is fundamental to selling. Bound within the complexities of selling is the 

mobilisation of new knowledges. Knowledges refer not only to place, but also to the image 

of operators as brochure and product go hand in hand and become 'Me frflection ofwbat the 

client thiqs of you " (Paul, T06), enabling operators to "convy a sense of the style in which Welke to 

operate" Gohn, T09). Operating in a market where companies offer roughly the same trip, 

similar highlights, sights and experiences, key advantages are gained via individual 

organisational characteristics as each instil twists on product and presentation: 

.p ofering veg I always look to see what otberpeople arr offering becausejou..., find morr companies end u 
ps. .. soyou knowyou are goiq to bave to do sometbing &fferrntýl to Ig and attract mo people similar tri IV 

to it" (Kate, TO 1) 

Operators ensure competitive pricing and keep abreast of existing and new product 

placement by referring to competitors brochures. Such referencing facilitates positioning as 

operators search for inspiration, skiin ideas for expanding products or spark innovative 

takes from competitors' brochures. Differentiation can "be as simple aspbotograpby ... differmt 

angles" (Leonard, see figures 4.14 to 4.17) and while conscious decisions are made to analyse 

competitors' brochures, the incorporation of new knowledges becomes subliminal as 

elements merge with existing knowledges of successful practices of brochure construction. 

As Kate (TO 1) reflected: 'its all heoin 
,g whenjou air designingyour next brochure " Operating in a 

competitive environment "there is quite a lot of pla giarisiýg ... not diirdly, but Their is a lot of 

bonvuing of ideas" (Bob, T02). Such plagiarism is inevitable and rather than direct, 
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premeditated plagiansing, oper-ators merely learn from others through simultaneously 

conscious and subconscious pructices of engagement with competitors' brochures. Focus is 

on learning and evolving existing individualities, taking ideas and incorporating an 

individual twist rather than adopting the image of another. 

" II 4 

(clockwise from top left) Figure 4.14: Machu Picchu, The Adventure Travel Company, Small Groups 
Worldwide Destinations, 2003-2004: 81,4.15: Machu Picchu, Explore Worldwide, 2004/2005: 124,4.16: 
Machu Picchu, Guerba, South American Trekking and Adventure, 2003/2004: 10,4.17: Machu Picchu, 
Guerba, South American Trekldng and Adventure, 2003/2004: 8. 
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4.3.3 Discourses of Negotiation 
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Discourses of negotiation further intensify the discursive mobilisation of place as multiple 

expert knowledges become enmeshed within complexities of image construction. Realising 

the value of consumer knowledge in selling, operators collate information via sales figures, 

initial phone conversations as holidays are booked and post-travel questionnaires. 

Nevertheless, budgetary constraints render such practice and resultant information 

inherently sporadic, providing only limited knowledge of consumer practice and generally 

focusing on tourists' compatibility with destinations regarding the type of holiday required, 

of practicalities regarding 'on-the-ground' issues such as hotel quality and transfers. Only 

one operator actively engaged tourists via focus groups; encouraging direct consumer 

mediation of visuals: 

'ive hadrome ideas and thgjust ripped them apart and we had to start aTain, wbieb wasgreat ... we 
totalZv listen to jPbat our customers arr xayiq"(Bob, T02). 

Operators engage in subjective reflection and reposition themselves as tourists: 

I vill tg andput mjseýf into someone else'sposition and think what I wouldUke to see ... tg and look at 
itfrom a ... clientspoint of tiew " (Sue, T05) 

Nevertheless, subjectivity brings problems and respondents warned of the dangers of 

short-sightedness and blinkered vision. Self-reflection and repositioning becomes hindered 

by attention to detail as producers become absorbed in detail and specialist knowledge of 

place and lose sight of the generality of tourist initial imaginings. Subsequcntly, "it's tral/y, 

hard to distance joursey' (Sue, T05) and attention rests on individual experiences and 

personal aesthetic demands. Indeed, Kate (T01) conceded: 'T am hgond being objective about 

it" 
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Where first-hand knowledge stimulates blinkered vision, or is absent, personal perceptions 

of Peru are mobilised through secondary knowledge sources of colleagues holding first- 

hand experiences, whether formalised through slide-shows and product presentations: 

"wben we have a new ... launch ... there is a product presentation ... product manqgers willgive us a xMe 
show" (Frasier, TO 10) 

or, infortnal conversadons and creadve contribudons: 

I haven't been to Peru but then are ... people in the office who have, so ... thy ... knom, the mainplaces of 
interrst and .. vbat we should be taLking about" (Sue, T05) 

Attention regains focus and permeates limited interpretative abilities as muld-faceted 

channels of communication amass individual knowlcdges and areas of expertise to achieve 

optimal output. Place mobilisation becomes fluid, endlessly subscribed by numerous actors 

each contributing to the (re)negodadon of knowledges, embracing experiences and insights 

of others as fundamental to the creation of a successful brochure outcome. 

Nevertheless, within such relations spaces of conflict are inevitable: 

We :r who like to make Ibiqs look beautiful .. you have Potjour pain comesfmm ... working with designer 
produapeople who want toget as much text and .. product in ... you have got to step back and say,... yes 
its, got to look beautiful, but its sfillgot to sell holidays ... you come up with a happy me&um, there's lots of 
ntgodations Mat& on" (Lucy, T04) 

However, confrontation and negotiation also kindle creativity and spontaneity. Place 

becomes injected with life insdUed through production as coUaborative process: 

"ideas start formuladig in meethgs and .. thg mi , ght.... ra y n, ,& we want to make more landsciVe 
brochure ... an hour later thg are taikiq about something ... which is a completel, y different site ".. Ive were 

just, grabbing bits ofpa per .. and .. eventually, anived andfoundsomething.... wefelt would work" (I'om, 
T09) 

Indeed, in respecting the expertise of others and 'knowing' vibrancy and life emerges 

dirough negotiated tweaking: 

'ýomefimes ... (x) III sg 'no, no, no that's the wrong emphasis ... swap them amund.... fine, she knows 
propel, I'll bow to her" (Carol, T03) 
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4.3.4 Discourses of Sourcing 
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Whilst the mobilisation of space emphasises the construction of discourse and its 

dissemination through images, the physical allocation of images remains a source of intense 

frustration and maintains the void between optimal ideological imaginings and that 

ultimately achieved. Due to budgetary constraints, operators are generally restricted to 

existing organisational image libraries or source from colleagues, tout guides, local 

guides/operators, friends and even clients themselves'. Alternatively, operators source 

images from promotional CD's distributed at TravelMarts by PromPeru. Access to such 

images ensures both quality and content as the images are focused on the elements of Peru 

as highlighted by the national tourist board of Peru. Nevertheless, while evocative and 

stimulating, dangers arise regarding competitor duplication and repetition of images as 

operators arc aware other operators also have equivalent access. Consequently, operators 

stressed the need to use images unique to the organisadon. 

Additionally, whilst image libraries such as BBC Wildlife, Lonely Planet or Robert Harding, 

to name but a few, provide a wide variety of potential images, the costs involved in 

securing permission from libraries restricts viability: 'Mis shot ... would have cost us 

L300 ... that's ridiculous, I am notbaying that sort of mony" (Lucy, T04). The cost of image 

allocation is further reflected in operators' incapacity to commission professional 

photographers as the costs involved in meeting the demands of brochure photography 

deem commissioning an unviable option: 

"if we wanted to get exactly the ... shots... ve wanted witb the rigbtpeople and the ri bt ocations be vealber gZ 
is so un , 

preSdable ... it could be a wasted week ... it would be a veg e-%pensive ftipfor what we weregoing to 
get out ofit" (Carol, T03) 

7 Inclusion of client photographs has been achieved by running photographic competitions, offering 
discounts on trips, or offering a small monetary reward for use of images. 
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Operators are therefore restricted to existing or new images from colleagues, guides and 

clients. While it is impossible to provide guidelines for clients, opportunity arises for 

producers to guide colleagues' photographic practice via informal, conversational briefing. 

Although only one operator provides formal, written guidelines, the communicative 

engagement focuses photographic practice and raises the consciousness of the aim of 

photographing as a functional practice to fulfil ideological imaginings. Such guidelines 

involve issues such as: 

'Yf tby are trekkiýg I would sqy,... don'tgive me a piamn of twelve peoples backsides ... run on abead 
gbs) we need tbeirfaces "(Frasier, TO 10) (lau 

Nevertheless, the void between desirable and actual content persists as images, while 

achieving high standards, continually reproduce common, already secured visions of place. 

Additionally, frustration arises as producers rely on chance, rather than certainty in 

.p 
uitb " (Phil, T06). acquiring images as they 'live auides) a coýole offilks and see wbat tbg come u 

Such chance permeates image selection as: 

, ges bave wegot ... we'd better use that one because i6 the on# one tbatý "its more ̀bloo4y, bell wbat ima 
baff decent "... 'Me pictures... air large# dictated ly wkat we bave available ratber than wbat we would 
Io ve to use. If I wrote a sboppiq &t it would be veg &fferen t" (Ewan, TO 5). 

Frustration arises as producers face the arduous process of trawling through thousands of 

images only to mismatch and alter discursive demands to fit better images. Consequently, 

the discursive mobilisation of place becomes consumed by compromise between optimal 

output and the reality of existing content. Frustration lies not only with image quality, but 

content as images fail to mobilise nalseduction and inspirational engagements: 

Vs about selliq a boliday ... tber-e are certain imqger that, absolutely no, that cantgo in because its ... not 
sellin smt in 

, g. Tbat'sjust la'sbot, we don't wantjust 'a'shot, we want oeb g anythin g That is there speaking, 
speaking" Uohn, T09) 
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4.3.5 Discourses of Responsibility and (Mis)Representation 

Mobilising ideological discourse is not merely the inclusion of elements that fulfil aesthetic 

appea?, but relies upon a series of underlying discursive practices regarding responsibility 

and (niis)reptesentadon. Brochures offer 'ýi selection of a selection ... we look at what we have 

available and... cboose what is the best re resentation of the view ... we want togive" (Leonard, T07). p 

Discursive interpretations of place are fundamental to selection and brochures provide the 

opportunity for producers to '5wanoulate (and) point information to suit what you are Iging to do in 

a pofitive way" (Bob, T02). Indeed, it is the complexities of responsibility as a delicate 

balance of honesty, white hes/blagging and directed ways of seeing that is of interest as: 

1ve ... show things as tbg air ... openness and hones_* ... is veg important ... Do we tellporkies? Yep all 

the time (laughs) it's in myjob description" (Frasier, TO 10). Producers therefore balance factual 

accuracy with desired 'truths', the porosity of which becomes bound by moral and ethical 

dilemma and is paralleled by legalities of due diligence that hold operators accountable for 

telling the truth. Legal, profit-driven and moral retribution underpins negotiations that 

balance reality and ideological imaginings, re-directing attention while not directly denying 

less desirable elements and 'Yf the diram doesn't mateb The rrali_ojou eoe ve uP ,gtsmg nbap ?y 

customers" (Leonard, T07). It is about 'ýutfin 
,ga spin on it" (Ewan, T05), diverting attention 

and staying within the limits of manipulation as producers are 'Wling a slog as long as it's not 

fictitious" (Phil, T06). 

While the 'porkies' Fraser refers to emerge in renegotiating temporary, changeable elements 

such as blue skies and sunshine, such selectivity is routine as: 

5ou could have an honestpicturr of someone in Machu Picchu in the rain or .. in thesunshine. The chap 
we werr saying about, he ý got prat shots of peo s stu nin ple in their anoraks huddYng with IN ng 
sceneg.... thy are clearý enjgij! g it, but its not a shotforthe brochure" (Ewan, T05). 

8 See Scarles (forthcoming) for discussion on politics of technical elements of image construction 
regarding photography and design (e. g. focus, colour, varying image size, layout, cropping, etc) 
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Nevertheless, addressing delicate discourses, producers redirect tourists' attention away 

from permanent, negative elements of place. The irony of positivity emerges as operators, 

in expressing obligation to be honest, simultaneously shy away from undesirable, 'real' 

issues that would be detrimental to sales: 

'Wat's the sqfeýv like, its prety dodgy out there, The borders are still rife, jou arr morr Ukeý logetjour 
camera nabbed in Peru tbanprobably anywhere else in the world. -so wbatputrpeople off Peru and how 
can we turn that into apositive" (Lucy, T04) 

Indeed, tourists are unlikely to face elements of social deprivation as producers promote 

Peru as a risk-free destination where poverty, health and cleanliness should be of little 

concern. Producers distance themselves from 'Iruerome" views and mobilise more 

appropriate ideological discourse: 

'Wat ivould we not Fofi ,,, or? Sometking that reprrsents Me sbeerpoverty, the sbeer deprivation of some 
of .. tbeplaces vego to ... we wouldn't willingly (sbow tbat) " (Frasier, TO 10) 

Nevertheless, the intricately sensitive nature of such images was apparent as he quickly 

added "(but) we don't sby awayfmm it" 

Awareness of socio-poEdcal sensitivity was further reflected through issues of terrorism: 

'Yn these times ofpolitical tumoillou need to be delicate ... it wouldn't do us aly M&t if we had a big 
bearded man lookiqfrighteniq " (Frasier, TO 10), 

as weU as drugs and language differences: 
"(tourists) are vonied about drugs and thiqs like that-and the laquqge ... tbg want to know that 
someone is their to hold their hand" Gohn, T09) 

Despite such negotiations, respondents warned of the dangers of abusing techniques of 

image manipulation as a secondary means of achieving preferred image content and the 

potential of misrepresentation. Indeed, while it is acceptable to exercise selective insights 

through the act of photographing as: 

'ýeople see a wonder ýfiul xl'ýht in the brvchures, tbg won't see tbefactogjust off to The ii , gbt" (Phil, T06), 
deeper ethical concerns arose regarding manipulative practice: 

I don't like manoulaling images that look really obvious ... I mean ... it can look nice ... but .. I... don't 
want to Sive-afalse imqge " (Sue, T05) 
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Nevertheless, despite dilemmas of misrepresentation, the majority of respondents 

acknowledged the benefits of 'touching up' images: 

'its necessag ... to ... beef up the colours ... not to thepoint that its ... almost luminous I amjust &45ing 
it along the way ... we atv not talkiqg excessiveý... st to et it a bit sba er,... denser in colour" . Jýy '0 'Uttle 7P 
(rom, T09) 

Subtle reconfiguration of image content facilitates the mobilisation of ideological 

imaginings. However, dilen-unas of manipulation continually emerge as producers are 

bound to conveying destinations as awaiting tourists' arrival. Nevertheless, the flexible 

limits of responsibility permeate considerations of image manipulation: 

'ýake out tele graph poles. . somebod g stupid at the back ... its not &Stor1bg itsjust .. ben&ng y lookhý ... 
the truth" (rom, T09) 

Consequently, place becomes enframed within a series of complex moral, ethical and legal 

considerations as producers provide a delicate balance that reflects 'truths' of a destination 

as mediated and ideologically constructed through discursive interpretations of place. 

4.3.6 Tourists Anticipatory Discursive Mobilisation of Place 

The discursive mobilisation of place by producers moves to reinforce existing positive 

perceptions of place in tourists' minds while simultaneously quelling anxieties and fears that 

may emerge during anticipatory imaginings. Such mediation actively constructs a series of 

directed visions through which tourists increase understandings and accommodation of 

place into their self Creating impressions of people and place, brochures deliver 

destinations to tourists. However, being only a flavour, the ability of the images to 

encapsulate the range of potential embodied encounters and experiences is limited and 

relies upon suggestion and tourists' exploratory imaginative engagement with place: 

'Mis is vbatjou n-ýight be seeiq, orsomething similar .. but I mean fifteen da ys, there are wbat-thrre 
pbotqrapbs tbere, so I don't tbink thg can bqgin to capture the boliday " (Rhys) 
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Consequently, scepticism underlies such engagement as tourists display cynicism towards 

the producers. Aware of the principles of selling, directed visions are felt to provide general, 

biased introductions to destinations. The function of anticipation as a means of projecting 

tourists into highly emotive, imaginative engagements with place becomes akin to a game 

between both producers and tourists; the former providing evidence to reassure the latter. 

Tourists are aware of their position as players in the game of directed viewings of polished 

elements of place and while inevitable, such games were felt by some, to become 'ýourifled" 

and 'Patronhiig" (Les): 

, gb garbage ... snotDi nosed kids on the 'My are not goiq to show _yom 
pictures of dýgs picking tbrou 

street .. the squalid xide of life ... its not an expose ... its definitely, a selling things ... carefullypicked out so 
that you are looking at ancient temples ... mountains ... cute kids" (Sarah) 

Such scepticism opens spaces of deferment as uncertainty permeates anticipatory 

performances. Feelings of pleasure and excitement are paralleled with insecurity and doubt 

through not-knowing, mystery and surprise in a mosaic of partial knowledges. The general 

simplicity and similarity of images presented in brochures dilutes their role in decision- 

making after initial sensory engagement as, while facilitating the construction of a general 

picture of place, simplicity Emits tourists' ability to know place in its entirety. Consequently, 

while basic engagements facilitate brief discursive mobilisations of place, once reassurance 

is attained and a basic understanding of place achieved, a deferral of discursive 

performances arise as tourists partially remove themselves from place until first-hand 

physical engagement with place and are 'Vuite ba 
. 
ppyfiist to wait and see andgo tberr " (Angela). 

Such deferral stems from concerns regarding the infiltration of imaginings of past 

experiences, or as divulged by family, friends or alternative media sources. Tourists' key 

concern is the preservation of the holiday as waiting to be experienced by the self. Rather 

than engaging in second-hand viewing through the eyes of others and constructing 
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perceptions that colour visions of place on artival, respondents emphasised the importance 

of safeguarding the primary role of self and personal engagement during the holiday 

experience: 

'YfI have seen loadr ofreall, g . ygoodpidures then its not so new whenjou o there ... I cant have my own take 
on it because I will already know like how I am meant to see it " (Maggie) 

Indeed, while such communication establishes deeper discourses that deepen tourists' 

knowledge, some respondents actively distanced themselves from the poetic vocabularies 

and imagery of brochures to ensure spaces for personal connection, stating 'My don't know 

that I amgoing to irlax and enjU the monasteg " (Angela). 

Second-hand discursive narratives of place were also felt to mobilise imaginative 

preconceptions that would fuel disappointment and open spaces for discrepancy between 

ideological imaginings and in-situ experience. Consequently, while brochures aided primary 

anticipations, respondents warned of the risk of prolonged immcrsion into mediated 

imaginings experience: 

Wat is someone 4-e ý holiday its not my holiday, so I am not buil&ng up any hopes for it to be like 
that ... I want it to kind of give mjseýf... almost a clean slate so That I don't have huge 
expectations ... because I think if you do that, then ... jou am settin g up arfifidal measure " (GiUian) 

'I don't tbinkyou can actualylgetyour hands on the countg until you actual# get There ... itgivesyou an 

,g to eVect (but) x vrong, but I think at least idea of wbatyom an goin your e pectations miTbt be completely, 
. you canprvpaivyoutTeY'(Abby) 

Related to issues of disappointment, respondents also felt anticipatory imaginings would be 

detrimental to the intensity of the in-situ experience: 

I feel the e4erience loses some intensi g tojust 
_0 

if I am tgiq to ... picture myseý'Iberr ... I am willin 
fbink about vork ... until Iget on tbepane vben I willgo to sleep ... and then. .. )ýist let it hit me" (Angela) 

Deferral becomes fundarnental to the entire travel experience. If it was removed from the 

anticipatory equation ýýou couldJustbave a tidual holiday... you wouldjust jit and you Would look at 

the brocbure" (Gillian), the experience of travel would be fulfilled entirely through 
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imaginative engagement. Spaces of mystery, intrigue, longing and waiting would be satiated 

and no reason would exist to necessitate physical travel. 

Nevertheless, subconscious acceptance of politicised imaginings continues to underpin the 

foundations of anticipatory imaginings. Such engagement builds over time as tourists 

repeatedly encounter destinations as they book previous holidays: 

cc maybe I havegot more about Peru visuallyfrom brochures than I think hut itrjust been in thepast when 
I haven't actually been lookin 

,g to book a holiday" (Angela) 

Tourists continually seek inspiration as they aspire to future holidays before completing the 

one at hand, continually mobilising and building affinities with destinations as they 

construct a 'wish-hse of destinations they drearn of visiting in the future. 

4.3.7 Moving Beyond Deferral and Enlivening Place 

Whilst the majority of respondents actively refrained from engaging in discursive 

performances of anticipation, elements of anticipatory performance emerge that display 

discursive tendencies beyond reassurance. Whilst the potential for such performance is 

indeed restricted, respondents create discursive connections with place as they move 

beyond the limited shared knowledges of brochures and engage in a political preparation 

that mixes more and less desirable elements of place: 

I think it addr quite a bit becauseyou know a certain amount of knowledge beforryougo and thenyou 
have a better idea of wbatlou want to see or whatjou am going to do, what to expect and things that are a 
nasty shock, don't come as quite so much of a nas_* shock " (Peter) 

Such preparation further intensifies as, despite the inherent scepticism of brochure imagery, 

tourists ate able to initiate their position wid-ýn place through imaginative engagement. 

Utilising the inherent transience and mobility of images, they rewrite spaces in accordance 
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with their imaginative, anticipatory accommodation of place Referring to figure 4.18, Peter 

commented: 

"I nwn its... ubat's here or ubat's babird )ut4 you just get dmt son of Ang, so yah.. )m can ý, mgiw 
youndfstan&, g on this spot and tak irg that pboto yamdfa lit& hit". 

Although not all respondents engaged in such pr-actices, where such u*mginm*gs anse, 

anticipatory perfon-nances become akin to constructing pre- memories of space. For Nbggle, 

the brochure became a "little sm-xm .r of ny bohday dmt I am 90VT on Wore I baw aaually gow 

dx-m.. it IS mv little pm-nvruao" through which momentary glances and encounters with the 

other are achieved as tourists 'fli& to the piawrs and An )x*i know yv are auay and d)en )vu 

(Aks fiWn) and yu am at bonr" (Gillian). 

I N: 
28. 

ý4 (&;, ýA', -% 

Nevertheless, whilst anticipatory perfonnances spawn irnaginings, the inherent lirnitations 

of discursive perfonnances as constrained by partial knowledge of place facilitates the 

prediction of greater intensity of anticipated in-situ feelings and emotional connection to 

place as achieved through active in-situ leaming fills Mi the rnissing gaps: 
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'W the same. fimejou tbink weg it won't quite be like that .. thatý only, a small snapsbot of a bigger sort 
ofpanorama "... 'it will mean a lot more to actuall y be there and actually know what its Ae (irather than 

just seeing thepidurr " (Peter) 

Such limitations produce hybrids of envisioning as tourists occupy a space somewhere 

between place as never encountered and place as already experienced: 

5ou can actually imq 
, gine thatjou arr lookig at tbat.... (hut) I tbink unfill bave actually, seen it witb my 

own ges, I don't quite beUeve I am tberr ... its xomewhere in-between " (Cathy). 

Such performative engagements are consciously mobilised by tourists and spaces of 

discrepancy emerge that provide opportunity for personal opinion as tourists routinely 

colour and politicise anticipatory performance as they strive to imaginatively engage with 

and accommodate, place: 

I looked through all thepicturrs of all the (brvcbures) Igiq tojustget. JMqges in Pqy mind ... The ones of 
pe shots because that is The o people werrparficularý stron g ... I lovepeople pictures and I love the landrca s it 

of thiq that I would want to be lookilg at mjse! f'(Cathy). 

Such connections with place draw upon sensory understandings as tourists relate place to 

existing poetic knowledges of past encounters. Discursive performances, whether 

conscious or subconscious, initiates a socio-spatialising of place as respondents 

imaginatively position themselves in place via a third set of anticipatory performances and 

to these attention now turns. 

4.4 Imagining Practicc 

The final set of performances embraces the imaginative practices of anticipation as tourists' 

sensory engagement with place extends beyond the visual as they engage in reflexive, 

embodied anticipatory performances that further enrich connections between self with the 

other. Such imaginative engagement is imbued in a direct socio-spatialising of place by 

producers and the occupation of such spatialising practice by tourists. 
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4.4.1 Socio-spatialising Place 
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Through visuals, producers give place character and characterise place according to 

dominant discourse as they actively rewrite social engagements with place. They bind limits 

of differentiation through practices of hegemonising and homogenising, crystallising 

potential performances of place as optimal endpoints to be attained and providing 

foundational insights into place as already occupied. Socio-spatialising creates and mobilises 

facilitative discourse through which tourists imaginatively incorporate their self into place, 

justifying, sampling and imaginatively rehearsing their role and compatibility with place as 

producers suggest ways of becoming tourist in Peru. 

Producers mobilise pathways of personal engagement as they divert attention away from 

price and captivate tourists within a visual melody of place that intensifies embodied 

engagement and prioritises warm, indulgent imaginative bonding with place. Ideas of "Y 

really, want to do this... (Phil, T06) consume tourists' imaginary, at times triggering 

physiological reactions as tourists smile or gasp as they are reflexively consumed by the 

image and become 1magined actors" (Scarles, 2004: 55). By creating emptiness and spaces for 

engagement, images become pathways to fulfilment as they create gazes and enworld 

tourists in a '9D effect" (Carol, T03) that encourages tourists to 'step into' the images 

presented to them. Images transform tourists' relations with place as they becoming more 

than just pictures, firing emotions and imaginative sensual encounters: 

V's a fair. 1y, instantfielfor the place, a fielfor the colours, the culture"... "thy can almost smell the 
place ... almost hear it, feel it, touch it, the iphole thing, that's thepoint"(Tom, TO 9) 

'ýeople ... look in brochures in &fferent wqys.. some ... have an interest in ... textiles and say 'cor, wouldn't 
it be ama#j ,g to go and sit with these localr and .. see what thg do-my great granny used to ... it that 
vaj ... jou want to smell the llama woo4 jou want to feel the llama wool Its all veg sort of touchy, 
fiejI .. this Attle &ma u want to sort of cuddle it ... yom can sort of tranipose 3-elf .. what thg do in YO jour 
Star Trek ... beam me u p" Gohn, T09 referring to figures 4.19 & 4.20) 
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Producers therefore provide opportunities for tourists to make up their own minds as they 

move beyond the isolated image and draw upon their wealth of knowledge as already 

learned and experienced. However, the paradox of emptiness as fueHing imagined pr-actice 
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Figure 4.20: Llamas at Lake Titicaca, Steppes Latm America, 2003: 5. 
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lies in its origms as created through productive practices of constructing and 

choreographing. While issues of poverty, risk, safety, good weather, identified in the 

previous section provide a backdrop for enactment, the fundamental element of socio- 

spatialising, is the inclusion of people, both tourists and locals, as situated in place Pann, 

1993,1996). Although existing work refers to the stereotyping and gender biases of 

inclusions (see Dann, 1993,1996; Mellinger, 1994), the ideological peopling of place 

outlines tourists' imagined performances of place as they seek clues from brochure images. 

Such clues direct anticipations as tourists learn from the photographed other as a model for 

understanding and anticipating their own position within such place through imagined 

practices. Indeed, it is not enough to show empty landscapes of isolated wilderness: 

)vu can swthevholelaniappe.. tkut she IS look ag at and she I*Spnvynwra4 she's justjo or ubawzer 
uith a litde hzckpa(k... ýI hadjust stKb the aaual scox- drm ý uaddn't.. Imw the same owo" (Sue, 
T05, refemng to fýý 4.21) 

Figure 4.2 1: Looking down 2003: 15. 
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Tourists can therefore step into the place of other, seemingly likerninded tourists as they 

mobilise intense emotional connection through "buman eý qee t" rasier, T010). Indeed: 
, ggmn (F 

re m king Ts always nice to tg andgetpicturvs ofpeople who are adualyl looking at the camera, so tbg aa 
that link betweenyou and then xtrai, ýbxaxqy " (CaroL TO 3). 

Using the photographed other, tourists partially dislocate and relocate themselves between 

their existing physicality and that conveyed before them by imaginatively adopting the body 

of the presented other: 

"(People) need to be seduced morr ... thg need to imagine themselves then which is why I like to have people 
in the shot, I canjust see myse#them "(Ewan, T05) 

Whilst such practice mobiliscs evocative fervour, casting is not merely inserting random 

people in a thoughtless, casual manner. Rather, producers audience place; presenting 

idealised personal characteristics, age, emotions and environments that facilitate tourists' 

connection to those pictured. It is vital images portray realistic accounts of the numbers of 

fellow travellers and potential social dynamic: 

I ivouldn't .. sbow a group of 19 trekkers because we don't sell that"... 'Ytr tgiq togive an idea of wbat 
the wbole experience ivill be like, so destination ... tbe-site of tbegroup and The sod of ýpe of experience 
that you aregoing toget " (Kate, TO 1) 

Nevertheless, rather than merely showing a random group of tourists, it is vital to appeal to 

potential tourists across a wide range of ages. 'Merefore, where individuals are identifiable, 

age boundaries must be ambiguous, yet accurately portray the range of tourists travelling 

on the tours to establish an accurate insight into the social dynamic of the tour: 

"our averqge is jony, so ... it would be silly, ... to put .. somebody wbo was seventy or somebody wbo was 
Aven_* ... we would be fging to convU an Lvýprrsxion of a reafisfic impression of the ages we bave on the 
tyips " (B o b, TO 2) 

In identi4, ing with others, tourists receive assurance that they too will be able to participate 

as activities are presented as do-able and achievable. Characterising place becomes driven 

by conveying experience and ensuring dreams are converted into achievable aims rather 

than unattainable fantasies. Producers therefore 'ýbowpeople doing things rather thanjust shoniýg 
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a destination shot" (Bob, T02) and show "people on Lbeir h&4 -vuu knozq ma4 ow Am bau'ng 

fim" (Ewan, T05). Characters bring place alive and provide triggers for tourists' imaginative 

engagement with the practices conveyed in brochures. Such performance moves beyond 

ideological association and provides infonnational clues regarding clothing, footwear and 

the size of backpacks carried whilst trekking, combining dreams with the reality of the tour 

to be experienced and furthering anticipatory preparation (see figures 4.22 and 4.23). 

Figure 4.22: Overlooldrig Machu Picchu, Exodus, Discovery, Wildlife & Adventure, 2004/05: 104. 
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Figure 4.23: Walýg at Lake Titicaca, Explore Worldwide, 2004/2005: 126. 
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A delicate balance of mood, age, appearance and activity emerges as -ewn (smathing) as 

sirrple as a graV bazingfia; )vu can't getfi-om any grap becawe the wnpattwn wuU be urrrC" (Ewan, 

T05). PmctiCes of 'staging' apparently 'natural' shots and refocusing attention away from 

unattractive, uninspiring individuals, or 'model-like' beauty queens and kings who are 

equally disconcerting arise: 

"ýswpbody had dEsperatesmbm and ws carryffgMkilbs cc traits prohiHy not goug to uarr to mike 
pw#e boGk. Sardniy uho looks like d)ey hTw sqp& ow cf a rmgzzM vdl prohiiy also not "zzke 
d)an uu? r to hook... its got to be a (gicate babw bmuem the mo" (PH, T06) 

Indeed, while producers cannot control "the tragic litany ofh-dy cbvs5edpzsaCm" (PH, T06), 

discursiVe mobilisation stipulates people are "happy.... sraling not msaal*" (Kate, T01). As 

Sue (TO5) commented: 

"ue had.. an vmge of pa*.. all slw? pd Imme dry um JUS t so timd.. Am i's no uuy ue can use 
tba4 dx-y lo&ed like dxy wv ýuzirg the uorst day eze. 

While the inclusion of such individuals reassures tourists they will not be alone and left to 

their own devices, imaginings are further directed as producers channel attention away 

from over-crowded tourist hubs and compromise solitude with acceptable levels of 

interaction: 

"its ad pan qf dw sto? y... )m cmR.. haw a gm, V how koUq amarl Lý "ýeý but peq*.. prcfer 
not to see a uestenrr... on the aher s4 of the anna tbou 7*t k 350 tounks... aff oding and stan'rg 
and banorg or ubatezer.. bw)ru can't sw Am.. I suppose it's a bit ef afukle at the end of the dry, ks 
sbouing tbat... Vým go dve you'm not goiýg to he starmt-0 I-y odx-r Bnts all on bdic&y" (Bob, T02, 
refer-ring to figure 4.24) 

Figur-e 4.24: Tourist/Local interaction at local market, The Adventure Travel Company, Small Groups 
Worldwide Destinations, 2003-2004: 80. 
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Interest in the other therefore embraces spaces of interaction with local, indigenous 

characters of place as producers introduce notions of responsible interaction and 

harmonious encounters between tourists and locals. Moving beyond voyeuristic, detached 

experiences, images infer social interaction as tourim and locals are seen talking and mixing: 

-T - ind , ýV ba dxm is pxum cy a ca, ý* or dlu t(m ts ta& iT to tuo or dmr locaý dut k ef d to show tt 
sorm ýraaction" (Ewan, T05) 

'Mrough images of local characters, images contribute to the construction of social 

platfomis upon which tourists imagine practices of interaction and mobilise ideological 

understandings of culture and environment. As Leonard (TO7) noted: 

"Peru iS a mrm andftien* plaw- Peq* unrit to k mw dut ubm dry go on Wag Ay a7e 90179 to le 
v&w& and dry are 9MT to haw a good ecpmen wýh the locd peq*" 

Referring to figure 4.25, Carol (TO3) also commented: 

Figure 4.25: Local Woman, Hayes & Jarvis 
Worldwide, Nov 2003 - Dec 2004: 126. 

Vvý &4,... she IS srrNl*.... sheý donit4 got a hak glýr in her ey, bw she looks hu&y and 
/Uppy'... sheIS sodm*andyou d)ý* 'ohIv= togoandnwpa* like "IluwalWfdt 
that pe* a7v a umbfid (wry) aro the mwi7y, a zma-krfid (u,? r on" 
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Nevertheless, while characters are endearing and fuel desires to travel achieve imagined 

interaction, dangers of misrepresentation lie in stereotyping the other (see Mellinger, 1994). 

Despite portraying an encounter that has been, and may again be possible, such direction 

continues to fuel blinkcred visions and prioritises marketed visions and directed 

understandings of place as producers accentuate positive place characteristics that are 

sellable, attractive and fulfil existing touristic perceptions of imagined practices of 

g at .. cultures that air still relevant and are still used toda y encounter: I suppose it isjust lookin 

ple as well" (Leonard, T07). However, despite negative implications, whicb ... nill attract peo 

stereotyping provides tourists a framework for understanding as producers link existing 

perception with their own discursive interpretations of place that create new spaces of 

engagement, while realising and reinforcing existing imaginings. Brochure images therefore 

provide only a starting point, imparting only initial encounters with place from which 

tourists are able to embody deeper, more detailed understandings of place. 

4.4.2 Tourists: Imagined Performances of Anticipation 

Despite the distinct deferral of place performance, tourists perform a variety of imagined 

practices as they prepare themselves for experiential encounters. Using brochure images, 

they move closer to destinations and transpose themselves into place through reflexive 

remembrances and embodied performances of place. While expectations are inherently 

partial, fluid and ever-changing through knowledge accumulation via personal and second- 

hand knowledges, tourists paradoxically construct precise expectations according to the 

partial knowledges they embody. Engaging reflexively with past experiences, tourists draw 

upon previous emotions, feelings and practices of places similar to their forthcoming 

experience and combine such understandings with new knowledges specific to the 
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destination at hand. Whether consciously or subconsciously, tourists construct a comfort 

zone within which they establish anticipatory engagements as partially already experienced: 

'It relates back to wben we bave been to places ... tging to identj and compare them to wbere I am 

, going ... So Ifeelgoilg Them (referriig to an image of an Inhan market) isgoing to be likeperbaps we went 
to Tunisia once. -perbaps its likegoiý 

,g to the sooks" Ponna) 

I am a Preat Ii ia ak au ,., over of total quiet and I am boping that I willget that .. 
Ijust want to xt nd t. e (M, ch 

Rem) in and absorb it ... 
I am expectin y to remate thefeelin 

,g 
that Ifelt stan&ng on ,g... 

in a kind of wa 
the Serrýgefijust the hqenes; of it and no trafic noise, no telepbones, no cars, notbin ,g" 

(Angela). 

Tourists progressively tame and control place as they assimilate knowledges of Peru with 

those of other destinations as they combine first-hand knowledge with that accumulated 

second-hand predominantly via friends and/or family: 

Iguess we arr expecting that spiritual moment .. Xx a samdrite, sojou expect it to have something 
spiritual about it. Its kke when we werr in Australia.... my sisters went to ... Ayers Rock.. Jtý asacred 
site ... and both tly sisters said it was wonderful .. like tbisfeeling... itrjust so wonderful to be in it ... and 
Iguess that is bow we air about that. We arrgoing to be in it " (Paula). 

Gaps in knowledges are filled as information accumulation intensifies connections with 

place while the inherently partiality of knowledge ensures spaces of intrigue and mystery 

continue to endear and lure tourists towards a destination as they imaginatively perform the 

practices they envisage will arise during their holiday. 

Nevertheless, practices of engaging with, injecting life and meaning into place through 

images and igniting imagined practices through the performance of others, extends beyond 

knowledge obtained from family and friends. Indeed, whether immersed in rcf[exive 

remembrances and embodied performances of place through personal experiences or 

friends or relatives, imagined practices relate directly to the characters portrayed in 

brochure images. As outlined by producers, it is not enough to present an empty landscape 

and expect tourists to imaginatively relocate themselves from the present into the future. 

Rather, while few tourists consciously transported themselves into destinations via images, 

the majority engaged in fleeting, at times subconscious, 'stepping into' images as fill the 
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shoes of those pictured, connecting and learning from seemingly likerninded souls as they 

move through reflexive remembrance and embodied performances to imaginatively situate 

and position themselves in the envirom-nent portrayed. Refening to figure 4.26, Sarah 

commented: 

cc )m see px#e and)vu thýh... yab I kw ualk IT akT.. in rty shorts and a t-shi7t uith jwt a ligbt 
pa& on rty hick... you knowtkat ua& le h0brit; s"04d the, 63hfloum and the heybS and.. no 
W... ")vu k ngw bow good it feels uhm )cu haw said w a7e goff, g to take a break zdxn w get to 
di-m o* wwandyn am sat tbae and)m amiust Imzing yaff tea... and that is a fantastic nffwit, 
)mfidwodIvw6e)m haw ccem'salycur budy and it's a p1warr dry and the uewZS good and)vu am 
I. ngwdxqwn * wr dxýk of an)d,, ý, g better" 

. y, tem 

Reflecting the importance of human engagement, she contlnUed: 

vký 
. 

Figure 4.26: Overlooking Comercocha Lake, Guerba, South American Trekking & Adventure, 2003/2004: 16. 

Images become the eyes of the tourists; transportmg them to a space between the present 

and the future 'in- situ' experience. They instil emotion and feelings, encouraging tourists to 

become part of the in-uge and anticipate imagined pructices and emotional engagements 

with place via complimentary characters (see figure 4.27): 

"she IS look iT at the penontakiTtbepbotographubo sees Aspenpectiwa?, d she's looking In& at p4 
soyou am wwtaki"rCthephotqgrapb, puamdxm sopuam sited in it, you are 7igbt in Am" 

"I can almstfeel like uhat I hope it uiU Ir like to le Are and aauaUy it is Tak nice to see Ase peq* 
Am bawze dry am like, Ay look like I codd umgm w of Ase people as rrr- 71x-y don't look like 
smab4 tmttabv&" (Maggie) 
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)m k i, -d of lock at thff e peg* and d7ý* u& if dxy can rramgu it (lau&)... it sort of giza )cu an 
id-a cf dx sort cfpeq* dut yom.. nuy h- a&g tV uith, so I dxýh )uu can idbr6wih thae zý? ugps 
and hopoWly.... m3et up uith likmindedpeople" (Cathý 

Figure 4.27: Likemincled Souls, Guerba Worldwide, 2004/2005: 67. 

Such reassurance extends beyond the personahty of imagined co-tounsts and embraces the 

practical elements of holidaying such as clothing and footwear that serve both to 

compound existing perceptions and further inform: 

)uu ruix d)i? g like ubat haze Ase gu)s got &4 ubat a7v Ay imnng, wae pr IS so vqýmw? r to 
baw" (Sarah) 

Filling the unknown and preparing the self for expected 'in-situ' performances, images 

become vital to the anticipatory performance of imagined practice as tounsts prepare 

themselves both mentally and physically for their holiday. Such performances move 

decisively away from 'day-dreaming' tendencies and embrace reflexive engagement and 

embodied perfonnances as mobilising expectant under-standings of practices involved in 

the act of holidaying. Tounsts 'step into' place, drawing upon existing knowledges and 

expectations as previously utilised and acquired through engagement with the other via 
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images to imagine practices and prepare themselves accordingly. They move beyond purely 

fantastical imaginary understanding of space and imaginatively occupy and enact place in 

preparation for encounters with the other. However, rather than being contained to the 

imaginative understanding of future engagement, practices at times become imbued with 

real-time preparation as tourists physically prepare themselves for their holiday experience. 

Gaining inspiration from brochure images, physical preparation is most evident in concerns 

of fitness and health from those engaging on trekking or walking activities during their time 

in Peru. Positioning themselves in the shoes of those pictured, tourists conveyed fears of 

inadequacy, being ill-prcparcd and suffering and the need to prepare physically to quell 

such anxieties: 

Ts quite daunthtT ... just thepbysicalness of it and because I amgoin ,g on m .y own in a Srou ofpeo le I pp 
don't know, its ... Just that potential embarrassmentfact .. The termr of bein 

,g the skwest one"... 'T stuck 
them (imagesfim bwburr) up on the acben cabinet wben I booked it because I was so scarrd" (Maggie) 

I bate Soiý ,g to the gm, I bate it, I absolutely bate it, but it ý tbepictures, looking at lbem, 'ob_veab I bave 
got to do thativalk and so I ivillgo to thegvm"'(GilEan) 

Embodying the images portrayed and consumed, the space of the other therefore extends 

into the self and respondents everyday practices and performances as images inspire a 

change, or intensification, of existing everyday practices as tourists are inspired and driven 

by imagined practices. 

Additionally, in taking note of people's clothing and footwear and utilising past experience, 

respondents commented on the need to ensure they have the correct equipment: 

I boi(Sbt the bilýbqg ... Igot a magic bottle thatfillers water and will make it into clean water, filtering 
out Guar&a and baý'a daZen other thingr ... we will not be near tilla ges lets ray so therr wont be any lietle 
ladies sellingfirshyl boiled water" (Sarah) 

, while, Paula reflected: 

I boA(, gbt myselfsome new valkiq boots ... I vas &tberiýýg and then I tbougbt ob I11, get some because 
Mem is some walkiq ... and ve are in tbeJulgle ... andjou cant be sfi pping around in a pair of sandals, 

jou needsometbiq sensible" (Paula) 
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Finally, many respondents anticipated language as fundamental to their experience. While 

many indicated concerns over imagined difficulties in communication, others embraced 

active anticipatory practices; renewing language sUls, or foreseeing opportunity to improve 

an existing ability: 

I havemarted karning Spanishforajearso I am hoping topractice my Spanish"(Abby) 

. 
panisb when 

. y, fluent ... I intend to speak mueb more S 
. 
panish) a log time ago and I vasfairl, 'T learned (S 

peak Englisb tojou"... Tsgonna make a I, go there because I mean lbesegujs make a big erort to s 
&fference because that shows tbatyou bave ... made an efort sort of tbing" (Sarah) 

Indeed, such anticipatory engagement with others is reflected by Martin, who, already 

fluent in Spanish, reflected upon his past experiences as he commented: 

V realyl does open doors and we had some wonderful eVeriences because we could speak to the local 
people ... so I am bopiq its'goiq to add an extra &mension " 

Whilst elements such as fitness, equipment and language preparation are partially 

controllable, spaces of uncertainty confined to the purely imaginary further shape 

anticipatory performances of imagined practice. Such imaginings rouse apprehension, 

discomfort and ambiguity. Without images as reassurance, spaces of invisibility emerge 

within which doubts and worries feed upon stereotypes, hearsay, or mediated, second-hand 

knowledges that fuel imaginings that err on the side of caution. Indeed, regarding health 

and altitude, Donna, Cathy and Peter all expressed concern over potential problems and 

the negative impact such sickness that may occur: 

I am sort of-prrpairdfor tumzqg mpsets, that is somethiq that concems me " (Donna) 

We uncertaino is that we arv up at that level where somepeople canfiel ill, strained witb the alkitude ... it 
would be sucb a nightmam togo all that way and thenjust not be able to cope witb The trek " (Cathy) 

myfiiendr are a fittle bit blasi about ... bavingproblems witb altitude sickness wbicb I fbink is quite a 
pm Sp sign#icant issue ... it only needs one out of our grou to co e down witb sometbing and. it oils itfor 

evegone really, " (Pctcr) 
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Additionally, although concerns of safety were minimal, where they arose imagined 

practices generally concentrated on arriving in Lima, the capital city of Peru. Indeed, 

anticipation turned slightly to anxiety when Abby commented: 

1 am seared to go because I amfljiq on my own and a lot offligba..., get in. .. early, in the morning into 
Lima and I know someboýv is comiq to meet me because I have asked them ... (but) the whole thin g about 
sqfeý; in Lima 

Indeed, perhaps due to limited knowledge of place, or focusing attention on pleasure and 

excitement, imagined practices of Lima. become compressed into essential, but fleeting 

encounters within which tourists are reassured in being 'looked after' by tour leaders. 

Finally, moving beyond uncertainties, tourists engage in imagined practices of photographic 

practice. As place becomes more familiar, tourists reflect on past experiences and predict 

potential photographic practices, imagining, occupying and anticipating moments where 

they will 'move in and get closer' to the subjects presented in brochures. Inspired by key 

representations, respondents noted the need to capture for themselves sites: 

'7 ivill undoubtedly be takin gpictures ofMachu Picchu I mean That isyeab, I will be aimin ,g to see and to 
perhaps ca pture apidurr like that" (Cathy) 

While naturally drawn to icons, tourists anticipate photographing will quickly move beyond 

the limits of hermeneutic performance to embrace new, emerging relations between self 

and other. Indeed, the paradox of brochure imagery lies in its ability to fuel imagination as 

tourists are subconsciously encouraged to inject narratives of personal encounters and 

journeys through place that reach past the generic insight presented before them. Having 

captured iconic scenes, tourists anticipate the camera becoming a tool for exploring and 

discovering; capturing moments, feelings and personal engagements with place as they 

experience and connect with something new: 

'Yts more aboutzbatyou see andfeel about aplace ratber than been tberr, done it" (Cathy) 

'ýome of them vill be little details and some of them will be personal to me ... I am notjustgoiq to turn 
up, take m y own standard .. clichid Machu Picchu shot and walk away " (Martin). 
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Nevertheless, such imagined practice opens issues of ethics and imagined engagement with 

the other as respondents reflected upon the character shots presented in brochure pages. 

While Sarah foresaw photography as a means of engaging and enriching their experience 

with others: 

, 
ýital camera andgive it to the poiYers and tbeguides so that tbg can take I amgoiq to take a kale di, 

pidures ", 

and others anticipated capturing spontaneous, alluring character shots, many respondents 

expressed uncertainty and discomfort at such practice: 

I alwaysfeel a bit invadil 
,g someone'sperronal space by taking shots ofpeople so it will be interesting to 

see how itfeels when Iget there, wbetberI want to actua4ly do that or not" (Cathy). 

Respondents expressed unease at the prospect of being drawn into buying photographs of 

people, mainly children, while others commented it would be necessary to establish 

connection and hence, permission and reason before photographing local: 

I guess if I got to know people My would bave some say, jou know. For examPle I am staying 
overnýght. .. with afamiZy, so ... I would like theirphoto of thefamil, 

., y so I can show my mum and dad wbo I 
g to be . rhared. with, but .. I wont know them aeneralpeople shot) ... its an image of Peru ... I am not goin 

involved witb them "(Abby) 

Moving in and around landscapes and drawing on knowledges of both their self, 

personality and being, and that obtained from secondary sources, tourists are able to begin 

to prepare for, and imagine potential encounters that may await them. Arising at varying 

intensities from Sarah's complete absorption whereby 'ýbe morrjouput into an e4erience, the 

jou get out of it" as she engaged in fitness preparation, salsa dancing, reading books, morr P 

listening to Peruvian music and learning Spanish, to the 'wait and see' approach, such 

practices emerge through engagement with images and move anticipatory practice beyond 

that which can only be seen. 
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4.5 Further Complexities of Anticipatory Performances 

Rather than asserting a holistic approach to anticipation, this chapter has sought to identify 

the numerous practice and processes of anticipation. However, it is important to recognise 

that complexities of performances emerge according to gender, age and socio-economic 

status. As no data was gathered regarding the socio-economic status of respondents and 

little conclusive evidence emerged regarding holidaying as a form of gaining cultural kudos, 

and all but two respondents were aged between mid-twenties and mid-thirties, it is not 

possible to accurately reflect upon the affect of such characteristics on anticipatory practice. 

However, several nuances in performance emerged with regard to gender. Firstly, it became 

clear female respondents generally peruse brochures more frequently and for longer 

periods at various moments before departure. Conversely, males generally looked only at 

brochures when selecting holidays and were less likely to look at brochures once the 

holiday was booked. Indeed, while a fundamental practice for both males and females was 

comparing tout itineraries, dates and prices, this was often the drive of male anticipatory 

practice as they skimmed brochures for solely 'factual' information. As Jim commented: 

I am a ývpical bloke offacts andfil s , gures and jvbeir does itgo and how long doe it take and that sort of 
stuf'. .. 'I think once q) looked, the other information ... takes over.... you start rva&n ,g morr into that 
hecause iftgot more information " aim) 

Rhys and Martin mirrored such practice: 

"no realil, I mean, no, no (bauses). The onlypicturv I rememberfrvm the idnerag is a picture of a pamt 
(Rhys) 

'ývnfil I saw these brochures now, I know we have got it somewherr, I rrmemberedgetting the details of This 
trip off their website, &dn't rrally, use this brochure veg much " Nartin) 

Indeed, in addition to engaging in fact-finding missions through written texts, males were 

more Ekely to search the internet as a primary source for additional information. 

Additionally, male respondents were less likely to engage in embodied connection with 
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place through visuals: I can't rvalZy sy that I have, or not that I could easily, put into words" (Rhys), 

or where such connection arose they were generally less animated and more disjointed than 

females as they reflected upon their lay, sensual imaginative connections with place. 

Finally, while the majority of respondents travelled alone or as part of a group who were 

not involved in my research, where mixed-sex couples travelled together or with friends, 

females generally adopted the role of key organiser. Donna and Les exemplify this: 

I always end up doiq the bookin&jes ... I don't think I would have been happy if someone else said to me 
7 71 book it"'... 'I had done that (makilg comparisons) ... makin g sure we are not missin g anything ... you 
knowjou are notgoing to be back nextyear to see the tbingsjou missed" (Donna) 

Nevertheless, such insights are neither conclusive or definitive and despite the limitations 

of such analysis within the space of this thesis, such differences in practice provide 

interesting pathways for future research. 

4.6 Reflections on Perfotmances of Anticipation 

Anticipation extends beyond the limitations of 'day-dreaming' and 'mind-travel' and 

emerges as an immensely complex stage of becoming within which a multitude of 

performances arise. Moving beyond the produccr-dominated linear pathways, interplays 

between producers and tourists create complex negotiations of guiding, projecting and 

repositioning, each influencing the other in an interdependent triangulated set of 

anticipations. Through anticipatory performances, producers and tourists use visuals to 

move in, around and through place; encountering, enacting and building closer connections 

to place as they enliven place through political, ethical, embodied and reflexive anticipatory 

imaginings. 
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Firstly, representations of place and spaces of representation initiate the construction of 

place as active and lived as producers 'cast' place, enframing and creating, colonising and 

conforming place in a series of images that tourists can relate to and understand. Principle 

and secondary icons hook tourists and existing knowledges are complimented with 'hidden' 

elements of place that combine generality with specificity to widen tourists understanding 

of place and the position of the organisation within the country. Tourists are reassured by 

icons as they collate fragmented and partial knowledges of general place characteristics that 

can never be complete or absolute. Ambiguous understandings are weaved with existing 

knowledges, interests and experiences as tourists create spaces of connection in continual, 

multiple renegotiations of place as anticipations are continually in process as place, 

producers and tourists endlessly entwine in ceaseless becoming. 

Spaces of representation provide space for exhibiting, enlivening and enacting place. 

Anticipating tourist perfortnadvc engagement and rcflccting upon personal experience, 

producers create tangible, durable, accessible, sociable, shared spaces that s&nulate desire 

and generate affmity with destinations. Brochures provide opportunity for continual, ad- 

hoc reengagement with place and open spaces for seduction as tourists embark on a 

'getting to know you' process and gain trust and confidence in both place and producer. 

Excitement, urgency and immediacy emerge as tourists flick through and dip in and out of 

brochures as they absorb and personalise place. While anticipatory performances move to 

embrace secondary fact-finding practices, the brochure remains the anchor that facilitates 

the sharing of projected experiences and exchanging imaginings as tourists re-inject 

excitement and expectancy. 

Secondly, anticipation arises through the discursive mobilisation of space. Producers 

choreograph place to provide not only achievable pathways into destinations, but 
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'showcases' of operators. Prdducers strive to ensure positionality; creating 'twists' on 

existing knowledges and conducting comparisons with competitors. Negotiations and 

knowledge sharing between producers (marketing personnel, product and operation 

managers, designers and photographers) facilitates the construction of optimal visual 

outputs. Discursive mobilisations of place are reinforced through practices of image 

sourcing as producers ensure differentiation while minimising costs by relying on informal 

sources. Consequently, with limited opportunity to brief photographers, they are bound to 

chance; matching and mismatching to make discursive demands fit the images available. 

Finally, performances of responsibility and (mis)representadon infiltrate the construction of 

risk-free environments as producers redirect tourists' attention away from undesirable 

elements. Moral and ethical consideration and legal obligation underpin the delicate balance 

of honesty and white lies as permanent and transient features of place are mediated to 

ensure desirable interpretations. 

Such discursive mobilisation. infiltrates tourists' anticipatory performances as they reinforce 

positive place characteristics and quell anxieties. Some create pre-memories of place as they 

occupy in-between spaces through partial knowledges and move to imaginatively occupy 

place. However, spaces of uncertainty and doubt prompt scepticism and cause tourists to 

reserve judgement and defer discursive performances of place until they arrival in Peru. In 

maintaining spaces of mystery, uncertainty and not-knowing, tourists preserve future 

experiences as untainted by prescribed experiences of others to avoid disappointment and 

experience a personal encounter with place. 

The final set of anticipatory performances is imagined practices. Producers actively re-write 

the character of place and oudine potential ways of practising place in images; arranging 

and contextualising place according to social and cultural narrative that intcnsify tourists' 
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poetic indulgence through reflexive remembrances and embodied performances that 

extend their sensory occupation of place. Utilising carefully selected imagery, producers 

provide evidence of other tourists, as like-minded souls, engaging in 'in-situ' place 

performances and offer deeper insights into the atmosphere of place through local 

characters. Such audiencing allows producers to enliven place and encourage tourists to 

step into the image and see, feel, taste, touch and hear that which those pictured do. 

Performances of place become achievable and connections are created between other 

tourists, local characters and those looking at the brochure. 

Tourists engage with place through the vortex of the visual as they accumulate knowledge 

and engage in reflexive, embodied performances of place in the in-between spaces of 

imagined and actual travel as they prepare for experiential encounters. Comfort zones 

emerge within which tourists imagine the practices presented to them and reposition 

themselves as the other portrayed. Nevertheless, preparatory performances move beyond 

ideological imaginings as tourists engage in 'real time' preparatory performances; preparing 

themselves physically increasing fitness levels, learning languages that further intensifies 

anticipatory experience as they move beyond imagined practices and occupy landscapes by 

preparing for potential engagements with the other. 

Performances of anticipation are therefore enmeshed in a series of complex processes and 

practices that extend beyond the physical boundaries of the visual into an active interplay 

between place, producer and tourist. Each move to guide, tame and connect with place to 

establish comfort and mobilise partial understandings of place as new and existing 

knowledges fuse together to produce new, ever-evolving and changing knowledges and 

encounters with place throughout the numerous performances of anticipation. 
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Chapter 5: (Anticipating), Re-writing, Pmembering and Relizing) Place 

Having explored anticipation as the first moment of becoming, my thoughts now turn to 

the second moment of rewriting. Within this moment, attention moves from brochures 

and focuses upon postcards and tourists' own photographs as the main visual devices. 

Building upon the initial insights into concepts of rewriting, postcards and tourists own 

photographs outlined in chapter one, this chapter will explore and substantiate such 

understandings with empirical findings as I renegotiate rewriting in the tourist experience. 

5.1 Towards a Performance of Rewriting 

Existing interpretations of tourists' experiential encounters with place by the likes of Urry 

(1990) and Albers & James (1988) suggest being tourist in a destination is merely another 

step in fulfilling the hermeneutic circle of the tourist experience. Performances of rewriting 

become bound to the visual as place is experienced through sight and tourists collect and 

express experiences through visual accounts, photographing or buying postcards as they 

gather proof that trips were made and anticipatory imaginings were realised (Adler, 1989; 

Sontag, 1979; Urry, 1995). Ile fluidity of self becomes limited to that which is prescribed 

as tourists move from one site to another, collecting 'trophies' of their experience that 

becomes locked into that outlined in itineraries. Visual devices become "experience captuird" 

(Sontag, 1979: 3). Such practice fuels distandation between tourists and place, as tourists, 

bound to observational practices and confined to that wl-ýich can be seen, view sites 

according to predetermined discourses outlined by producer practices and risk becoming 

blinkered to, and in denial of, alternative discourses of place that may emerge throughout 

their 'in-situ' experience. 
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VA-0e such practices of fulfilling anticipatory imaginings are integral to the moment of 

rewriting as tourists seek out classic views, strive to engage with place according to 

imagined encounters and record encounters for future preservation and remembrance, 

several issues arise with regard to the ocularcentric, disembodied role of tourists as 

disengaged viewers. Rather than becoming bound to a series of static moments of 

recording and experiencing place via voyeuristic participation (Sontag, 1979), tourists 

engage in an embodied process of rewriting place as they fulfil their expectations through 

their entire spectrum of senses (Franklin, 2003). Indeed, rewriting is inherently more 

complex than the visually-dominated hunter-gathercr activities as tourists embrace 

performances of political, embodied, ethical, rcflexive and imaginative encounters. It is the 

immersion of the self in place, recording and experiencing place in accordance with the self 

both as prescribed by producers during anticipation and rewriting, but more importantly, as 

personalised as tourists both recreate place and accommodate elements of the other into 

their self and rewrite self to accommodate the other. It is the active process of 'doing' 

(Crang, 1997a; Crouch, 2000a/b; Franklin, 2003) as tourists respond to place as it 

continually emerges and changes through new political discursive interpretations and 

supplementary knowledges. It is the complex relations of unveiling, directing, guiding, 

exploring, embracing, capturing and securing place through performative practices and 

processes that enable tourists to engage with place experientially. Rewriting is the fusion of 

prescribed and continually unfolding personalised discourses in an amalgam of predictable, 

unpredictable, diverse and subjective practices and processes. This chapter therefore seeks 

to understand visual devices as facilitating becoming through rewriting in terms of the 

power of the visual and enactment through the visual via a series of non-visual embodied 

performances that emerge as tourists engage in a series of complex, fluid processes and 

practices as they mobilise, understand and accommodate place and situate themselves 

within the physicality of a destination. 
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5.1.1 Selectively Produced and Directed Experiences of Place 

Imagiaings of place continue to be staged within rewriting as postcard producers construct 

and reinforce a series of dominant discourses of place that underpin tourists' endeavouts as 

constructed through anticipatory imaginings and commonly held perceptions of place 

(Edwards, 1996; Matkwick, 2001; Moors, 2000,2003; Waitt & Head, 2002). Echoing 

performances of anticipation, producers continue to 'direct' tourists and define 

petformative practices as they continue shaping place discourses, deepening and 

perpetuating the circulation and exchange of key place icons that contain alternative 

discourses in favour of those more desirable (LUgren, 1999; Moors, 2000; Waitt & Head, 

2002). Postcards continue to enframe (Crang, 1997a) and endow place with symbolic 

meaning according to tourists' expectations. Such practices serve to confirm anticipatory 

imaginings and point tourists towards key iconic, offering a source of 'proof, that such 

sites have indeed been encountered 'in-situ'. However, extending beyond the hermeneutic 

circle of anticipation, producers of postcards and tour guides serve not only to reinforce 

key icons, but transcend the boundaries of iconic characteristics and introduce new 

knowledges of place. They offer both new angles on existing icons and expand the 

repertoire of existing knowledges to embrace new political narratives through 'hidden' 

icons (Halfacree, forthcoming) that deepens tourists' knowledge and understanding of 

place. Postcards therefore become analogous to tour-guides, directing and guiding tourists 

on their journey to collect and recollect sites as they read the landscape for sigaifiers that 

furnish as evidence to fulfil anticipatory imaginings, while opening new discursive 

encounters and mobilising new elements of place that previously evaded their 

interpretations. 
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Such practices of directing permeate tourists' own photographic practices as tour guides 

stop at predetermined sites and identify beauty spots; encouraging tourists to capture 

particular sites from particular vantage points. Rewriting, as a guided practice, becomes 

bound to a repertoire of actions (Crawshaw & Urry, 1997) and rules of conduct and 

routing (MacNaughton & Urry, 1998) that confine encounters to visual sites/cxperiences 

that have been previously selected, framed and interpreted that promote fleeting and 

restless interactions with place (Franklin, 2003). Place becomes 'Idsmally, managed" (Franklin, 

2003: 85) as 'clusters' (Crang, 1997a) or touristic enclaves (Edcnsor, 1998) become readily 

identifiable and characterised by a hive of frantic photographic activity as tourists strive to 

secure the 'classic views' that permeate their anticipatory imaginings. As McDonald (2002) 

notes, tourists are drawn to the highly naturalising icons that project permanence onto the 

landscape and fulfil anticipatory demands. They are compelled to photograph that which is 

different and unusual and become funnelled into collective, anticipated rules of what 

should be photographed and what form photographic practice should take, what 

compositions should look like to capture the most desirable, optimal moment and the 

socially accepted rules of photography according to when photographs should be taken and 

under what conditions as an etiquette of photographic practice emerges. Such practices 

contribute to, and provide solution for rewriting through obligation as tourists feel 

compelled to fulfil anticipatory imaginings or capture that seen on postcards, or indicated 

by tour guides. 

Directing and staging does not stop at third-party intervention. Rather, whether fulfilling 

anticipatory imaginings or realising new knowledges of place, within the moment of 

rewriting tourists become analogous to brochure or postcard producers as they engage in 

the active process of selectively encountering, engaging with, absorbing, commemorating 

and preserving place in ways that fashion new, personalised stages reflective of their 
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experience. Such encounters are subsequently choreographed into highly selective, 

desirable narrative accounts of tourists' experiential encounters within which personal 

connections with place are recorded, presented and exhibited according to that which 

tourists want to remember and potential audiences to see and share. They construct stages 

through complex frameworks of existing and new ideological imaginings that are 

fundamentally fluid in nature and continually evolve through the performative practices 

and processes of touristic. Indeed, as there is never one correct way to encounter place, a 

multiplicity of stages are constructed as tourists build upon dominant discourses, 

anticipatory imaginings and experiential encounters and create their own 'realities' of place 

as they mobilisc and capture their self in place. 

5.1.2 Mobilising and Captuting Self in Place and the Realisation of New 

Knowledges 

While tourists invariably seek to realise anticipatory imaginings of place and secure visual 

devices as physical mementos of encounters with classic views and key icons, deeper 

rewriting practices emerge as they situate their self within place. The active performances 

of rewriting facilitate the generation of new knowledges as tourists move closer, rather than 

rcmaining distantiatcd from place, touching, tasting, feeling and exploring (Franklin, 2003). 

Tourists use visual devices to roam and explore; moving closer to, in, amongst and through 

place and 'letting in the tbick of tbings" (Franklin, 2003: 219) as they build upon existing 

knowlcdges through both direct personal encounters and those mediated and guided by 

producers. Such exploration facilitates deeper connections between tourists and place as 

they not only secure anticipatory imaginings but move beyond clich6d views and dominant 

place discourses. Moving beyond regulatory agents and accessing subjective positionalities 

of tourists (Crouch, 2000a/b), the individual becomes elevated within collective imaginings 
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as tourists personalise place, as tourists reinterpret and reposition existing place discourses 

and imaginings, rewriting both their self and place as both converge and embark on a 

ceaseless process of becoming. Such unfolding produces a combination of self and other, 

personal and dominant discourses as tourists engage in an experiential 'getting to know 

you' process of exploring, encountering and accommodating place into their self. 

Re-writing becomes a fluid, dynamic process of learning, adapting, adopting and applying 

personal knowledges and anticipations as alternative touristic discursive understandings of 

place are mobilised through previously 'hidden' elements of place. Tourists-as-producers 

are not bound to the economic demands that drive postcard producers and are therefore 

not obligated to engage in a rigorous discursive taming of place. Indeed, while tourists 

invariably strive to convey positive and desirable elements of their experience, 'hidden' 

elements are embraced to varying degrees in the images they secure. Encountering place 

through visual devices becomes active and perfomed as tourists themselves become the 

authors of place and experience as they privatise the public spaces of touristic 

environments (Chaney, 2002), selectively rewriting place as they have experienced it. 

'Merefore, while dominant discourses and anticipatory imaginings continue to underpin 

encounters through experience personalised discursive interpretations of place emerge and 

are liberated from the constraints of the collective as tourists experience place first-hand. 

Tourists' imaginary horizons are stretched as places are enlivened through experiential 

encounter. Places are opened up and accommodated through a multiplicity of secondary, 

alternative discursive interpretations as tourists engage in a series of embodied glances, 

reflexively engaging with, and furnishing the ephemerality of place as they absorb subtle 

and nuanced elements previously obscured in anticipatory imaginings (Chaney, 2002). New 

discursive and political narratives emerge that, whilst not always complimentary to 
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anticipatory imaginings, open new ways of understanding and accommodating the other 

and proffer a revised platform upon which place is subsequently performed. 

5.1.3 Embodied Encounters and Affectual Connections: Deepening Personal 

Affinities with Place 

Places are continually being encountered and rewritten as moments of affih-ýity, 

understanding and appreciation constantly unfold as tourists move closer to, and interact 

with, place through 'doing' (Crang, 1997a; Crouch, 2000a/b; Franklin, 2003). Through 

corporeal performances and exploration in place, visual devices, in particular photographic 

practice 'lives sbape to experience"; it becomes a device for experiencing, or giving an 

appearance of participation (Sontag, 1979: 10; MacDonald, 2002). Places and experiences 

are made real through the corporeal aesthetic of the photograph as the act of 

photographing, or indeed buying postcards, facilitates tourists engagement with place as 

they move closer to understanding and responding to place (Crang, 1997a). Through visual 

devices, previously unimaginable or partially imaginable sensory encounters are actualiscd 

as they provide pathways for engagement that facilitatc and capture tourists own realities 

and emerging connections with place. Indeed, it is not the physical act of depressing the 

shutter that stimulates intrigue, but the active realisations, connections and understandings 

that lead to such action. 

Rewriting becomes a wholly embodied experience as tourists sensually encounter place; 

heating, smelling, touching and tasting as well as seeing (Crouch, 2000a/b, Franklin, 2003). 

It moves beyond the physical objects encountered and embraces the emotions, moods, 

atmospheres and essence of place as experienced, performed and absorbed by tourists. 

Tourists actively personalise and enframe place (Crang, 1997a) according to subjective, 
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reflexive interpretations. Ihe essence of place becomes the embodied attachment tourists 

feel in a place; how they make sense of, accommodate and find comfort and connection 

with their surroundings rewriting, inscribing and enlivening place as sensually encountered. 

Visual devices mobihse and capture moments of affinity as anticipations are realised, or 

previously hidden elements of place are revealed and ignite inspiration, fascination, awe, 

wonder or even repulsion, and tourists are further absorbed into place. 

Rewriting as doing therefore emerges as part of the present and lived, of the 'now' as 'just 

practised'. It is imbued within the moment or the immediate past, and securing relics of 

such encounters as evidence or 'truth' of experience for future preservation, reencounter 

and reliving. Whether enduring or fleeting, private or shared, such moments are 

fundamental to the process of rewriting as tourists use visual devices, in particular their 

own photographs, to capture which goes beyond words. Indeed, the excitement, wonder 

and. awe tourists experience is not purely visual, but is triggered by sensual, embodied 

encounters (Franklin, 2003). Cameras becomes tools for understanding and exploring, 

capturing and preserving moments of intense connection that moves beyond the physical 

aesthetic of the event and is enlivened through embodied, reflexive encounter (Edensor, 

1998). Consequently, rather than striving to achieve the impossible and representing the 

unrepresentable, visual devices capture that wIdch initially hooks tourists and leads to a 

moment where both tourist and place converge in a moment of affectual connection 

(Cloke & Perkins, 1998). They embody and retain something of the place and experience 

(Franklin, 2003) and become tools for preserving sensecapes (Rodaway, 1994) as tourists 

move through place, sensing as they move (Urry, 2002). However, on occasion as tourists 

become wholly absorbed in place, rewriting emerges through the moment of not 

photographing (Cloke & Perkins, 1998) or photographing only once the intensity of the 
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moment has passed and space emerges within which photographing serves to capture that 

which goes beyond words. 

This chapter therefore seeks to ground such theoretical insights within the wealth of 

empirical evidence that brings to life the plethora of performative practices and processes 

employed by both producers and tourists within the moment of rewriting. Findings are 

divided into three main set of performances of rewriting: re-prcsenting space, visual 

inclusions and exclusions and finally, encapsulating practice, and it is to these that attention 

now turns. 

5.2 Re-Presenting Space 

5.2.1 Mirroring Anticipatory Demands 

As with many emerging tourist destinations, Peru displays practices and processes of 

postcard production that differ distinctly from more established destinations like the UK 

where tourists face a wealth of different approaches to content and design as producers 

rewrite place. Whilst every destination relies upon key icons, the productive practices and 

processes of established tourist destinations move beyond merely (re)presenting such icons 

in an easily identifiable manner using standard shaped and sized postcards. In the UK 

tourists face a wealth of innovative attempts at rewriting as it appears producers appear to 

scramble to find new ways of presenting place that create and fulfil market niches and meet 

ever-evolving market demands. While rewriting continues to rely upon iconic elements of 

place, bog-standard designs, views and icons are no longer sufficient and producers 

continually seek new ways of rewriting place that stimulate new, alternative discourses. In 

London, icons such as Buckingham Palace, the Royal Family, red London buses and the 
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'bobby on the beat' remain fundamental. However, the designs that support such images 

arc changing and new styles of postcard adom postcard stands. Some postcards now 

iconicise icons, removing them from the security of the rectangular frame as they arc cut to 

shape, transformed and enlivened (see figure 5.1). Alternatively, icons are removed 

altogether, assumed as known and therefore redundant. They become replaced by black 

rectangles, devoid of any content other than the rich, empty blackness that is presented as 

London "by night". Tourists and recipients are left to make up their own n-dnd as an ironic 

sameness transpires that denies the importance of icons. Finally, in Scotland, examples arise 

that combine positive icons of place such as romantic landscapes, highland cows, friendly 

locals and a slower pace of life with seemingly negative place representations such as bad 

weather and isolation, to achieve a humorous rewriting of place (see figure 5.2). Producers 

therefore strive to inscribe an alternative way of seeing and encapsulating place that 

encourage tourists to embrace place through previously invisible discourses that 

simultaneously capture established understandings alongside new 'takes' on destinations. 

Such narratives serve to both reinforce and challenge existing perceptions and encourage 

tourists engage in more radical encounters that break free from familiar approaches. 

However, in stark contrast, within Peru such distinct re-writing of place and the 

construction of secondary place narratives and encouraging a radical rethinking of place as 

an entity that moves beyond dominant ideological discourses remains out of reach. Rather, 

the primary function of postcards remains focused, on reinforcing don-dnant icons and 

providing evidence and reassurance that places, people and cultures exist. Such 

understanding does not serve to deny such function in established destinations, but 

reinforces the relative primacy of postcard production within Peru as attention remains 

focused on the basic need to fulfil tourists' most basic understandings of place. 

Consequently, Peruvian postcard producers are driven not by the fundamental need to re- 
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write and provide alternative place narratives, but to provide distinct (re) presentations of 

place as it is already known to exist. As Ursula (PCP6) noted: 

Vvy look 0&) ubat is Opical qemb pam sw qf the atDlý dýfm? r s w, uhutezu you can offer AM that 
I. s knozen as a wistical site, orp&4s) vhem the (=ui) mVaniff take tbgn" 

I 

Figure 5.1: London Bus, Kardorama. Figure 5.2: SconiSh Traffic jam, Exclusive Card 
Company 

5.2.2 Meeting Perceived Tourist Demands 

The perfon-native pr-actices and processes of postcard production within Peru remain 

entrenched within the fundamental need to meet perceived tounst demands. While pnmary 

icons such as Machu Picchu are highly visible on the world stage, secondary knowledges 

remain hidden in their shadows; unknown beyond that presented in brochures and 

alternative anticipatory knowledge sources. Indeed, generic images of women and children 

in colourful. clothing, lively markets and panpipes are in themselves not solely attributable 

to Peru, but are suggestive of South American countries as a whole. Rather than shifting 
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direction and creating new radical encounters with place and dramatically stretching 

imaginary horizons, the relative infancy of Peru on the world stage and in tourists' 

imaginary demands postcards serves principally to reinforce tourists' basic anticipatory 

imaginings. As the market and indeed the country remain unsure of wild divergence from 

presently maturing narratives, the majority of postcards present images that fall within key 

themes that emerge alongside the ubiquitous Machu Picchu that dominates postcard 

production: "one theme is childirn, thepeople, there are also ... faces, ruins, llamas, animals" Gulio, 

PCP3). Such themes dominate productive practice and provide a comfortable, easily 

identifiable framework through which tourists are able to accommodate and personalise 

place (see figures 5.3 to 5.7). 

The focui and content of postcards remains entrenched within that which tourists expect: 

5ou have the children with the llamas and the girls with tra&donal dresses ... thg (Ibepostcards) show the 
place thg (tourists) want to see ... its notbin& for me its not agoodpiduir, itsjust a nomalpicture ... (but) 

gic wordforpostcardr is that tbepostcardr ha e to be icons, it shows what people want to see 'Me ma v 
icons oftbeplace " Guan, PCP7) 

Such sentiment, and indeed frustration, was echoed by the majority of producers as they 

become bound to that which sells, unable to express and share their personal affinities with 

Peru or uncover unconventional characteristics of place that offer rich, fruitful extensions 

to tourists' existing knowledges. Postcards become stages that mirror and meet tourists; 

anticipatory imaginings, constructed within narrow ideological imaginings and visions of 

place that reinforce generic understandings upon which tourists inscribe their own, 

individual imaginings as enacted in place: 

'it is veg important to know what is happening =4 because I can be veg enthusiastic about a place and 
that but the tourists don't know it".... 'Ve are looking to protide people with information about our 
countg ... some veg specialplaces which are the &fferrneefrom one countg to another .. (but) we also have 
in mind what thg arr lookingfor" (Ursula, PCP6) 
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Figure 5.3: Machu Picchu, GIF RepresentaciOnes, 5.4: A Country Woman Carrying Her Infant, GFIF 
RepresentaciOnes, 5.5: Nasca Lines, Fenno Publicidad, 5-6: Children and their Alpacas Standing on Typical 
Street, Quality Postcards, 5.7: Child Standing Next to a Stone Bath at Tambomachay, Quality Postcards. 
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As best-seffing postcards become 

reduced to that which is already known 

and understood, producers become 

acutely aware of such restrictions and 

appear to resign themselves to the 

elemental requirement to fulfil tourist 

demands. Ursula (PCP 6) pointed at a 

postcard, sighed and conceded: "dxm is 

Pen4 the Ilarm and the gi7l dxw" (see 

figure 5.8). 

Figure 5.8: Cabana Girl vAth Alpaca in the 
Colca VaUey, Tierra Finne 
Ediciones 

5.2.3 Creating an Extension of the Tourist imagination 

Despite the frustration continually (re)presenting dominant icons, opportunities emer-ge 

within which producers are able to incorporate 'hidden' elements of Peru and extend 

tourists' imaginative horizons beyond the nan-ow confines of anticipatory imaginings: 

"ra ezey pcstcard shm& Iv abow Ma&u MmOz4 no )m nxd to sýwpamvrb fi-an pl=3 ube? r pa* 
, 31 ruwnUy don't go bw shw&go be=se dxy a7v nully 7W Guan, PCP7). 

However, such extension lacks the more radical practices of more established destinations 

and rather than re-writing per se, knowledge development emerges as gentle exposure, or 

an extension of writing as producers construct secondary knowledge platforms from which 

touristic imaginings can evolve. While producers recognise that many aspects of Peru he 

beyond the scope of the tourists' knowledge, the significance of such elements were not 

(Anticipating), R&zeniing, (Remembenng and Reliving) Place 
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laid to rest as producers move subtly beyond key icons that at times constrict the 

mobilisation of a more comprehensive envisioning of place: 

: ýou bave to xhov what tourists air buyi% but we also Ig to xbow them o1ber things ... to incorporate 
some thiý , gs so as thg can learn a hit more of our countg 5ou have to learn to see because its not eag 
to see beautiful tbings herv, exc bt a ý mybe in The most impactingplaces ... sometimes reaUty is so strong, it 
rralyl hurfsjou, it catcbesyou, its upsettiq ... somepeo ple rrall .y 

don'tUke it and you bave to karn to clean 
tbatparf .. you bave to seatrbJor the beautiful" (Ursula, PCP 6) 

Producers engage in practices of exploring whereby they 'ýg to present the wrious tiews of a 

place in Peg dýyerent dimensions" (Ursula, PCP6), expanding tourist knowledge and introducing 

new aspects and characteristics of place as stages are set and contexts constructed within 

which new knowlcdges are initiated and played out into the tourist sphere. Producers offer 

new angles on icons (see figures 5.9 to 5.11), or present elements of place that move 

beyond national icons and emphasise regional characteristics and attributes unique to each 

area that tourists may encounter as they venture through Peru (see figures 5.12 to 5.16). By 

uncovering new insights into place, postcards facilitate a deeper wealth of understanding 

and accumulate encounters with elements of Peru previously untapped during anticipatory 

engagements with place. 
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Figure 5.9 (top): Intiliuatana, Machu Picchu, Tierra Firme Ecliciones, 5.10 Oeft): Terraces in the Agricultural 
Sector of Machu Picchu, Tierra Finne Ediciones, 5.11 (right): Low Zone of Machu Picchu seen from the 
templo of las Tres Ventanas, Tierra Firme Ediciones 

(Anticipating), R&wumg, (Remembering and Refiving) Plaw 
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(clockwise from top left) Figures 5.12: Flowers of the Amazon, Tien-a Firme Ediciones, 5.13: The Maras Salt 
Marshes, Cusco, Tierra Firme Ediciones, 5.14: Condors at the Colca Canyon, Arequipa, Fenno Publicidad, 
5.15: Cloisters and street of the Santa Catalina Convent, Arequipa, Tierra Firme Edic'Ones, 5.16: San 
Francisco Church Convent, Tierra Firme Ediciones. 

Staged amongst 'principle actors', less theatrical or prevalent elements of place are often 

unable to stand alone and are brought into context alongside icons. Such contextualisation 

infers importance upon seemingly ad-hoc and otherwise mundane elements of place and 

mobilises the construction of secondary place knowledges: 

"swaý, m )vu mrr to go to a pbx JUSt to see a 7wý, bu if pu take jWt the pWo of dr m& An 
tmmts uw buy z4 bra if )m pmu& a mmxt w b6c pL6wzni.. dut rrukes the postcanr Uohn, 
Pcpl) 

Context becomes constructed via supplementary images as: 

"ue Pta thae a7w-4 surmmid wýb odx-r pbmgrapýs dut am k noun"... "tbe unUs am the famc 
pan, dx harm.. (ha) tbov ampam that po* do w know.. uar sign6 mi&, but ýý put tývn in 
a moc t dry gize )uu a rým mplae pium an vmge of the plam.. We gtw #)an a pwzle sa.. mr* 
hy, arrangmg in tbdr bw4 dxy (mmists) pw ý tgth-y' a uho, PCP3) (s ee f igures 5.17 & 5.18). 
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Tourists are therefore guided through and introduced to new elements of place gradually as 

they are incorporated into, and presented alongside existing dominant icons that fulfil 

anticipatory imaginings of place. 

. ddk 

Figure 5.17: Machu Picchu, Fenno Publicidad Figure 5.18: Machu Picchu, GHF Representaciones 

Nevertheless, despite opportunities to gently extend knowledges through postcards, lirnits 

exist beyond which elements of place are deemed irrelevant. Indeed, while new knowledges 

presented may be integr-al to producers' personal appreciation of Peruvian culture and 

being, such value exceeds the grasp of the tourist imagination as neither achieving 

anticipatory demands, nor stimulating invigorating connections with place. Frustmtion 'in 

production therefore emerges as once again producer's face discrepancy between personal 

opinion and tourist expectation: 

"d)i IS a pým qf a canna and), uu see it all dx &m and.. tofind Lbut in the plaza wa plaw sofar 
avq firm ham umU Iv my w&n-swg.. he... dxy &67't like it.. and A5 &E.. d7ae a7e rVUffal 
colavy dut am, dxy aye dyes that am sold M the Ym7kers... d-, ae uve dx w6m uith vhicb dx Wnw&, 
the t*atnz uve &m in 6e pzL Thse aye my wpwam hrit ftwnýts) don't like it.. not rrarypo* 
am irfmmd of the dewds of a cuorry... dxy just go to a awntry hmme its ix o& and dx-y varr to see 
uhat dxy Imw bxn told is the ýxotwpayt" (UrsWa, PCP6) (see fýures 5.19 & 5.20) 
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Figure 5.19: Photographer m the Main Plaza, Tierra Firme Ediciones 

uzu 
Figure 5.20: Man selhng dyes at Pisac Market, Tierra Firme Ediciones 
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5.2.4 Straching Imaginary Horizons 

Unlike producers who invariably express frustration at their relative containment to key 

icons, tourists' anticipatory knowledges continually evolve and mature as they are forever 

absorbing new insights into place that emerge through experiential encounter. 1herefore, 

while tourists inevitably seek out and re-present icons, as they move through and engage 

with place, existing knowledges are continually rewritten as new knowledges are 

incorporated into their becoming. Mirroring production practices, such engagement arises 

as gentle immersions into place rather than drastic rewritings. Indeed, rewriting arises not 

of Peru per se, but of tourists' understandings of Peru; the cultures, characteristics, habits 

and practices of people and their surroundings as they slowly reposition themselves uilbin 

place through experiential encounters. 

Such movement beyond icons is exemphficd in the ways in which tourists select postcards 

of, or take photographs of, the people of Peru. Moving away from 'touristy' shots, some 

respondents conveyed their intrigue with the diversity of national costumes. Rather than 

remaining confined to the singular iconic image that appears to define a single Peruvian 

costume, new knowledges and experiential encounters mobilise deeper understandings of 

the various regional styles of costume that exist: 

I wasjustfasdnated irb these women, the wa ,wy Iby werejust sat them with these bagr and thg were all 
kind of talkiýg to each other .. its ve! y Peruvian with the &fferrnt ýpes of hats which all mean &fferrnt 
status and &ferrnt things and .. Ijust liked that" (Paula) (see figure 5.21) 
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Figures 5.21: Women at A Market, Respondent's Photograph 

Anticipatory imaginings merge with previously unknown knowledges and facilitates the 

development of a n*cher, deeper connection with place as tourists get-to-know place 

through gentle exposure via practices of 'in-situ' experience and learning that enrich their 

experience. Despite such gradual immersion into place, tourists inevitably remain distanced 

from cultur-al intricacies as they move fleetingly through place accumulating infon-native 

insights they may or may not retain. However, it is the partiality of engagement, the actual 

immersion into the physicality of place, sensual encounters and emotive being and 

becoming that generates a deep engagement with place as tourists move beyond the wholly 

imaginary to embruce experiential embodied encounters that enrich and enliven touristic 

becoming. Women in brightly coloured clothes are no longer conf Mied to the rectangular 

boundaries of images, but are experienced in the flesh as living, breathing, inter-acting 

bodies. Anticipatory narratives are realised and rewritten as tourists transcend boundaries 

that previously denied physiCal inter-action and places are enlivened in ways previously 
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unimaginable. Embodied, sensual encounters engulf tourists' experience and they 

continually renegotiate aspects of their self into place, and place into their self, as they 

create a dynamic fusion of self and other that, alongside dominant narratives, exposes 

opportun, ides for personal imaginings and encounters with place to be realised and 

integrated into the overall tourist experience of place. Negotiations between tourists, locals 

and landscape emerge (whether comfortably or not) to produce a series of dynamic 

secondary experiential place narratives that intensify and strengthen tourists' relations and 

connections with Peru and provide foundations upon which place is experienced and 

subsequently captured through visual devices. Indeed, at times, kons are rejected 

altogether as tourists move further into place and create their own personal interpretations, 

using visual devices, in this case postcards, to rewrite place as they encountered it: 

'Wsgirl is more normaZly dressed Ske is not weaHn& (well) she is wearing typical clother but .. not the 
g wasn't sotY of somethingyou would see in flationalgeqgrapbic-so I sent that tourisýv sotY of thin 

one" (Sarah) (see figure 5.22). 

Mirroring such practice, Abby reflected: 

'ýhg arejust imqTes I have in my mind .. I have seen that a million times but .. Just Xdn't take a picture 
of it or .. didn'tfeel like I could-we bad to walk up lberv to San Blax-the rouleyou had to take 
because tbatseems to me like a ýpicalstreetin Cusco"(see figure 5.23). 

By incorporating existing knowledges with new, experiential encounters, tourists engage in 

the processes and practices of re-presenting and more expressively, of rewriting as they 

become absorbed into place, experiencing everyday practices of others and reflecting their 

own everyday practices in place as they embark upon a journey that initiates a fusion 

between self and other through deeper becoming. 
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Figure 5.22: A local Woman, GFIF Representaciones 

Figure 5.23: Rooftops of Cusco, GH[F Representaciones 
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As tourists engage in deeper connections with place and initiate both re-presentations and 

rewritings; of place, a series of subtle performative practices of tarning and owning space 

emerge. However, knowledge accumulation and the expansion of tourists' imagination do 

not emerge as a series of random encounters; an unstructured, profusion of new 

experiences that demand tourists' attention and create confused understandings and 

becoming in place. Rather, each new encounter and exposure to new knowledge constructs 

a series of secondary nodes that facilitate cumulative expansion of imaginative horizons. 

Connections and linkages emanate radially from anticipatory imaginings as tourists begin to 

makes sense of, and accommodate the plethora of encounters that bombard their senses. 

Such encounters not only fulfil, but challenge existing perceptions and force a restructuring 

of imaginings that enables tourists to establish deeper comprehensions of the complexities 

of place. 

In this context, taming and owning is not understood as the top-down imposition of 

anticipatory imaginings as the sole narratives through which place is understood. Rather, 

taming and owning emerge through the practices and process of accommodating place and 

making it more familiar as tourists move beyond generalisations that govern anticipatory 

engagement and begin to integrate their self through embodied encounters with place and 

embracing lesser known elements that enrich their connection to and appreciation of place. 

Control is not realised through structured, impervious anticipations but, arises as tourists 

absorb, realise and performatively engage with place at varying degrees of intensity, some 

shutting out less desirable encounters, while others 'get lose in place, absorbing the good 

with the bad, exploring wherever their feet (and instinct) takes them: 
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"uhat it nrarr to rm IS dyis 1ýýface aWU4 ý)uu take the wm and)m wA in the smers )m mdly 
took at tbepeq* pu see so mi& "wad Gfjust 90ing by, 9W* C by" (Sarah), 

Characteristics of place are actively absorbed as tourists engage with and accommodate 

aspects of place they find appealing, interesting, or strike affinity with. Indeed, tounsts are 

not always able to shut out less desirable aspects of place, but influence the extent to which 

such elements are accornmodated into their experience. Place becomes tangible through 

visual devices, concretising and actualismg expenences to reflect and materialise the 

position of self within place. Tounsts assemble selected insights into a series of visual 

platforms that directly reflect place as an amalgam of collective and personal ideological 

imaginings; that emerge through expenential encounters: 

"its a (Mag*)-*Zk'ITV of ubat vm gpirgot; yab its nmpenovi than thebniqped, -ý, g ubkb zor 
a hit, mn w kýd of anti-pmaul.... dxý is like ukut I uz zý I vm seeirg at dx trm" 
Maggie) 

Vxwum a mipe (of inuges) dw I paniadadylikol.. Im=e I thý o0eykiiýcf4scniedmw dun 
the lamicape ýyou like... I like the wq býut the-.. w(am fad ac"s tbc- lanicape.. the uar1ra. -- the 
kýd qfgrassts... the kw? 4 airl the &e-tp and A tmual tbýg týut ým don't nmmlý see.. dw 
k bd of des c ribe it u; in mw depth for nr"... "its that ubole il-a qf h4ldiig up that p&w" (G ilhan) 
(see fýure 5.24) 

Figure 5.24 Patahuasi National Park, source unknown 
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5.2.6 Sharing Space, Experience and Remembrances 

Fundamental to such capture and control of experiences, are the practices tourist employ 

to shared experiences with others as they offer 'glimpses' into actual encounters and 

moments of becoming. Devices proffer opportunity to share feelings and emotions with 

friends and family. Encounters are consciously recorded through photography or selected 

in postcards as accurately presenting experiential engagements with place according to 

tourists' personal affinities. Indeed, such sharing, capture and conveyance becomes deeply 

personal as the photograph or postcard becomes a material component that consciously 

captures the essence, emotion and personal affinity with place. The ephcrmcrality of the 

visual enables it to literally become part of the journey, infused with meaning and purpose 

that is to be shared with the recipient of the postcard or the audience viewing the 

photographs: 

g to give them a view into wbat our emotions arv and wbat we are experiencing, what we are Its Igin 
sedig "... 5ou arepadý sharingyour výperiencejou are sending a Attlepiere of it .. to Them " (Tom) 

"it lets them picturr it tbemselves ... tbg am sort ofpartidpating in Mejourng as well, in a way" Pan) 

Nevertheless, discrepancies and limitations emerge in sharing and recipients' ability to 

engage in even partially embodied understandings of place as they are left constantly lacking. 

I want to share the e4erience ... (but) I know that its im possible for some people to ... understand what it 
fieIx like ... but tbg can share a little bit of the experience " (Sarah). 

Tourists ate therefore invariably restricted to conveying generalities of collective 

appreciation as they retreat back to anticipatory imaginings and the key icons that are 

assumed to form the basis of recipients' understandings of Peru. Nevertheless, tourists' 

subjective positioning as known-sender, mobilises discourses of place as already- 

experienced-by-other and therefore achievable for recipients. Second-hand becon-dngs 

permeate the materiality of the postcard creating personal connections between recipient 
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and tourists that trunscend into deeper connections to place. Nevertheless, refruining from 

infon-nation overload which nsks subsequent disinterest from recipients, tounsts realise 

embodied engagement and direct experiential encounter and understanding remain outside 

recipients grasp. Consequently. 

"7beiv vas a nice pos tcard of Clwwýanzwga' dut I saw dx aber dq he mbo4y.. kwus ubm it is. 
7k uiU look at it and uiU go aw udl tbat's... a na'n in Pou 77x-y uiU look at (Madw PimW and 
dxy uiU k me... "its just Lbe sumb7d MaoOu hcoý )m cant do any b&er than thut" Mat in) (s ee 
figure 5.25) 

Figure 5.25: Machu Picchu, Mundo Andino PubliCidad 

Nevertheless, new knowledges of Peru are at times introduced into shanng as tounsts 

engage in pmctices of personalising place for recipients, moving beyond icons and creatmig 

potential experiences and establishing indirect connection via tourists' experiential 

encounters that realise connection with recipients' interests: 

" my raon IS mzlý Pro ýprdmýg andfamm markers... 50 1 tbagk she'd lv anwed and mwmted ly 
tbe hNom cf zuYi6es cf com that Am am.. a bit mw ki,, ý of a-&utioýd for the aberpe* nwz'u'T 
than ma uuy" (Maggie) (see figure 5.26) 
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Consequently, in personalising postcard content according to recipients' interests, tourists 

directly increase perceived accessibility and mobilise personal affinity and connection with 

place as it becomes contextualised within already familiar knowledges and encounters. 

Postcards therefore reflect not only tourists personal experiences of place, but extend 

irriaginings beyond the tangibility of such engagements to be resituated and 

recontextualised within recipients' imaginings of Peru. 

Figure 5.26: SeHing Choclo in the Huancayo Sunday Market, Tierra Fmne Ediciones 

5.3 Visual Inclusions and Exclusions: Mobilising Discursive Encounters with 

Place 

Displaying paraflets to perfonnances of anticipation, the pr-actiCes and processes of re- 

presenting and re-writing of place in postcard production is underpinned by a series of 

discursive performances. Place becomes staged and enworlded, created and subsequently 
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lived, in order to meet consumer demands, and producers face multiple sites of struggle as 

they move through a complex web of production that seeks to reinforce anticipatory 

platforms through ethical and political practices. Visual interstices appear as producers 

move through the politicised practices of selling, including and excluding, drawing on both 

personal and professional knowledges in addition to secondary knowledge sources, as they 

construct a series of 'guides' through which places are made accessible and tourists are able 

to to&. 

5.3.1 Selling Place 

Producers emphasise the role of selling and promotion as fundamental to their role and 

position within the tourist experience, in that: 

"our main oýiecfive of course r1s) rellin ,g thepmduct... tbe main aim is sellin ,g tbingspeople like" Oulio, 
PCP3) 

Unlike anticipatory performances of production, attention no longer focuses upon a tour as 

the end-product through which monetary gain is achieved. Rather, selling centres on 

creating a positive place-image in the minds of tourists as producers enter a series of 

negotiations and debates as they 'stage managing' what is presented in the final image. 

Postcards become 'Vike aguide(s) " Gohn, PCP1), as producers consciously direct tourists' 

gazes, reinforcing and infusing deeper worth and importance upon the iconic sites that 

form the foundations of anticipatory imaginings. Producers "(Ibink) of Sboging wbat touHsts 

sbould tijit when tbg come" Guan, PCP7), reinforcing anticipatory imaginings and further 

stimulating dreams and expectations of what sites may be like and instilling deeper 

excitement as the moment of encounter draws ever closer. 
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Consequently, postcards focus predominantly on the key icons of place and although such 

icons are in effect self-evident to producers, they continue to work closely with postcard 

sellers to ensure focused content and product placement and gain valuable insights into 

tourists' buying patterns, requests and demands: 

yers with the tourists so Ijuxt go and talk to the buyers I am in drect contact witb the b. ýUers and the bu 
and The býgers will say 'look the tourists are lookiq for this special place "'. .. Inyerr are a sourre of 
informationjor me, thy are veg important .. I always talk to my clients ... the owners of The sbops or the 
sellers ... the tourists wbo buy theposteard .. My (sellers) analyse Ibesepeople (tourists) "(Raphael, PCPS) 

Such knowledges are at times substantiated with information from the likes of Prom Peru, 

or alternatively, secondary sources such as television and newspapers, or even by talking to 

tourists themselves as producers approach tourists as they write the postcards, noting the 

images they are sending home, whilst quizzing them on their likes and dislikes. Finally, 

producers refer to competitors' postcards to ensure competitive advantage. Nevertheless, 

as production remains fundamentally bound to key icons, such advantagc is secured mainly 

through design and presentation as opposed to basic image content per se. Indeed, such 

comparison is merely for inspiration: 

"(V) isjust to give us an idea. Not to repmduce the pidurr ... Just togive us an idea of the kind offictures 
ple are takiq and to start doing a set of... these ima that lbesepeo ges "(George, PCP4) 

The discursive mobilisation of place as reinforcing anticipatory imagiaings therefore 

focuses not only on the representing key icons, but perhaps more importantly, drawing 

upon place as already viewed and experienced through the eyes of the postcard producer. 

Nevertheless, during the performance of representing and rewriting place, postcards move 

beyond securing anticipatory imaginings and offer opportunities, albeit generic, to capture 

personal experiential encounters through secondary connections as tourists strive to 

capture personal engagements with place via first-level spaces of the collective image of 

place. 
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5.3.2 Discursive Performances of Selective Knowing 

Producers invariably present place through preferred discursive understandings of place. 

Indeed, such practices paraReled those of anticipatory productive performances as 

producers engage in process of creating attractive, but realistic pathways that encourage 

tourists to absorb positive aspects of place, whilst shying away from that which are deemed 

unattractive or undesirable. In striving to achieve the perfect touristic image of Peru, 

producers predictably control, or at times digitally manipulate, transient elements of place, 

such as bad weather, or badly or 'wrongly' dressed characters of place to ensure a 'clean' 

image. However, having addressed these issues in the previous chapter, it is the 

performative practices that emerge solely wid-dn postcard production that are of interest. 

Hidden behind the materiality of the photograph and its content, the selective re-presented 

'reality' is forever entwined with the individual perceptions, tastes and interpretations of the 

photographer as they build an image in their minds of a successful image. As Juan, PCP7 

commentcd: 

ýou nomaIZv think of a postcard bfforr, jou should do it vitb eveUtbingyou do ... you know wbatjou 
are going to make"... 'Wtbphotqgra phy now itsjust the rra&y as it is ... it doesn't change the rrali-0, its 
just thatjou are tgiq to look for the best time, to waitfor the best time to make the picture look asyou 
want becauseyou imagine the reality andjom think no I cant chan Y_* in the ca ge the real ptmrr ... but I can 
waitfor the reality at this time. This is the rrakty of 12 o'ciock or 5 o'clock in the morning " 

Producers engage in the practice of predetermined photo-taking as they build 'agendas' 

Cohn, PCP1) or 'checklists' (Ursula, PCP6) and play an on-location waiting game for the 

'right' time whereby all elements of place both material and immaterial come together to 

achieve the desired pathway into Peru. Moving in and around place they capture moments 

and build a collection of images from which they are able to engage in secondary selection 

practices for final presentation. However, despite such preparation, the skill of a 
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photographer lies in their ability to react to situations, selectively responding and 

recognising potential and capturing a good photo as it materialises before them: 

'Tam prepared, but also notprrparrdfor taking some sbots ... I am never inj7exible "... 'ýomefimesjom go 
for a pboto ... you want to take that rock becausejom know that (wilo XeIZ But .. a little llama or an 
aoaca orperhapS 4, girl all dressed up comes ... andyou knoiv that aill.... enricb ... the context" Gohn, 
Pcpl) 

Selectivity therefore becomes bound within a photographic 'knowing' that extends beyond 

the basic awareness of the iconic sites to be photographed and personal awareness and 

embraces a photographic discursive understanding of place as producers continually 

deepen their knowledge of, and affinity with, the very practice of photographing. Indeed, 

the act of photographing becomes an affectual performance as content, context, balance 

and composition come together to create the 'moment' that encompasses all elements and 

characteristics of place required for a successful postcard photograph: 

We moment tbatjou are takin the photo, the context, you bape the weather, the animal, the penron, that ,g 
arv in the context of thepbotojou know that in that moment that will be Mephoto, " Gohn, PCP1) 

Such performances extend beyond the act of photographing into the secondary practices of 

final image selection and are complimented by working with colleagues and calling upon 

the opinion of family or friends. Producers therefore engage in constructive, creative 

debates to achieve the optimal photographic output that complies not only with each 

producers personal opinion and taste, but embodies tourists' expectations and fulfils their 

demands. Indeed, whilst it is vital to incorporate an element of 'selP into the image, 

producers continually emphasised the primary requirement of fulfilling tourist demands as 

the fundamental premise of postcard production is to sell postcards: 

'7 Ig to look at tbepidures we have, askin .g myseffif thg would be of interest to the touiistr ... Mostý 
when Jou publish it_you already know it is goiq to be of interest ... in the bý: ginniq we &dn't, wejust 
started and we presented what we thought was going to be, which was beautiful, but we learnt that not 
evegtbing des 

. Pite its beau(ý) is ... ofinterrst to the tourists " (Ursula, PCP6) 
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5.3.3 Excluding Problematic Topics: Rewriting the Wrong 

Whilst transient elements of place inevitably form the basis of constructing aesthetically 

appealing postcards that both reinforce and fulfil tourists' anticipatory imaginings, such 

guidance and deviation of the tourist experience away from less desirable elements of place 

and the inherent selectivity of photographic practice fundamentally stimulates a deeper 

political role with regard to Peru in terms of economic and social status and political 

stability. While brochures also serve such purpose, during anticipatory imaginýings tourists 

arc armed only with imagined, rather than experiential connection with place, thus limiting 

their exposure to more detrimental elements of place to that which they learn from others, 

or merely suspect exist. Nevertheless, on their arrival in Peru, it becomes clear that such 

suspicions, whilst not necessarily devastating the entire experiential encounter, become 

treal' as they encounter issues of poverty, safety and security first hand. Practices of 

postcard construction therefore serves to redirect tourists' attention away from new, 

unfolding spaces through which tourists engage with and form contact with the other, 

fuelling the ubiquitous drive to fulfil dreams by shielding tourists from that which may be 

dangerous and hence detrimental to the tourist experience and the image of Peru. 

Producers therefore actively strive to reassure tourists: 

I tg not lopresentposteardr of the centrv of lima because I lenow tourist wont be safe there" (RaphaeL 
PCP5) 

"(ve) do not reproduce poverty orrad images, for instance ... a poor child cging in the street.. YOU see poor 
people not well dressed or -- (but9 we do not want to show that we are a poor countg. Evegbo, # 
knows that fouHstr don't come here to see poverty-so do not show poor nei b ourho ju t how what ,gh odr ss 
npresents our countg ... maybe these children are poor, thg are, butyou will see the dresses are full of 
colours, full of Afe "... 'iVe want to show ... that the hor7ific time ... of terrorism have been erasedfrvm our 
countg ... to show that nowadays our cauntg is completeZy quiet, _you canfind someplaces to rrlax,. yom can 
findsomeplaces to walk aroundwith noproblem at all" (George, PCP4) 

Producers therefore aestheticize potentially negative place characteristics, enhancing place 

through photographic expertise as they search out, include and discard elements of place 
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that redirect attention from the negative as they refocus and represent less desirable areas 

in their best light: 

ycu can see in my pwum, ear)m say to mr, Iým IS wae As, Aw is w so nice. WA for rm it is, 
but you just to ha-ze to dwe dx i*t pomt qf zww.. I t7y to nuke a do&vl.. Ya&ty. I xvwe dx 

razlity For ecanple, abw L vm.. L am is oýaaý eigbt raion po* liw lxre, its cfiny, scnv'ým its 
darWw, it's a big city uith all the proHm of hig aw in the third uu4 so pe* say to rw, )m 
nu* pu use the PWahop pngram to better your p=m No I don't do it" U uan, PCP7) (see 
figure 5.27) 

LIMA 
Figure 5.27: Cathedral of Lmia, Quality Postcards 

I 
'1 

Postcards therefore become key political tools M the fight to ressurect the tourist image of 

Peru as the country emerges from a past ninmer-sed in a culture of terrorism, exclusion, 

corruption and governmental controversy. Centr-al in such activity was El Sendero 

Luminoso (The Shining Path), a terrorist organisation founded upon militant Xboist 

doctrine whose goal was to "destroy ex 15ting Pmraýan tmduaions and 7epLaw tkem zdth a cgrinvot 

peasarr muýry Mg"r" (FAS, 2005). Emerging In the early 1980's, The Shining Path 

engaged in extreme terrorist activities including drug-trafficking, kidnapping for r-ansom 

and bombings which resulted in the execution of over 30,000 Peruvian nationals (FAS, 
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2005). Therefore, unlike more developed countries such as the UK, in particular Scotland, 

which face negatives such as rain and perceived isolation, the infantile status of Peruvian 

tourism and the passion and emotion producers feel for their country and the potential it 

holds as a tourist destination, drives producers to focus attention away from the turbulent 

and horrific events of the past. Such invisibility is not a denial of their past and present 

political and cultural problems, but serves as recognition and reinforcement of not only 

what tourists anticipate, but also the positive aspects of place and an eagerness by 

producers to share the wealth that Peru has to offer. 

5.3.4 Envisioning the Invisible: Re-writing Narratives of Place 

Despite the efforts of the majority of producers to negate such negative economic, social 

and political discourses, a number of producers move beyond the discursive limitations of 

dominant ideological discourses that permeate the touristic becoming. Moving to create 

new "contact spaces" (Cloke, 2004), producers re-write political narratives and offer up 

potentially new avenues through which spaces of the other are encountered, thus initiating 

the emergence of alternative politicised insights into place. Such expansion of political 

narrative through postcard production and dissemination is exemplified in the case of 

South Africa, as visuals move beyond the key touristic narratives of safari, big cats and 

Table Mountain to expose deep underlying political divisions of social, economic and 

political injustice (see figure 5.28). 
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Figure 528: We are not going to Khayalitsha. Slogan used to protest against forced removals 
of black people to 'locations' such as Khayalitsha, Community Arts Project, 
Media Works, Uuissa Designs, 1986. 

Whilst such visualities overtly send clear deep-rooted political messages and serve to 

exemplify the ahemative role of postcards as a device for political voice, in Peru, rewriting 

of touristic discourse via postcards is more covert. Postcards move subtly beyond existing 

icons, removing their clean, touristic appearance and exposing aspects of life that fall 

outside the remit of brightly coloured clothes, clean, happy smiling children and woman 

chatting happily at market stalls. Indeed, despite warnings that: 

ff=ny cf the pomani m&e? s dry take pWa qýpý dxk*M or P&CES dw am U* or destyý and 
ugý dy* abw Pem.. dxy am.. a littie nmhd.. uitb a pat=i ycu can kiU wunýrn or rtuke 
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murným.. take in niýý dutpu can kX twrým.. bwaxe uith dxpboto u&b.. the poor oWdnn.. pu 
a7e sayug to a twris t that dxý muntry IS not a good munry to ca7r wo hn, P CP 1), 

such images move away from that which is the 'best'. Breaking from the confines of 

commercial production and embracing political rewriting, postcards realise and move 

beyond the limitations of dominant touristic visions. Rather than hvm*g place through a 

synthesis of the other into 'other that is the same' (Cloke, 2004), such postcards provide a 

series of re-written additions that enable tourists to acquire a relatively deeper insight into 

the lives of other and move beyond the relatively narrow encounter of place that the tourist 

experience invariably commands. Such images therefore stimulate a deeper 'involvement 

and transformation of the tourists' self as they invariably, to lesser and greater extremes, 

accommodate spaces of the other that move beyond the familiar, identifiable (other', to the 

other as the previously hidden and unfamiliar street children in rags, or poor, primitive 

stone huts that embrace alternative, yet very real, everyday practices of Peruvian culture 

actively excluded from more commercial tourist postcards previously discussed (see figures 

5.29 and 5.30). 

F 

Figure 5.29: Peruvian ChM, Mundo Andino Pubficidad 
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Figure 5.30: Peruvian Farr: iily Sitting Together with Goca, Mundo Andino Pubficidad 

Integnating such in-uges into the tourist expenence stimulates a violence of photogmphy 

that encoumges tourists, perhaps subliminally, to open their eyes further to the very r-eal 

issues that are facing Peru in its cun-ent political state. Producers therefore seek to extend 

the tourist imaginary beyond that which is genemlly merely glanced upon in passing, or 

indeed overseen and trigger thoughts and imaginings regarding the fives of the street 

children and their families. However, ultimately it is the tourist who chooses to 

accommodate or marginalise such encounters within their experiential encounters of place, 

either extending their self, embracing the altemative space of the other and moving into 

new contact spaces that go- beyond-the- self (Cloke, 2004), or remain confined to that 

which is more appealing, or is already known. 
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5.3.5 Rewriting Place Through Experiential Knowledge 

On their arrival tourists are inevitably bound to the expectations, ideologies and imaginings 

of anticipations whether as images already-seen in brochures, on television or in 

photographs of family and friends. Consequently, tourists invariably arrive with a select few 

'key' anticipatory imaginings they seek to realise: 

I wanted to take some photos of Machu Picchu because I had seen so many photos of them and it looked 
exactly like I thought it vasgoing to look like in my photos " (Abby) 

'Me in, * 
, genous look ... thg bave a special look and that is tralý wbat my impression of Peru was btforr I 

came, I thoqht evegone lookedUke this"... " this to me it was (it) the panpoes, mullicolourr, Peruvian 
features. I am in Peru. Woohoo " (Sylvia) 

Whilst at times clouded by scepticism, such anticipadons initially bind tourists, building up 

hopes and dreams of what they are about to encounter as 'ýomewbelv like Macbu Pierbujou 

bave, got expectations andjou tbatjou want to live up to those " (Martin). Seeking to immerse the self 

into place as partially already known, tourists move around place, consciously searching for 

confirmation and at times expressing relief, even surprise as imaginings are realised and 

experienced first-hand: 

y lookedfike tbat. Thy are not dressed up. Tke ebildren actually looked like tbat" 'ýbe ckildren actuall 
(Fiona) 

However, at times it is difficult to realise dreams and, as tourists strive to encounter their 

dream they become lost within the bustle of being in place, as locals and other tourists 

inevitably infiltrate their experience as they struggle to engage in their own anticipated 

moment of connection. Frustrations inevitably arise as tourists seek out moments to 

recreate that already seen. As Wendy commented Ierr it was rrally, bard to takepicturrs nitbout 

, gem . ng all these sales people and tourists and Min 
, gs". Angela reinforces such practice as she 

recounts attempting to capture an anticipated icon: 
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Wat is the-pidure I went to Perm tging to get ... a0acas and llamas, Machu Picchu ones ... the 
gbt, or what tbg werr wearing wasn't right, or kidr ... (but) itjust neverfelt right, the backdrvp wasn't ri 

, gb ... I knew it was goiq to be a hor7ibyl clichidpidurv so Ijust wanted it to he thg weren`tprrtýi enou 
gly kids herr ... wby would L.. go to Perm to do it? " (Angela) perfect .. I can take pictures of u 

Indeed, for some, where anticipations were not tealised first-hand, imaginings were 

reinforced second-hand via postcard visuals as tourists sought to capture the experience as 

anticipated and imagined rather than actuaUy encountered: 

If you take a picture ofMachm Piechm wbilejou an visitiq it itsjmst like a beehive and (pox/cards) are 
all taken at the crack of dawn when there is nobot then ... it would have been lovely to see Machu Picchu 
totally, devoid ofpeople (laughs) but-that isjust totally unrealistic ... it ýa wish that we had seen it Ake 
that" Gulia) 

Nevertheless, anticipations provide only the foundations upon which subsequent 

understandings and experiential encounters with place are accommodated. Whether re- 

presenting Machu Picchu or capturing a preconceived essence of place, anticipatory 

understandings are quickly enhanced and enriched as previously hidden narratives of place 

emerge and offer additional insights into place. Consequently, tourists rewrite anticipatory 

imaginings through first-hand experience and reposition themselves within a series of new, 

emerging contact spaces through which appreciation and understandings of the other 

transpire. Narratives of place become a fluid blend of the anticipated and the experientially 

encountered. As Brian conunented: 

"&ou are) tging to portray something of the countg other than what _you 
have gleaned frvm the 

brochurvs... you know to tg andget the essence ofa Countg and wbe"possible tbepeo I if you can get to 
them " (Brian) 

While it is inevitable that tourists are only ever able to touch the surface of the other; 

gaining only primary knowledges of cultures, traditions and lifestyles of the people and 

witnessing only a glimpse of the wealth of social and physical landscapes of Peru, 

accommodation ranges from the absorption of inferences of everyday life such as Peters' 

account of the Uros Islands: 

'Me people out then cutting the reedr.. . you know take pictures ofpeople about their evegday ... its quite 
interesting seeing another culture, &fferent things, &fferent lifes_41es and ways that My Ave ". .. "(thg), gave 
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a talk abw ubat d)ey e4 Air die4 and dxy had it all laid ait -- tbae ý poiaw and dnedfish and 
dn&mxrbm.. )muaddn'tý, ýyamdfeatiq it" (Peter) (see figUres 5.31 & 5.32), 

Figure 5.32: Lake Titicaca, Respondent's Photograph 
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to that whereby deeper political insights such as poverty emerge. No longer hidden behind 

and for-gotten through brochures and postcards, the extent of poverty becomes apparent, 

startling tourists and triggering a stark rewriting of thew previous imaginings of happy 

children in brightly coloured clothing to that reminiscent of the postcards of street children 

previously discussed: 

"A sd)ool hi"* and A litde dxlaým.. d)ey uulk cric and a hdf to = hum to get to sd,, ool ewgday 
and.. huk agin at ? igh.. ym dmt 7wlýe.. Am aye PO* 50 IiU*.. in d)cse soyt qf a*n7murm" 
(Abson) 

"she vm fdtby 
.. 

An- As litde kid.. ubo IS apafiy as cbty... )cu dcht apea to sw that.. I 
(pbowapb4 

... ra w 4ýý bw bxawe I zeantal ta.. mnxier ubat As Ald uns like, yxi know 
thepowrty she vas hdT M" (Les) (see figure 5.33) 

Figure 5.33: Local Child, Respondent's Photograph 

Indeed, at the extreme end of the spectrum, Nbggie recounted her experience of pohtiCal 

protests in Puno, Lake Titicaca: 

"Thewý dx po? icp-.. and a lot cf po* (Iaugýs) A pmustem... uith hoýen botdz... I d)mgbt hý 
Tý.. boule fidl 6f petni and I um mi4 scamd.. ue.. 4,4z't k now ubether to take pbaa... ad the 
sudoz canr and Ay aU had rocks in d)eir hani... 77xy carm to ow bus and ow (hizu 
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uns... cnoxhirg dx gw7s trybT to get cw (f dx wry and.. aff ga& = WM h6ey am 
tot6ts... sulk*.. dx swdew dungmi and dx-y um like & d)ey a7v wi5t5, zw haw 0 to help 
d"n.. I bad.. stolm týmt (pbotq) fium bdind bbe apwin.. dy politia pa7V bb* ewryzebem.. the 
uumn uuwýiT it (lw@ýs) z quim (a) Vpicalphoto I dyb*" (Ma%* (see figures5.34 to 5.38) 

Im 
ow , wo -,. - 

Figures 5.34 to 5.38: Witnessmg Protest, Respondents 

: 12% 31411!, Mo 
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As tourists engage further with place, experiencing new political nan-atives and becorning 

infused in a blend of anticipated imaginings and experiential encounter, they move 

distinctly from a role predominately char-acterised by practices of consumption to a 

position whereby pr-oductive practices come to the fore. Utilising both postcards and 

engaging in the act of photographing, tourists embark on a process of collating and 

recording personal encounters with place. Mirroring practices of brochure and postcard 
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producers, tourists negate emerging narratives by selectively including and excluding 

elements of place to best re-present and reflect their personal encounters. Forgetting and 

blindness, remembrance and envisioning infiltrate visual devices as tourists, to greater and 

lesser extents, include 'real' elements of place and construct their own platforms, whether 

first-hand through photography or second-hand through purchasing postcards, to preserve 

experience both for individual posterity or to share with family and friends. 

Firstly, whilst capturing the 'reality' of place, tourists negate alternative politics through 

visual devices, in particular those sent home as postcards. Whether via postcards or own 

photographs, tourists reinforce anticipatory imaginings and create desirable contact and use 

visual devices to ensure a positive reflection of their holiday. Whilst numerous narratives 

exemplify such practice, a postcard sent by Tim and Kate clearly illustrates such insights. 

Despite having spent two weeks in Peru, absorbing themselves in the culture, encountering 

street children, torrential rain and even snow, the images selected to share with others 

invariably revolved around key icons such as festivities and brightly coloured clothing (see 

figure 5.39): 

: ýou want it to look like wbereyou am because There is no point in having a photo That doesn't look like 
wheirjou are because it could he somenherr completely di ffemnt " Critn) 
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Figure 5.39: Carlos, a "Pututo" Player (Inti-Rayriii FestiVal), jean PiChon Postcards. 

It is therefore not enough to merely select any icon. Rather, images become representative 

of actual encounters as icons by default are not purely ubiquitous place characteristics 

recognised by recipients, but rather are infused with the ghosts of personal encounter, that 

already seen by the sender/tourist- as- photographer as they capture an essence of 

themselves in place and use the image as a fixed substitute for the transient, fleeting 

encounters through which they engage with place: 

"ýI vas sox&g it hick bum (k) mzlly hzs to "m s(mi&T dvt I haw seen and us like botb Am 
dxW doret luw odxr wtrtiýts In... nu A seme ofscmEor dse in a pbw" (Tim) 

Additionally, it IS not enough to merely select an image randomly. Rather, concerns of 

aesthetics and quality come to light as postcards become positioned as postcards- as- art, 

expressing tourists' emotional connection to place: 

"uhat ve sod hom IS uhut k&s the bm Nut k&s rmt inMsne.. )uu i*t fid Lbat ), uu 
like.. (X) letwr but if Lbat IS not the mt PTn3slW pý%Vaph that uaddn't be uhut you send 
bwr"... "you haw- dx-fow bow arxi its ag q'fw6 hem and )uu get a mzl do qffed to iý.. A 
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quality o? f the imqge, definite_b. . .. it, r set asidefi-om ... other scenes ofpeople ... it basgot that quality ... rather 
than someone lakiýg a snap" (Ilm) 

The employment of visual devices revolves around issues of control and dissemination as 

tourists actively select which postcards to buy, or photographs to take, in order to best 

capture their encounter and experience of the other to be shared with friends and family. 

Selection criteria includes content, composition, lighting and framing as tourists rewrite 

place, capturing place as experienced and imagined, picking and choosing only that which is 

worthy of attention and fits within the their ideals. Indeed, with regard to photography, 

several respondents commented on their ambition to capture the ever elusive 'National 

GeograpEdc' photograph that reflects not only place, but the sender/taker and their hohday 

as a whole: 

jou and wbatjou like ... that abigparlofitIlbink, 5ou want to make sun that this is trprrsentative of 
jou want to beperceived and howjou want otherpeople to see bowyourjourng bas been ... what image bow 

doyou want to sbow thatjou bave bad" (Kate) 

Nevertheless, despite such endeavours, the second channel of securing place through visual 

devices illustrates the sharing of new narratives of place. Whilst quality retains importance, 

images become educational tools as tourists share 'real' experiences of the other that move 

beyond icons and embrace the new political narratives emerging through experiential 

encounters: 

'Mat ze& a stog, jou see the bmken doll andjourfirst reaction is 'aw That is ber only tu'. . but these 
kidr are kappj... OK My are not modern ... Ibeirfingen arrprvbablyfiltýy, look at their teetb, tbg are 
looked after in their own way. How dare we say it ýa sbamejor themjust because we dress our kidr in the 
latestfashion" (Sylvia) (see figure 5.40) 
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Figure 5.40: Sofia and Lucero during playtime, jean PIChon Postcards 

Altematively, with regard to tourists' own photography, quality can become comprorniSed 

in favour of content, or indeed lack of content, as capturing experiences moves beyond 

icons as tounsts attention moves to previously hidden elements of place that fall outside 

boundaries of anticipatory imaginings as they seek to embrace the unusual, the different or 

that which captures their attention. Such images are secured primarily for tourists' own 

consumption rather an audience of family or friends. This shift in importance is identified 

where Gillian reflects: 

"I uas ai-6dutdyfasanated be=se it's a poor rrans pmoayd.. I a"t get =r amgb.. in a wry it 
dwn't rrutter b=ise it 9n*Z me dw fieI4 (f spam.. tbat I'S just bow poor pw#e in Peru are 
hurid.. the phoWapb doesn't p(ay ji6me to dx k ird qf space.. bw z enu* to m4nd nr qý 6w 
vzstws.. and rdmý else look ffg at dw sbot um& k now dw". 
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5.4 Encapsulating Practice: capturing experience 

As tourists break free from the confines of anticipatory irriaginings and move to blend such 

imaginings with in-situ experiential encounters with place, they embark on a direct 

rewriting of place. )XIiilst providing guidance and insights into elements of place, visual 

devices move to provide stages and pathways upon which, and through which individuals 

are able to reflect their encounters and capture their embodied performances as they 

engage in deeper sensual connections and understandings of place. Turning attention to 

their self, tourists' bodies merge with and accommodate the spaces of the other as they 

engage in a series of processes and practices through which they are able to reflect their 

own personality, interests and appreciations as they extend their belonging in place and 

further enrich their experience of becoming tourist. 
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5.4.1 Producers as Providers of Empty Landscapes 

It is at this stage that postcard producers move to occupy a lesser intensive role within the 

tourist experience and provide empty stages awaiting enlivening via tourists' infusion of 

personal encounters with place as they encapsulate moments of being and becoming in 

place, reflecting and enlivening experiences through the visuals presented to them. 

Producers become further removed from tourists' attempts to encapsulate practice with no 

real additional productive practices per se emerging at this stage of commercial production. 

Rather, they become the eyes of tourists, capturing general experiences, essence and 

atmospheres of place. Postcards therefore offer a series of diverse, empty landscapes that 

become personalised and owned by tourists as they infuse visuals with their own personal 

narratives of place. Consequently, producers are rendered invisible as tourists seeing 

themselves in place and capturing their experience. Referring to figure 5.42, Ursula (PCP6) 

reflected: 

,g to be their ges. In those picturrs jou see that is why UrSuR. Ive are tgin 
we don't use filters, we don't use anything That md/I give Them a 
&fferent imqTe to what Iby will find"... "(it) is sorl of a 
Construction ... your own intetpretation. Fiddle ivith things. 

Interviewer: Make up your own story... 
Ursula. Mmmmmm ... wanderjes"... Ts more alive-andpersonal" 

She continues: 

lpo pie wben tbg virit oneplace tbg want to bave a rrmembrance or token of that place ... My want to 
capturr it, thg want to have it"... 'Mepbotqra b be es thee e ence of be p p com xp ?it lace'... 5ou can imagine 

jourseýf standing there ... and bave the idea of this open space of water, its cleaner, its also cleaner offer an 
t, -nqTe that sometbing Mat it, like this, this is veg nice ... The brreZe, tbepeacefulness because evegtbing is 
oten, its not veg avwded, its not a crowdedplace and its beautiful" 
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Figure 5.42: Lake TitiCaca, Tierra Finne Ediciones 

Providing secondary sources of photogr-aphs that tourists cannot reach and are unable to 

capture through their own photographic practices, postcards move from their role as 

virtual, anticipatory stages to devices through which tourists secure active, lived experiential 

encounters with place. Nevertheless, the notion of empty landscapes should not literally be 

taken to mean landscapes devoid of content and discursive guidance as by their very nature, 

postcards are inevitably imbued with ideological discursive interpretations of place that 

relate directly to the collective experience. Producers reposition themselves and adopt a 

second-level touristic persona, experiencing and engaging as they perceive tourists 

experience and engage with landscapes: 

"ulxn I take a photo I am aýo a tuirýt, so I ýrug=.. ubat (is) 6e best pho(a.. An I say Ob tbý is dx 
best photo that w7l m7ke an mpia, so this is the photo I am go m* to use brause it rrukes an arW in 
rrr as a tourýL.. uhat I t7y to mike in the photograph i. s... the fbel* cf dx pbw"... "I t7y to siuvie 
dx.. twrý t in the plax "... "it i's s irý dx expen&w dvt i's had in a plam.. dx fbd4 d)ey huw in a 
P&W"UOIUI, PCPI) 
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Subtle discursive interpretations therefore provide the foundation upon which space is 

subsequently rewritten through consumptive practices according to tourists' expectations 

and practices of place. 

5.4.2 Tourists Becoming Producers: Thickening and Enriching Embodied 

Experiences of Place 

Despite the importance of capturing the ubiquitous iconic sites such as Machu Picchu, the 

embodied practices of photographing provide a means through which tourists encapsulate 

practice and become producers in their becoming. Rather than merely journeying to 

capture quotidian cultural signs of place (Edensor, 1998), photography facilitates the 

enrichment of reflexive, embodied experiences of place and offers a means through which 

experiences, feelings, emotions, fascinations and moods can be captured and retained. 

While normative gazes inevitably arise, as tourists move through and engage more deeply 

with place, the performative practice of photographing and postcard purchases becomes 

infused with personal geographies of emotions and proximity between self and other 

(Haldrup & Larsen, 2003). Visual devices create and capture a series of private 

performances as tourists are able to immerse themselves in moments of fleeting isolated 

contemplation, finding moments of connection and affiliation between self and other in 

the vast expanse of the impersonal landscapes of the collective. The self becomes bound 

and fused within the body of the image as the flesh of the image is born out of the 

individual, their perceptions, understandings and affiliations to place. However, just as the 

self becomes infused into and gives cause to the act of photographing, the act of 

photographing becomes bound in constructing the event and becomes a vital part in 

producing encounters as concrete bodily performances and tangible memories (Haldrup & 

Larsen, 2003). Such fusion generates a union that eclipses the physical tangibility of 
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photographing as pressing the shutter button and embraces the primacy of self-expression 

and encapsulating personal narratives as photognaphing extends through corporeal 

encounters and mobilises an active enlivening of place: 

"takiT a pbotograph isnýt just abw cap" the h7ý its abctd caparriig.... a feelirg and captu? iTthe 
&xum and dut's ubat I like abw that týe sun is at dx 70t ar#e brause ur wye Am quite aviy in 
A day so )vu haw got.. good shidow... a mmý nm suhý li& tbov so )m can m4 pu can almt 
feel dut )m can drop per hami f tbm aný* A =tum ef As mm... dut sort ofcapam dut but I 
alsofbe4 you can alffatfid týe eat of the wk nun n&býg dxse smw dm in a ? ws twfaamy and I 
dxý* pu can aý o appredite dx s ae ef Am. )cu can see dx soMV cf it ad" (Bnýa4 (s eef ig ure 5.4 3) 

, eazu 
, IM 

I. - 
Figure 5.43: Sachsahuarnan, Respondents 

Photograph 

Photographic practices therefore serve to both capture and fuel deeper, emotive 

connections with place. Although, as previously discussed, tourists invariably engage in 

practices to ensure experiences are conveyed in a positive fight, not all photographic 

practices are performed with the need to produce 'correct images' (lialdrup & Larsen, 

2003), as such practices can equally reflect negative emotions and encounters with place. 
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Indeed, for Nlaggie, photographing provided an opporumity for hiding as she created a 

cocoon within which she isolated herself through her camera and engaged in connecting 

with the transient landscapes surrounding her as she suffered from altitude sickness: 

%bý vws the arvWxy honefor #)uu are mdly X and I had to go on it 7he pbo" am just m2lly cnip 
Immse I vas fie14 S... I vws stqTýg to take pboms... hawce I Just dcht una to talk to anyorr 
anpm h-umse I uns like I am 9%T to oy ýI baw to talk to arýcw- An dyý uz our canp tbat 
rmgk.. it vMfivezag.... I bad bum on As baiefor A last tuory nbaw and I badgOt 50 Cold brawe 
I vmn't ualking anynm and I &dn't hzze ampý dodiff to le on the bone- so týat's on dut zery 
hVpy day (bug&) " (see Figures 5.44 to 5.46) 

Consequently, whilst all respondents did feel a compulsion to take photographs, focus 

centres upon photography as a tool in the negotiation and capture of experiences rather 

than the act of photographing for its own sake. Such negotiation does not deny the 

fundamental role of photogr-aphic practice, but rather changes the focus of its current 

positioning in that: "I am dvre to5ee it, cxpmýw it and look at ezerydnýg not to keep fiaing, ob I 

nmt wnpae a piaw" (Olivia). 
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5.4.3 Establishing a Belonging in Place: Creating, Reinforcing and Presenting 

Connections with Other 

Practices of photography therefore extend beyond a spectatorial relationship between self 

and other to create an extension of belonging as tourists are able to move though place, 

creating and finding themselves in relation to new, ever-changing surroundings. 

Nevertheless, as Edensor (1998) recogmses, the embodied perforn-iances of photography 

enunciate institutionalised roles as tourists engage in the process of reinforcing ideals and 

the subsequent pructice of Liking 'duty photographs of icons as they move around sites M 

an organised fashion through coordinated viewings and photographing opportunities. 

Succumbing to tour-guided photography and photographing because others were snapping, 

many respondents disclosed their compulsion to photograph: 

"I dyi., k dx-? v ZS a kt of dut uixn )m am tak ing phota tou Ycufed 6v sam pýý 3m am suppcsai to 
take, dut ), uu kird Gf shadd'... )w hewt i5 ra&g (bugýs)... I& J& a Ut of praswE. - m* 
swmw dse hz got their cantra ow, punkulwiy uixn 3ou haw Just got sormuhem.. and ý aher people 
haw got Ain and dxy a7c tak P, g a pboto and 3m am 'ob I had betwer had hadn't I? '" (Mart in) 

Whilst such repetition exhibits an air of inevitability, it is the extension of belonging as a 

reflection of self through individuality and the incorporation of difference that is of mterest 

as tourists embark on a strategy to r-ecode and enfr-ame experiences outside enclavic, 
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thcmed environments (Edcnsor, 1998). Extension of belonging arises as tourists seek to 

find and present their position of self in place through photographic exploration as they 

seek to find connection with aspects of place as they are momentarily encountered in a 

fast-paced, whistle-stop tour of Peru. Heterogeneous spaces emerge within the 

homogenous collective as the camera becomes a tool through which individual, personal 

discursive understandings and interpretations of place are constructed. Indeed, merging self 

and other, visual devices provide opportunity for expression and enable tourists to engage 

in individual dramaturgical performances as they explore and roam through places with 

their cameras, appreciating their surroundings from various angles as they get up close and 

see things differently. As Martin commented: 

g, 'ýZyselfoben I. Zoom in a bitnore at the deta& ... it isperbaps morr mvpersonalio I am morr expressin 
-y else mav bave in it ... whenyou air looking at morr detail itprobab# showsmorr of yourseý'.. somebod 

ps of .. anotber aspea"... 5ou can be peg personal because taken a morr detailedphotqgrapb but ... perha 
g the standard, expectedpbotos, jou can go and There is so mucbjou eango and do ratber tbanjust takin 

get. your own details" 

NEcro-level. exploratory practices are complimented by an awareness and appreciation of 

nuanced aspects of place, whether everyday practices of other or more detailed knowledges 

of cultural history, as tourists strive to generate a deeper understanding of place that fuels 

their sense of belonging in place as they record things that are unusual, or unexpected. 

Such exploration is exemplified by Les as he commented: 

.y 
the In&an market ... in 'Men you see jou get things hke this, now this guy was sitting n, gbt h 

gpeoples bloodpirsruirforthem"(sec figure 5.47) Ama-takin 

Alternatively, Peter demonstrated his use of photography as caphning images that reflect 

his extension of knowledge and understanding of the Inca culture: 

'it was quite a speaacularplare and all That terradn g... its not sometbig we have at home ... apparrntly it 
was sort of an experimentalplace, where tbg sort of tested &fferrnt rý: gimesjor wi ffe t ps ... all gro ng & rrn cro 
these terraces were used .. because 1bg bad the sun at &fferent times of the daj and this sort of thin and g 
presumab# tbgfilled with the ir? i gation "(Peter) (see figure 5.48) 
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Ao 

Figure 5.47: Man Tahing Blood Pressure in Linia, Respondent's Photograph 
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Figure 5.48: Inca Ten-acing, Respondent's Photograph 
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5.4.4 Reflecting Affectual Moments of Being and Becoming 

As tourists engage in the processes and practices of expressing self in place and creating an 

extension of belonging, performances of photographic practice and the subsequent tourist 

experience are enlivened as tourists engage deeper with place through a series of affectual 

moments of self realisation and connectedness as their understanding of place intensifies. 

Embracing body, mind and senses, photographing fuels and facilitates the realisation of an 

extended self in place as a wholly embodied experience and provides a means of inscribing 

self in place through individual embodied narratives of place as encountered. Such 

moments of connectedness, whether realising anticipated dreams or engaging with 

elements of place previously unseen, reposition photography as a means through which 

tourists are able to embrace multiple nuances of the self that capture moments of affinity 

that extend beyond words and capture the unspeakable and indescribable. Photographing 

facilitates the concretisation of intense subjective encounters as tourists are overcome by 

the need to take photographs to capture the moment and extend it beyond the present, 

creating a prolonged connectedness that materialises the transient moment of the intense 

embodied experience. Such connectedness directly underpins the moment of stopping and 

taking the photograph, the sudden, at times almost abrupt, realisation of being and 

belonging where self and other merge in poetic fusion that moves beyond the purely visible 

and envelopes the entire body, flesh and being of the tourist as they are no longer only 

driven by what is physically seen, or the actions of other tourists, but by deep-rooted 

emotional desire and reaction of having to 'get that photo': 

'I don't think I can beo -qUxe#)ývm doing it really because emotionally I am attached to it... I five veg 
much in the now, in the present and sa y 'ok this ir fantastic and I am just goin g to take photographs 
(GiBian) 

Photographing is fueHed by moments of excitement, surprise, awe, fascination or wonder 

that capture the essence of self in place that transcends words and moves beyond action 
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into kinaesthetic sense and flow. It offers pathways into the unexplainable, indescribable, 

-I- - the unspeakable, facilitating, deeperung and intensifying the corporeal/ incorporeal union 

and capturing that which is never fully representable: 

"it ]US t nully captun3 ulvi I vn not alle to put into uorri sannlým"... "it uns a beautifid ZW, Z4 dx 
swiigýt; dx Uq it vm... on (* nuotam... )ru J. wt )m kme got that Im4 sun and dx sunumied 
peam.. Its utter silam.. 3m muld alnut mord the sdam.. its so d*mm.. ), CU cant put it into UOd 
and Ivn goffg to nin otit cfa4ectim. In a uqy... its not m*.. it is ba=e )m don't unnt to spod it 
or smnibýg buL.. pu cant get it bow ww.. pu ch)Wt swn to baw an aholwiiy sdmx or feeling 
(q)t... total isdation.. gut's ubat ue uant to t7y and aTtum in pbotWapks... ue do up to a point" 
(04via) (see figý 5.49) 1 
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Figure 5.49: Landscape of the Altiplano, Respondent's Photograph 

Indeed, where words fail, the act of photographing takes over and reintroduces an element 

of structure and control, enabling tourists to partially capture and tame the essence of their 

touristic becoming at that moment in time, in that particular place: 

"I]Mtd"*uozvI, vn up bm.. this is "Mbw=eIvn hem andI can see it, uow(Lz&)... wikss 
you am tbew )m JUSt wr belieze it .. 

dxy can't capnm it bowise its just so big and its so mst and its just 
amm . rg )mb" ... "its ji6t like the aue I guess, >m Just Ark vo-m )vu know and)vu Ark I know I 
wr mally capam d)ý bra Ifeel I haw got to take it" (Paula) 
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Photographing captures fleeting moments of atmosphere, feelings, life and vitality and 

frames them for future reflection. Ihe intensity of the multisensual as lived, infiltrates the 

banality of the image and infuses it with potential for reflexive performance, creating a 

violence and inherent bustling noise within the body of the image. For Sarah, photography 

becomes a means of reflexively extending the laughter of the trek porters, as: 

"dxw ZS a kt of interaction bmwm Ase t1mr and k& he's srri(bg he's smd4 hz& at den.. yv can't 
aauady take a piaw cf tbi%4 the swid of t, ývn in dx cwV, dx lkugýýg and the jokirg and kng lag 
after I law gore dozen hak uro dzilýancn.. I Yure7hird dut sape (Sarah) (see Figure 5.50) 

IL 

W, 
41 

. 4ý 
ý* 

46 , 0, 

Figure 5.50: Porters on the Ausangate Trek, Respondents Photograph 

'Me aesthetic perfection of photography gives way to complex fusions of emotions and 

senses that reflect the enonnity of being in place as photographs capture the elation, 

tiredness, physical and emotional exhaustion and life ambition of NIaggie's trek- 

"look irg ii& dozen I d, ý* z just m24 steep. 7hý is not quite as gooý z fimy )m can see how dx 
dm4 lik e fw* f dx hibs. Its me at the top, 95ý n-m t haw been a higb, yah dxý = lik ea fiw 
tbward* orfaff tbwarki and sarahiýgjeet, it uas the higbff t pout I bad been in rty life so dut's 
a pictum cfnr at it" (see Figure 5.5 1) 
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Nevertheless, despite an inherent compulsion to photograph, moments arise where 

photogr-aphing is not possible as tourists engage with landscapes whilst travelling on tr-ains 

or buses, or alternatively it fails to capture the intensity of embodied connectedness and 

affinity in its entirety, constricting the gaze and limiting embodied appreciation. Tourists 

therefore struggle with consurning the site through photography (Edensor, 1998), with the 

consequence that photographing becomes redundant as tourists immerse entirely in their 

mind and body as they strive to comprehend their encounter as it unfolds around them as: 

yu dckt uarr an)dmg to md" bauem )cu and dut txpenmm.. I 't a tE I hize tbat don need piaw 
I. n bere fatezer (poiýz to her ha4... )m a7e "zftw6rg samýg w qf your seme rather than just 

expm6xirg it" (Sarah) 

indeed, Angela reflected upon the time when she ceased photographing wildlife on the 

Ballestas Islands: 

"I (h, 4 tznr to sit lw& and aaually uxch d5i;, g and s&- dx ubole A% see the bigger piaw baýawe 
yaff "ind.. wrks in a wn#etdy dijenn wry uhen >m a7r look ing nwmdy to u uaml n bmp ock, 
doun a canrra.. )cu get rriom cf it- the nomy ir7ý on your brain Its mt jt6t the wual si& of it, 
it's dX Miý, itS dX 5UPki, it's dx sc7mtzorE of sut4 on dat bkwý bw w u*g up and dozin.. I dyirk 
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g rather than someboýv that's being andfeeung ... I was (cameras) turnym into someboq# that's repoilin 

, getling much more out of watcbiq them than I was out ofpbotograpbing them because I was in searrb of 
g rather Than pen ... so I was missing less g lookin 

,g to hap that elusive pbotiograpb and itjmst wasn'tgoiý b 
pbotqgrapbiq 

5.4.5 Encapsulating Practice in Performances of Buying and Taking 

The wholly embodied nature of photographic practice is further exemplified through 

practices of taking photographs and buying postcards as tourists immerse themselves 

further still into place. A spectrum of practices emerges that reflect the numerous ways in 

which tourists use visual devices to physically engage in the act of capturing place through 

photography. With regard to tourists' own photographic practices, two predominant 

behaviours; emerge. Firstly, driven by anxiety at missing the moment, or uncertainty at such 

opportunity arising again, tourists engage in an immediate, reactionary practice to capture 

seemingly flceting encounters with subjects that catch their attention as fulfilling 

anticipatory imaginings, or unexpected encounters. Compulsion consumes the tourist as 

they seize the moment using the camera as a tool for capturing the present for future 

engagement. Denying space for prolonged embodied engagements, such practice serves as 

proof of encounter and creates proximities between self and other where attention focuses 

on the imaginary and creating idealised relationships with the other that are subsequently 

explored, embellished and contextualised during future encounters, both during the holiday 

as other similar subjects are encountered, or on the return home as the relationship 

between self and other deepens beyond the material: 

Ipe were told we couldsee lots of &mar and .. a0acas so the tendeng was wbenyou saw afew Ijustfelt 
as thou g ti take 

, gh I bad to take aphotograpb because I bad afeelin I would never see any more ... so I has 
phs of that when There was no need to becauseyom wouldgo afew miles down the road and-yom photo , gra 

would see a berd of them "... ýou have alwaysgot thisfear that ... you are notgoing to see anymorr butjou 
do, itsjust daft" (Olivia) 

Alternatively, such frantic practice provides security for tourists that the right moment is 

indeed captured, wMlst also providing a means of understanding place as tourists work 
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through place taking photographs to generate a greater connection and understanding of 

t1leir encounter: 

,,, et one chance at it or if you air lucky a couple but we have Ivitb Machu Picchu chances arejouprobably g 
got I think its aboutfifteen standar&xedpicturrs of one angle there, one there, the two tqgetber .. one there 

catebiq a &fferent fight "0 im) 

Secondly, whilst the compulsion to photograph remains, where time allows photographing 

arises after prolonged embodied engagement with place as tourists watch and wait, allowing 

the self to be consumed by the atmospheres, feelings, emotions and entirety of the 

experience. The intensity of contemplation creates a directed recording of what is 

encountered as tourists seek the right view, angle or composition to capture the essence of 

their self in place. Rather than being the tool for exploration, tourists explore using their 

bodies and minds, with the cameras assuming the secondary role of capturing that which is 

initially sensually encountered: 

YM stp and tberr sg1, I'g an 'ýbe samd valIg is quite a good example because it is so big and ooa bi aZd 
beautiful mountains andjou cant take apbotqgrapb of it, That takes The whole thin& so I will look amund 
and I wilijustget afeelfor it myseff in my bead and then tU and take photographs that reprrsent thatfed 
I have 

'got ... it would have been the way I saw the place rather than the way somehody eZse saw the place 
ps taken The other hillside " (Martin) and somebo4! y, else would baveperha 

While opportunity arises for tourists to engage in pre-experiential postcard purchasing 

practices, practices of ensuring reflection of intense embodied personal encounters in 

photographing seen in tourists own photography are generally paralleled in practices of 

postcard selection as the majority of respondents consciously immerse themselves in an 

experiential, embodied being in place which they then sought to reaffirm through postcard 

selection: 

lphy &dn't I buy tbisfivm some&y on the street and think OK? In case it a7dn't look like that at 
all-or in case there was something about when I aauaIZv went there that realZy or something or what if I 
rval! y bate it when I wax there and I vouldn't buy anypidurrs of it-I only want that ideal if it has been 
roqhýly confimed or I don't want somethin g that is... com pleteyl pretend"... 'its notJustforthepicturr, it 
standrfOr a bit more Than that" (Maggie) 
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Indeed, only two instances emerged whereby postcard purchases anticipated experiential 

performance as tourists enacted imaginative engagements with place enlivening and 

performing collective anticipations: 

'Me postcard we sent we hadn't actual# seen anything because ... we had only, just arTiW he", 
so ... expectation this ir what I am hopixg it to look Ake ... I mean thg weren't to know that we hadn't seen 
it"Oulia) 

Whether conducted before or after experiential encounters, the practices of taking 

photographs and buying postcards are fundamentally driven by affectual relations as 

tourists become bound by subconscious affinities to sites as seen first-hand or reviewed 

through third-party postcard images. Whether a long drawn-out process of selection, or 

instantaneous connection, final image selection focuses on the affectual connection 

between the immaterial, reflective embodied experience and the materiality of the image as 

seen and secured. Indeed, it appears that at times conscious practice is consumed by the 

subconscious as "it trallyjustgrabbed mj attention " (Diane) and is '57o/ trally, aprrferrnce as such, it 

just caught my Eye" (Greg). Nevertheless, such practices are inherently bound in frustration as 

images are unable to capture the full extent and body of affectual relations. Many 

respondents expressed frustration at their photographic (in)ability: 

Yrustration, Ifelf tralfrustration, in this kind of scenaHo wberr_you would like loget rralyl, good close up 
shots, it was extrrmeýfiustrafin g ... not bating a Zoom because it was a new experiencefor me ... at thir 

ying I hategot logo and huy another camera somewhere" (Gillian) point I was almost sa 

Alternatively, where tourists buy postcards to supplement their own images they feel are 

restricted through technical imperfection or limitation, to provide alternative angles to 

those achieved in their own images, or to capture images of local people and children that 

were vital in their experience yet generally inappropriate to obtain directly, many 

respondents expressed frustration at the reliance on the low-quality and limited range of 

third-party postcard imagery: 

'for Lake Titicaca My werr veg boringposteardr. Tby werrntgood sojou knowjou are making the best 
of a badjob rrally. You know I eadn'tfeel that I en , gqged witb any of tbose postcards but I thougbt I bave 

, got to get them anyway " (Gilhan) 
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5.4.6 The Practical & Social Elements of Taking Photographs 

While the main focus of this dissertation does not lie in the particularities of the practical 

and social act of photography itself, it is nevertheless important that such issues are 

explored. As Haldrup & Larsen (2003) suggest, and has been emphasised throughout the 

course of tl-ýs chapter, the act of photographing within the tourist experience is 

fundamentally immersed in a multiplicity of social, reflexive and embodied performances. 

While they suggest the practice of photography 'ýrvolves aromndproducing social trIationsbos 

ratber than consuming places"(: 2), 1 believe each are inseparable. As relationships develop 

between groups of relative strangers or intensify between couples or friends travelling 

together, the emergent series of shared, collective experiences hold a profound influence 

on the ways in which place is consumed. Whether taking photographs of group members 

or tour guides, or requesting a photograph of oneself is taken by a travel companion or 

group member, the performance of photographing as a practice of consuming place is 

invariably social in nature. It is this very sociality that often drives the act of photographing 

and combines the materiality of the encounter and the realms of embodied, affectual 

connections to place through both self and other in the form of fellow travellers or tour 

guides. 

Perhaps the most common form of socialisation through photographic practice is that of 

the 'group shot'. Often initiated by tour operators to stimulate social cohesion in a group of 

relative strangers, group photographs are staged and choreographed as group members are 

herded into prescribed spots in front of iconic sites. Such photographic practices generate a 

collective cnclavic performance (Edensor, 1998) as group members come together 

(whether willingly or reluctantly) to establish a collective social identity. Semi-ritualistic 

performances of self and other emerge as the multiplicity of subjective positionalities 
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becomes momentarily consumed by the need to confon-n to prescribed habits and 

behaviours of such photogr-aphy- taller group members at the back, smaller at the front, all 

standing in rows and facing the camem saying 'cheese' or whatever the catchphrase-of-the- 

moment maybe: 

"I 6ýh the tour gadff try andget the gmW sort of uzeraam uith eaoý odxr and as fiim-ly as possilie 
and týat mikes sme bwme )m know)m am qmberfor a cao of ue&s or so and I suppose ow q( 
dx- WV)6 )cu do it is to get ewryw to biw tbdr grap pbora at wrm' pla4z" (Peter) (see figure 5.52) 

Despite apparent pressures, reluctance and the relative infrequency of 'group shots' in 

respondents photogr-aph collections, the role of constructing such images is fundamental in 

stimulating and securing the social relations within groups. In coming together physically, 

tourists mobilise and cultivate a social togetherness that otherwise remained elusive as 

tourists engaged in predominantly individual/ small group practices at sites. Indeed, even 

where social relationships with group members were at times strained, respondents 

continued to take or request group photographs those with whom they were travelling, 
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thus emphasising the importance of the social dynamics of a group whether positive or 

negative, in influencing the overaH tourist experience. As both Donna noted: 

'its ricvtojiat sort of nrw4urdxpv*ezmtheom tkp6hip riigýt haw got on yaff wrus a bit 
yvu kngw" (Donna) 

Nevertheless, moving beyond the staged 'group shot', several respondents commented on 

photogruphy as a means of capturing ad-hoc moments of shared experiences. One 

respondent captured the social nature of photography when she commented that it is like 

creating "YOM oun litde uaO (Paula). The inherent selectivity of photography as an active 

practice allows tounsts to both mobilise and reflect the relationships they build with others 

around them: 

"I prtfer people in my pbooyaphs... xjus4 )mkrVZ4 brbg it mm to IýIe.. themwh'? S of the gmp to 
nwindn; v)xwknou4 ubodxyvew and uhat d)eywvI#4), vu know ajustackhl to 6it m%4" (Ofivia) 

Adopting an informal approach, such photographs reflected 

the intirrucy of such relations where at times only one, or a 

few group members were present. Photogmphy captures key 

moments reflect the embodied intensity of selected moments 

of encounter and directly contributing to and capturing, the 

camaruderie and friendships that had grown between group 

members. Recounting a trip in the jungle, Abby explained: 

"As is gamg to the ju*e on cur 
mxon5ed came and týut vws (jobn's) 
bi7thday and ue bou& býn a bottle 

of dun-pagrr and it uns like ow powri 
39 or swrdyý, g andue k&eda* 
Aw, ue umjust so ti7edafter dx trad 
Iv uvIUSt mrmed to take a pboto Gf ns 
(Abbo (See figures 5.53 & 5.54) 

Figure 5.53 (above): Champagne on a boat in 
the jungle, Respondent's photograph 
Figure 5.54 (right): Abby & friend on a boat in 
the jungle, Respondent's photograph 

C 
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Referring to figures 5.55 & 5.56, Peter exemplified the use of photography to capture a key 

moment of shared achievement on reaching the summit of Wyna Picchu; a moment that 

was shared with only three other members of his group. Photography therefore moved to 

focus upon capturing an encounter that was personal to them; an event that occurred 

beyond the collective group identity. The intensity of the encounter, the elation and 

physical and emotional exhaustion, as a shared achievement is clear as Peter and his tour 

guide crouch with their anns round each other, waving and smiling in success to Tracy who 

is taking the photogruph. Such embodied and affectual connection and the intensification 

of social relationships through such shared experience extend through the view of Nlachu 

Picchu in the background, to the emotions and sensations of those photographed to the 

photographer herself: 

"Peter dat's (Tracy) uho zeas in cur graf Gf dm ubo uvr and she dirý tp the hN so dut's 
a p=m of her and her husband thdn't do it h=ise he s4ibs fium zongo he sa. )5.77ut's 
nr and the tour ga& 

Interviewer Ok definitely an achievement shot 
Peter Yeah dq%*" (Peter) 

Figure 5.55: Tracy at the top of Wyna. Picchu, Figure 5.56: Peter & Tour Guide at the Top of Wyna 
Respondent's photograph Picchu, Respondent's photograph 

The social relationships that emerge through the act of photographing are not however 

restricted to that which is actually taken. Rather, the complexities of practice such as the 

time taken to compose photogr-aphs and the frequency of photographing can at times 

create tension between couples/fellow travellers. Cathy commented to her partner Jim that: 
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5om irritate me senseless at times wbenyou know Ijust want a snapshot and move on andjourgiving it 
(mimi4jim composing aphotograpb) and I am thinkilg the momentsgoing topass, itsgoing topass, ff you 
don'tget it" (Cathy) 

Alternatively, frustrations arose for Donna as her husband Les came to rely on her for film: 

I tend to sort of take loadr and loads offilms aitb us and (Les)jou tend to sort of bave one or two in-Your 
bag and Isorl of protide bim nitb some and then tell him off because be Xdn't bý y aly more" (Donna) 

Such subjectivity of photographing practice underpinned the necessity for individuals, even 

when travelling with close friends and family, each to have their own camera in order to 

construct and preserve their own personal, embodied experiences of place. Indeed, while 

there was a general tendency for those travelling with partners for men to adopt the role of 

key photographer as they were perceived by their partners to take relatively 'better' 

photographs with 'better' cameras, their partners all carried smaller, compact cameras for 

their own use. The only exception was Rachel who relied on her father to take photographs 

on her behalf-. 

"Racbek Dadý a bit ofa maniacso eveg chance we got he wasjust takingpbolar andpbotox... 
Interviewer. so you wouldn't have taken so many? 
Rachel. personall, 

.y no but majbe I have never bad to because I have aZwqys been with Dad and 
be takes loads to Ifeel he takes enougbfor the both of us " 

Despite such reliance and being unable to grasp the technical complexities of her fathers 

camera, Rachel quickly expressed that she would also guide her father, requesting particular 

photographs be taken, thus highlighting her role as mediator as she directed her father in 

his photographing to capture her embodied and affectual connections to place: 

"... I cant really work his cameraso if I wanted aphoto taken I would be like Dad take apiclurr of that, 
not that way-yeab make sure toget that in and that in but to exclude that ... yeah ... yeah' because there 
were some things Ake Machu Picchu obviousý that I seemed togo like this 'Zake a pidure, take a picture, 
take a Picture before it es away" (Rachel) 90 

Such variety in photographing practice led many respondents to pick out key 'serious 

photographers' in their groups who rather than using compact 35mm or APS cameras, 

carried a variety of interchangeable lenses, filters and at times, tripods. Such knowledge of 
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relative technical complexities and the perceived commitment to photography highlighted 

key individuals as 'different' to the remainder of the group: 

'ýomqeqple were vegseriouspbotograpberr in lhatgrvup_you know and thg bad their tripodr out taking 
the scenegphotox out of our tents and I, maybe lhV havegot ama! ýng photos, but mine Uke tbg am My 
perrona/pbotox, jou know" (Abby) 

'Yberr was someboaý on the tour who was, she bad ajantastic camera, kit and she would ipend age r takiflg 
photos em, and its ok #thatýjour tbiq but its, itsJust I am notgood enough and I don't have The 
patience to do it" (Peter) 

Related to issues of technology in photographing practices is that of the use of digital 

photography. As outlined in chapter two, the last decade has witnessed a phenomenal 

growth in the use of digital cameras, so much so, that there is a general expectation that 

most tourists now engage in photographic practices using digital technology. While this 

study .. and only four of the sixteen respondents used a digital camera, several key 

observations emerge. Firstly, digital cameras provide flexibility and choice as tourists are 

able to take several photographs before immediately analysing, selecting and deleting those 

to be discarded: 

"Ma&ie. definitely, keos to get a betterphoto with zakiý ,g 
less 

Interviewer. So you can be far more selective 
Mqgie. Yes exact. 1y and s jou can delete it straight after or take it a ai traigbt after sojeab 

thy aregood" (Maggie) 

Indeed, as Jim comments, such selectivity creates the freedom to explore different 

photographic possibilities of the technological capacity of cameras that would otherwise 

remain out of reach: 

Vim.. I bavegot a couple where I havejust messed about andgot rralylfake looking sbotsJust 
for a laugb because Ijust thou do gbt the waterjust esn't look water enougb in this one 

Interviewer: Right 
Jim., I'll whack the white balance up andfa . 

ff around and all of a sudden it looked really 
rubbish but I like it because all The houses are sort ofgot blue-tinted roofs and the sky 
is too blue to be blue and the water isjust a complete aqua marine butjust its kind of 
funny "0 im) 

He later conunented: 

5oufiddle, that ý the grrat fbing with digital, it doesn't cost you apenn y"Uim) 

Nevertheless, while issues of cost encouraged creative exploration of technological capacity, 

no respondents noted that digital cameras heightened their intensity of photographing. 
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Rather, digital technology provided opportunities for capturing the relationships between 

self and other in different ways. It opened new potential not only in the photographs that 

were taken, but as Maggie commented, in mobilising social relationships with local children 

she met during the course of her trek: 

'Me, great thing about havil a e# gital camera isjou can show people the photos and zith kids ou aa -Y C, n S. Y 
this is what I am goiq to do, I amgoing to take a photo and I am going to show it loyou herr and thy 
never believe it and Then whenjou take aphoto, and you show it to them and then thy want loads ofphotos, 
thy want to have ago takiq the photo, thy usually don't actually, thy are too xýv, but then like Igive 
them ago at fakin , gpbotos and stuf'Naggie) 

Nevertheless, despite the potential opportunities of digital technology, some respondents 

such as Peter continued to employ film camera practices when using their digital cameras. 

Despite being aware of the basic functions such as deleting images, a lack of both interest 

and knowledge of the specific technologies required to utilise the full potential of his 

camera limited Peter to adopting well-reheatsed, habitual practices of 'point, press and wait 

and see': 

'Me other thing of course usin ga &Sital camera is thatjou canplay hack the images Ihatjou have taken 
on a little screen and see Low xsekss thg are butjou can delete them at the same time but I tend not to do 
that .. Ijust keep them, jou know rubbish and all.... partl y it was a technical thin g in because I never 
bothered to read instrmaion books, so actually knowiq bow to delete them was one thiq ... so the first 
batch I did delete some and Then after that I &dn't tend to even look at them qgain until Igot Them home" 
(Peter) 

5.5 Some Reflections on Performances of Rewriting 

Rewriting becomes a poetic fusion of the fulfilling anticipatory imaginings and enriching 

such interpretations of place with a wealth of experiential encounters that further intensify 

tourists' connection and understanding of place. Such practice does not pertain to initiating 

a complete reconstruction of Peru on a national scale, but focuses on the repositioning of 

the tourist as individuals within the collective of both place and a group of fellow tourists. 

Indeed, rewriting is not merely the construction of secondary re-presentations of place 

using postcards and tourists own photographs locked within an ocularcentric prison. 
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Rather, it emerges as a series of complex, fluid and dynamic practices, performances, 

interplays and considerations. It emerges through a series of complex non-visual 

performances of place that witness dense collaboration and fusion between tourists, 

producers of postcards and the ghostly presences of brochure producers through 

anticipatory imaginings that are brought with tourists to place, not to mention other, the 

place and its people. Each influence the other as they all engage in a profusion of practices 

and processes and become immersed in the production and consumption of place through 

visual devices. 

However, unlike anticipation, postcard producers do not engage in a distinct rewriting per 

sc, but rc-present place in ways that reinforce tourists' anticipatory imaginings. Productive 

practices reinforce perceived tourist demands and understandings of place as discursive 

interpretations of place continue to focus on key icons of place. Production becomes 

synonymous with reinforcement as producers struggle with frustration and balancing 

discrepancies that arises between the narrow discursive repertoire of touristic knowledge 

and nuanced, professional knowledges of place that extend beyond the scope of tourists 

imaginary. Despite such restrictions in practice, rewriting emerges not as a radical 

discursive transformation, but as gentle exposure as producers introduce subtle fragments 

of new knowledge in an attempt to rewrite tourists' imaginings rather than place itself 

Nevertheless, rewriting remains imbued with discursive influences as producers introduce 

new angles on existing icons, or alternatively introduce new sites of interest that 

compliment tourists' existing knowledges. Such practice is underpinned by a series of non- 

visual performances of selection as producers ate driven by the fundamental need to sell 

their product and, despite introducing new elements of place, discursive limitations 

continue to contain the visuals to that which is appealing and desirable. Nevertheless, 

although the majority of producers seek to divert tourists' attention from politically 
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troubling narratives, opportunities emerge for a deeper discursive rewriting of place as 

some producers bring to light politically sensitive issues such as poverty in postcards. 

Practices of rewriting intensify as postcards become positioned as the eyes of tourists, 

empty stages that provide pathways for deeper wholly embodied visual engagements with 

place. Tourists move through and beyond anticipatory imaginings as they enliven and enact 

place as they build upon such foundations and enrich, deepen and intensify understandings 

and accommodation of place that infiltrate touristic becon-dng. Indeed, it is through the 

creation and construction of a series of personal enclaves that tourists' rewriting of place 

emerges. Tourists are no longer disengaged spectators, but engage in a series of deeply, 

wholly embodied performances that enrich their processes and practices of becoming. As 

tourists move deeper into their becoming and become producers in their own right, they 

embark on the process of enframing place according to the poetic fusion of self and other, 

anticipations and experiential encounters. Visual devices become central to the emergence 

of new subjective place narratives. Photography and postcard purchases become pathways 

through which tourists are able to engage in and nith place as they engage in a fluid, ever- 

evolving learning process, acting and enacting, living and reliving place through existing 

and merging knowledges. Tourists tame and control place, engaging not only with the 

predetermined and anticipated, but perhaps more importantly, moments previously hidden 

and unpredicted as they make sense of their ever-changing surroundings. Such subjective 

realisation of place is ever-fluid as new narratives, both authored and prescribed, 

continually unfold and are retained for tourists own future reflection and shared with 

others through postcards. Rewriting becomes a highly selective process of envisioning 

place as tourists-as-producers decide that which is seen and accommodated into their 

personal encounters as they construct a portfolio of visual devices that encapsulate key 
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moments of their becoming that emerge from the negotiation of tourist, postcard 

producers and interactions with the other. 

Nevertheless, whether embracing new knowledges, sharing the materiality of space and 

experiential encounters, or rewriting discursive narratives of self in place, tourists-as- 

producers rewrite place using their entire body as they absorb the atmospheres, feelings 

and emotions that are at once inherently collective, yet infinitely subjective. They embark 

on exploring, rcalising, capturing and enframing their own accounts of place and 

establishing a series of realities through non-visual practices of doing as the corporeal 

enactment of place materialises and is concretised through visual devices as platforms for 

understanding and fusing self and other. Whether engaging with place through collective or 

individual performances, performances enacted through visual devices reflect affectual 

connections and subconscious affiliations to place that go beyond words and expression 

and capture key moments of connectedness within the ever-changing perceptions and 

repositionings of each tourist. 

Re-writing is therefore emneshed within a series of complex, yet interrelated non-visual 

performances and practices. Producers arc no longer the sole controllers and creators of 

visual devices as spaces open through which tourists become repositioned as producers in 

their own right, authoring and choreographing their own experiences. Indeed, visual 

devices no longer occupy the role of merely producing photographs of place; superfluous 

and superficial within touristic becoming. Rather, they occupy an integral position within 

the acdve, fluid, dynamic interchange of being and becoming as tourists evolve and mature 

through the non-visual spaces that they instil throughout the in-situ tourist experience. 
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Having moved through the moments of anticipation and rewriting, I now turn to the final 

moment of remembrance and reliving. The practices and processes of this moment span 

the entire spectrum of the tourist experience, moulding anticipations, directing and fuelling 

the need to rewrite place before finally providing the connectivity, through visuals, to that 

which has been. Attention focuses on the role of postcards and tourists' own photographs 

in constructing moments of remembrance and reliving as I build upon the theoretical 

insights into remembrance and reliving outlined in chapter one and introduce empirical 

findings as I explore the complexities of this moment. 

6.1 Remembrance and Reliving: A Theoretical Understanding in the Tourist 

Experience 

6.1.1 Creating certainties and taming place 

Firstly, practices of photography and postcard selection are not merely empty acts of 

ambivalence performed for their own sake but, as outlined in chapter five, are driven by the 

need to understand place within the self and secure sites and encounters for future 

remembrance. Visual devices not only capture the moment as lived, but secure projected 

memories, moments that in being recognised as worthy of attention or in stimulating deep- 

seated affectual connection are captured for future reflection. The significance of visuals is 

therefore found in their relationship to a series of memorable experiences (Franklin & 

Crang, 2001). Tourists become producers as they enworld experiences and are driven by 

the need to preserve moments of intense connection and engage in an endless 

proprioception and creation of multiple fragments of reality as anticipatory imaginings are 
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realised or previously unexpected elements of place capture their attention. Visuals become 

extensions of the self in place. They provide avenues through which places are understood 

and contained for remembrance in another place and time. They become bridges between 

moments as tourists compose place in accordance with subjective becoming in place. 

Consequently, travel becomes the process of collecting memories (Edensor, 1998) and 

visuals the catalysts for memories on returning home (Leslie, 2000, cit. Franklin & Crang, 

2001). Visuals provide proof of encounter and create certainties as tourists tame and 

understand place and experiences. They provide the stimulus that secures desirable 

remembrances and manageable understandings that formulate and facilitate the spatiality of 

memory as linking the personal and the social (Crang & Travlou, 2001). 

However, while Haldrup & Larsen (2003) suggest tourists create memories through 

photographic practices in an unmcdiated fashion, such clear-cut distancing from mediating 

parties denies the role of collective imaginings in remembrance. Despite efforts to 

personalise place, practices of memory creation are inherently performed through a fusion 

of individual and collective understandings. While tourists all generally take photographs of 

icons of place that all display similar characteristics, personal interpretation emerges as 

tourists capture different angles or compositions, or see details others may perhaps miss. 

The creation of memories therefore becomes locked within a complex web of subjective 

positioning and third-party mediation as brochure and postcard producers, tout leaders, or 

even fellow tourists influence tourists' becoming. 

6.1.2 Spaces of Re-encounter and Closure: Photographs as Memorial Sites 

Secondly, photographs become memorial sites and provide tourists with the sets upon 

which theatres of memory are constructed (Crang & Travlou, 2001). They become a series 
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of receptacles of discontinuous spaces, 'fractured pasts' (Nora, 1996) through which 

memories of place are activated and reencountered. Visuals become analogous to 

monuments, offering spaces of recncountcr that reincarnate experiential encounters as a set 

of material encounters through which tourists continue to shape and create memories as 

they resurrect experiences and breathe life into the images displayed, as histories arc 

reanimated and stories are retold. However, constructing such spaces is not merely putting 

photographs in albums or sticking postcards on walls. Visuals are given context and 

brought together to establish narrative and flow as tourists select what to present in albums 

or display in their home/office. They become co-constructors in the creation and 

subsistence of memories, a series of guiding structures upon which remembrances are 

inscribed and re-enacted. Ihe album, framed image and postcard on the fridge become 

'imagetexts" (Hirsch, 1997), framing experiences as assemblages bound within practices of 

self-actualisation that generate focused readings of preferred autobiographical rcflections of 

experience; highlighting, resisting and re-authoring in ways that afford reflection on 

appealing elements of encounter. Tourists generate 'masks' of encounter, directed readings 

within which opportunities emerge to intervene and rewrite memories (Hirsch, 1997) as 

they weave memories and create ideology-fuelled stories of place (Hirsch, 1981,1997; Rose, 

2003a). Tourists construct their own brochures of place, generating memory sites and 

creating theatres of memory through spaces of blindness and forgetting. 

Nevertheless, creating spaces of reencounter fundamentally mobilises spaces of closure. 

Tourists compartmentalise place into chronological remembrances and expressions of self 

in place that concretise experiences and commit the entire holiday to the pages of albums 

or the body of their chosen space of reencounter. Photographs materialise and order 

'Wgnijz'ranf moments in biograpbical order" (Chaney, 1993: 103). They become acts of history in 

themselves, concretising tourists' affiliations and compartmentalising self in place. 
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However, closure is never absolute and remembrances are never fully locked into the past. 

Rather, it reflects the practice of making sense of and further accommodating place and 

experience within the everyday life practices of the self. Memories of past holidays fuse 

with a multiplicity of alternative memories and previous encounters, each building upon the 

continually fluid moments of re-interaction with that which has been and may be in the 

future. 

6.1.3 The Mutation of Memories 

I'hirdly, Crang & Travlou (2001) refer to the practice of memory and remembrance as the 

reco nstitution of that which has been, and suggest engagement with the past equates to the 

control and management of recollections andremembranccs. Indeed, memory is invariably 

infused in forgetting and blindness as tourists create spaces of invisibility, inferring 

importance on desirable moments and revising forgotten narratives of self in place. While 

the seeds of remembrances and narratives of memory emerge through particular 

encounter(s), memory is not solely attributable to the past as that-which-has-been, but is a 

fusion of idcalisations and perfections of past experience and imagined future ideals. It 

becomes a series of ideological remembrances, radial in nature and concerned primarily 

with desired, contradiction and self-reflexivity (Berger, 1980). As Gillis (1994) reflects: Ipe 

,g our memoiies to suit our cuma identifies" (. 3). Memory is not an empty arv constantly rrtisin 

receptacle but is conditioned and progressively alters as an overlaying of memories as some 

are abated and stronger recollections prevail. Through the dislocation of the event in time 

and space, memories arc constantly mutating and are open to dc- and recontextualisation 

through interpretation as tourists perform a multiplicity of memories in a series of enclavic 

reflexive spaces that draws subjective ideological remembrances. The present does not exist 

as a moment in time but is a continual becoming that crascs itself, a continual energy of 
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motion and flow that be neither reflected upon nor represented (Bergson, 1988; Boundas, 

19963. There are no points of absolution. Memories are never static, ever-present or 

unchanging. Rather, memory acts as a kind of chameleon, morphing and camouflaging as it 

is called upon to serve purpose and facilitates understandings of that which arises in the 

present, that which is simultaneously already known yet requires comprehension. Indeed, a 

poesis of memory emerges in that just as tourists ceaselessly become, so do their memories 

as experienced in the distant past, in the immediate past and that yet to come into being. 

Consequently, a multiplicity of memories exist in fused and continual states that are 

virtually co-present (Bergson, 1988). However, such memories, whilst fused, are fluid and 

open to reinterpretation and recontextualisation as they are reencountered and caUed up by 

attention to the present and the future in 'attention to life' (Bergson, 1988). 'Mrough the 

subjective positionality of tourists as serni-attached, socialised subjects, memories 

continually morph to incorporate ever-changing ideological, preferred remembrances. Such 

multiplicity of reflexive subjectivities are inherent in the existence of memory. 

Consequently, memories are not simply preserved but as Crang & Travlou (2001) suggest, 

arise in spaces that are eternally opaque and are never entirely knowable. They are called 

upon to serve purpose and emerge through surprise, or unexpected, association as they are 

constructed through a series of interruptions. Memory functions via necessi-O within the 

inetitability of mutating recollections and the generation of new apprehensions. 

6.1.4 The failings of Memorialisation and the Creation of Memoryscapes 

Fourthly, a failure of memorialisation and creation of mcmoryscapes emerges in that, 

despite tourist's use of photography to secure landscapes upon which experiential 
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encounters are seemingly intrinsically inscribed, over time memories become driven by 

collective appreciations of place (Gillis, 1994). Mirroring notions of the mutation of 

memories, despite the inherent affectual. connection and continuity between self and 

subject that arises during experiential encounters, the personal is slowly relinquished to the 

impersonal as place and experience are continually and sporadically recounted and 

reconstructed via a series of relational encounters (Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming). 

Memories are never entirely 'outs' q-1irsch, 1997), but are situated as struggles between 

public myth and personal unconsciousness and reflection. Such popularisation of memory 

is not always ordered, but embraces a looser, improvisational ritual of remembrance 

(Edensor, 1998). Memories become fluid and ghostly, losing their permanence and 

moulding to suit the requirements of the present. The radial nature of memory mobilises 

the replacement of 'true' memories with modern memories as tourists are unable to secure 

original narratives and translate personal responses into the collective Gohnson, 1999). 

Photographs become 'condensation sites' (Edensor, 1998), a series of staged events that are 

replete with polysemic interpretations. Visuals are continually cmpticd of meaning, 

transgressed and redrawn. Through time/space dislocation, original meanings are destroyed 

and leave a set of appearances tourists are able to put meaning upon (Berger, 1980). The 

radial nature of memory demands that each new rcencounter brings deviations of 

memories through enhanced, ghostly senses, instincts and prophetic utterances (Cloke & 

Pawson, forthcoming). Possibilities arise for alteration as memories permeate each other, 

moulding into collective encounters that merge stories of self and other in ideological 

remembrances. Memories become a fusion of fact and imagined fiction, an inherent and 

inevitable multiplicity of interpretation as they exist in the shadow of ambiguity between 

the past and our present day reading(s) of it Gohnson, 1999). Alternative realities emerge as 

original moments of encounter yield to the radial fluidity of memory and the 
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impermanence of subjectivity (Crownshaw, 2000). Tourists recall ideal representations of 

place as imaginings replace realities and build affinities with place as imaged (Travlou, 2002). 

Visuals therefore become monuments that memorialise and preserve a series of 'truths' of 

experience. They stimulate shorthand remembrances of experience (Cohen, 1985) and hold 

considerable power over the way tourists' memories are constructed NatkwcU, 1997). 

Selected memories are activated and enhanced at the expense of others as memories are 

moulded and guided towards generating an eventual eradication of detail and a return back 

to collective narration and understanding and tourists are directed by and enact place as 

scripted by the materiality of visuals (Bal, 2000). 

6.1.5 Affectual. and Embodied Remembrances of Place 

Fifthly, practices of memory stimulate deep affectual and embodied reflexive visualities and 

reconnections. While I dispute Gillis' (1994) assertion that Iwodern memog ... mlies enfirrý on 

the malefiality of the trace, Me immediag of The ircording, The tisibility of the image" (. 15), visual 

devices play a direct role in stimulating affectual and embodied reconnection. They offer 

"beacons ofpersonalfloafing, meaningfulmemog" (Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming: 16) that trigger 

both superficial and deep-rooted connections via the 'ýbock ofrefenntiali-O" (Rose, 2003a: 15) 

as reactions go beyond words and expose a multiplicity of potential reconnections. 

Memories arise through the adive practices of the imagination of space as tourists engage in 

5wemog travel" (Haldrup & Larson, 2003) and become actively involved in the reanimation 

of place as embodied subject, as visuals trigger moments of intense embodied reflections 

and reencounter with experiences that have been. Tourists reengage with that which is both 

seen and unseen as they mobilise place though imaginative interplay. Memories become 

hauntings, penetrable and permeable, as they move beyond the boundaries of the 

representable and embrace moments of corporeal reflection, silence and intense self- 
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reflection. Reaffirmation of self arises as tourists reengage in place through visuals and 

generate affinity through the corporeal extension of the self towards and into the subject 

photographed in moments of 'reflective intimacy' (Haldrup & Larsen, 2003) and re-ignite 

place as already lived. 

Memories give life to that which appears dormant as tourists reanimate place by injecting 

their personality and existing knowledges into the ever-changing and moulding reflexive 

space of the visual. Tourists continually engage in in-between spaces as they simultaneously 

travel and dwell within the permeable confines of the image as object (Iýury, 1997). They 

reignite the emotions and sensations of pain, excitement or surprise that transcend beyond 

the experiential encounter into the tourist as reflexive subject. Indeed, while the function of 

visuals in remembrance is to communicate 'ýomepoint about experience in oneparticularplace and 

time to an audience or tiewer in anotberplace and time" (Crang, 1997a: 367), moments of intense 

frustration arise as voids of misunderstanding emerge as audiences, in having no first-hand 

experience of place, are unable to engage in a wholly embodied, shared appreciation. 

Consequently, spaces of public and private remembrance emerge. Nevertheless, the 

intensity of such affectual reconnection through which tourists relive affiliations, stabilise 

and anchor themselves once again in place is weakened over time. The radial nature of 

memory drives ideological remembrances as the 'true' memory is relinquished to the realms 

of collective reflection. Perceived affiliations mask the increasingly elusive and vague 

accuracy of embodied as remembrances emerge as the progressive culmination of that 

which has been and is projected to be. 
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Finally, memory does not occupy isolate moments that are distinct from everyday practice, 

but is incorporated into, comes to stand for and influences everyday practices. Visuals 

allow us to secure and slow down elements of fife as they rush past us in a frivolous whirl. 

As spaces of reencounter, they become storage sites and initiate the dernaterialisation of 

memory as they are hidden out of sight alongside relics of other holidays, birthdays or 

events deemed worthy of remembrance. Stored in cupboards, boxes or on bookshelves, 

visuals are encountered only sporadically as tourists look for other objects, show friends, or 

are bored or stressed (Edensor, 1998). Memories therefore lie in the minds and bodies of 

the tourist and are not only triggered by interaction with the materiality of visuals but are 

stimulated by everyday embodied occurrences and events. Memory infiltrates the everyday 

practices of the individual as past experiences become building blocks in a series of 

encounters and experiences that enrich everyday practices. 

Additionally, as the exoticism of travel decreases and we constantly travel through the 

materialidy of visuals, memories that were once placed on pedestals become relatively 

normalised. The act of travel fades into the realms of the 'ordinary' as we move ever-closer 

to an equilibrium whereby the exotic becomes ordinary. Without wanting to deny the 

wonder of travel, the intensity of excitement and wonder that infused tales of the Grand 

Tour are becoming diluted and lost in remembrances of present day travel as we are 

constantly bombarded with images of distant lands in books, television and other media. 

Our memories and remembrances of travel experiences are incorporated into everyday 

practice as travel moves to occupy a normative role in society. 
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Ihe fluidity of memory endures not only through everyday practice, but as existing 

memories of travelling provide the foundations for making sense of and understanding 

forthcoming encounters (Franklin & Crang, 2001; Crang & Travlou, 2001). Remembrances 

fold into anticipations and enliven destinations yet to be encountered as existing memories 

provide platforms through which potential encounters are brought to Efe in a fusion of 

that which is known to exist both through the development of knowledge and revisiting 

place through existing memories. Memories re-emerge in different guises according to the 

demands of that which is encountered in the present as tourists fuse the old and new to 

generate future memories upon which anticipations build. Memories become hybrids of 

self and other, individual and collective and emerge as memories 'in absentia' (Crang & 

Travlou, 2001). 

6.1.7 Postcard Producers: Staging Potential Remembrances and Fading into the 

Background 

At this moment in becoming producer move to occupy a less pron-dnent role as tourists 

construct memories of place. Adopting practices that parallel those of rewriting outlined in 

chapter five, producers they mobilise the tangibility of the visual and create a series of 

stages and potential memories upon which tourists can select and use as their own, 

inscribing reflexive engagements and experiences. Postcards stand for potential 

remembrances as predicted by producers and selected by tourists as a means of recreating 

themselves in place. As Ursula (PCP6) commented: 'its Veg natural because people wben MY 

tisit oneplace, My want to bave a irmembrance ... of tbalplace ... My want to capturr it, My want to bave 

it". Postcards become souvenirs as they secure knowledges and the tangibility of their being 

concretises and extends experiences beyond the moment of encounter and into the lives of 

self and other in different places and times: 
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Ts more xafixrff ing, jou can touch it.... whenjou feel sometbiq (it) is morr xatiýoing, the virtiialys, ir 
sati, ýing, jou see Thepidum, butjou don't havefike sometbilgpbjsical to be with ... we are real .. we need 
real things 'Yts 6ke patY of the person. .. (Vs)sometbing of you "a ohn, PCP 1). 

Producers mobilise the endurance of experiences through the materiality of postcards as 

they provide stages upon which tourists can relive their embodied encounters with place. 

Nevertheless, while postcards capture that which tourists ate unable to secure through their 

own photography, they fail to secure the intense affectual connection between self and 

other that underpins the essence of tourists own photographs. Consequently, as tourists 

strive to access and secure such connections, they emerge as the principle producers and 

consumers of visual devices. They move in, around and through place engaging 

experientially and creating their own visual platforms for subsequent reflexive 

remembrances once moments of original encounter have passed. 

6.2 Creating Memories and Remembrances 

Remembrances and memories are borne through practices of re-presenting and rewriting 

place discussed in chapter five. While it would be unproductive to reiterate such discussion, 

it is important to address the main practices and process through which tourists 

performatively engage with place and construct memories for future reflection. As Edensor 

(1998) notes, tourists collect memories as corporeal encounters with place are realised and 

made tangible through photographic practice and secured for future reflexive consumption. 

Whether realising anticipations or experiencing unpredictable deep sensory, affectual 

connections through surprise, awe, wonder or even shock or disgust, such moments leave 

their mark on the mind and body of tourists. Photographs concretise experiences, bridging 

experiential and reflexive encounters as tourists engage not only in the act of immediate 

realisation of affiliation through embodied performances of the moment, but are paralleled 

and forever infused with that of predicted future reflection. Photography becomes the 
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practice of not only constructing and creating, but reinforcing and aiding memory as 

tourists move around places fulfilling anticipated imaginings and building new knowledges 

and understandings through experiential encounters. Visual devices serve to remind 

tourists of that which they are fearful of forgetting, details of the holiday that elude the 

capacity of long-term memory. Alternatively, they slow down that which moves too fast, 

freezing fleeting moments that are constantly changing and permanently evade immediate 

understanding and creating space for prolonged interaction in future engagement and 

reminiscence: 

'it becomes almost like surreal and almost dreamlike so quický, so it ýa kind ofstamp of rrali! ýy to it in a 
sense ... gatbering more imqges, kind ofgatberin , g, jeab That realisation tbat. You bave done it. just kind of 
pincbjourseýf rralý wbenyou were Them It ý an immortality in a all vqyre y"(Gilhan) 

'Ytjust captures a moment,. you can't real# preserve it because its eve! ytbing is ebanghig all The time there 

,g as well as ges at the same time andjust, just little jour appreciation of it eban andjou are eban , gin 
moments, little remindersjeab "(Brian). 

However, creating memories is not as simple as capturing on film that which has caught 

tourists' attention. Rather, tourists actively enworlded and enframed experiences as they 

mobilise and inscribe place with discursive reflections that reinforce what is seen according 

to how tourists would Eke to remember their encounters and share their experiences with 

friends and family. As tourists occupy the role of producer, such practices arc infiltrated by 

moments of inherent selectivity as practices of mcmoriaHsadon preserve and reinforce 

preferred moments of becoming which tourists feel best reflect their experiences and 

encounters of Peru. Such is the power of photography in preserving moments for future 

reflection that tourists utilise not only its function for retaining key moments, but in 

selecting that which to see and take, they actively ignore, discard and condemn undesirable 

elements of place that cause discomfort and unease as place is performed and 

accommodated into touristic becoming. Ile inherent ignorance of memory as a tool for 

forgetting comes to the fore as tourists become directors of their own experience and 

photograph, or purchase postcards of that which is deemed worthy and inferred with 
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importance. While visibility and preference is bestowed upon the photographed subject, 

the other that remams beyond the frame and out of shot IS denied a permanent role in 

tourists becoming and is condemned as unimportant and forgotten (ignored): 

"I nran... )cuknozvI can nwvrhrubatPtmtozm looked like, he it's not a m, ýIvnpayticulmiy 
babv& abow If it chdfaciý thm sole it" (Angela) 

"Yeab I mrorhr sayag to (Sarab)... take a pboto of me M dyý hwmxk... she mok ny carriera and she 
took a phcoo of rrp-.. (bta) I don't =? r dut nvmy tbao of the w#msamms do I? I oily vaa good 
mý" (Abbý (see figure 6.1) 

Figure 6.1: Relaxing in a Hammock, Rsepondent's Photograph 
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Figure 6.2: Pisac: Huge Mountain Terraces Covered in Crops, An Enormous Baking Oven building the 
Colonial Period along with Local inhabitants arrayed in colourful garments, GI-IF 
Representaciones. 

Selectivity is therefore inherently bound within the active inclusion and exclusion of key 

elements of place. Despite concerns to portr-ay desir-able insights into encounters of Peru, 

tourists realise that not all subjects photographed may not appeal to everyone as they 

immerse themselves in the selfish act of photographing and capture place as experienced 

for themselves. Such practices serve to mobilise alternative discourses that deepen and 

enrich reflection upon the individual tourists' experiences and encounters of place. Such 

individuality is exemplified by Katie who recalled the reason for buying the postcard in 

figure 6.2: 

"tbat's the d5irg bwme for s mmm else sen'T peq* got'T abw Air daiý bus MS "jýot wk thut 
mwmt4for samw else bw to rm that is a md nvmy smT dxý ". 

The active personalising of place by tourists is also exemplified by Nlar-tin as he recalled his 

encounter of the city centre of Lima and photographing the pohce at the Government 

Palace (see figure 6.3): 
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Vxpoliumn)m know d)ey a7v gwat (bugýs) le=4 on Air not shic", )m knuw its so COG4.. tbae 
sorts of dyiig a7e pe7sawl ba2we odx-r pe* umkht unrit a phoWaph of dyrw politumn d)ey umU 
varr a photograpb cf the dxPub bra not partiodar(y dx- p4icunn" 

Figure 6.3: Policemen at the Government Palace, Lima, Respondent's Photograph 

Constructing personalised memories of place therefore positions tourists at the centre of 

their experience as they strive to understand and accommodate the other within their self. 

Memories are constructed around elements of place both desirable and less desirable and 

emerge as a fusion that fulfils anticipations and accommodates new, alternative discourses 

that arise as tourists move in and through place and absorb it into their being, body and 

soul. However, the memoriahsation of place through personalisatiOn therefore focuses on 

the ways in which tourists experientially engage with place and emerges through 

photography as the camer-a becomes a tool through which intangible affiliations may be 

recorded and made sense of through fully tangible devices. 
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Ibc purchase of third-party itnagcs through postcards fulfiUcd the need to capture those 

images that were otherwise unachievable or ensures sites of exceptional importance are 

secured: 

, grapher so I buy postcardr in places so that I have a good view of things. I am not a veggoodpboto 
gs we Otherwise it might not be veg good when Iget back home ... to have a goodphotcgraphic view of thin 

have seen" (Susan) 

Nevertheless, voids in connection arise as the third-party perception of place is felt to deny 

the affectual connection between self and other secured through tourists' own 

photographic pracdces: 

I do think ofpostcardr as not bein 
,g mj own ... becauseyou canjust look at a photo in a book and could 

bavegot that imq[gefmm agwberr wberras_vour ownpbotos arr_vou and That moment in time uitb That 
person " (Sharon) 

Such denial drives tourists' compulsion to photograph, and although many tourists strive to 

achieve the cver-elusive 'National Geographic' shot, the importance of securing memories 

far outstrips such ambition. Aesthetic perfection through framing, composition, lighting 

and other technical considerations required for the perfect shot give way to the need to 

personalise encounters as attention turns to affectual connection as tourists condemn part 

of themselves within the act of photographing and the image captured: 

'ýometimes I ivill take photos which airn't thatpidurrsque but tbg rrmind me of sometbil , g. ... its kind of 
like a ncord of some idea or tboqht orsomething like that I suppose" (Maggie). 

GiHian and Abby reinforce such thought: 

5ou know somehow even tbougb my photographs are not ofprofessional quahýl, I made them and so it 
doesn It matter ifba#"ofmy thumb is in it" (GiUian) (see figures 6.4 & 6.5). 

I mean some people were veg seriouspbotograpbers in that rou , ou koad Ihg kad Their tripods ,g0 -V nwn 
out takiqthexcenegpbotos omt of our tent and I, maybe Ibgbavegotama#ngpkotos, butmineAke My 
arr xypersona/pbotoxjom know tbg are wbat I rrmember ofit, ffyou know wbat I mean " (Abby). 
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Figures 6.4: Machu Picchu, Respondent's Photograph Figure 6.5: Lake Titicaca, Respondent's Photograph 

Despite pressures to record collective imaginings and classic views of place icons, the act of 

photographing therefore focus intently on tourists' own, intently personal moments of 

becoming that are recorded for future posterity. Photographs become ghostly reminders; 

concrete, tangible entities that retain a physical connection with place and as such, prolong 

the fife of the intangible elements of encounters as traces of the physical presence of the 

tourist within place. Tourists highlight and conunit key emotions, thoughts and feelings to 

the depth of the body of their photographs. They become memorial sites (Crang & Travlou, 

2001), not taken in and for themselves but to facilitate realisations of self in place and 

secure embodied actions, feelings, thoughts and emotions for future reflection as tourists 

construct their own stages upon which experiences are immortalised. 
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6.3 Positioning and Encountering Memories 

Remembrances of place extend tourists becoming as visuals, as hauntings of experience, 

infiltrate the domestic spaces of tourists. However, memories are not solely created within 

the immediacy of in-situ experiences and then transposed into domestic spaces but 

continue to be moulded once tourists return home and begin constructing spaces of 

reencounter. Albums, frames, notice boards and fridges to name but a few, all become 

platforms for reencounter upon where experiences can be revisited and enlivened once 

again through reflexive performances as tourists engage in a series of processes and 

practices through which they are able to position visuals in ways that reinforce preferred 

remembrances and key moments of encounter. 

Upon their immediate return from a destination, tourists generally feel a strong desire to 

prolong the intensity of connection to place as memories remain fresh in their minds. 

Fundamental to this is the time taken for tourists to develop or download their 

photographs. VAiRe variations arise in the length of time between arriving home and 

developing photographs (some tourists selecting one-hour developing on the day of their 

return while others wait until the final film is used), the compulsion for developing focuses 

not on the need to reengage with place, but serves to reassure tourists that photographs 

have 'come out' and memories have indeed been secured. Indeed, the urgency with which 

they are developed reflects the central role of photographs in maintaining the life of 

experience and embalming that which would otherwise fall foul to the depths of memory 

as photographs become the only remaining tangible connection between self and that 

which has been: 

'Tju. rt like them out straight amqy and I usual#put them in on a one hour develqpiýg ... I want to get 
them back and go tbrou gb them to see if I have got goodphotor. At that point I don It need qy memoy 
refirshed because I havejust been there " (Angela) 
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However, such urgency is driven not only by the need for reassurance, but also by the 

demands of family and friends and the intense need to share holiday experiences. However, 

photographs become fundamental to such practice. Indeed, tourists felt it was impossible 

to share their experiences through only verbal accounts as photographs illustrate and 

breathe life into that which cannot be conveyed through words alone: 

_y vego the 'Y think well visual aidr are always veg impodant,... you can't explain it properly until ou ba t 

, gr insideyour own bead butjou cant photos becauseyou are like there vilb all these visions and visual thin 
really convg that with words to otherpeople so its alwa s ood to have because &fferentpeople sort of know y 
what dfferentplaces are " (Rosie) 

However, before I analyse practices of sharing experiences through visuals, it is vital to 

outline the numerous practices of construction involved in the construction of photograph 

albums and other spaces of reencounter as it is through these spaces that remembrances 

shared. 

Such is the value and indescribable worth of photographs in prolonging the connection 

with place through memory, that tourists use albums principally for purposes of 

preservation: 

'fiyou are handling thepacket ofphotograpbs to a lot ofpeople like I will be next week thy can get veg 
damaged .. in an album thy are xafer" (Angela) 

W. itsJust a safe way of keeping them becauseyou don't want them to get scratched up" (Sarah), 

However, in addition to practices of preservation, a series of intriguing performances 

emerge as tourists continue to construct spaces of reencounter in ways that reflect their 

journey of touristic becoming within the pages of the album. They provide a framework of 

understanding that displays what tourists deem best reflect not only their experiences, but 

the impression of the holiday as a whole: 

'Me holiday was expensive.... and it was a once in a kfetiffle thin for e to do so ... I wanted a nice album ,gm and I wanted it to look nice and ; ýy photos werr expenfive to print ro wbj cant Iput it in a nice album_vou 
know, and this is the way I like it" (Abby) 
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The photograph album, as the principle space of encounter, therefore comes to stand for 

all that physically remains of the holiday. It embodies all that is significant and meaningful 

to tourists as they not only create sites for memory, but construct secondary sites of 

justification that serve to prove the success and worth of the holiday in itself The 

photographs in their pages become imagetexts; g-lirsch, 1997) as tourists create 

autobiographical reflections of their encounters that are authored to present the holiday in 

its best light. Experiences are contextualised within album pages and offer narratives 

through which experiences arc shared and reencountered. In constructing albums, tourist 

practices of selection find parallel with those of brochure producers, as they embark upon 

constructing their own brochures of place according to a complex combination of actual 

and idealised experiences. Indeed, while tourists are keen to retain as much detail through 

remembrance as possible, the construction of the photo album as a space of encounter 

embraces moments of blindness and forgetting. Memories therefore begin to mutate as 

they are called upon to serve purpose. They are revised to suit the present needs of tourists 

(Gillis, 1994) as photographs, as hauntings of experience arc presented in order to 

construct desired narratives of experience. Albums become a fusion of renegotiated 

memories as tourists actively reinterpret their experiences, dcsclecting less important 

narratives in favour of those that accurately portray the narrative they wish to remember 

and share. Ibc construction and compilation of albums thercfore focuses on capturing the 

essence of self in other as remembered, and extending such bonds beyond the immediacy 

of the original experience as tourists create ideologically-fuelled recollections of place 

(Hirsch, 1997; Rose, 2003a): 

'ývell to me its like an integralpart of the bolida y ... it's a way jou like of exten&ng the holiday so itr not 
just two week-r, itsforrver .. to tU andget the essence of a countg "... "notjust a load ofpbologaphs, it is 
tging to get the zvbolefeel of the event if you like " (Brian) 
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Narratives therefore capture the essence of becoming *in place and it becomes vital that the 

images selected for exhibition reflect such encounters accurately. Attention therefore turns 

to the technical components of photogruphs regarding fighting, composition, framing and 

image content. Tourists systematically analyse their images and refine their photographic 

collections as they compare and contrast photographs according to their ability to convey 

desired narratives. Repetitive, out-of-focus, unbalanced, or badly contrasted images are 

therefore discarded as tourists strive to reflect their holiday through images that both 

accurately reflect remembrances but also reveal experiences in their best fight: 

"sa? r am JUSt gwa4 dx-y nyy le ota cffcais, dxy m*.. don't m%dy show the uhole haldrg not 
quim in 1* or 5orw are a bit one-mckd or the odxr 5i&, or Ue hUW 0 say tuezy pf"a and zw abn't 
uarr mvry pýxw of the ore piýw so iw uiU say zw wnt eigk.. so up ubittle it dozen"... "agun tbov 
bbey are a bit lat in the grass " (Cliarlie) (see figures 6.6 to 6.9) 

-'I 

However, rather than emba&mg upon an extreme cosmetic restructuring of photographic 

recollections that may dramatically alter the appearance of the holiday, the rnam condition 

of affocation in the album being that the image As a story, or trigger a memory of their 
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Respondent's Photographs 
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experience. Unlike brochure and postcard producers who remain confined to icons and 

gentle deviations in discourse, space exists within albums for tourists to embrace a wealth 

of alternative place discourses that emerged throughout their experiential moment of 

becoming. Tourists are not driven by the need to sell Peru, but by the need to preserve 

their remembrances of place. The ideological narratives they present therefore incorporate 

all aspects of Peru, both appealing and unpleasant. They do not deny the poverty or 

political unrest, experiences of illness or uncertainty, but embrace such moments as 

fundamental to their memory of place. Indeed, as tourists present a range of photographs 

that capture the entire spectrum of their experience, images are able to work together to 

encapsulate the full essence of their becoming in place in its entirety. The only prerequisite 

to inclusion therefore tests with technical imperfection. As Alice commented, images 

reflect both 'Megood bits and the not so good bits (1augbs) ... good and the bad .. (but) badphotos? No'ý 

Active constructions of memory are also evident in practices of alburn design: 

I ty and .... fit them to thepq . ffphotos natura4go together I don't ge. I tg andgroup them to getber.. 
like splitting then across pages ... it seems mesy to me.... idealý I don't want to have like three pages of 
somewhere and then one here and then start here if I can ... or if there'r, and the colourr ... if you bavegot 
sunset Photos,. you don't want some rra4 harsh contrast. I think it detracufmm the otberpbotor,. you 
know, I don't know itýjust the way itlooks right to me"(Martin) 

Aspects of design such as colour, image content and composition fuse images together; 

facilitating the mobilisation of desired narratives as they work together to capture the 

essence of place as remembered. Nevertheless, despite concems over design, the 

formulation of an autobiographical account of experience drives the need to construct a 

chronological account of experiences as a story to be told. Albums become analogous to 

journals as they are constructed as narrative accounts of interaction that simulate the daily 

accounts of tourists' journeys. They diffuse potential for disjointed remembrances and 

create narrative accounts that reflect the flow of natural progression: 

, you weir so, f tel 
-YO 

I think itsprobabl lo , ýg them about wbe y band that j( Yin rejou have been and what u 
&d that there is some sort of order to it rather tbanpeople sort ofjumpiq around" (Pctcr) 
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Presented in an ordered fashion, albums therefore display photographs as pathways into 

remembrances that directly mirror the experience of tourists: 

'ýhat ý the way I raw it ... itsjust the way I &d it, the wqy I went. Itfollows the path, perhaps that ý mor? 
IqTical to me ... it means something ... I aI2vqjsjpmt the pbotos in order" (Martin) 

Indeed, such is the need to retain chronological flow that while tourists strive to retain a 

faithful account of their experience as it unfolded, they actively engage in practices of 

deliberation as they contemplate the aesthetic benefits of slightly reordering photographs. 

Without wanting to create false continuity, tourists therefore strive to create spaces of 

reencounter that are simultaneously appealing, yet accurate as tourists remain true to the 

narrative of their experience. Brian exemplifies such practice as he explained that: 

g them on the page and bow that sort of et hem all 'ýbe otberfactor is-layout as well when I amputfin gI 
gbt dedde that I want togo for ones that are portrait rather Than a ximilarxcene on. So, jou know I mi 

that's landsca pe beeamse... j. ou canfit it on thepa ge better" 

Alternatively, Martin noted: 

'Ioccarionalyl,, I mill mix The order veg occarionally, ifitfits with mgbe ou hap oe ba koaa, ai -Y eg nCI do, gn 
laterso I will steal apbotofivm The next rvA I don't aamalyl, feelcom/orlable doing it, Immstadmit, but I 
will say well.... jorget it. Djust bums me at the time " 

Therefore in order to ensure narrative flow and before photographs are fixed upon album 

pages, tourists engage in practices of visualisation as they ensure albums are both 

aesthetically pleasing and convey a narrative flow that accurately rcflects their experience. 

While the intensity of such practice varies between tourists, some spending hours 

painstakingly piecing together albums and others taking out the worst photographs and 

slotting the rest in, all respondents reflected upon the need to ensure images were 

positioned in order to compliment each other and enhance the flow of narrative as they 

pieced together their journey through their photographs: 

"before I stick it all witb qypritt stick I take qges and Ipmt Ibepbolos on eacbpage and then I ebaqe it 
around and then I make sure thy are A and then I stick them ... toget them in The comet order because I 
know what we first, we went to see those ruins first and then we &d that walk ... I like to know wbicb 
la gout I would like. It does take me a long time. On# because I like, I like to make it look nice " (Abby) 
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Nevertheless, despite such practices of selection, the power and importance of the image as 

a remnant of the tourist experience, creates a general unwillingness by some tourists to 

physically destroy even the most technically imperfect photograph. To do so becomes 

synonymous to relinquishing an element of experience that was thought worthy of capture. 

Therefore, whether hidden from view in bags, boxes, or as in one instance, stored behind 

the images displayed in the album itself, such images exist in the shadows, lurking in the in- 

between space that occupies the moment between life through exhibition and death 

through absolute rejection as tourists, although not willing to divulge their content, at one 

and the same time are not willing to break bonds entirely. 

Tourists therefore present their photographic remembrances of their experiences in a 

variety of means; some using flip albums, others more formal, traditional albums, others 

constructing their own albums using an A3 folder and sugar paper, while some only dream 

of such practice as photographs are left in packets. Nevertheless, for the majority, imagcs 

arc supplemented with postcards and other memorabilia that further secures the tangibility 

of the experience. VVhilst for some, these are confined to the same space of in-betwccnness 

as discarded photographs, other respondents actively present such ephcmcra alongside 

photographs in albums. Memorabilia such as bus, laundry, or entrance tickets, hotel 

pamphlets, even drinks coasters, breathe life into intimate details of memory that elude the 

capacity of the image and provide an additional layer of remembrance that photographs 

alone may never fully offer: 

'Yhese are kind of my stamp ... the stamps ... thepostcardr, The tickets, all thejunk tbatjou collect are the 
jour ownJourng that se parate it out ... some of it woul Ibiqs That identij, with d be like a souvenir thiq 

but a lot of it isjust a ticket which, or where we stayed.... yom rrmember rrally vivid tbiqs and the 
photo gra pbsproved to be good, goodprompisjor the strong memories, but the thin oufo et a the bo e grj q re II 

. YOU stq! yed in or whenyou &dyour laundg ... them was a whole bit of me wanting to collect a bi&gerpiaure 
thanjustpholo grapbs"(Giffian) (see figure 6.10) 
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Figure 6.10: Combining Photographs and other Emphernera in Spaces of Reencounter, Respondent's Photograph 
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Memorabilia provides traces of physical connection and use. They arc the ghosts of 

performance that unlike the photographs which are produced in its physical state after the 

experience has been committed to memory, emerge through their cmbcddcdncss in 

experiential practice. Marks are made on their being; tickets are purchased, used, folded and 

retained as experiences unfold. Their physicality becomes eternally imbued in the 

physicality of experience and the marks that remain tell the tales of such happenings. 

Ephemera are rarely pristine. Their imperfections add to their appeal and place them as an 

integral part of experience as they exist as material evidence that extends' the moment of 

encounter into the domestic spaces of tourists. 

Returning to earlier thoughts on sharing experiences with family and friends, the intensity 

and frequency of interaction with photographs is at its highest in the moments that 

immediately follow tourists return home as they construct albums and share photographs 

with family and friends. Whilst sharing is at times instigated by friends and family who are 

eager and willing to share holiday experiences and encounters, where initiation arises 

through tourists, it is founded upon feelings of self-consciousness and uncertainty. Careful 

to avoid boring those with whom they are sharing their experiences, most respondents 

believe ftiends and family are not interested in seeing their photographs, get bored easily, 

or sit through explanations through politeness. However, despite such concern, tourists 

emphasised the principle role of spaces of reencounter as devices for personal reflection 

with sharing emerging as secondary practice: 

'I mean tbg are my memories, Mg are about m yjourng ... I suppose I xill tg and make it as inferrstill g 
for otberpeople as Ipossibly can but at the end of the day it is mjjourng " (Donna). 

Tourists, therefore, enter a negotiation of self-consciousness and self-centredness as 

discrepancies emerge between the private spaces of tourists remembrances that embrace 
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rich embodied rcflcxive performances of experiential encounter and the public spaces of 

family and friends who engage in polite yet, confused appreciations as having generally no 

first-hand experience are left detached and lacking: 

I am surv people look at an album and thy look at a photo and thy think why havejoy put that their 
well, itx not jorjour benefit, iflou want to look at the pbotos grat, but thy air not their foryou 
(Martin). 

Practices of sharing become sources of frustration and annoyance as audiences generally 

flick through, or scan that which is presented to them with only a few taking time to listcn 

to the verbal narratives that further enliven the experience. Such practices are interpreted as 

implying an apparent lack of interest and, at times, respect as sharing becomes obligatory, a 

compulsory practice through which both tourist and 'friend' must pass: 

'I bavegot oneftiend who always asks to see Them and lbenjustfleks through them and I don't know wýy 
she bothers really, because sheJustgoes throýgh them atsuch a rate " (Angela) 

Indeed, Gillian supported such feelings as she noted: 

'T hate themflicking thmgh.... oh I hate itjeah 1hU get them out of order and then I have to put them in 
order .. I am bein 

,g vegpredous over them and I know I am being vegprrviour but I am not t7rating Them 
, gra like bolidaypbolq lbatjeab I don't pbs. Ythyflick tbmuTb and don't ask any questions andstuff4ke 

rrally, Uke it that much. I would rather not show them to be honest" 

Nevertheless, performances of remembrance through the act of sharing are short-lived as 

tourists achieve closure by committing their experiences to the materiality of their chosen 

spaces of reencounter. Ihe intensity of the experiential encounter wanes and is consigned 

to that-which-has-been, repositioned alongside the ever increasing amalgam of general 

holiday remembrances that are incorporated into everyday practice: 

'I suppose there is a point wberejoujust leave it to rest and it stajs in an album.... once AV arr in the 
album ... I fbid that once thg arr in the album tby become bistog. Tbatr bow I feel about Them 
(Gfllian) 

The materiality of photographs becomes hidden from view as albums are stored out of 

sight in cupboards and drawers, or become invisible on bookshelves as they become part 

of a collection. However, as previously discussed, closure is never absolute. Memories are 

never locked solely into the past, nor are they reliant upon visuals to be ignited. Rather, 
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they fuse with a multiplicity of other memories, each building upon the other in fluid, 

sporadic moments of re-interaction that move beyond the material presence of 

photographs in albums, frames or as postcards on notice-boards or fridges. Nevertheless, 

sporadic reencounters with the materiality of devices reignite intense, prolonged moments 

of reflection. Such encounters arc rarely regular or even purposeful as tourists come across 

albums while cleaning out or looking for something else. Indeed, as Edensor (1998) 

suggests, the desire to look through photographs appears to be driven by a reason, or need 

for reencounter; boredom, frustration at work, rainy days, or advising or inspiring friends. 

Alternatively, tourists reengage with the materiality of spaces of recncountcr as they draw 

upon memories to make sense of and understand forthcoming experiences (Franklin & 

Crang, 2001; Crang & Travlou, 2001). Photographs provide the platforms upon which 

tourists build anticipatory imaginings and seek reassurance and guidance of that yet to 

happen: 

'ýomefimex mqybe ... to think about having another holid4j. What was Africa real# like? Or what was 
China really kke? Did wefike that? " (Alison) 

However, many tourists predict photographic collections would serve to stimulate 

moments of re-interaction and future reflection in old age. Predicting a failing of physical 

mobility in old age, respondents felt it vital to capture memories of the present through 

which they will be able to live in the future: 

I am fine at the moment I am mobile, but saj_you macb Ibegrand old qha djou am ge of 90 sometbig M 
not able to jou knowget up andgo out andyou know do aUtbin .I ea if oa able, I would gMnjUm 
tboroighl gain because p those slides and looking at them a y en jou must I think, if jqy putting u 

_Iom 
kve to a 

ri . 
pe old ageyom live onjour memories in the end and .. that would bejust a love: ý mminder of whatjou 

were able to do once"... " it brings lots of happy memories back ... I think that ý good because whenyou 
have been active all your life it must he awful to suddenI fl d ou can't Pet uado and ou can look at Yn -Y !Png -Y somethiq that can bring back the nice memories" (0 Hvia) 

Whatever the reason for reencounter, and whether it is deliberate or arises by chance, 

photographs remain powerful in their ability to stimulate memories and provide a 

structured framework through which tourists are able to rehve their past experiences. 
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However, alternative spaces of reencounter, such as postcards as displayed in tourists' own 

homes, or the homes of friends and family, open more visible spaces of remembrance in 

everyday practices. Objects such as fridges, notice boards, walls and staircases to name but 

a few, offer more accessible spaces through which reflexive perfon-nances arise. While 

postcards tourists purchase for their own use are located alongside photos in albums, or 

alternatively are stored alongside memorabilia, where they are displayed they operate in 

highly visible spaces around the home or office. Postcards can therefore directly infiltrate 

everyday practices of both, tourists as they stimulate reflection, and recipients as seeding 

anticipations and desires to travel. Indeed, it is ironic that the personal connections 

captured through tourists own photography are hidden from view and it is the postcard, as 

a third- party perspective, that remains in view: 

"I uiU prohdiy put up ow on the wdl... at ham by " hak door I haw aboU4 pmýuk abutit o7 
pcstca4 o, so cfjust p=pu5 dwt I like or aýo that wnýid nu of uhen I bougbt it or maid "r (f -Aw 
I baw had it up bffow, or nwind rrr cf diV " (Maggie) 

"I huw pw Am on the wdl and I see than aeryway and thm sma'am I /Uze ny rmsage to no6elf up 
and An swupm I tum d"n mtoid and baw the umge up, 7* 1 wr foW " ozen purnso that 
zwm nu& in the pbw I nu& Am (lzo)" (G iflian) (see figures 6.11 & 6.12) 

II 
rý If - 

P"Oltin 

Figure 6.11 Oeft) and 6.12 (above): A Ponrait view of 
Machu Picchu, Photur Produciones. 
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Nevertheless, I would also like to suggest that just like albums, postcards, as objects of 

exhibition, also facilitate closure. However, rather than closure as practiced through 

constructing spaces of reencounter, closure arises as postcards normalise the exoticism of 

the in-situ experience as that-which-has-been, or that-which-may-be-in-the-future. While 

providing moments of release and transporting self into the other through the imagination 

of space and performances of embodied visualities, the high visibility and frequency of 

tourists encounters with postcards initiates a move to consume the exotic within the 

everyday practice. 

6.4 Reliving Experiential Moments: Emotions, Feelings and Moments of 

Affinity 

While visuals mobilise the absorption of the exotic into the everyday practice, this should 

not be taken assume tourists inability to enliven remembrances of magical moments of 

experiential encounter. Memories inevitably fade over time as they are integrated into the 

everyday. However, opportunities continue to emerge for visuals to light up the process of 

becoming as tourists engage in a series of active, reflexive embodied performances of their 

experiential encounters. Whilst I believe the presence visuals are not always necessary in 

the mobilisation of rcflexive performance, for the most part, the tangibility of the image 

remains integral to such practice. It is the very physicality of the image, an object to touch, 

to feel, to hold and treasure, that underpins the mobilisation of memories that access the 

deeper embodied reflections on experience. Such stimulation triggers detailed, nuanced 

memories that move beyond generalised, collective understandings of place that exists 

alongside and are complimented by personal experiential encounters. Indeed, whilst 

primary remembrances and practices of reliving activate general recollections of the sights, 

sounds, smells, tastes and textures of experience, engaging with the materiality of 
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photographs stimulates that which is generally forgotten. 1hrough normalisation, intricate 

details of moments fade and are subconsciously cast aside in favour of that which is more 

commonly recounted as preferred remembrances. However, the tangibility of the 

photograph and the materiality of its content facilitate revive moments that would 

otherwise be omitted from recollections or be lost altogether. They serve to create 

permanence in the inherent impermanence of subjective reflection (Crownshaw, 2000): 

If you werrn't looking at a photo it wouldn'tAke inspirr The thin gs injour brainjom wouldn't sod ofSet 
the, gq your brain to be thinking about it .. you need Ihatsomething to sort of spark off a thought " (Rosie) 

just as the tangibility of the photograph as a means of preservation drives the incessant need 

to photograph, with regard to remembrance it serves to elongate experience and reassure 

tourists that experiences will not be forgotten. Ilrough photographs, experiential 

encounters extend through time. Ihe very physicality and the very existence of 

photographs serve to reassure as the intangibility of the rcflective remnants of experience 

are immortalised within the physicality of the image: 

'Jim.. itsjust the oganiefeel ofphotos Iguess fbatjou know thg arr tberr arpbotar... 
CathT. well its something that can't just be deleted, cant just be eradicated, it's a physical 

thing that if the house was on fire I would grab my photo albums first... I guess 
the thing about photography it goes on for a long time there ... its something that 
has gone across generations and time has moved on and its still there and I don't 
know I can't see myself ever quite being at a stage where its defu-ýitcly not about 
images" Girn & Cathy) 

Tourists therefore rely upon the very material existence of photographs as devices through 

which memories are preserved and can be called upon at any time. They not only serve to 

reinforce primary remembrances, but stimulate deeper and more intimate recncounters that 

go beyond that which is seen in the photograph. Indeed, the partiality of closure tourists 

practice on their return arises as photographed subjects are reanimated and given life once 

more breathing life back into that which appears dormant. Photographs become beacons 

of memory (Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming) that ignite memory travel (Haldrup & Larsen, 

2003). They engage in sporadic highly charged performances of remembrance; relocating 
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themselves with place as they imaginatively step into place and become consumed once 

more by that which has been and now exists only through memory. As hauntings, 

photographs become permeable. Memories radiate outwards from that which is seen. They 

move beyond the boundaries of the representable and assist tourists to reengage with that 

which is both seen and unseen and find expressive freedom within haptic spaces of 

reflection. It is the stimulation of reflective intimacy (Haldrup & Larsen, 2003) through 

intense corporeal reflection that tourists are able to access remembrances as wholly 

embodied performances. 1herefore, as previously intonated, it is not only the subject as 

object that is concretiscd and immortalised, but rather intangible elements and encounters 

with place are accessed through the body of the image: 

g Ifind, I don't look at these and see the people but I look at them and remember what it war kke bein 
there and that's when I can see it back in my mind, but its not the photograph itself, its got, its, it ýa step 
removedfmm it.... looking at tbepbottgrapb in itseff doesn'tget me back there, I Then have to take the step 
back qgain andput myxelý back in the position I was in ... it's a wonderfulplace to be onjour own ... if I 

. yse#'back to Machu Picchu I cant do i1just in my w bo sit down and think, I amgoilg to take m head it ut 
the prompt " (Angela) 

Such is tourists' ability to reanimate place through sensory reengagement that many 

respondents likened their remembrances to replaying a video: 

I mean the cloudr werejust coming down over the bills so I wanted to cqturr that because that was really, 
dreamy ... it (tbepbotqgrzph)frreZex snapshots ... of what I am seeing enougb to take it back so that I can 
then reply the video in my head andget the whole thin& notjust The still" (Angela) 

While the majority of respondents felt they were only able to achieve such connection 

through their own photographs, as Tom talked through his postcard collection, he stopped 

at one in particular (see figure 6.13) and reflected that: 

"one of the real# important things in the postcard and in the pbotogrzpb That I have kept as my screen 
saver is the fact that the cloud is there and that really reminds me of bow djnamic The landscape was, the 
cloud kind of suging backwardr andforwardr " (Tom) 

Through the image, he was able to relive his moment watching the clouds of Pisac as he 

stood on the side of the mountain near the ancient Inca ruins looking down the Urubamba 

valley. He was able to recapture and momentarily relive the feelings of his original 
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encounter, the atmospheres, moods of his embodied self as it was, and is remembered to 

be in that particular place. 

, 
! 07 

i, 
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�I 

Figure 6.13: Pisac, Mundo Andmo Pubhcidad 

Building upon such reflections, both Charlie and Alison emphasised the life that extends 

beyond the materiality of the photograph: 

"Charlie: it reminds you of it.. 
A lisorr n"i4 ), uu a little bit, mrin dyiý &wý uas zvy dose to aff hotd =0 it? A al zw 

udked ora at *btjust to smtcb cur kg after our ezvmg mad... . Charlie: mmm vx walked out one night and they had a service in there and you 
could walk inside and on this side there was a great big round stained glass 
window" (Charlie and Alýson) (see figure 6.14). 

As we talked, it was clear that both Charlie and Alison were able to relive that which was 

beyond the field of visibihty Mi the image. Pausing in their conversatiOn, their rrunds clearly 

wandered back to their time spent with each other during their evening meal and then their 

walk through the ancient, Inca-walled streets of Cusco. Reliving through remembrance, 

therefore, extends not only beyond that which is visible in the image, but embraces a series 

of practices that occupied the moments before and after as well as during the time when 
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the photograph was taken. Tourists, therefore, recreate in their n-unds a wealth of practices 

and performances of their encounter that arose both before and after the moment that is 

captured and frozen for posterity M the unage: 

"ýjus4 it nmi? xi rrA as I say it tn&m ny mmq? y and by look iT at the btakk I cans ort cfnynnftr 
other detads that )m ca7y capum in a pbota I can mwý ýF it zw hisy, I ain nwv7hr the soyt (f 
mr* the noise qf the traffic, or the la& of noise ýzt's sareubere else.. but )m knowswvh4 that has 

cau& your ey, or s wvhing dut happened and it hd4 up the bigger piom for )um.. a piaw is a 
smpshot isn't it, You can 0a lafroma pimm, but it doesn't mully 0 the ubole sto? y" (Martin) 

Figure 6.14: Cathedral in Cusco, Rtspondent's Photograph 

Tourists are therefore able to transport themselves back into place as they move beyond 

their current surroundings, emotions and feelings, and replace those vath reflective 

encounters of that which has been. Indeed, while memories of geneml emotions and 
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feelings are stimulated through reengagernent and encounters with photographs, many 

respondents upon viewing particular images recafled specific emotions and feelings that 

were attributable solely to the experiences reflected in the linage in question. Each 

photograph appears to hold the key to particular emotions, each bringing to the fore and 

refreshing in the minds of tourists, the sights, sounds and smells as they are remembered to 

have occurred at that particular moment, or series of moments, in tune. Some sensual 

encounters are remembered with particular vigour and vividness. For example, Angela 

recafled her time visiting the BaHestas Islands in Par-acas (see figure 6.15): 

"I nwn the Ba&stas Mani, Lbe smR uixn ue uev out orro theiaty to gi the boat 7eus like rKzbffc 1 
Imw ezer srrdt in rT Iýe and louk iig at dx pbota uould hiT týut hKk "... "a airnnts, th, nwr#y 

on yaff braM Its not just a usual si& cf a, it's the snz&, its de saarb, it's A, smatý, " (f 
s itt4 on dw Hoody boat 9MT up and doun" (Angela) 

As she recounted her experience, her face screwed up at the thought of the smell, her body 

language drarnatising the repulsion she felt at the smell and the nausea invoked through the 

violent motion of the speedboat. 

41 

Figure 6.15: Ballestas Islands, Respondent's Photograph 
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Such intensity of embodied visualities was also conveyed by Jun and Cathy as they 

recounted their encounter with the music, dance and celebrations when they unexpectedly 

came upon a festival during their time in Puno: 

'7ý'n I loze tba4 I low dx Nuer on it itcausepu A 17ke dvt guy.... I)*Wt loze.. 
Cathy- it always brings some music actually, I nearly had that then 
J= 

... the aamion and dx band and the marpeter midy gzwg it brar, 6 aW ym can just get a bý 

of mxvwr dxw and it 7w a4 k iixi of Uf a sff ond ocposurm.. but kýg ax4 just to w'w it 
a bit qa figýt in tbm.. 

Cathy. yeah it definitely brings back more than just, yeah" Ulm & Cathy) (see figure 6.16) 

The photograph captures the feelings, emotions, the sights, the sounds and vibrancy of the 

atmosphere that was unfolding and consuming them at the time. 'Me static appearance of 

the moment as captured gives way to the fluidity of the moment as remembered. The 

energy of the experience floods to the fore as the pulsating rhythms of the music, the 

dynamic moves of the dancing and the excitement of the moment are once again enlivened 

through reflective perforinance. 
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"I can't put it into -uoni... )m can't 
pta it into umi ard I am Wvg to 
nin cut of x§wizvs in a uay.... its 
w am#).. it LS brame >m dmt 
, zeant to spod it or sanib4 but yxi 
don'4 )m cant get it hm, mw arxi 
yes, OK )Eu can go ualk m in th, 
yruvwVE Iv )m don't sam to 
baw an absdute szkm (R- faiaC 
dmt dxw LS nalx4 &a.. total 
I. sciation dmt's itý its mW aml 
tbut's dw zw wnt to try aal 
captiae in pbotograpbs" (Olivia) 
(see figure 6.1ý 

I., igure 6.17: 'llic Peruvian Altiplano, 
Kespondent',. Photograph 

Uwpter 6 (AnticipatMg, Re- wntino Ranwirnrg aml Reliung Plaw 

Such is the intensity of r-eflective performance and its ability to consume the very body and 

bemg of the tounst that many respondents expressed frustmtiOn as they exhausted their 

range of adjectives. As photograph moved to occupy the depths of haptic space, 

remembr-ances and reliving moved beyond the descriptive as tourists become wholly 

absodbed into that which not only lay before them in the form of the photogr-aph, but also 

that which remained invisible to all but their own interpretation and understanding. Such 

was the intensity of reconnectiOn that tourists became lost in the moment of reflection and 

affectual repositioning as they reflectively captur-ed that which had occurred through 

intense emotional re-affiliation: 
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"it capum rrarez, tbat's to say it's JUSt a bit nm than a nmay, it's a )eab, it's dyfiadt to put ýzto 
uoni m2lly but I do, z ra jta and dx-m aye a-nain d5by like in dx A mvOn rav#bmst )w )m 
ca&b* mi4 take phora in dx A nuzon raýýt ný2rding aninids, dut sort of dmg )m can m4 
midy mwdcr bwmze 9)ey a7e so hard to see arýý that its nvu dx sa'ad and dx smil aid A 

mzse-.. savdandsnzE.. the uhole dwg" (Cathý (see figure 6.18) 

Figure 6.18: The Amazon jungle, Respondent's Photograph 

Whflst the majority of respondents conveyed such intensity of reflection, it is important to 

acknowledge the limitations of photographs within such practice. Indeed, not all 

respondents share the ability to actively reposition themselves in place through embodied, 

reflexive perfon-nance. Photographs are, for some, only triggers that spark and ignite 

memories. Nevertheless, all respondents reflected upon the inability of photography to 

capture the intensity of the original encounters in their entirety. Indeed, whilst limitations 

of expression were felt to infiltrate all reflective remembrances and moments of rellvmig, 

the majority of respondents expressed particular frustration With regard to reflective 
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performances of their time spent at Machu Picchu, for the majority, the highlight of the 

Peruvian experience: 

'it really does takejou back their, apartfmm Machu Picchu because the photosjust don't .. it ýjusf not 
the same as beiq there ... it does remind me of being there and how itfelt to he there " she continues, I 

phs can cut it in places Uke this, I really don't, I thinkjou need to be there because as don't think photo gra 
I say thesephotqgaphs are no dziferent to anybody else's ... 

but the wq! y Ipersonalyl, fielt their varprvbabý 
gs are so also the same as evegbody else but its harder to know that it ý the same because evegbod y ýfeeUn 

perronal and ih&tidual" (Angela) 

Such feelings of inability and limitations of expression permeate into the practices of 

sharing experiences of place with family and friends. Frustrations of affectual connection 

and subsequent misunderstandings between tourists and friends and family frequently arise 

as words are no longer enough to convey and share experiences. Although photographs, 

postcards and memorabilia provide friends and family proof of experience and offer 

educational insights into that which has been experienced, spaces of public and private 

remembrance emerge. Voids in understanding arise as audiences lack the experiential 

affiliations that underpin tourists' connection to place. Frustrations regarding the 

limitations of such sharing restrict tourists' ability, and at times even willingness, to share 

their experiences with others: 

I don't think anybody can, I don't tbinkjou can apprrdate That unfiljou have seen it ... if The perrofla 
kasn't been there thg can't a , 

ppirdate that, maybe thg nill think oh it ýa hit of ruins but I rral§ think 
that somebo, # can't appredate (it) " (Abby) 

Spaces of discrepancy are therefore inherent and indeed, inevitable within such practices of 

sharing and dissemination of experience, and while exposure to photographs may serve to 

trigger, the imagination of other understandings remain tied to the collective appreciations 

of anticipatory imaginings. However, limitations exist not only in the realisation that a true 

understanding of place arises solely through personal experiential encounter, but also 

through the inability of tourists themselves and their inability to thoroughly convey place as 

encountered. Indeed, as Abby attempted to describe her purpose in sharing her 

photographs with others, she commented that she was trying to: 
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'YHSger their imagination but I don't think My vould everfeel what Ifelt unless 1bg went there Ibemselves, 
I am tging to share it with them and say I am in an ama#ng place and look what it looks Ake but, em 
ýauses andstops talking) " 

Abby, for not the first time in our conversation, loses the ability to convey her deep 

emotional affiliation and connectedness to place. Indeed, the apparent impossibility of such 

a task often causes tourists to give up on their attempts at conveying and sharing their 

experiences, sharing only limited narratives of place and encounter and tctaining the in- 

depth personal affiliations within their self, or alternatively with those who have 

experienced Peru first-hand for themselves.: 

'Wenjou are talkiý 
&fferentfeelin& 

g to someone wboyou have been to The same place as its such a 4ferent, it ýa rraýýy 
jou know because-you are sharing, becauseyou know that thy have experienced the same 

people, thy have experienced the same waj of lives and food, its just a differrnt conversation ... thy 
understand wbatjou are talkiig about" (Tim) 

6.5 Memoriahsation: Fading and Morphing 

Finally, in creating memories, constructing spaces of encounter and engaging in sporadic 

moments of reflection, an inevitable fading and morphing of memories arise as tourists 

become more distanced from experiential encounters. While visual devices, in particular 

tourists own photographs, provide a. means through which tourists are able to directly 

reconnect and reignite deep affectual affiliation with place and experiential encounter, an 

inevitable fluidity and malleability of memory through reflective performances arises. While 

practices of constructing spaces of recncounter and subsequent reflexive engagement with 

visuals appears to ignite the practice of 'stepping back in time' as tourists reflect upon that 

which has occurred in the past, due to the nature of memory and remembrance as 

continually morphing to absorb ever new and changing perceptions of self and other, 

memories are never static. The chameleon-likc nature of memory requires that it is 

constantly changing as it is called upon to serve purpose, experiential practices and 

performances morph and become part of the tourists' everyday experiences. just as 
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memories ate created during experiential encounters according to that wMch tourists want 

to remember in the future, and spaces of reencountcr are constructed in terms of that 

which tourists feel best reflects that which they remember of the experience as it happened 

in the immediate past, as time moves on and tourists engage in sporadic reflection on 

experiential encounters, their memories of encounters continually morph and fadc. 

Memories are continually rescripted as tourists engage in practices of renarrating 

experiences, both for themselves and sharing experiences with family and friends. The 

intricate details of experiences become lost in new encounters, knowlcdgcs, moods and 

emotions that cloud original encounters and create new reflexive platforms upon which 

further remembrances are enacted. Consequently, memory itself exists as a series of fluid 

resurrections as it continually evolves to accommodate that which emerges in the present. 

just as memories absorb life that has been, events that have taken place and feclings that 

have been felt, experiences are remembered not solely as they were, but in conglomeration 

with all that has happened hence that bears similarity to events that have been. 

Ile failings of memory arise as spaces of reencounter create a series of mcmoryscapcs. Ile 

intricate details of experiences are consumed by collective appreciations as place is 

sporadically reconstructed through a series of relational encounters (Clokc & Pawson, 

forthcoming). Fundamental to such change is the notion of gaps in visibility; that which 

can be seen, but also that which is known that extends beyond the realms of the visible. A 

multiplicity of memories are continually constructed as tourists reencountcr place through 

visuals on an ad-hoc basis. While memories originate: from the same original set of 

experiences and are reignited through the same set of visual devices, each interpretation 

bears witness to alternative discursive remembrances through enhanced ghostly sense and 

prophetic utterances (Cloke & Pawson, forthcoming). Such deviation rarely implies a 

fundamental shift from the original encounter as captured. Rather, as Johnson (1999) 
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suggests, modem memories replace the 'true' memories of experience as tourists are unable 

to secure the details of original encounters and translate personal responses into the a series 

of key moments that are drawn towards the collective. Memories come to imprison 

reflection within popularised narratives, locking remembrances into key, preferred 

ideological narratives of place that reflect a combination of both coUcctivc icons of place 

and key moments of individual encounters. However, secondary imprisonment arises as 

visuals become short-hand remembrances of experience (Cohen, 1985). They hold power 

over the way tourists memories are constructed (Markwell, 1997) and remembrances 

gradually narrow in focus until they are virtually eradicated of all detail beyond that which is 

shown in spaces of rccncounter. Tourists' remembrances therefore become scripted by the 

materiality of visuals (Bal, 2000): 

"overtime the memog, the rvalmemog, willfade really, and I will incrrasihgý rrmembermyphotograpb album. 
My holiday memories will become what I have taken photos of which ir another reason why I have taken so 
many andput so many in the albums because I know that NJ memog willfade and altbougb as Xexaid earlier, 
lookilg at the photos now, I think it rrmin, * me of so many other thin x that were going on over time nilYfade g 
and I will increasingly see my holiday through this brochmm, through this album,.... mmmm Freudian " (Martin) 

As the details of encounter become lost, a series of memoryscapes of experience emerge. 

Spaces of reencounter become 'condensation sitcs' (Edensor, 1998) as experiences that 

have been, are compartmentalised and concentrated into smaller time/space contexts as 

they are located as visuals within the pages of albums, in frames or pinned on nodccboards 

or fridges as postcards. Indeed, Martins Freudian slip as he refers to his photograph album 

as a brochure, further confirms the tendency for tourists to showcase their holiday and 

experience. Memories of encounters mould into that which is displayed and shown rather 

than that which actually arose during experiential encounters. Tourists gradually become 

disassociated from the intensity of the encounters that drove them to concrctise 

experiences in the physical tangibility as they lose accuracy in reflection and become bound 

to that which is understood through collective discourse. Nevertheless, discursive 

imprisonment continues to be inherently underpinned by the affectual connections that 
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maintain the unbreakable bond that exists between tourist and place as a series of 

encounters that-havc-been. The essence of photographs as that which tourists have 

experienced, retains an inherent personal affiliation between self and other. However, over 

time, such affinities themselves are infiltrated by dominant reflections as memories fail to 

embrace the intricacies of the individual that become lost in the sea of failed memories: 

5ou can kind of reminisce andgetjourseý'back there which ir nice and I think tbatr The good thing about 
photar ... you have got me&a to tg and e. %plain to the people amundyou, given them some idea of whatjou 
have experienced and it can oný be an idea becausejou can't but then afew_vean down The Ahejom can 
look back and again remindyourself of that experience thatjou have had Probably more Ake how_vou 
explained it to them "(Cathy) 

At times, in an attempt to minimise distandation and intensify the repositioning of self in 

place, alternative narratives of encounter are constructed. As the temporal and spatial 

distance between self and other grows, the intensities of personal encounter give way to 

caricaturised remembrances as tourists regress towards popularised memories that are 

infused in the collective or desirable affiliations to place. Consequently, potential emerges 

for tourists to recall idealised experiences as imaginings replace realities and they build 

affinities with place as imaged (Travlou, 2002). Memories are enlivened through the 

impersonal affectual connections to place as perceived to have happened rather than that 

which actually occurred. A failure of memorialisation matcrialiscs as alternative realities arc 

created through the impermanence of subjectivity (Crownshaw, 2000). A scn-d-pcrmancncc 

of the other is enlivened as discrepancies arise during reflection where visuals arc not 

present. Consequently, when practices of reencounter with visuals occur, tourists reinvest 

in the image and enliven place through alternative narratives that cmphasisc alternative 

interpretations over those perhaps more accurate of the original encounter: 

5ou havegot all the memog injour head, but the memoy injour head is not the same, its sometimes 
x1i , ght. ly &fferrnt .. I thinkyouget the memog, thepiaurr, I mean like xben I look at that, the memog in 
my head is &fferrnt because the memog is my head is much brighter .. that isn't to btbt ; O_vou know I 
just, itsjust not tbt .. Ibenjougo, ob_yeah I remember that" (Paula) 
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The role of the photograph as an aide memoir in reminding tourists of that which actually, 

happened and was originally intended to be captured through the act of photography 

moves to become guided and absorbed in the discrepancies that develop as a result of 

perceived affectual remembrances: 

"eveg so often we will look at some (bbotographs) and &d we really go there and it sort of hitryom asain 
That you &d, but you can't rraIZv remember it as it is sometimes, you go back and tbe picture looks 
&fferrnt"Gim). 

In absorbing the exoticism of experience into the everyday, tourists move to normalise the 

intricacies of their experience. While retaining their role as key reminders of experience, 

details of experiences are lost as visual devices arc ironically, denied the status of 

momentous occasion. The practice of displaying visuals within the everyday living spaces 

of the tourist is rare with only one respondent expressing the desire to frame an encounter. 

Consequently, as visuals are stored out of sight, holiday encounters are lost to momentous 

occasions of birthdays, anniversaries or weddings. In essence, visual devices and the 

practice of selecting postcards, or taking photographs, and the subsequent generation of 

spaces of encounter serves as a means to an end in the process of becoming. 'Mey are 

practices through which encounters and experiences take on life and meaning; tools in a 

ceaseless pathway of becoming. They are building blocks that facilitate the accommodation 

of self and other during experiential encounters, and subsequently, in the moment of 

remembrance and reliving, facilitate the continued strength of connection with place. 

Nevertheless, despite the normalisation of experience into the everyday, Visual devices 

continue to stimulate and refresh memory and reconnection on an ad hoc basis as tourists 

seek to reengage with place: 

'it's a veg impodant part, em, I need to have these things to look at afterwards because itr ro eay, it 
sur x pace fe0 fi prises me eveg time I do it, that I come home and withi a rrIatively short xo fim , lo kingyom el 
as you have neverbeen therryou know itsjust, alltbe oldUfe, Ibepeople, Ibeproblems, wberr willIpark 
the car, wbat'sgoing to ba 

. 
ppen ... it all comes back in and its veg eay to become bogged down in these kale 

mundane trivial tbiý g; andjou need to look at Them eveg once and a while and indeed, 
_yom 

have been to 
these otherplaces andjou know a bit more about life than this and youjustget through it " (Sarah) 
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T'herefore, despite succumbing to the realms of impersonality and normalisation within 

everyday practice, visual devices continue to reignite the personal within the impersonal 

and reposition the individual within the collective. Despite continual fading of memories, 

the materiality of visuals as traces of encounter remains vital in the reincarnation and 

extension of life of the holiday as a fusion of self and other through practices of 

remembrance and reliving. 

'it makes the trip hut loger in a vay because I think ifjou went on These tbigr andjou idn'l take The 
pictures it wouldjust pass out of your mind It almost becomes like as if it happened to somebody elie after 

. you aregoing to have the bene t of The IN it ipat a while, jou know, and its important if efiý n& ým ort n to be 
able to rememberitfora wee bit loqer" (Sarah) 

6.6 Some Reflections on Remembrance and Reliving 

Practices and processes of remembrance and reliving of becoming tourist are far more 

complex than those currently portrayed in existing research on tourism. No longer should 

they be thought of as the final stage through which tourists must pass in their quest to a 

successful holiday. The practices and processes of remembrance and reliving as with those 

of the previous visual moments are therefore not simple procedures through which tourists 

pass, but are infinitely complex, dynamic and fluid. Remembrances arc not restricted to the 

temporal and spatial limitations of the post-travel experience as tourists passively reflect on 

experiences that-have-been. Rather, practices of remembrance and reliving infuse the entire 

process of becoming tourist and mobilise a series of active performances as memorics arc 

continually constructed, reconstructed and enlivened during the tourist cxpcriencc. 

It is at this moment tourists ate repositioned as both producers and consumers in 

becoming as attention focuses on personal connection with place and tourists take over the 

construction, selection and purchase of visual devices. Nevertheless, despite such 

cuhnination, space continues to exist for third-party producers to influence the practices 
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and processes of remembrance and reliving. Occupying a secondary role in creating 

memories, the mediating practices of postcard producers focus on the production of a 

series of empty stages upon which tourists are able to inscribe experiences for future 

reflection. Bound within the selective practices of production that persist throughout the 

entire process of becoming tourist, producers seek to capture a wealth of potential 

experiences within the materiality of the postcard. However, such practices are dogged by 

ýýI 
impersonality as postcards fail to secure the intense affectual connections that are captured 

through tourists own photography. Tourists' attention therefore moves quickly beyond 

postcards as devices for capturing memories and postcards serve only to capture that which 

tourists are unable to secure for themselves. 

II Visual devices become extensions of the self in place as a series of wholly embodied 

encounters. The act of photography therefore provides an avenue through which tourists 

are able to accommodate other into their self, but are simultaneously able to contain 

experiences for remembrance in another space and another time as the intangibility of 

encounters ate committed to the tangible spaces of the photograph. The physical tangibility 

of landscape becomes fused with the embodied, affectual connections as visuals freeze not 

only that which can be seen, but that which goes beyond representation and inhabits the 

haptic spaces of the unrcpresentable. Tourists therefore engage in the process of creating 

memories and they move through place, realising anticipations and accumulating new 

knowledges and capturing experiences as they arise. Photographs are produced to function 

as triggers for stories of place. They retain that which tourists are fearful of forgetting or 

slow down that which moves too fast. Tourists therefore actively enworld and enframc 

their experience as they want them to be remembered in the future. Experiences are 

concretised, memorialised through selective practices of production as tourists capture the 

favourable, desirable elements of place, ignoring and discarding that with which they feel 
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uncomfortable. By actively refraining from photographing negative encounters with place, 

tourists use visual devices to create spaces of forgetting and concealment, blindness and 

invisibility as they photograph only that which they deem worthy and of importance. Ile 

creation of memories becomes an act of self-definition in place as tourists capture aspects 

of place with which they find connection that perhaps remains unseen by fellow tourists. 

Remembrances become inherently selfish as new, alternative and personaliscd place 

discourses move to dominate interpretation and understanding. Such is the importance of 

reflecting their affiliation with place that attention to professionalism and technical 

perfection in photographic practice is replaced by the need to merely capture experience as 

photographs become ghostly reminders of that-which-has-been, the private moments 

between self and other. 

The creation of memories does not cease once tourists return home but continues to 

permeate practices as tourists construct spaces of reencounter using photograph albums, 

frames, or alternatively pin photographs and postcards on notice-boards or fridgcs. Such 

spaces serve as platforms for reencounter through which tourists are able to revisit and 

enliven place through reflexive performance. Photographs are developed soon after thcir 

return in order to ensure memories have been secured. The urgency of such practice 

highlights the importance of the photograph in remembrance as they remain the only 

tangible connection between self and that which-has-been. Memories are further 

constructed as albums provide a framework for remembrance. Experiences arc 

contextualised and narratives are constructed that enable tourists to relive and share with 

others their encounters with place. Moments of blindness and forgetting continue to arise 

as tourists engage in the process of constructing autobiographical narratives of experience 

that capture the essence of self in place that tourists desire to share and remember. Spaces 

of reencounter, therefore, become ideology-fuelled recollections of place that rely on 
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preferred remembrances. However, unlike third-party producers, tourists embrace a wealth 

of alternative discursive narratives as they convey the essence of their experience in its 

entirety, incorporating both the good and the bad elements of place. 

Spaces of reencounter also provide closure as tourists make sense of and understand their 

experiences and commit experiences to the page of albums or their chosen space of 

reencounter. 'Me intensity of experience gives way, and over time is consumed within the 

ever-increasing amalgam of general holiday remembrances. Albums are stored in cupboards 

or postcards are taken down and either discarded or stored out of sight. The holiday 

becomes consumed by the demands of everyday life, compartmcntaliscd and concentrated 

into smaller temporal and spatial locations, only to be reignited as tourists sporadically 

enliven memories once again as they rcencountet the materiality of photographs by chancc 

as they clean cupboards, or are driven by the need to reengage with experiences through 

boredom, stress or advising friends who are about to travel. Consequently, memories 

morph to become a series of memoryscapes that invariable form and reform within the 

boundaries of the collective. Whether presented in photograph albums, or encountered as 

postcards pinned on notice boards or held by magnets to fridge doors, the holiday 

permeates the domestic spaces of tourists. The exotic eventually becomes normaliscd; it 

fades into the everyday, just as the everyday embraces and accommodates the special. 

Nevertheless, within the process of normalisation and the migration towards the collective, 

moments of intense reconnection continue to persevere as tourists sporadically reignite 

experiences through embodied, reflective performances of experience. VA-dlc for some 

visuals provide only triggers that spark memories, for others they ignite moments of 

intense reconnection. By engaging with the materiality of the visual, tourists break free 

from the normalising bindings of everyday practice and re-cnlivcn the emotions and 
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feelings they encountered in place. Visuals fight up experience once again as tourists engage 

in memory travel as they breathe life into that which now exists only through remembrance. 

However, although tourists are seemingly able to 'step back in time', memories morph and 

fade as they ate called upon to serve purpose. They are continually rescripted and invariably 

migrate towards a relatively impersonal, collective understanding of place; a series of fluid 

resurrections that cloud original encounters and create alternative discursive rcflcctions as 

'true' memories become replaced by modern memories. While the bonds of affectual 

connection secured through experience can never be broken, intricate details of 

experiences are lost and remembrances become tied to popularised narratives that form 

around idealised reflexive imaginings. A diluting of embodied reflexivity arises and 

experiences ate remembered as that-which-is-perceived-to-havc-occurred as opposed to 

the 'truths' of encounter as memories are enlivened through affinitics with that which is 

imaged. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

COMClAfJiOfl. r 

7.1 Summary of Conclusions 

Before engaging in reflections of becoming tourist and identifying the ways in which my 

research contributes to existing work on the practices and processes of the tourist 

experience, a summary of chapter findings will be provided. Gapter one positioned my work 

alongside existing research and outlined the theoretical and visual frameworks through 

which research was conducted. Ckapter two then moved conceptual understandings of 

photography beyond the ocularcentric limitations that promote the recording of reality by 

detached, passive observers. Rather, photography and photographs are a series of active, 

lived performances. Photographs are not merely snapshots but are the culmination of 

imaginings, practices and processes that transcend the original moment of encounter to 

embrace a past, present and future. Bound within ethical consideration, they are political 

artefacts as subjects are enframed and continually de- and re-contcxtuahscd to serve 

purpose. Photography is a wholly embodied performance as both produced and consumed. 

They are given life through reflexive performance, the imagination of space and embodied 

visualities as tourists move beyond what is seen and become spatially relocated uilkh the 

body of the image in a poetic fusion of self and other. 

pter Mire established the methodological framework for research. Vue a multiplicity of Cba 

visual methodologies exists, the nature of research as exploring the intricate practices and 

processes of becoming tourist demanded a flexible, qualitative approach that transcended 

the limitations of quantitative analysis and traditional qualitative techniques. Consequently, 

interviews focused on creating conversations through co-construction and context. 

Conversations flowed around the negotiation of positionalities and while difficulties arose 
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with regard to translation, power relations and intersubjective discursive differences, 

experiences were shared and new knowledges emerged that embraced the unpredictability 

and multiplicity of truths of becoming. Interviewing with visuals provided opportunity to 

transcend limitations of verbal communication as visuals illustrated respondents' practices, 

knowledges and intangible aspects of becoming. Nevertheless, visuals as representations 

, also fail. However, participant observation bridged the gap in cornmunication and 

established a platform of mutual understanding between myself and respondents as we 

were both tourists-in-Peru. Subsequent intersubjective shared understandings captured 

affectual moments of becoming that would have otherwise remained lost. 

Chaplerfour focused mainly on tourist brochures to explore the moment of anticipation as it 

ý moves beyond the visual limitations of day-dreaming and mind travel and producer- 

dominated transference of knowledge, to embrace a creative, complex negotiation of 

guiding, projecting and repositioning. Producers enworld destinations, creating aclim, lived 

spaces that provide stages for imaginative encounters with place. They discursively mobilise 

place through practices of selling, negotiating, sourcing and selectively (mýs)mprescming, 

creating reassurance through key icons while introducing subtle 'twists' and 'hiddcn' 

elements that gently extend tourists' knowledge. The tangibility of brochures stimulates 

direct connections to place and generates excitement as tourists dip into and flick through 

brochures, colIecting fragmented knowledges that compliment existing understandings, 

sharing expectations with others and engaging in moments of imaginative self-projccdon. 

Such practices are facilitated by producers as they socio-spatiabse place, imaging tourists 

and local characters actively practising place. Like-minded souls facilitate tourists 

imaginative repositioning into place as they prepare for their journey. Yet, anticipations are 

permeated by uncertainty and mystery as tourists lack the knowledge gained by experience. 
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Cbapterfive explored the moment of rewriting using picture postcards and tourists own 

photographs. Producers become the 'eyes of tourists', re-presenting rather than rewriting as 

they reinforce anticipations and while some producers mobilise alternative discourses, they 

gently immerse tourists further into place through new angles on icons, or previously 

unseen sites. Focus therefore turns to tourists' realisation of self in place as poetic fusion of 

self and other, postcard producers, fellow tourists and ghostly presences of brochure 

producers. Tourists become producers in their own right, creating a series of personal 

enclaves that while inherently fused within collective ideology are fundamentally subjective 

as tourists realise and move beyond anticipatory imaginings and make place their own. 

Visuals offer pathways through which tourists engage ndth and in place and capture 

embodied, affectual moments of becoming. While experiences arc sometimes shared using 

postcards, rewriting becomes an ever-fluid learning process as tourists embrace 'hidden' 

elements and selectively envision place to create a portfolio of moments of encounter. 

pter siv used postcards and tourists own photographs to address the final Finally, cba 

moment of becoming as remembrance and rehving. Producers take a back scat, providing 

only a series of empty stages upon which tourists inscribe experiences. However, postcards 

invariably fail to capture tourists' affectual connections to place and it is mainly through 

their own photography that memories are created and secured. Tourists engage in sclf. 

definition, enworlding place in ways they want it remembered before constructing spaces 

of reencounter on their return. Visuals become memorial sites constructed around 

ideology-fuelled autobiographical reflections that capture tourists' preferred essence of self 

in place. Experiences are compartmentalised, committed to the tangible spaces of 

reencounter. The exotic becomes normalised and fades into the everyday only to be 

sporadically enlivened through moments of seemingly intense embodied reflection. 7rue, 
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memories are replaced by modem memories, fuelled by popularised narradves and 

alternative remembrances that are tied to that wMch is imaged. 

Having outlined the main findings of each chapter, attention now turns to reflections on 

becoming tourist and the contributions my research makes to existing work on tourism. 

, 
Five main themes emerge that cut across the entire tourist experience as tourist make sense 

of and bring themselves cver-closer to place. These themes are 'visuals and...: becoming 

tourist, the everyday, the senses, marketing place, and finally, difference. While it is perhaps 

uncommon to introduce new material at this stage, several examples are introduced in 

order to capture the essence of each theme and illustrate the ways in which visuals 'fight up' 

tourist practice and process that would otherwise remain lost. 

7.2 Visuals and Becoming Tourist 

The first theme is visuals and becoming tourist. Building upon recent research by Franklin 

& Crang (2001), Coleman & Crang (2002) and Franklin (2003), 1 have argued that tourism 

should no longer be thought of as a series of static moments through which tourists pass. 

It is not an absolute state of being that is separate from 'normal', everyday practice and 

routine. Being tourist is not a means to an end. We do not suddenly move from our rolc of 

everyday practice into that of tourist. There is no beginning, no middle and no end, but 

rather, a series of performances that move beyond traditional time-space boundarics 

dozdnated by binaries of home/abroad, work/play and finding the '(in)authentic other'. 

Ile very nature of tourism as embracing adventure, exploration, voyage and discovery; 

underpins its existence as a fluid process of learning through a series of both imaginative and 

experiential encounters. Tourism is a process; a series of dynamic, active performances, 

practices and processes through which individuals continually learn and acquire new 
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understandings and knowledges of both their self and other. One can never merely 'be a 

tourise as there is no one tourist experience waiting to unfold. Such understanding denies 

the life and vibrancy of becoming. Rather, tourism emerges as a forum for multiple 

positionalities and subjectivities as tourists establish intimacies with the materialities and 

corporealides of the other. 

Ihe integral role of visuals in the tourist experience underlines the fluid, everyday, mobile 

aspect of becoming tourist. Their materiality lights up the fluidity of becoming as tourists 

engage in a series of performative visualitics throughout the course of their becoming. 

Visuals therefore occupy a fundamental role in tourists becoming as they emerge at various 

moments throughout the tourist experience. Through their materiality and tangibility 

visuals facilitate the displacement of place, increasing its fluidity and mobility as it is freed 

from its physical moorings. Through the ephemerality of visuals, place becomes integrated 

into tourists' fives as they engage in a series of imaginative performances in their social 

spaces that extend beyond the limits of geographical and experiential encounter. Tourists 

initiate their becoming by exploring visuals imaginatively, drawing upon past experiences 

and collective, dominant place discourses as they witness and accommodate the other into 

their self. Visuals instil life and vitality into becoming as they facilitate deeper affiliation to 

the other. Through visuals such as figure 7.1, Maggie was able to bring place closer than 

ever before as she constructed a series of anticipatory imaginings that preceded her 

experiential encounter: 

'it koks so serene ... I couldJustfeel the aixpness of the air .. itmakes me ima gine wkat itr goiýg to be 
like ... I can almostfeelAke wbat I bope it will be like to be then and actuall, . y. it ir quite nice to see these 
people tberr because ... I could imagine one of these people as me. Tby don't look fike sometbing 
unattainable "... 'Ytxjmst_you know The blueness of the sky and I know That wben I& it willprobab# be 
chuckhg it doiLvn with rain ... but hopefuljI it will look like that (laAghs) ... butjou bave stillgot the 
smatteriq of snow and eve! ytbin& its Ake, its like The Lake Distria-you know ... I expect it to be 6ke 
Guatemala in manj wa ys and I expect it to be like ... I suppose like mountains I know better are kke 
Scotland .. I can kind of ima gine that .. in a way it ýa Rale bitAke that, but maybe a bit bigger". 
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Visuals therefore offer pathways iwo place as tourists continually move closer to and are 

gradually repositioned uithin place as they generate new personal experiences With that 

which may be. Becoming tourist emerges as a process of knowledge accumulation and 

subjective repositioning as tourists recreate their selves in ever new, previously 

unimaginable ways. As tourists move through place they continually alter their inindsets, 

imaginings, bchaviours and actions according to unfolding knowledges and exjxýneliccs as 

they both consume and are consumed by that with which they encounter. 'Ille fllildltY (A 

becoming continues as tourists move beyond social spaces and into the geographical 

locations of place. Visuals facilitate tourists' deeper connection with place as they engage 

with the materialities, mobilities and corpor-ealities of the other. Their sLibjective 

positioning continues to transform in a poetic fusion of self and other as they rilove deeper 

im place; transcending dominant, collective place narratives and immersing theniselves 

into the realms of experiential encounter. Building on her anticipatory in-uginings, Maggie 

uses photography to engage with and capture the landscape, people (locals and fello%%, 
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tourists), wddhfe, moods and atmospheres that unfold during her Ausangate trek (see 

figure 7.2 to 7.5). Creating her own "stay hm&" she photographs that which captures her 

attention; key moments of encounter that fuel her becoming in place: 

fI''' -' -'); %' ý; . 7, 
.(""; . IV v. 

"A5 um like ctff fint m-w n' 
zdxn ue um morc for tkun 
to do like an eenrC to the gub 
to 145s týv hanus " 

Figure 7.2: Llama Blessing, 
Respondent's photograph 

She captures the awe and wonder of the landscape, using her photography to understand 

that which is emerging around her. 

"I I&T IMC Zd"U. .. 'ý'ri tj. k' 

lu&si& Of off hono in it 
and the rawtZefonnxini 
so it kvk s nully s uitpiT " 
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". "M, 
She photographs the hot springs 

where they stopped for lunch, 

capturing the landscape through 

photography as she becon-ws 

ibsorbed in place: 

-'tJxy um just aU ki7ii(aA, sike itLubt- 

its so kratayV (pawts)... A, 4aaal lakes » 

Figure 7.4: Glacial Likes, ALL%. Illg. lt(- 
Trrý, Rvsjx)ndc-m%, 
I'llotograph 

Then as she, with the other tourists m her group, reach the highest peaks or talq- well 

earned breaks from walking, photography captures their achievement (see f igurr 7.5): 

"dxn ue.. mixi up m t(. r (fd. z k Pvilani 
it um M74 (141 but A' SIOZIVA, (11 tht. 
bia& m& mi, it mzfiy =77n aq dx hi(k 
7txk so ur v--7v afl 654M (imn (PI it wil, tit 
Jde gmv " 

Figure 7.5: Group photo on the Ausangate Trek, Respondent's Photograph 
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Final-ly, the materiality of the camera opened previously 'closed' spaces of encounter as 

XIaggie irnmersed herself further into place as she engaged in direct, embodied social 

encounters With local cHdren: 

Vvt zeas milly good tbg took " and shoud Y? r A the mo and the cnrfish ayri sw in A, LA-c It 
vm M'M.. dut ow I uz lcnýT Am go uith the canna and her bmtber to& that cf lxr... " 

-dbft 

Figures 7.6: Local chddren on the ALLsangate Figure 7.7: Local Girl oil the Au,, angatc Trek, 
Trek, Respondent's Photograph Respondent's Photograph 

Such encounters as a fusion of imagined and experienced, self and other, create a portfolio 

of visuals that extend once again beyond the geographical space of experiential encoulitcr 

and into the reflexive spaces of memories of that- whic h- has-been. Tbrough visuals, place is 

released once again from its physical location and becomes committed to visuals as a series 

of hauntings and ghostly presences that are re-enlivened through reflexive perforniances. 

However, the importance of visuals In the fluidity of becoming continues as meniones 

morph and fade over time and become tied to that which is in-Uged and perceived to have 

occurred. 

Visuals are therefore central to becoming tourist as they permt tourist practices to C111clge 

in social spaces, as imaginative and reflexive, as well as geographical space as exiWrientialk 

encountered. The ephemerality of the visual facilitates tourists' ability to build (iccIX-1 

connections to place as they move in and dyrmgh place both imaginatively and expenentialk. 
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They allow for the multiplicity of positionalitics and subjcctivities of becoming tourist as 

through their materiality and tangibility, they provide platforms for understanding. Tourists 

arc able to make sense of, and understand the other not only as it is mediated through 

collective, dominant discourse, but as they interpret what they see and subsequently 

imagine, through their own subjective positioning. Experiential encounters then access new 

knowledges as tourists explore place first-hand, making sense of the other in ways that 

transcend collective appreciations and embrace personal individual imaginings and allow 

for the multiplicity of subjectivities of tourist experiences that becoming embraces. 

- 7.3 Visuals and The Everyday 

The very fluidity of becoming and the fundamental role visuals occupy within this process 

underpins the second theme of visuals and the everyday. Everywhere we turn we seem to 

be constantly bombarded with images of the other through an innumerable variety of 

visual media. Television programmes, films, books, magazines, advertising billboards and 

the internct, not to mention tourist brochures, postcards and personal photographs bring 

places closer to us than ever before, infiltrating all aspects of out lives: our home, work and 

leisure spaces. The materiality of visuals and their inherent ephemerality and transient 

nature means we are all constantly touting and building connections to the other as we 

acquire new knowledges that would otherwise remain out of reach. just as visuals release 

the other from its geographical location to infiltrate tourists' lives, tourists are also relicvcd 

of their temporal and spatial confines. Both tourist and other become fused within an ever- 

increasing glut of visuality as that which was previously alien and unknown is brought 

within our grasp. Such increase in visuals per se therefore not only serves to increase 

availabilify and accessibility of the other, but holds the consequence that the prcviously 

extraordinary, while retaining a distinct air of difference, is gradually normalised and 
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rendered ordinary. Ile other is partially shed of its veil of uncertainty as it is brought 

within control and becomes real and achievable. 

However, just as visuals-as-objects infiltrate everyday practice, so do the technologies 

through which they are constructed with the consequence that photographs and 

photographic practices are now deemed 'routine' and 'ordinary. Not only are we inundated 

with a glut of visuals, but photography has, over time, become established as an everyday 

practice. Such infiltration of photography seems to be increasingly fervent with the recent 

digital revolution as cameras are decreasing in size and increasing in technological capacity. 

Photographs are no longer confined to film but are captured on electronic memory, 

downloaded from cameras to computers, stored on hard-drives, selected and printed for 

use with the consequence that photography is becoming a source of home entertainment. 

It is increasingly more common to have cameras incorporated into our mobile phones so 

they are with us everywhere we go. Indeed, it is rare for tourists to be without a camera and 

the miniaturisation of recent technology has increased its transportability as they can be 

slipped into tourists' pockets, or carried in daypacks with no effort required. Tourism, 

therefore, emerges as a series of everyday mediated visualities as tourists make sense of the 

other through habitual practices of photography that allow them to explore, accommodate 

and compartmentalise the other within their self as both imagined and experienced. 
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": 

I-. - r. ? I: 

Machu PiCchu, The Adventure 
DestinatiOns, 2003-2004: 81 

The consequence of the nomialisation of the other into the everyday is threefold. Firstly, 

the fluidity of place through the materiality of photographs holds the potential to 

undermine the impact of geographical place in the tourist experience. As visuals of the 

other transcend into social spaces through imagined and reflexive encounters, tourists' 

familiarity with place dramatically increases. Anticipatory imagiriings, as constructed 

through mediated discourses, focus attention on dominant ideological imaginings and 

classic, iconic views of place such as Nlachu Picchu. The impact, immediacy and 'violence' 

of visuals such as figure 7.8, forcefully consume tourists' senses and mobilise imaginIngs of 

awe, wonder, spirituality, isolation and tranquillity. Such is the frequency and intensity of 
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such imaginative encounters, the experiential encounter fails to satisfy expectation and 

tourists are left lacking and disappointed: 

"I had sem so rmny pbota cf Am and it lookai aactly like I d)m& it ws 9OR to 
like- but.. I thm& I uotdd be ozertakm ly aue bta I wsn't bmzwe I had seen it in pbota hfom" 
(Abbý 

Nlaggie echoes such disappointment as discrepancies arose between her anticipatory 

iniaginings and initial experience: 

V, -ý I's thefint VeW.. niu-ý tcld me dut (the ra4 uadd Ir the rruin pobiof rty IZZ'eWso I ux actuaVy 
quite disappdrr& at fiis4 I uz like udl z quite snvA z mzlý far auay.. ewniniy else i's gov'c its 
arruz* it's the mt spiritud nurmt cf my life and I Just kept quiet.. I uas like I am sure its gnut 
uben)vu am doun Am" (Maggie) (see figLwe 7.8) 

Nevertheless, some tourists actively avoid encountering such visuals, opting to defer the 

discursive mobilisation of place until the moment of physical encounter. Aware of the 

potential for disappointment they avoid the infiltration of secondary imaginings. They 
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strive to preserve the intensity of encounter, safeguarding place as untainted to ensure 

space for personal connection rather than as prescribed through third-party mediation: 

I don 't want to build up expectations ... its Nee afilm, if evegbo, ý tellsyou itr grrat andyou go and see it 
jou think 'oh its alfigbt' but if you don't know anything about it-jou think lab actuall, ha quile 

, good! You can build upyour hopes and expectations to such a point wberr thy can't realyl, befupi led"... 
I don't mant to be &sap pointed .. the morrjou think about something and the morr-yom bear about it, 

jou can't be45 but build up ... prreonceived ideas and if it doesn't meet those e4ectations then ... ob I cant 
believe I can be &sa 

. 
ppointed in Machu Picchu " (Martin) 

Secondly, while the other becomes normalised within the everyday, to assume the everyday 

as mundane, repetitive and predictable denies the existence of 'special moments' that light 

up encounters with other. 'Stand out' visuals provide a series of 'magic moments' that 

trigger deeper connection with place throughout the entire process of becoming. For Carol, 

such a moment arose as she saw a photograph of Machu Picchu for the first time: 

I bad an imqge in q .y mind of an oldflatmatefmni when I was a student of a big blown Yp photo on hir 
wall of Machu Picchu of him and birfriend there and it was such a beautiful image that Ijust thought one 
day I amgoiq toget There" (Cathy) 

Such experiences extend throughout the course of becoming, as tourists experientially 

engage with place, realising anticipatory imaginings, or experiencing new, unexpected or 

moments of affectual connection with other. The everydayness of tourist photographic 

practice embraces the magical atmospheres that unfold throughout the course of becoming 

tounst: 

Wis kind of thing is veg, veg Eýpical oýf the high land that I war in and i1spbenomenally beautiful .. therv 
was a raqe of mountains infront of me and I know the sun isgoing down There andfor about ten seconds 
its going to light Those up copper and scarlet and oran t ge andpink and ben boomp i1sgonna go ... That 

. 
pidurv is about me being therv at that time. You have to be Iberr at the fimejou can't get that a)! Y other 
way "(Sarah) (see figure 7.10) 

Visuals continue to sporadically 'light up' the special in the everyday as they reignite 

experience through embodied, reflexive performances. 'Magic moments' are preserved as 

photographs of key moments of encounter are framed and displayed in tourists' homes and 

postcards are pinned on notice boards or fridges. Further research would also highlight the 

practices and processes of selecting and displaying such visuals that has been beyond the 
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scope of this research. Sporadic reencounters with visuals in albums also serves to reignite 

that-which- has-been. As Sarah commented: 

"I mme hwe and u&)in a ýdatiwly short space of uirg lookingyou fed as ý()cu haw rezer bwn Am, 
yvknowusfl64aUtheddl#4 tbepeq* tbepmHaa, ubewuNIpa7k dx car.. it all corns hak in 
and z my msy to buxur bq& doun in dxýe &ý nwzhru tri" d)ýg and)uu rimi to look at dun 
(photographs) ezvy onx a rd a ubde .. it 91U 5 )m pmpa tiw back a nd its j us ta trea t for rrr bucaw e ulxn 
I look at dutfor imiance I can snzil it, I can hear it, I can see it". 

Finally, as visuals become immersed in everyday practice a potential contrast emerges 

between ordinariness and the mundane nature of visuals and their ability to inject life and 

through a series of special, magic moments of (re)encounter, both imaginative and 

experiential. In sparking tourists' imaginations and bringing them closer to place, a void of 

visuality materialises that sponsors a desire to explore that which is presented as existing 

beyond reach in the immediacy of the moment. While tourists engaging in reflexive 

performances explore the void through memories of personal experiential encounters with 
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place, where no first-hand experience of place exists, the void stimulates tourists' 

anticipatory imaginings. Visuals offer partial, fragmented knowledges of the other as 

foundations upon which tourists arc encouraged to imaginatively situate themselves in 

place. However, the inherent partiality drives the desire to go beyond mcrc imaginings and 

engage in experiential encounters with place that fill the vacuum and the mystery of that 

which awaits tourists: 

'Misisjust a 6ule bit of embellisbment, there is goiq to be a lot morr to it than /bat "(Donna) 

Visuals therefore imbue social space with new forrns of connection between geographical 

and social spaces of tourists that stimulates an everydayness of tourism. They trigger a 

series of translations. Firstly, the other is translated and normalised into the ordinary as it is 

consumed in a glut of visuals and visualities. Secondly, despite such normalisation, visuals 

sporadically ignite a series of magic moments that light up the process of becoming tourist 

and trigger desires to travel as tourists mobilise anticipatory imaginings of the other, or 

alternatively engage in reflexive performances of encounters of other as that-which-has- 

been. Finally, such magical moments stimulate the exploration of the void of visuality as 

tourists break from their temporal and spatial location and engage in social, embodied 

imaginative discovery of that goes beyond that which can be seen. Indeed, it is the role of 

the multisensuality of imaginative and experiential encounter that brings us to the third 

theme. 

7.4 Visuals and The Senses 

The third key theme of my thesis is visuals and the senses. The very essence of becon-dng 

tourist as a fluid, dynamic scrics of scries of practiccs and proccsscs is fundamcntaUy 

underpinned by the inherent multisensuality of the tourist experience. Vision and visuals 
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should no longer be thought of as islands of authority, isolated and distinct from the 

remaining senses. Vision neither a passive engagement with the other, nor does not exist as 

an all powerful, overarching sense that renders the other senses inferior. However, just as 

vision is not distinct from our other senses, neither are the remaining senses distinct from 

vision. Rather it is the poetic fusion of encounter and experience as a series of muldscnsual 

engagements with the other that enlivens the very essence of becoming. To look and see is 

not merely to gaze upon, but is to become embodied uithin, whether imaginatively or 

experientially, the object of tourists encounter. It is to go beyond that which can be seen or 

even conveyed through words and to embrace the affectual and embodied connections 

with the other as all our senses combine in a series of poetic encounters with place. 

Indeed, to enforce a separation of vision and the remaining senses becomes problematic as 

not only are visuals understood through our other senses, but other senses arc understood 

through visuals. Ibc visual without other senses remains empty as to see is not only to 

witness with one's eyes, but is to experience with our entire being, body and soul. As we 

see, look or gaze, we are never detached but arc ahPays involved. Vision is only ever one 

part of our experience as we not only see, but feel, taste, touch and hear that which 

surrounds us. ̀ Ihe act of photography therefore enframcs potential and actual experiences 

and allows tourists to make sense of that which they arc encountering as they move 

through place encountering and accornmodating other. Photography demands the 

corporeality of such encounters as we inherently commit elements of our self to that which 

lies before us as we reach out and absorb place through reflexive, embodied performances 

of that which may be, is unfolding, or has happened. Where experiential encounters do not 

yet exist, visuals are brought to life through associational embodied performances as 

tourists make sense of what is pictured through seemingly similar events that have arisen in 

the past. Referring to figure 7.11, Angela conveyed her embodied anticipatory imaginings, 
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building connections between her time in Africa and that about to be encountered at 

Nbchu Picchu: 

PERU 

"I am a gnw lozu ef mul qw and I am 
bepirg týut I uiff get dmt I biw bem told tha 
it's a wy spbiud place emn ý)m arv not 
niiýw and I JUSt vart to sit and take it in 
and absorb it.. I am apwiT.. in a kýd 6f 
uuy to mmite tbe*4 that Ifdt star&g on 
the Svvgi4 jwt hbe bugoiffs cf it and no 
traffic me'se, on ailbones, no can. Notbn" 

Figure 7.11: Machu flicchu, Guerba, /GAP 
Adventures, 2004/2005: 24) 

However, it is through experiential encounters that visuals realise their full potential. They 

allow tourists to move through and uithin place, expressing themselves as they capture the 

thrill of the first sighting of Nlachu Picchu, the awe of a beautiful sunset, the shock and 

humility felt at encountering the street children and poverty, or the joy and intrigue felt at 

the life, vibrancy and colour of local festivals. For Abby, her photographs of the Inca truil 

not only captured the exertion and elation of hiking and reaching the highest summits, but 

reflected her feelings of unease, discomfort and concerns as she started suffering from 

altitude sickness. Fier photographs therefore transcend the banality of that pictured and 

encapsulate the embodied essence of her becoming in a particular time and place, retaining 

it for future reflection. Through photography she captures her sensual turmoil: fight- 

headedness, nausea, pain and apprehension interspersed with relief and awe as they reached 

camp and she settled in her tent: 
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'Vat vws uhm ny wW staned cam'T up and I 
uasn't f&4 ha I tba*t tbat's rice.. and the 
snow I*S zvy itýant to rrF (buglx) "... "and tbý uzzs 
the canpite dw I vws can76J, doun to and d)ý IS ube7e 
dx-y uem sw4 tp amp so I ji6t (uarjt4 to take 9vt 
to show.. ubat it looked like and tbm w, zdxn zw 
we in the m the hukdrop th-? u uns ýxý bw u 
c6cRt m7r out in theflm" (see figures 7.12 & 7.13) 

Figure 7.12: Re. 1ching The C-uiipsitc on the 
I nca 11, rail, Respondent's 
llhotogmph. 

Figure 7.13: Camping on the Inca Tr-A, Respondent's Photograph 
I 

(Impter 7 
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Even as she finaUy reached Nlachu Picchu, Abbýs photographs remam mfused with her 

exhaustiOn and rehef: 

"Ase p6ota a7e jt6t like dx ad)iewwz... bwme doug tbat IS Lbe bkst 64 1 hize ewr dorr and it 
gna )vu dx bestfeel* I huze wzu bad t4itfd4 In my life.. z just an amulrOdug (gets wry 
cc &4... wil b=ae d)at vx cur main aim to get dxw and it shous dut ue cid get dxw that phota.. I 
cWt M paniwbrl)ý k&, I k& like I wn goR to die tbov to h- bonff 41 know ny nwn w =4 
umnd zehm she saw ny pf"a... at that pour I vas just hVpy ve bad gct dxw bra it umn't that 
anuz 4feelirg "t corm wd I had ga hz& to Cwco týut nigbt.. and w uem JW 4 yu k now up uve 
a, U takirg pbota bmwe ue nu& it )m k=4 w w"'t aebratiT a, aroý 'ch ue =& it'" 
(Abbý (see figure 7.14). 

a 

4. 

dk' 

-, r -. 
t: 

-- .. - 'no --- 
'Ilk 

Figure 7.14: 'Done it', Reaching Machu Picchu, Respondent's Photograph. 

Visual moments therefore need to be understood in terms of a wide palette of senses and 

emotions. Whether through associational or direct experience, seeing and engaging with the 

other anses through direct subjective positioning as tourists experience the other through 

both imaginative and experiential embodied performances. It is the violence of 

photography as encountered and practiced that generates a fusion of self and other, each 

consuming and being consumed. However, even associational imaginirýgs leave tourists 

lacking and in order to fully realise the photography as capturing embodied visualities, 

tourists need to experience place first-hand and build personal, affectual connections with 
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others as they engage with place through photography using their entire body in fluid, 

wholly sensual ways. Indeed, it is this need for experiential connection and synthesis of self 

and other that drives the fundamental need to travel and renders virtual travel ultimately 

unfulfilling and incomplete. 

7.5 Visuals and Marketing Place 

The fourth theme that permeates the performative processes and practices of becoming 

tourist is that of visuals and marketing place. Existing approaches to tourism advertising 

and place marketing have a propensity to focus on key, iconic representations of other 

through a producer-dominated linear transference of knowledge from producer to tourists- 

as-consumers. While such practices continue to infiltrate marketing practices, my research 

has sought to renegotiate place marketing as a complex fusion of active interplays between 

producers and tourists. Despite mobilising and reinforcing tourists anticipatory imaginings 

and discursive understandings of place, the practices of marketing move decisively beyond 

the mere creation of day-dreams and embrace the intricacies of practices of image 

construction. It is a performativc process of systematising, pohticising and negotiating. 

Places are enworlded, lived and created as they are shaped to include not only key icons but 

move to embody the very essence of the producer and tourist as they will become or have 

been, in place as they initiate the gentle extension of tourists' imaginary horizons. Images 

are constructed, selected and presented in ways that channel desirable, mediated discourse 

and encourage a performative, embodied connection between tourists and other as tourists 

are encouraged to move beyond that which is seen and engage in an imaginative enactment 

of self in place. 
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Place marketers are aware of the multisensuality of tourists' engagement with visuals and 

directly draw upon techniques and practices of image construction that play upon these 

ideas, encouraging tourists to imaginatively inhabit geographical locations through social 

spaces. They use visuals to provoke and encourage desires using techniques of suggestion 

and persuasion to encour-age tourists to explore the interior of visuals and cross the void 

that exists between their current, situated positionality and that which m-ty h-. Producers 

contextualise potential experiences, conveying moods and atmospheres, and socio- 

spatialising that which exists In another time and space. Tourists are encouraged to 

mobilise individual attachment within collective discursive understandings and 'step into', 

enliven and take pan in the visuals presented. Niarketing moves to stimulate embodied 

performances of consumption and trigger emotional connectedness and sensual urgency in 

tourists that stimulate deeper desires and personal attachment to other, stimulating the 

need to travel as tourists are reassured by what they see, but are left simultaneously left 

lacking: 

.4 

"an umge is an awýor.. to bn )uundf to a 
pbw". -- "the custor7u his to ýc.. zvy imVud.. )m am 
puu4 Am. ap agw*Mt th lanicape uhm pu ualk 
dv Irxa Trad... so huW9 a pboto q.. a Xnon ualk ing 
the Irra Trad.... is quite us* in puu4 a penon dxw 
Amelza... uhm )cu am mw imdud in doiT 
swxd)4.... )m am p&4ýtg yamelf dxm as wil so )xu 
)aw hizitg to put )amdf m the lanicape" (Leonard, 
T07) (see figure 7.11) 

Kate reinforced such thought: 

"it's nm abow satýg people in a 1wation and.. lettiig 
Am ýý the mst" (Kate, T01) 

Figure 7.15: Walking the Inca Trail, Llama Travel, 
Peru 2004. 
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As secondary place marketers, postcard producers also engage in such performative 

practices as they provide stages upon which dominant ideological discourses are reinforced 

and the imaginary horizons of tourists are stretched as new, previously 'hidden' elements of 

place are enlivened. However, while postcards facilitate anticipatory imaginings as tourists 

receive postcards from others, they also provide stages upon which tourists can encapsulate 

actual experiences that have been as they engage with place experientially: 

'Mepbotq 
, graph becomes the experience oftheplare"... Ive arr tging to be their (touristrg ges. In those 

y we don't usefilterr, we n' ue an hing that willgive them a &fferrnt ima e ,g piduresjou see that is wb do ts jt 
to what thy willfind" (Ursula, PCP6) 

However, despite such practices of production, inherent differences emerge between what 

marketers would tourists to do and what they are actually able to do. Indeed, despite 

sometimes using tourists own photographs in brochures, thus offering experiences direct 

from other like-n-dnded souls, discrepancies arise through three main limiting factors. 

Firstly, tourists are restricted to existing knowledges and past experiences as a means of 

imaginatively situating themselves in place. They look back in order to look forward, 

drawing upon distant and memorable experiences-that-have-been to make sense of that 

presented to them through reflexive association. Through remembrances tourists attempt 

to reach out and grasp the world as they apprehend, create and enframe that which they see 

into their own subjective, ideological imaginings. The image becomes the destination. 

However, association is underpinned by difference as that-which-has-been can never be the 

same as that-which-may-occur. Like visuals, it provides only a partial, fragmented 

framework for understanding and serves only to reassure as space remains for uncertainty, 

mystery and doubt: 

I have been to Australia, I have done quite a lot of travellin ,g rvmnd rainforests and tbilTr 'ýke that so I 
guess I am expectingpart of the Amaýon to be ... rainforesy because That ý what I have. . seen beforr and it 
might be a bit swampy ... a bit humid and hot" (Paula) 
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Secondly, echoing the potential disappointment of normalising the exotic into everyday 

practice, tourists often rebel against brochure images, choosing to actively defer embodied 

ideological imaginings; of place. They embrace the mystery of the unknown, preferring to 

wait and let their senses be enlivened through first-hand, rather than pre-emptive 

experience: 

I am quite bappjjust to wait andsee andgo fben"... 'T tbink iisgot rred bedr ... I guess Mat I am not 
that interrsted now That I know I am goiýg Men. I am not interrsted to look at tonnes and lonnes of 
Picturrs of it .. because it ivill be kke if I have seen loadr of rralj1goodpidurrs Then its not so new When-you 
go therr. Its not so, but Ifeel like I can't bave mj own take on it because I Avill alrra, # know fike bow I 
am meant to see it kind of Ibig " Naggie) 

Finally, despite the materiality and tangibility of visuals and their ability to bridge 

geographical and social spaces and bring tourists closer to destinations that ever before, 

distinct limitations arise when using visuals. Tbcy can only go so far in constructing 

anticipatory imaginings as multisensual encounters with place. The ultimate failing of 

marketing practice, whether imaginings place through brochures and postcards or 

alternatively in encapsulating experiential encounters through third-party postcard imagery, 

is the inherent sensual detachment between tourist-as-self and other as encountered. 

Discrepancy ariscs as tourists remain both physically and sensually dislocated from that 

imagcd. Despite triggering imaginings and raising questions of what they other may be like, 

tourists remain forever lacking the intimate sensual engagement with the other, as third- 

party images deny the affectual. connectedness that emerges through experiential encounter 

and tourists' own photographic practice: 

I don't thinkyou can acluallygef_vour bandr on The counig unfilyom actualylget Men " (Abby) 

Indeed, the inherent failure of third-party images is exemplificd as even though postcards 

allow tourists to share experiences with others back home, they inevitably lack in their 

ability to capture the intimate connections between tourists and other that arc secured 

through tourists' own photography: 
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y own.... becauxejou canjust look at aphoto in a book and could I do think oftosteards as not being m 
have, got that imqgefmm anywherr wherras_your own photox arryou and that moment in time Wifh that 
person " (Sarah) 

Such lacking once again emphasises the fundamental role of experiential encounters, the 

inherent limitations of virtual travel and the need to physically travel to destinations in order 

to fuRy experience the other as pictured. As Giffian commented: J 
IS-illian. Ifeel that aboutphotographr ... thq are only aprompt .. you could actually, supeHmpoxe 

jourseyonto aly imqgefmm anywhere in the world .. but itr not about the image, its 
about, its about haviig are a reminder of what it means, the evocative nature of what 
jou do"... 5ou can never take asgood apbotograpb as the ones lbat_youget in a 
brochure andsomepeople tbatý why They buj-posteards ... because posteardr willgive 

graphs (laqbs)... jou the bestrhot .. it doesn't replacelour own photo 
Interviewer: no, no because as you say its almost in a sense the photograph in a 

way ... its only serving to ... prompt the memories and in brochure 
photography you cant do that because your memories are constructed yet 

gbr). you know, jou haven't had them ... ; ojou will havejou know, GiUan. that ý right (lau 
once. you have ityou have got that .. emotion ... you will have seen them ... butJoM 

ymore would. You? Because if it ddjou wouldn I ... you know wouldn't want it to do an 
what I meanjou couldjust have a tirtual holiday wouldn'tjou? " 

Visuals ate therefore fundamental to marketing place, both as brochure images and 

postcards. T[nough third-party perspective, they provide a series of discursive platforms 

upon wl-ýich tourists are able to formulate and reinforce anticipatory imaginings; of place. 

However, their role in stimulating and encapsulating connection and understanding to 

place exhibits distinct limitations. While producers strive to encourage tourists to engage in 

wholly embodied imaginings of place, discrepancy arises in the void that emerges between 

geographical and social spaces. Tourists arc never fiffly able to achieve the embodied 

imaginings producers desire. They arc inherently constrained to associations with past 

experiences as they attempt to make sense of what lies behind the visual. This inherently 

partial knowledge, while triggering desires to travel and experience destinations first-hand, 

leaves tourists reluctant to enter visuals too deeply through fear of stimulating false hopes 

and expectations. Consequently, without experiential encounter, tourists and the visuals 

within which they encounter place arc invariably left lacking. Indeed, even where 

experiential encounters are realised, the very nature of third-party visuals as the eyes of 
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another renders them partially void, as the tourist takes over as producer. The potential 

therefore arises for future research to explore the possibility of using alternative visuals 

such as postcards or alternative uses of tourists own photographs in further transcending 

the void between imaginative and experiential encounters. 

7.6 Visuals and Difference 

The final theme to emerge from this thesis is that of visuals and difference. Reflecting upon 

the notion of becoming tourist as a fluid, complex process through which tourists get to 

know a destination both imaginatively and experientially, becoming is underpinned by a 

multiplicity of positionalities and subjectivides. Tourists are not passive and docile, but 

engage in active processes and practices of doing. Consequently, the performadvc nature of 

tourism mobilises a plurality of becoming, a manyness that while grounded in collective 

ideologies and practice, exhibits a series of fundamental differences. Iberc is no one tourist 

experience waiting to be had. Rather, through visuals, tourists arc able to build and realisc 

their own personal affinities with the other. 11ey evolve through collective discourse, 

making place their own as they accommodate and make sense of the other in a series of 

embodied practices and processes that mobilise a series of active imaginative and 

experiential connections to place. Indeed, it is through such multiplicity of becoming that 

the life and vitality of the tourist experience is realised. 

Even from the initial inception of anticipatory imaginings, tourists subjective positioning 

instils difference in ideological imaginings. The third-party visuals presented in brochures, 

or on postcards tourists, or their family and ftiends have received, provide a platform for 

imaginings. As visuals transcend geographical space into the social spaces of tourists, they 

mobilise collective discursive imaginings of place that concentrate on key icons that 
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facilitate familiarity and reassurance, and stimulate tourists' desire to truvel. However, even 

within the production practices and processes of constructing third-party visuals, difference 

arises as each producer presents their own 'take' on key icons and conveys subtly different 

meanings and messages of the experiences awaiting tourists. As tourists encounter such 

visuals, they are not duped into believing dominant, desirable narratives that portray 

destinations in their'best light'. Rather, anticipation becomes a game, a field of negotiation. 

A plurality of anticipatory in-uginings emerge that, while founded in common, collective 

understanding, are enlivened through tourists' individual practice, interpretation and 

interest, with no two tourists anticipatory perfon-nances being the same. Drawing upon 

past experiences and existing knowledges, some respondents dream of lost cities, colonial 

architecture (NIartin), of vast landscapes, jungles and wildlife Ulm, Cathy, Nlaggie), or their 

love for camping (Abby), while others such as Peter and Les expressed concern over 

poverty and health. Further differences arise in tourists' interactions with the tangibility of 

brochures. Some tourists like Rhys and Angela refuse to engage with visuals at all, 

preferring to defer discursive imaginings until the moment of experience: 

"I don't paniadwly use the brwýw hrause ezeod)iq that is in dxw Ivn go'" to see so I "t rml to 
k& at it bqWund" (Angela), 

while others like Gillian actively engage in sporadic moments of deeper 4-nagining as they 

bring visuals to life through reflexive, embodied perfon-nances: 

40 

"bnVxm do it em-ry tvm hmme I can jwt lie in the huh 
and kh, ý cf Ue )m know and its Am- its dyat ubole 
norm ef like a5wa* and hvC at bo7r and h-ý, C tbor 
and the brwývm of coune )cu can take in the huh.. )VU 
canjustflýk to dxp=m and tlxn)m know)cri a7v auay 
and dxn)uu dick and)vu air at ham"... "&w'subyIdb 
it in the hzA take it to the badmom rT hzd"am 
haff.. and its like sanzoary ki. -d qf hah sW... its 
umbfid" (Giflian) (figure 7.16) 

Figure 7.16: Overlooking Machu Picchu, Guerba/GAP 
Adventures, 2004/2005: 17 
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Chapter 7 concluji0fix 

Iberefore, as tourists dog-ear, highlight or give 'star-ratings' to touts, gain decpcr insights 

into place through secondary sources such as the internet and guidebooks, or use the 

tangibility of brochure visuals to indulge in self-rcfIcction or share potential experiences 

with friends and family, a multiplicity of interpretations emerge as each express individual 

hopes, interests and anxieties about that which may happen. 

Differences also emerge in the moment of rewriting. While tourists engage in process of 

'collecting trophies' to fulfil collective, yet simultaneously personal anticipatory imaginings, 

visuals provide a means through which tourists move to centre their self in place as they 

move beyond dominant discourses and experience place first-hand through embodied 

performances. Ibrough both postcards, and predominantly their own photographs, 

tourists' subjective posidonings come to the fore as they see and experience place. Some feel 

compulsion to photograph, taking photographs at every opportunity and/or 

photographing because others in the group are doing so, while others like Olivia 

photograph sparingly, committing place to memory, stopping only to take photographs 

that capture the essence of their sclf in place: 

'if you are constantlyfiddling around lakingpbottgrapbsjou arr not fra# co ce trati, p perl,, o wbal Ynnqmyn 

. you have gone all those miles to ee take a mentalpicturr andjust jou are looking at whicb is wbat s .. A 
occasional# take apbotograph " (Ohvia) 

Visuals become tools for concretising experiences and exploring place, capturing the 

moods, atmospheres and essence of self as it continually unfolds and develops through 

new knowledges and experiential encounters. The fundamental difference of reflecting self 

in photographic practice is exemplified through the comparison of Peter and Cathy and 

Jim's photographs of Machu Picchu. As Peter arrived at Machu Picchu, he was taken over 

by the steepness of the city as it perches on the precipice of the mountain: 

: ýeab I think once ' om and I was quite sur ed youget thereyoujust have to take all these piclums don Ij pris 
about bow steep it ir, you know that if yougo to The end ou ca fall o Tw a dI 

-Y n 2f and its like a Ion Vn 
&dn't reaAre it was like that"(Peter) (see figures 7.17 to 7.22). 
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As he moves through the site, he used photography to explore, capturing angles that grab 
his attention and create affectual connection. Through his camera and the act of 

photographing, his corporeal performances of this encounter are realised and he secures 

his emotions and embodied reactions to that which he is experiencing. 

Condxim 

Figures 7.17 to 7.22 (clockwise from top n'gl]L): Mountains at Machu Picchu, Terracing xid Steps at Machu Picchu, 'Me Urubamba VaUey fr-om Machu Picchu, The temple of the Tbree Windows at Machu Picchu, Machu Picchu from Wayna Picchu, Ten-acmig at Machu Picchu, AH Respondent's Photographs. 
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However, as Cathy and Jim arrived at the site, their experience was completely different. 

The ethereal mist was replaced by bright sunshine and they quickly starting taking 

photogr'aPhs to capture the landscape that was unfolding as the light changed around them: 

"ONqnz amyou pmhzHy gct one dunx at u (Madm Piabu) or ifpu air lucky a cao ha ue haw got 
I d*k z abwffiem starxiardisaip=m qf ore a* them ar Lbem the tuo bNaber, d"7 mr tkým 
O'ý dxm catic&, g a geym ligbt" Uim) (see figures 7.23 to 7.26) 
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Chapter 7 Concludonf 

As they performed place, photography became central to their position within Machu 

Picchu. Despite touting the site, their photographs concentrate on the 'classic view' with 

only a few photographs such as figure 7.24, capturing more in-depth, close-up encounters 

with place. Unlike Peter., whose embodied performances of place were captured using the 

camera as an extension of his eye as he remained physically absent from the majority of his 

photographs, Cathy and Jim actively positioned themselves within the frame, both standing 

in front of the 'classic view' either alone and together as they came to be in place (see figure 

7.27). The importance of such practice intensified as Jim proposed and Cathy accepted. 

The photograph served to concretise the moment in time and place, to be kept for future 

memory and be shared with others back home (see figure 7.28). 

Having created memories through visuals during experiential encounters, the importance 

of self and subjective difference continues to infiltrate becoming through performances of 

remembrance. Using visuals, tourists create spaces of reencounter they feel best reflect 

their experience. Such spaces take a variety of forms. While Charfic, Ahson, Martin and 

Angela prefer standard photograph albums, Brian constructed his own album from A3 

paper to help capture the vastness of the landscapes. Others like Donna keep photographs 

in photo-boxes, or like Gilhan and Abby create montages of their experiences, combining 

visuals with other cphemera such as ticket stubs and receipts. Such difference continues to 

reflect the individuality of tourist practice and serves to capture tourists experience as My 

rrmember it to be so they can share their experiences with others, but more importantly 

preserve them for future self-refection. And, as memories fade into memoryscapes, the 

ultimate role of visuals is to maintain the affectual. connection between self and other as 

cncountercd. 
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Becoming tourist therefore focuses on embracing difference as tourists strive to build 

connections through imaginative and experiential encounters with place. Visuals are 

fundamental to such process and mobilisc a series of practices through which subjective 

interpretations and understandings of place are enacted and performed. They 'fight up' 

tourists' experiences, stimulating moments of clarity and connection as tourists negotiate 

their self with other. 11cy concretise the individual within the collective as tourists make 

place their own. 

While difference emerges through a multiplicity of touristic practice and embodied 

practices and perfonnances of self and other at all stages of the tourist experience, it is also 

vital to widen the appreciation of difference to include the social particularities of the 

individual tourists who participated in the study in terms of age, class, average income. As 

highhghted in chapter four, although these issues were not directly raised within research, a 

series of educated speculations can be made with regards to the social particularities of the 

respondents and the tours in which they participated during their time in Peru in relation to 

other touristic practices involving different tourists in different touristic contexts. Firstly, 

with regard to age, the majority of respondents were in the n-ýid-thirtics and over 45 age 

groups, with only one respondent being twenty-one. When such demographics are 

compared to the habits of young tourists travelling on the 'Kiwi Experience' backpacker 

adventure tour of New Zealand or on a beach holiday on the Costa del Sol, fundamental 

differences in behaviours emerge. While photographing invariably arising, the practices of 

younger tourists (generally late teenage to late twenties) may focus to a greater degree on 

developing and deepening social relationships with friends and fellow tourists with greater 

focus on making friends, fun, partying and in the case of New Zealand, adventure (sky- 

diving, bungee jumping, etc). Indeed, such practices were mirrored by the youngest 
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respondent who took notably more photographs of social situations with other young 

tourists she engaged with on her tour. 

Difference in social particularities also emerges in terms of class and financial security. As a 

destination, it is relatively expensive to travel to Peru, with the average tour costing 

to approximately L1200 per person (plus flights and excluding food, drink, souvenirs, etc) . 

Respondents' employment status ranged from medical practitioners, to those who had 

retired comfortably or were travelling through the financial support of their parents. Such 

positioning implies respondents were of a sound financial status with relatively high levels 

of disposable income. The general affordability of such a tour for respondents is 

emphasised as each respondent held a strong desire to travel and had already engaged in 

such travel having previously visited or intending to visit many long-haul or culturally 

distinct destinations including- China, Australia, Guatemala, the Galapagos Islands and 

Jordan. Consequently, Peru as an emerging tourist destination remains beyond the reach of 

the mass market and thus, the majority of the UK tourists which continues to holiday in 

Western Europe". Such disparity in particularities is further reflected in spending patterns, 

as Western Europe has the lowest recorded spending by UK tourists coupled with the 

greatest number of nights stayed, thus indicating the general lower cost of travelling to 

these countries (ONS, 2005). It is therefore evident that the respondents involved in this 

particular study were of generally middle to older age groups and held relatively high levels 

of disposable income. It is with these issues in mind that I would suggest that while these 

analyses arc speculative in nature, they serve to highlight important issues of social 

particularities which would provide a insightful area for future research. 

10 Calculations were based on the costs of the specific tours known to be taken by respondents 
11 Western Europe receives 4.9 million UK visitors per year compared with 4.7 million to the USA and 11.9 

million to the rest of the world (ONS, 2006) 
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7.6 Some Final Reflections 

Conclusionx 

Tourism is the gradual and continual fusion of self and other. Thcre is no final endpoint, or 

a series of definitive practices through which one becomes 'a' tourist. Rather, becoming 

emerges through a multiplicity of whoUy reflexive, subjective, embodied performances, 

practices and processes. We are constantly touring, constantly doing tourism: acquiring new 

knowledges, absorbing, exploring and accommodating the other through practice. Within 

this process, visuals can no longer be thought of as static, lifeless objects bound by the 

prison of representation. Rather, they mobilise and are mobilised by tourists' entire bodies 

as visualities stimulate political, reflexive, embodied, imagined and ethical performances. 

'Ibrough visuals, both place and tourists are mobilised; released from their spatial and 

temporal confmcs as tourists encounter place both imaginatively and experientially. Visuals 

'light up' becoming as tourists gradually move in and amongst place, making sense of that 

which they anticipate, experience and remember. They build upon and move beyond third- 

patty visuals as a series of mediated ideological discursive platforms for imaginings. Place 

and tourists merge in an ever fluid, dynamic and complex fusion of self and other that is 

simultaneously collective, yet inherently subjective and wholly muldscnsual as each 

ceaselessly become in the poetic fusion of self and other. 
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List of Tourist Brochures Used in Research 

* Andean Trails, 2004 

The Adventure Company 
Travelbag Adventures. Small Groups. Worldwide Destinations, 2003-2004 
Ibc Adventure Collection, 2004 
Family Adventures, 2004/2005 

Exodus 
9 Discovery, Wildlife and Adventure, 2004/2005 

Explore 
0 Small Group Exploratory Holidays 2004/2005 

Guerba 
South America Trekking and Adventures, 2003/2004 
Worldwide 2004/2005 

Guerba/GAP, 
2003/2004 
2004/2005 

91 lama Travel Peru, 2004 

Hayes &Jarvis 
Worldwide Holidays, September 2002 to December 2003 
Worldwide Holidays, November 2003 to December 2004 

Sovereign 
" Worldwide Beaches and Experiences, January 2003 to April 2004 (second 

edition) 
" Worldwide Beaches and Experiences, January - December 2004 (first edition) 

0 Steppes Latin America, 2004 

Trips Worldwide 
9 South America. Tailor-made Exclusively for you, 2003-2004 
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List of Tour Operators Involved in Research 

9 Andean Trails, 2004 

o The Adventure Company 

a Exodus 

9 Explore 

9 Guerba 

9 Guerba/GAP, 

o Llama Travel Peru, 2004 

* Hayes & Jarvis 

9 Sovereign 

o Steppes Latin America, 2004 

Trips Worldwide 
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List of Postcard Producers Involved in Research 

e 180 Imagen & Publicidad 

* Emesto Eismann 

s Fenno Publicidad 

o Fatto Publicidad 

9 Henry Abanto 

* GHF Representacioncs 

Tierra Firmc Edicioncs 

e Quality Postcards 
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